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This qualitative study examines the intersections of bi-cultural identity and union 

formation – dating, engagement/betrothal and marriage – among second generation Patel 

women and men in Florida. Patels are the most prominent members of the Patidar caste 

who originally hail from the western state of Gujarat in India. In the United States, they 

comprise a relatively small, but economically successful Indian ethnic group. 

Importantly, the Patel community in the United States continues to maintain traditional 

familial and union formation patterns. This study uncovers how second generation Patels 

navigate union formation in the context of being Indian-American. Eighteen semi-

structured, interviews were conducted with second generation Patel women and men, in 

three marital status categories – single, engaged/betrothed, and married – to uncover the 

workings of this process.  

The construction and adoption of a bi-cultural identity by second generation Patels 

are acculturation strategies that enable them to navigate between their ethnic and 
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American worlds. Patel women and men construct for themselves a blended or hybrid 

identity – essentially a single identity with Gujarati/Indian and American traits – rather 

than two distinct identities. This blended bi-cultural identity intersects with and shapes 

their union formation decisions, behaviors and practices. 

The processual nature of union formation is a manifestation of this intersection. For 

Patel women and men, being bi-cultural implies a desire to marry for love, for their 

marriages to be psychologically and emotionally fulfilling and not a mere joining of 

families, and not disappointing their parents. Thus, dating is the mechanism by which 

Patel women and men re-conceptualize love and marriage. It not only enables them to 

learn about love and their expectations from a romantic relationship, but often assumes 

the mantle of courting a spousal candidate introduced to them by their parents in a 

process called the semi-arranged marriage. While parents may acquaint eligible spousal 

candidates to each other, the decision to pursue a courting relationship and to marry is 

that of the second generation alone.  

Gender is critical to the process of performing bi-cultural identity in union 

formation. Second generation women are conceived to be keepers of ethnic culture for 

their generation and the next. In union formation, this translates into restrictions in dating, 

pressure to marry on attaining marriageable age, a strict preference for their husbands to 

be Patel, Gujarati or Indian in that order, and a strong intolerance for exogamy – all more 

so than their male counterparts.  

In privileging the voices of second generation Patels, this study redresses a lacuna 

in the existing body of knowledge on Indians in the United States.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

This study examines how bi-culturalism shapes union formation processes – 

namely dating, engagement/betrothal, and marriage - among second generation Patels in 

Florida. Also explored are the intersections of bi-cultural forces, gender structures and 

generational influences in the Patel community in Florida in shaping union formation 

processes among the second generation. In-depth, qualitative interviews with second 

generation Patel women and men in three marital status categories – single, 

engaged/betrothed, and married – were used to construct a narrative about their identity, 

gender construction and performance, and union formation processes. The generational 

influences and perspectives were teased out retrospectively, by the second generation 

interpreting their parents’ behaviors, standards and expectations with reference to identity 

and gender construction and union formation. In this chapter I present the (a) research 

questions guiding this study, (b) the background to the research questions, and (c) 

rationale for the project.  

Research Questions 

Segmented assimilation, as propounded by Portes and Zhou (1993), Zhou (1999), 

and Zhou and Xiong (2005) conceive of the adaptation of ethnic communities to 

American society as occurring along multiple paths. They identified three possible 

acculturation trajectories adopted by immigrants and their American born children. One 

path of assimilation, namely “rapid economic advancement with deliberate preservation 

of the immigrant community’s values and tight solidarity” is central to this thesis as it is 
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widely adopted by Indian immigrants to the United States and their U.S. born children 

(Portes & Zhou, 1993, p. 82). Implicit in this path of segmented assimilation is the idea 

that the successful achievement of economic advancement, while simultaneously 

preserving ethnic community values, requires an existence in two cultures – the ethnic 

culture and the culture of the larger, differentiated, host society – a bi-cultural functioning 

(Szapocznik, Kurtines & Fernandez, 1980; Sayegh & Lasry, 1993; Warikoo, 2005). The 

product of this bi-cultural functioning is a bi-cultural identity embraced by both 

immigrants and the second generation, which is performed in their daily lives and that 

informs their life decisions and experiences. It thus stands to reason that the bi-cultural 

identity of second generation Patels will impact their union formation choices, behaviors 

and decisions. It is in this context that I ask as the primary research question:  

• What is the interplay of bi-cultural functioning and the resultant bi-cultural identity 
with the union formation processes – namely dating, engagement and marriage- 
among second generation Patel women and men in Florida? 

The bi-cultural functioning of second generation Indians is mediated by gender 

structures and ideologies, and by generational influences. First generation Indians 

construct gender such that second generation women bear the burden of being the 

“keepers” of Indian culture and heritage and are perceived as critical to the transmission 

of that culture to the succeeding generations (Dasgupta, 1998, p. 957; Warikoo, 2005). In 

espousing this gender ideology, the behavior and roles of second generation women are 

more rigidly monitored than those of second generation men. Gender structures and 

ideology are critical in the examination of union formation as they influence the 

possibility of participating (especially among second generation women) in mate 

selection behaviors such as dating and courting, and impact the process by which mates 

are selected and marriages made in the case of both second generation women and men. 
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The union formation decisions and behavior performed by second generation women and 

men – such as preference of a particular marriage style, the standards for a suitable 

spouse, and the timing of dating and marriage – are not only influenced by the gender 

structures and ideology they have been socialized into, but are also a direct product of 

their responses to negotiations with those gender structures (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 

1981; Lessinger, 1995; Dasgupta, 1998; Rangaswamy, 2000; Dugsin, 2001; Sheth, 2001; 

Khandelwal, 2002; Segal, 2002; Kallivayalil, 2004; Warikoo, 2005).  

Generational influences are perceived in two areas – in the juxtaposition of union 

formation among first generation Patels and that of the second generation, and in the 

constructs developed by the first generation (such as mate selection criteria, spaces for 

mate selection, process of mate selection, desired and acceptable union formation 

behavior) which directly impact the union formation of second generation Patels (Wakil, 

Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Lessinger, 1995; Leonard, 

1997; Dasgupta, 1998; Mukhi, 2000; Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002; 

Kallivayalil, 2004). Informed by this research, I derive one sub-question from the 

primary research question: 

• How do gender structures and ideology and generational influences intersect with 
bi-cultural identity in shaping the union formation processes of second generation 
Patel women and men? 

Background To The Research Questions 

An elucidation of the background to the research questions necessitates an insight 

into the Patel community in the United States, their linkages to India and their 

immigration story. The Patels are an agricultural caste – namely the Patidar caste – from 

the state of Gujarat on the west coast of India (Pocock, 1972; Jain, 1989). Traditionally, 

they have been involved in the production of cotton, barley, rice, and wheat (Jain, 1989). 
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Early in the British colonial rule of India, British officers, impressed by the industry and 

skills of the Patidars, awarded them important government appointments of assistant 

revenue collectors. The Patels were the head men of the villages in charge of assessment 

of revenue and administration of justice. Since that period in history, however, the term 

Patel has been transformed from an administrative title to the label of an Indian ethnic 

group (Pocock, 1972). It is note-worthy that not all Patidars are Patels, but because these 

two groups are very closely synonymous, I use these terms interchangeably in this thesis.  

It is difficult to undertake an explanation of the Patel community without 

interweaving it with a narrative of the Gujarati community. The Patels constitute five to 

eight percent of Gujarati immigrants in the United States and have achieved extraordinary 

economic success in the Untied States (Assar, 2000). In addition, it is important to point 

out that the Patels are Gujaratis (along with other Gujarati sub-groups such as Shah and 

Desai) and accordingly, Patel culture is Gujarati culture. Thus, in this paper, the term 

Gujarati and Patel will be used synonymously.  

The Patels benefited substantially from the family reunification categories in 

immigration introduced by the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965. Patels have 

entered the United States through a pattern of “chain migration” wherein family members 

sponsor new immigrants’ entry into the United States (Assar, 2000, p. 18; Sheth, 2001). 

As immigrants, the Patels have distinguished themselves economically in the United 

States while maintaining the ethnic values, culture and community solidarity. The 

Gujaratis, most especially the Patels, are conspicuous in the hospitality industry (motels, 

and luxury hotels), in industry, and medicine and in retail business undertaken through 

networks of grocery, convenience and liquor stores, restaurants, Seven Elevens and 
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Indian stores (stores selling ethnic products) (Sheth, 2001). It is in these professions that 

the Patels have prospered economically and in doing so have achieved the “American 

dream” of economic success (Jain, 1989; Assar, 2000; Sheth, 2001).  

In their social life, Gujaratis/Patels as an ethnic group in the United States have not 

remained as rigidly conservative as of old. However, the Patels continue to be a tradition 

bound group. They continue to maintain traditional family structures, marriage, and 

language and residential patterns in the United States, and make special effort to socialize 

the second generation into the culture of the community (Jain, 1989; Assar, 2000; Sheth, 

2001). Their commitment to tradition is especially manifested in the union formation 

processes of the second generation. Gujarati parents, like most Indian parents, disdain the 

relaxed sexual morality in the United States, most particularly pre-marital sex. This often 

leads them to curtail dating among the second generation, especially second generation 

women (Jain, 1989; Assar, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002). 

With reference to marriage, the Patels continue to practice endogamy, preferring 

that the second generation marry within the Patel community. In addition, the Patel 

community in the United States is an internally stratified community (like their Indian 

counterpart) and continues to be organized according to their village of origin in India 

(Jain, 1989; Assar, 2000). Members of the same village of origin are conceptualized as 

family – related to each other and marriages within the village are perceived as 

incestuous (Pocock, 1972). Thus, the Patels in the United States practice village 

exogamy, where the second generation is admonished to not only to marry another Patel 

from a village of origin other than their own, but also from a village of origin acceptable 

given the caste ranking of their own village. In addition, Gujarati/Patel community 
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culture informs the criteria applied in selecting a mate, in deeming the eligibility of a 

potential mate, and in the process by which marriages are made (Jain, 1989). It is thus 

evident that as an ethnic community, the Patels are an exemplar of the bi-cultural 

functioning model. Their bi-cultural identities enable them to function in American 

society and achieve economic success in the United States, while preserving the cultural 

core of their ethnic community.  

In setting up the background to the research questions that guide this project, I have 

invoked some concepts that require lucid definition. Three essential concepts require 

delineation in this project – definition of the generations, union formation, and ethnic 

community.  

Definitions Of The Generations  

The two generations of interest in this study are the first and second generations. It 

is in the defining of the latter, that the former becomes self-evident. Dasgupta (1998), and 

Sheth (2001, p. 54) define second generation Indians as “Indian-Americans born and 

raised, or raised from early childhood in America”. Implicit in this definition of the 

second generation is that of the first generation as immigrants who are born and raised in 

India. These definitions guide the conceptualization of generation in this study and the 

sample selection criteria elaborated in chapter three.  

Union Formation 

In the context of this paper, union formation encompasses three processes – dating, 

engagement/betrothal, and marriage. The literature on union formation among Indians in 

the United States often constructs dating and marriage as disparate categories and 

overlooks the process of engagement in entirety. In addition, union formation is 

constructed as a linear process progressing from dating to marriage (Lessinger, 1995 
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Rangaswamy, 2000; Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002; Kallivayalil, 2004). This paper 

deviates from this approach and conceives of the three processes as fluid categories 

wherein one cannot be understood without the other, and to do so would reveal only a 

partial snapshot of union formation among the Patels. Consequently, union formation is 

conceptualized as a complex interplay of the three processes which culminates in 

marriage, but need not necessarily begin with dating.  

Ethnic community 

India is acclaimed for her cultural diversity rooted in the regional, religious and 

linguistic expressions of her people. The variegated cultural expressions in India are 

classified as cultural/regional communities or groups (Khandelwal, 2002). In the United 

States, Indians are classified as an ethnic community or group. However, inherent 

heterogeneity in the Indian community necessitates the imagining of diverse ethnic 

communities (based on cultural/regional/linguistic diversity) within the larger Indian 

ethnic group. In this paper, the term “ethnic community” will be used to designate not 

only the Indian community in the United States, but also ‘cultural/regional communities’ 

among Indians such as the Gujaratis/Patels. Contextualization will be provided at all 

instances of utilization of the concept to qualify its application.  

Rationale  

The undertaking of this research project necessitates the answering of three inter-

related, essential questions – why the Patels? Why the second generation? And why 

union formation? In responding to these questions, I outline the rationale behind this 

project.  

Research on diverse ethnic groups among Indians in the United States is a 

relatively underdeveloped area when compared to the plethora of research on Indians in 
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the United States. The existing body of knowledge on Indians in the United States, in my 

opinion, tends to homogenize the Indian experience by recounting the stories of “Indians” 

and not of particular Indian ethnic groups such as the Gujaratis or Patels. This should not 

however be construed as a total neglect of the ethnic diversity among Indians by 

researchers. Existing research does highlight the experiences of specific Indian ethnic 

groups, but often this takes the form of a chapter in a book about Indians in America or 

receives passing mention, for instance, when the unique adaptations of some Indian 

ethnic groups are documented. I argue that the outcome of homogenizing the Indian 

experience lies in the inability to make accurate generalizations about the lives of Indians 

in the United States as these may vary among ethnic groups.  

The neglect of the heterogeneous or diverse experiences of an ethnic community is 

also evident in the segmented assimilation theory/bi-cultural functioning model. While 

this theoretical perspective accounts for the racial/ethnic structure in American society 

that mediates the acculturation of ethnic groups into the latter, it fails to account for the 

mediation by intra-ethnic group diversity. The ethnic diversity among Indians in the 

United States implies not only differential extents of acculturation by variegated ethnic 

groups but also the diverse methods of bi-cultural functioning – both of which cannot be 

sufficiently accounted for by the theoretical framework.  

This study seeks to address these gaps in the body of knowledge on Indians in 

America by concentrating narrowly on the experience of one Indian ethnic group in the 

state of Florida. The decision to study the Gujaratis/Patels was made for two reasons – 

their under-representation in research on Indians in America; and their epitomizing of the 

bi-cultural functioning model. Gujaratis/Patels are an understudied Indian ethnic group as 
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was evident in the difficulty experienced in identifying relevant literature on the 

community that was not dated. It should be pointed out here that a significant proportion 

of the existing body of knowledge on the Gujarati/Patel community documents their 

economic endeavors, progress and success in the United States. In some of the research 

[for instance Jain (1989), and Assar (2000)] other social structures that intersect with 

economic life such as gender, immigration, and acculturation have been demonstrated. 

However, there is a conspicuous absence of research on any aspect of union formation in 

the Gujarati/Patel community save the passing mentions of some of the community’s 

union formation practices in the existing literature. This lacuna necessitates 

extrapolations from acculturation and union formation literature on Indians in America 

and South Asians as a composite whole to Patel union formation processes in Florida.  

Thus, through this study, I attempt not only to address the chasms in and contribute to the 

existing body of knowledge on the Gujaratis/Patels, but also to give primacy to union 

formation (among Indians in the U.S.) as a research agenda.  

In addition, my initial reviewing of the available literature on the Gujarati/Patel 

community indicated that perhaps this community would be a sterling exemplification of 

the bi-cultural functioning process largely because of their success in achieving economic 

advancement while maintaining their ethnic traditions. Thus in selecting the Patels as an 

ethnic community to research, I sought insights into the workings of bi-cultural 

functioning and identity and the impact (if any) the latter had on union formation.  

It is my belief that the relative neglect of diverse ethnic groups in research on 

Indians in the United States is a result of the attendance given to the voices of the first 

generation that those of the second in narrating the Indian experience in the United 
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States. The second generation has not been the focus of the research to the extent that the 

first generation has, and often they too (like diverse Indian ethnic groups) constitute a 

chapter in the works of scholars. In the process, the unique experiences and 

interpretations of Indian-Americans, rather than those of Indians in America, have not 

been adequately documented. This trend is being reversed in recent times with a small 

but growing body of work that center around the second generation/1.5 generation 

experience in the United States. The decision to focus the current study around the 

experiences of the second generation was guided by this lacuna I have perceived in the 

existing research. By elucidating the second generation experience, I hope to tease out 

not only the unique interpretations and narratives of union formation held by this 

generation, but also their interpretations of the first generation’s perception of union 

formation. In so doing, I seek to augment the growing body of research on the second 

generation.  

In conclusion, the questions, concepts, and rationale assembled in this chapter 

guide the study undertaken and the analysis presented in the succeeding chapters. Chapter 

two provides an overview of the existing literature on Indians in the United States and an 

explanation of the theoretical frameworks guiding the study. The review of the literature 

has been arranged around the conceptual frameworks of immigration, acculturation, 

dating and marriage, gender, generation, and the intersections among them all. Chapter 

three is a presentation of the methodology guiding the current study, and includes an 

elaboration on the sample selection, data collection methods and analysis strategy used as 

well as an analysis of my role in the research process. Chapters four, five and six are 

analysis chapters that elucidate the findings of the study. Bi-cultural identity construction 
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and performance by second generation Patel women and men is presented in chapter four, 

followed by their dating patterns and behaviors in chapter five, and their mate selection, 

engagement, and marriage patterns, choices and behaviors in chapter six. Chapter seven 

comprises the discussions and conclusions where I summarize the findings of the 

research and attempt to identify and explain broader theoretical concepts and perspectives 

emerging from the analysis.  
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CHAPTER 2 
OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This section gives an overview of the literature and has been divided into the 

following subsections (a) history of Indian immigration to the United States, (b) 

acculturation and identity construction among Indians in the United States, (c) gender and 

union formation among Indians in the United States, and (d) critique of the literature.  

History Of Indian Immigration To The United States 

The immigrant experiences of Indians in the United States of America have to be 

contextualized in terms of the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors that motivated their migration. 

The first significant wave of immigration to the United States took place between 1900 

and 1910. These immigrants were agricultural laborers who considered themselves to be 

sojourners in a foreign land (Segal, 2002). Although they were of high caste standing in 

India, famine and the resultant poverty motivated their migration to the United States. 

The decision to emigrate was usually a family one and the goal was to amass sufficient 

wealth so as to restore the family lands in India. These immigrants were largely men and 

hailed from the state of Punjab in Northern India (Rangaswamy, 2000; Segal, 2002). 

Following this period, exclusionary laws passed by the United States Congress in 1917 

and 1924 effectively slowed down Indian immigration until 1946 when quotas for Asian 

immigrants were increased (Segal, 1998).  

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 heralded the next wave of 

immigration which increased the number of Indian immigrants dramatically. The most 

significant features of this legislation which aided Indian emigration were the abolition of 
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the national quota system instituted in the previous legislations and the establishment of 

family reunification as one of the preference categories for immigration (Chandrasekhar, 

1981; Juthani, 1992; Khandelwal, 2002). Accordingly, there were two main streams of 

Indian immigrants during this time. The professional stream was made up of skilled 

Indian professionals who were responding to the need for such workers in the United 

States and to the scarce employment opportunities for them in India. These immigrants 

were either from the middle or upper classes in India (as these were the classes who had 

access to education) resulting in an interplay of class hierarchies in immigration. Spouses, 

children and family members (like siblings, uncles and aunts) made up the other stream 

of immigrants who utilized the family reunification category to gain entry into the United 

States (Lessinger, 1995; Leonard, 1997; Rangaswamy, 2000; Sheth, 2001; Segal, 2002).  

The next wave of immigration from India began in the 1980s and still continues. 

While a significant number of these immigrants were less skilled than their 1965 

counterparts, this period also witnessed an increase in Indian students (especially single 

women) seeking graduate education in the United States (Rangaswamy, 2000; 

Khandelwal, 2002; Segal, 2002). Thus a wider spectrum of socio-economic classes was 

now gaining entering the United States, transforming not just the fabric and color of the 

Indian-American community, but of the United States as well. Since the 1980s, there has 

been a steady stream of Indians to America creating a medley of professionals, students, 

aging parents, relatives and non-professional workers straddling various class lines to 

form the Indian community in America.   

The Patels are members of the Patidar caste of Gujarat – a land owning, influential 

caste in Gujarat. The Patidars (Patels) are a diasporic community whose recent 
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movements around the world have their origins in the famines, drought and plague that 

afflicted their district in central Gujarat in the late 19th and early 20th century. It was 

during this period that the Patidars began migrating to East Africa (Kenya and Uganda) 

and Tanzania and in doing so, converted themselves into a wealthy trading community 

(Pocock, 1972, Sheth, 2001). Gujaratis as an ethnic group also have a long history of 

migration to England, Fiji, Trinidad and Guyana and of achieving subsequent economic 

and political success (Sheth, 2001). Note worthy is the fact that all the countries that 

contained the Gujarati/Patel diaspora were former British colonies.  

With the collapse of colonialism, and the rise of local leadership and governments 

especially in Africa, the Indian community of East Africa was expelled often times 

forcibly from those countries. In this process, a significant proportion of Gujaratis/Patels 

made their way to the United Kingdom and eventually to the United States (Sheth, 2001). 

Thus the immigration trajectory of Gujaratis/Patels to the United States can be traced to 

three main streams – a small stream from East Africa (often via the United Kingdom), 

another small stream from the Caribbean and a large stream directly from India, 

especially after the 1965 immigration legislation and in the 1980s (Jain, 1989; Sheth, 

2001). While a small group of Patels had immigrated to the United States in the late 

1940s, the significant proportion of Patels were post-1965 and/or post-1980 immigrants.  

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 was a liberal legislation that heralded 

immigration of Indians in large numbers to the United States. The Act abolished the 

national origin quota systems favoring western European immigrants instituted in 

previous immigration legislation and established a preference system emphasizing family 

reunification and occupational skills (Chandrasekhar, 1981; Khandelwal, 2002; Segal, 
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2002). Patels in the United States have traditionally practiced “chain migration” (Assar, 

2000, p.18; Rutten & Patel, 2003), wherein immigrants to countries like the United States 

have been sponsored by family members (usually related by blood or marriage) already 

in these countries. In addition, Patels immigrating to the United States also tended to be 

“twice migrant” – having emigrated to the United States after sojourning in another 

country most often the United Kingdom (Assar, 2000, p. 16; Sheth, 2001).  

Acculturation And Identity Construction Among Indians In The United States 

Migration to another country necessitates some adaptive response on the part of the 

immigrants to the culture and the society of the host country. Refusing to choose between 

their world of origin and their adopted country, Indians in America work to create a new 

hybrid “bi-cultural identity” - a fusion of the two cultures they straddle – through the 

process of segmented assimilation (Juthani, 1992, p. 139; Patel, Power & Bhavnagri, 

1996; Dasgupta, 1998; Farver, Narang & Bhadha, 2002; Khandelwal, 2002; Segal, 2002).  

Segmented Assimilation And Bi-Cultural Identity: A Theoretical Overview 

Classical assimilation theories were first conceptualized as a response to European 

migration to the United States. Assimilation was conceptualized as a natural process by 

“which diverse ethnic groups come to share a common culture and to gain equal access to 

the opportunity structure of society” (Zhou, 1999, p. 196). This process necessarily 

involved the desertion of ethnic cultural traditions and behavioral patterns and the 

adoption of those of the host society – in this case the United States, in this manner 

creating a melting pot. Critical to the assimilation process was the idea that once set in 

motion, the process “moves inevitably and irreversibly toward assimilation” (Zhou, 1999, 

p. 196; Zhou & Xiong, 2005).Gordon (1964) one of the premier exponents of this 

perspective, identified seven stages in the process of assimilation commencing with 
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acculturation – which he conceived of as the “minority group’s adoption of the ‘cultural 

patterns’ of the host society” – and proceeding steadily toward structural assimilation 

which is the “entry of members of an ethnic minority into primary-group relationships 

with the majority group” (Alba & Nee, 1999, p. 138).  

Assimilation theories were however inapplicable in the context of Asian and Latin 

American migration to the United States and the flaws in the assimilation perspective 

became more evident. Sayegh and Lasry (1993), Alba and Nee (1999, p. 138), and Zhou 

(1999) note that the greatest shortcoming of the assimilation argument was in its 

expectation of “erasure of all signs of ethnic origin” by immigrants so as to become 

melted into mainstream American society and to gain equal access to the opportunity 

structure. In addition, assimilation theories do not account for structural constraints – the 

most important being socio-economic class and racial and ethnic systems- inherent in 

American society that impinge on the ability of an immigrant group to assimilate into 

American society. This is especially evident in the conceptualization by Gordon (1964) 

of the desired cultural standard that represented the direction and eventual outcome of the 

acculturation process – the “middle-class cultural patterns of, largely, white Protestant, 

Anglo-Saxon origins” which he called the “core culture” of American society. (p. 72). 

This conceptualization does not account for the heterogeneity in American society of 

social class and racial and ethnic systems into which an immigrant group or people may 

assimilate. Apart from these flaws in the assimilation theories, it should also be 

mentioned that assimilation theories refer largely to new immigrants and do not make any 

reference to the adaptation process of children of immigrants who are born and brought 

up in American society.  
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In response to these anomalies in assimilation theories, acculturation theories were 

developed. Gans (1999) explains that as opposed to assimilation, which refers to the 

“newcomers’ move out of the formal and informal ethnic associations and other social 

institutions and into the host society’s non-ethnic ones”, acculturation refers mainly to the 

“newcomers’ adoption of the culture, that is, the behavior patterns or practices, values, 

rules, symbols, and so forth, of the host society (or rather an overly homogenized and 

reified conception of it)” (p. 162). It is conceived of as group-level (for instance an ethnic 

group) and an individual-level (for instance a member of an ethnic group) phenomenon 

and in doing so accounts for acculturation responses by not only immigrants but also 

those of the second generation –children of immigrants born and brought up in the United 

States (Berry, 1992). Acculturation also implies a mutual process of adaptation by both 

the immigrant group/individuals and the host society. However, it is acknowledged that 

the host society remains basically unchanged, while majority of the changes occur in the 

immigrant group/individuals (Gordon, 1964; Berry, 1992).  

Segmented assimilation as explained by Portes and Zhou (1993), Zhou (1999); 

Zhou and Xiong (2005), and Portes and Rumbaut (2005) is a popular acculturation theory 

which developed as a response to the flaws assimilation theories. It is of particular 

relevance to the case of Indians in the United States which will be demonstrated in this 

work. “While rejecting the classical vision of an undifferentiated, unified white middle-

class core, segmented assimilation conceives the mainstream as shaped by systems of 

class and racial stratification” and thus explains both acculturation and economic 

adaptation in the context of an unequal society (Zhou, 1999; Zhou, & Xiong, 2005, p. 

1122). More importantly, unlike the linear assimilationist trajectory of adaptation, the 
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segmented assimilation perspective acknowledges the multiple paths of acculturation by 

both immigrants and their children. Three possible patterns of acculturation of 

immigrants and their children into American society were observed:  

One of them replicates the time-honored portrayal of growing acculturation and 
parallel integration into the white middle-class; a second leads straight into the 
opposite direction to permanent poverty and assimilation into the underclass, still a 
third associates rapid economic advancement with deliberate preservation of the 
immigrant community’s values and tight solidarity. (Portes & Zhou, 1993, p. 82) 

The path chosen by an immigrant group or the second generation and the segment of 

society they acculturate into is determined by the interaction of individual factors such as 

education, language ability, age of arrival and contextual factors of exit and reception 

into American society such as racial stratification, spatial segregation, economic 

opportunities etc (Zhou, 1999; Zhou & Xiong, 2005). 

It is the last path of segmented assimilation – namely rapid economic advancement 

with the preservation of ethnic culture – that is adopted by Indian immigrants into the 

United States and their U.S. born children and so is of central importance to this thesis. 

Berry (1992, p. 72; 1997; 2001) has described this path as “integration” implying the 

maintenance of ethnic identity by the group as well as a movement to become an integral 

part of the larger society, acknowledging along with Sayegh and Lasry (1993) the path is 

most often pursued by immigrant groups and their U.S. born children. The path of 

preserving ethnic culture and identity, while achieving rapid economic advancement 

implies an existence in two cultures simultaneously – the ethnic culture and the culture of 

the segment of society into which acculturation is desired – a bi-cultural functioning.  

Thus the product of this path of segmented assimilation is a flexible, hybrid, bi-

cultural identity embraced by both immigrants and the second generation and having four 

possible outcomes: a well adjusted bi-cultural individual fully involved in both cultures; a 
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bi-cultural individual identifying with either heritage or host culture and fully involved in 

that culture; a bi-cultural individual identifying with either culture who is marginal due to 

little involvement in that culture; and a bi-cultural individual identifying with both 

cultures but marginal due to little involvement in both cultures (Szapocznik, Kurtines & 

Fernandez, 1980; Sayegh & Lasry, 1993; Warikoo, 2005). Bi-cultural functioning and the 

resultant bi-cultural identity have implications for gender practice and union formation 

among Indians in the United States these intersections will be explored in this project.  

Acculturation Among Indians In The United States 

Indians attempt to maintain their ethnic culture by making it an integral part of their 

lives in the United States and recreating it for the newer generations. This maintenance of 

ethnic culture is undertaken largely by the family and ethnic community through the 

process of enculturation or ethnic socialization (Farver, Narang & Bhadha, 2002). Indians 

not only adopt American (largely white middle-class American) cultural traits and 

standards, but are also modifying and altering their values and practices to adapt to their 

new homeland rather than discarding them in favor of something totally new (Wakil, 

Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Patel, Power & Bhavnagri, 1996). Thus, Indian acculturation to 

the United States is a creative integration of the characteristics of two (or more) cultures 

accompanied by the ability to operate effectively within each (Patel, Power & Bhavnagri, 

1996; Dasgupta, 1998; Farver, Narang & Bhadha, 2002; Srinivasan, 2001; Segal, 2002). 

Indians, in their public and professional lives, develop and maintain the American 

characteristics of being ambitious, achievement-oriented, materialistic and upwardly 

mobile. They view these adaptations as a “functional compromise” with the American 

society (Wakil & Wakil, 1981 p.934; Patel, Power & Bhavnagri, 1996). In their social 

lives however, they create a parallel ethnic society through which they maintain a strong 
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allegiance to their culture, to their language of origin, to their own ethnic group and to 

traditional values such as filial piety, continuity in the performance of traditional roles by 

the genders and the discouragement of autonomy in the young (Saran, 1985; Helweg & 

Helweg, 1990; Patel, Power & Bhavnagri, 1996; Rangaswamy, 2000; Segal, 2002).  

Two key factors moderate the acculturation of Indians in America – generation and 

gender. The pattern of bi-cultural functioning has been actively adopted by first 

generation Indians as a means of affirming their ethnicity and identity on foreign soil and 

of transmitting their culture to the new generation. Despite this, first generation Indians 

have remained essentially Indian (Sheth, 2001; Srinivasan, 2001). The second generation 

has been brought up to take advantage of all the opportunities and material techniques 

available to them in the United States while simultaneously “retaining and strengthening 

the distinctive spiritual essence of the national culture” (Kallivayalil, 2004, p.547). For 

the most part the second generation has blended to varying extents, the two cultures and 

living styles. More importantly, they have “no illusions of being Indian. They are as 

American as they can be. They are sure of their American grounding, yet they are 

intensely aware of their roots” (Sheth, 2001, p.71; Srinivasan, 2001).   

Gender is critical to the process of acculturating to the United States for both first 

and second generation Indians. For the first generation, immigration to America did not 

result in significant changes to traditional familial and gender roles and behavior which 

continue to be rooted in tradition. Hierarchical organization marks family life wherein 

formal authority is determined by age and sex. Men, particularly the father and eldest 

sons, are perceived to have the most authority and the primary responsibility for 

maintaining families (Rangaswamy, 2000; Segal, 2002). Women, who can be demanding 
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and authoritarian in their professional lives, “reveal themselves to be remarkably docile 

women in the presence of their husbands” and continue to be primarily responsible for 

domestic tasks (Rangaswamy, 2000, p.35). Gender was thus performed largely in the 

ethnic context.   

In its preoccupation with passing on culture, language and tradition to both its male 

and female offspring, the Indian community has placed a heavy burden on women. 

Historically, Hindu women have been constructed to be “keepers” of culture and heritage 

- a construction embraced by nationalistic groups in the early 19th century in India (Falk, 

1995; Dasgupta, 1998, p.957; Warikoo, 2005). The social reform movements in the early 

19th century sought to improve the status of women in colonial Indian society. The 

nationalistic groups feared the consequence of these reforms would be the ‘westernizing’ 

of Indian women and mounted a response wherein they dichotomized culture into the 

material and spiritual (Falk, 1995). Material life was pursued in the public world and was 

thus constructed as the male domain. Spiritual life, the source of all integrity was an 

interior world preserved through values and the customs of home and thus the domain of 

women. Thus gender was constructed such that the compensation for the absorption of 

men with all things “materialistic” was for women to carry their “spirituality” with them 

wherever they go through their dress, behavior, religiosity, and social demeanor (Falk, 

1995, p307). This ensured the continuity of Hindu culture even in the face of change.    

This tradition of conceptualizing women as keepers of culture has continued in 

America as well. The behavior and roles of second generation daughters are more strictly 

monitored than those of sons. Daughters are expected to be deferent to authority, be well-

mannered and polite, and face more restrictions on their behavior than sons (Patel, Power 
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& Bhavnagri, 1996; Dasgupta, 1998; Kallivayalil, 2004). Second generation Indians, in 

perceiving themselves as American rather than Indian are beginning to redefine their 

roles and behaviors such that these reflect greater equality between the sexes. In doing so, 

they are performing gender in a more cosmopolitan context than their parents and are 

subsequently modifying the performance of gender in their ethnic context.  

The Patel community is a true exemplar of this acculturation process. Patels make 

up one percent of the other Indian ethnicities in the United States (Assar, 2000). Relative 

to the other ethnicities though, the Patels are an embodiment of a successful immigrant 

story. Aficionados of the achievement oriented American work ethic, and most especially 

of the ideals of hard work and pursuit of material success, the Patels are one of the few 

Indian immigrant groups who have distinguished themselves economically in the United 

States (Assar, 2000). They however remain a traditional, integrated community. They 

retain their village of origin as a point of reference in the United States and maintain ties 

with their communities in India. Vestiges of their lives in India have been preserved in 

the United States, in their continued parlance in Gujarati, their traditional family structure 

and gender definitions and in their marriage patterns (Jain, 1989; Assar, 2000). Although 

immigration to the United States has presented Patel women with professional 

opportunities, a significant proportion of them continue to adhere to community norms 

that require married women to be homemakers (Assar, 2000). Second generation Patels 

are brought up in this tradition and easily claim their heritage. However, the dearth of 

research on the lives of the second generation makes further elaboration difficult.   

This process of bi-cultural functioning among Indians in the United States, results 

in the embracing of a bi-cultural identity among both first and second generation – an 
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identity which is a fusion of Indian-ness and American-ness. The Indian community does 

not however make special efforts to create American-ness as the younger generation 

imbibes this by virtue of being born and brought up in America, going to school in 

America and having multi-cultural friends and peers (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; 

Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). Indians are more concerned with the creation of Indian-

ness or Indian identity largely for two reasons – transmission of their culture to the 

second generation and preventing the obliteration of their roots under the influence of 

America in future generations. The development of an Indian identity in the second 

generation is critical to identity formation among Indians in America. It is this sense of 

Indian-ness that is at the root of their bi-cultural identity. 

Bi-Cultural Identity: Indian-ness In The United States 

Culture, both Indian and American, is integral to the process of identity 

construction. It symbolizes group identity, ethnic group affiliation and group survival 

especially in a foreign land (Khandelwal, 2002). Thus the process of identity construction 

among Indians involves transplanting Indian cultural traditions in America, modifying 

these traditions to the American milieu within which they are rooted, transmitting them to 

the second generation, all while simultaneously adopting selected American traditions 

(Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002).  

In conceptualizing Indian identity in an Indian context, it is difficult to reconcile 

between a pan-Indian identity and a more ethnic one rooted in the diverse regional, 

cultural and linguistic groups that make up the Indian community in the United States. 

The post-1965 immigrants, in a desire to fit fully into American multi-cultural politics, 

invoked and created a unitary Indian ethnic culture (Khandelwal, 2002). This sense of 

Indian-ness was grounded in common citizenship with India and with Indian culture. This 
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process was not a simple one as it meant the highlighting of some aspects of Indian 

culture and the denial of others. For the most part it also meant that the overarching 

Indian-ness which was being created was equated with Hindu identity (due to the larger 

proportion of Hindu immigrants). The result, some observers of the process note, was the 

creation of a an “ethereal, imagined and stereotypical” identity rooted in a reified and 

often simplified version of Indian culture (Mukhi, 2000; Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002; 

Kallivayalil, 2004; p.539).  

By the 1990s, under the onslaught of increasing numbers of immigrants, the pan-

Indian culture began to disappear. In its place emerged an Indian-ness that was diverse 

and encompassing the myriad ethnic (regional, linguistic, religious and cultural) 

expressions of India (Khandelwal, 2002). This does not imply that the narrower identities 

that are now being created are radically different from an overarching Indian identity. 

Rather, I conceptualize them as variegated expressions of a complex Indian culture with 

common cultural threads existing in all ethnic Indian identities. However, there is 

growing allegiance to the ethnic identity as opposed to a pan-Indian identity especially 

when inculcating the same in the second generation (Khandelwal, 2002). 

Indian-ness in America is once again being transformed by the second generation 

of Indians who are born and brought up in the United States. They are seeking to make 

sense of their identities as Americans and Indians. In doing so, they are embracing an 

identity which is a fusion of both India and America – a bi-cultural identity – and which 

is simultaneously changing the fabric of “Indian-American ethnic identity” (Khandelwal, 

2002, p. 146). They undertake this by not just embracing the Indian-ness that their 
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parents attempt to create in them, but also by engaging that identity and modifying it to 

their American one.  

As explored in the following chapters of this document, the second generation 

invokes the symbols of Indian culture such as language, religion and festivals, food and 

family values as sources of Indian identity construction. They maintain that these 

symbols are evoked consciously in their families and ethnic communities to expressly 

construct Indian-ness among the second generation (Saran, 1985; Jain, 1989; 

Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002). For their part, while absorbing the Indian-ness 

invoked by their families and ethnic communities, the second generation is adapting these 

symbols to the American milieu within which they live and in doing so are creating for 

themselves a bi-cultural identity that is a fusion of Indian-ness and American-ness and 

different from that of their parents.   

When attempting to understand bi-cultural identity, it is important to be reminded 

that bi-cultural functioning is being undertaken not exclusively by the second generation, 

but by the first generation as well. The difference between the first and second 

generation, as explained by scholars in the field, lies in its product – the constructed bi-

cultural identity. For the first generation, their essential identity is that of an Indian. They 

identify not just with life in India but also with Indian cultural standards and expectations 

which they actively evoke for the younger generation (Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). 

They invoke for themselves an American identity only in their public and professional 

lives primarily in order to function effectively and productively and to achieve the 

success and the better life which had motivated their emigration in the first place 

(Srinivasan, 2001; Segal, 2002).  
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The second generation by contrast, identifies as American, but American with 

Indian ancestry (Sheth, 2001; Srinivasan, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). India is not their 

home country, but their parents’ and ancestors’ homeland. They regard it as a source of 

their heritage, but for the most part are certain that they could not live there. They are 

very aware of the fact that their birth and upbringing, education, life styles and careers 

situate them as Americans (Khandelwal, 2002). Inherent in their bi-cultural identity are 

contradictions and paradoxes, the most significant of which is the idea that their dual 

identities are not equal. One identity – the American – is conceptualized as a 

juxtaposition to the other and is often perceived (by the first generation if not by the 

second) as needing to be inferior to the other – the Indian. In reconciling these 

contradictions, they often use contextual factors help them to decide whether to operate 

from an American or Indian base (Rangaswamy, 2000).   

Scholars have noticed a trajectory involved in the formation of a bi-cultural identity 

among second generation Indians. As children, the second generation grows up in an 

environment of “family-oriented Indianness”, which is followed by a period of increased 

exposure to American society and culture through school and peers (Sheth, 2001, p.73). 

This period is characterized by confusion and (sometimes) shame with their Indian origin 

which could translate into rejection of and hatred for the heritage. However, once they 

attain college age and a certain level of maturity, a significant proportion of the second 

generation reevaluate their Indian identities and are able to look upon their ancestry with 

more pride and with greater confidence and self-esteem – a process some terms as 

“second migration” (Lessinger, 1995; Leonard, 1997, p. 155; Rangaswamy, 2000; Sheth, 

2001). 
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Adopting a bi-cultural identity, particularly for the second generation, is not a 

painless process, but one fraught with threats to the very identity that they are attempting 

to embrace. Inherent in a bi-cultural identity is rejection of a wholly American or Indian 

identity in favor of a hybridized one. For the second generation, this oftentimes translates 

into a feeling to being unfairly caught between two cultures and having to choose which 

of them will be more dominant in their definition of self (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 

1981; Rangaswamy, 2000; Srinivasan, 2001; Farver, Narang & Bhadha, 2002). This 

existential debate is compounded by the challenges that larger American society and 

culture, pose to their identity making the second generation more conscious of their race 

and ethnicity and exhorting them to make choices based on their identities (Khandelwal, 

2002). Mukhi (2000) captures this reality aptly:  

. . . [the second generation individual is] thrust into a situation where home is 
unlike the world, where food smells, tastes and looks different from what is eaten 
by other contemporaries, where [the individual] is darker in color than her 
classmates but not black, where [the individual] worships not only a bearded old 
man in heaven or one hanging from a cross, but many deities in a variety of shapes 
and forms. Young people…sometimes have to make major decisions based on the 
ethnicity of who to be with, what to confess about oneself, what one can or cannot 
indulge in. (p. 146-147) 

In responding to these challenges, the second generation for the most part, attempts 

to define what it means to be Indian-American on their own terms rather than on their 

parents’ preferred ethnic identities – a positive response - which extends to them a sense 

of satisfaction and ease (Farver, Narang & Bhadha, 2002). For others, reconciliation 

between the two identities lies in either the complete denial of one or its incorporation 

into the other– a reaction which could either be momentary or permanent – or gaining 

some level of comfort with “not having an identity” (Rangaswamy, 2000, p.171; Sheth, 

2001). Feelings of confusion, shame, anxiety, fear and a lack of belongingness and 
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acceptance not only accompany these responses, but often influence the embracing of a 

bi-cultural identity (Dasgupta, 1998; Sheth, 2001; Kallivayalil, 2004).  

In summation, the construction and imbibing of bi-cultural identity is more fluid 

but more disconcerting for the second generation than it is for the first. The former 

“feel[s] constrained to make choices without having had a chance to develop a sense of 

belonging as either Americans or Indians”, denying them a point of reference they can 

fall back on (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 190). For the first generation, that point of reference 

lies in Indian tradition and culture to which their allegiance was fixed prior to their 

migration to America, providing them a relative ease in making choices when their 

American and Indian ways of life clash (Khandelwal, 2002). Thus bi-cultural identity 

among second generation Indians is “processual, constantly transforming, emerging, 

[and] incomplete” (Mukhi, 2000, p. 147). 

Gender And Union Formation Among Indians In The United States 

The bi-cultural functioning of Indians and their resultant bi-cultural identity is very 

evident in the domains of family and gender practice. Ideas of Indian-ness are 

inextricably linked to the constructions of family and gender by the first generation which 

directly influences union formation patterns among the second generation. First 

generation Indians, in their attempt to create and maintain an Indian identity among the 

second generation, establish a dichotomy between American and Indian values and 

notions of self on which constructions of family and gender are based. The latter creates 

opportunities and obstacles to union formation among the second generation.  

Family And Gender Construction: The First And Second Generations  

Traditional family values are considered by first generation Indians to be the 

cornerstone of Indian culture in the United States, and the distinguishing element 
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between themselves and Americans. They create a disjunction between the Indian and the 

American wherein the latter is constructed as “sexually promiscuous, irreligious, [and] 

outspoken” and the former equated with “spirituality, refinement, [and] sobriety” (Saran, 

1985; Mukhi, 2000, p. 117). In the domain of family life, Americans are perceived as 

lacking commitment to familial ties and relationships. They are criticized by the first 

generation for their lack of attention and affection toward their elders; for their dearth in 

disciplining and controlling their children and for not spending what Indians consider to 

be adequate time with their families both immediate and extended (Lessinger, 1995). 

There is thus a desire among the first generation for the youth to be protected from this 

pervasive American-ness while simultaneously inculcating and encouraging Indian 

values (Mukhi, 2000; Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002).  

Rooted in the juxtaposition of Indian and American, are perceptions of the self 

which not only form the bedrock of Indian family life in the United States, but also 

intersect with gender construction and union formation. Indians tend to embrace an 

allocentric belief system wherein the self and family are constructed as integrated and 

interdependent rather than separate. “Individuals of all ages are expected to make 

sacrifices on behalf of the [family], and the welfare and integrity of the family always 

supercedes individual needs and self-identity” (Lessinger, 1995; Farver, Narang & 

Bhadha, 2002, p.340). As opposed to the American culture which stresses individuality, 

autonomy and self-reliance to achieve personal satisfaction, the Indian perspective 

considers autonomy as something which develops in later life with matrimony and 

parenthood, but not something that adolescents and young adults can be expected to 

exercise properly (Lessinger, 1995; Segal, 2002). Accordingly, first generation Indians in 
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the United States establish families governed by these expectations and value systems 

and socialize the second generation into a “duty based morality” wherein the youth are 

expected to uphold the family honor by exhibiting good behavior, academic excellence 

and factoring in the family’s wishes in decisions made by the youth especially with 

regard to union formation (Dugsin, 2001, p. 237; Farver, Narang & Bhadha, 2002; 

Khandlewal, 2002). In this familial context, gender is constructed such that women are 

responsible for the upkeep of family honor, are expected to be dependent on the family 

and most especially on male members in the family and to uphold filial piety even after 

they establish their own careers and families (Dasgupta, 1998; Srinivasan, 2001; Farver, 

Narang & Bhadha, 2002; Kallivayalil, 2004).  

In accordance with the Hindu religious tradition of “dharma” the traditional Indian 

family in India clearly defines segregated roles and responsibilities for men and women 

wherein men are expected to be the primary wage earners, decision makers (although 

women may influence these decisions indirectly) and the protectors of women and 

children (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 118; Segal, 2002). Women, by contrast, are in charge of 

the home, including food preparation and attending to the everyday needs of the family 

(Khandelwal, 2002). While emigration to the United States involved a transportation and 

transplantation of these constructs of gender in America, the process was accompanied by 

acculturation-fueled modifications in gender construction as the first generation 

embraced a bi-cultural identity.  

Far from being traditional women adrift in American society, first generation 

Indian women engage the society they live in. A significant proportion of them are 

educated professionals engaged in careers or business and sharing in the provision of 
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household incomes (Leonard, 1997; Khandelwal, 2002).They continue however to be 

primarily responsible for all the domestic tasks especially child care and food 

preparation. First generation Indian women continue to “believe [that] marriage, 

childrearing and nurturing the family are their most fulfilling social roles” and often see 

their professions as extensions of these roles (Lessinger, 1995, p. 11; Kallivayalil, 2004). 

First generation Indian men, who have been reared in a strong patriarchal tradition in 

India, are often less amenable to modifying gender arrangements following emigration. 

In most double income Indian households in America, women’s earning capacity does 

not “produce and equivalent sharing of the house workload” as their husbands do not 

assist with house hold chores (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 133). Moreover, a lot of first 

generation Indian men, in their fear that their wives will become more ‘American’, 

begrudge them their professional lives outside the home and in some cases expressly 

forbid their wives to work outside the home (Lessinger, 1995; Rangaswamy, 2000; 

Khandelwal, 2002). However, it is important to note that there are a number of first 

generation men who take pride in their wives’ professional accomplishments and 

willingly support and embrace a reallocation of labor in the home (Lessinger, 1995; 

Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). 

What is critical to note about the above described gender arrangements is that they 

form the basis of the first generation family life. The second generation is reared in 

families where the gender role and responsibility segregation was not only visible but 

also emphasized. Second generation women, while encouraged to excel academically just 

as men are, are taught not just skills they require to fulfill their roles of wife and mother, 

but also the fact that these roles are inevitable in their lives (Sheth, 2001, p. 153; 
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Srinivasan, 2001). They are encouraged to be submissive and unprotesting in the home 

although they can be assertive and demanding in their professional lives (Rangaswamy, 

2000; Khandelwal, 2002). Just as with their mothers, second generation women are 

invested with an ideal Indian womanhood and the responsibility of upholding for 

themselves, and transmitting Indian values and morals to the next generation (Dugsin, 

2001). Coupled with this is the parents’ fear of losing their daughters to American culture 

especially to “[the] American vices of drinking, partying, sexuality and dating” through 

American schools and the American media (Sheth, 2001, p. 55). Often, both translate into 

more restrictions being placed on their movement and sexuality as opposed to those of 

second generation men (Dugsin, 2001; Sheth, 2001; Srinivasan, 2001; Warikoo, 2005). 

Second generation men, for the most part, are raised in a tradition where they are not 

expected to assist in household labor, but are expected to continue the tradition of being 

the primary wage earner (Rangaswamy, 2000; Segal, 2002). 

Second generation Indians, most especially women, are reacting to these gender 

arrangements within which they are reared and in the process are attempting to create 

gender systems that enable them to express their identity as both Americans and Indians. 

They feel constrained by the restrictive gender prescriptions imposed on them and dislike 

the rigid old-world gender roles that are upheld in their families (Dasgupta, 1998). Some 

are uncomfortable with the family structures within which they are raised wherein they 

perceive their “mothers [as] subservient to their fathers [and] forever compromising for 

them” (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 159; Kallivayalil, 2004).  

Negotiating between the demands of their individuality and those of family 

obligation is especially hard for second generation women as there is an expectation, on 
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the part of the first generation, that they will embrace the “age-old standards of 

[femininity] and ‘housewifely’ behavior over their independence and careers 

(Rangaswamy, 2000, p. 182; Srinivasan, 2001). For themselves, second generation 

women want gender arrangements characterized by egalitarian relationships between 

their partners (most often their husbands) and themselves, where they have the freedom 

to be professionals, wives and mothers and domestic labor is shared. It is hard to state 

whether second generation Indian men desire such egalitarian gender arrangements. They 

may view such arrangements as necessary modifications to the American milieu or may 

balk against them. Accustomed to their centrality in families and communities, men could 

be uncomfortable with women having interests outside them (men) and their families and 

may feel threatened by egalitarian relationships (Lessinger, 1995; Khandelwal 2002). 

 The dating and courtship; engagement and marriage patterns among the second 

generation are influenced significantly by the familial and gender arrangements upheld 

by the first generation, into which the second generation is socialized and to which they 

react. Apart from creating opportunities for and obstacles against dating and marriage 

among the second generation, these arrangements establish norms, criteria and ideals that 

the second generation deals with as they negotiate union formation decisions.    

Dating And Courtship: The Generational Perspective 

Dating and courtship as patterns of behavior are intimately tied to notions of 

Indian-ness, family and gender arrangements among Indians in the United States. First 

generation Indians are ambivalent on the issue of dating among the second generation. 

Their perceptions of dating are colored by their definition and understanding of the 

behavior. For the most part, the first generation allude to dating as behavior that is 

“against Indian culture” and therefore something American (Kallivayalil, 2004; p. 548). 
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More importantly, they equate dating with sexual activity and their fears of second-

generation sexual activity cause them to view dating with great alarm and horror (Wakil, 

Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Helweg & Helweg, 1990; Leonard, 1997; DasGupta & 

Dasgupta, 1998; Dasgupta, 1998; Rangaswamy, 2000; Srinivasan, 2001). In this 

situation, they are less amenable to the second generation dating. However, a growing 

number of first generation Indians are beginning to look upon dating more favorably only 

if it is in the context of a “committed . . . [and] permanent relationship” namely marriage, 

wherein dating assumes the mantle of courtship (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990, p. 45; 

Dugsin, 2001). But even in this situation, there are caveats that have been worked in. 

While dating is acceptable in the context of marriage, the parents opine that dating should 

begin only when the second generation is ready to marry and should not be undertaken 

during schooling years especially during high school as “it is seen to interfere with the 

primary goal [of their children] of obtaining an education and career” (Dugsin, 2001; p. 

238; Kallivayalil, 2004).  

Parents, who do let their children date with the above mentioned purpose in mind, 

admit to maintaining separate standards for their sons and daughters (Dasgupta, 1998). 

Second generation men are “allowed more leeway in dating and ‘out of house activities’” 

with little or no parental supervision, but the same freedom is not accorded to second 

generation women (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Khandelwal, 2002; p. 152; 

Srinivasan, 2001). With the onset of puberty, the first generation monitor with growing 

stringency the movements and friendships of second generation women (Lessinger, 

1995). Dating or going out in mixed gender company is virtually impossible and/or 

strictly forbidden to a significant proportion of second generation women, while for some 
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these activities are possible under strict parental supervision wherein parents are able to 

maintain constant contact with their daughters over cell phones (Lessinger, 1995; 

Dasgupta, 1998; Khandelwal, 2002; Kallivayalil, 2004). The reasons for this “double 

standard” revolve around an ideology that prizes sexual chastity of women and idealizes 

marriage and motherhood as the goal for women (Dasgupta, 1998; Khandelwal, 2002; p. 

152).  

First generation Indians who subscribe to this ideology maintain that the strictness 

involved in their daughters’ upbringing as opposed to that of their sons, serves to 

“socialize them [their daughters] most appropriately for later roles as wife and mother” 

(Khandelwal, 2002, p. 152). Given this, they greatly fear that their daughters’ premarital 

relationships (through dating) with males “‘will jeopardize their marriage prospects’ or 

‘ruin the marriage prospects of the younger sisters, and thus the name of the family’” 

(Mukhi, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002, p. 153; Kallivayalil, 2004). Added to this mix, is the 

construction of women, among the Indian community in the United States, as the 

“keepers of culture” and upholders of the family honor or izzat and the perception of 

dating as an American, not Indian, behavioral pattern (DasGupta & Dasgupta, 1998, p. 

113; Kallivayalil, 2004). Accordingly, parents attempt to inculcate among second 

generation women the ideal of Indian womanhood which “consists of rejecting dating and 

accepting the traditional practice of arranged marriage by presenting the latter as essential 

to ‘Indian’ ways” (Menon, 1989; DasGupta & Dasgupta, 1998, p. 113;). “Any move 

toward independent sexual choices…is labeled ‘Americanization’” and viewed as 

potentially damaging to the family’s reputation in the community (DasGupta & 

Dasgupta, 1998, p. 153; Kallivayalil, 2004). DasGupta and Dasgupta (1998) thus 
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conclude, “by linking the burdens of sexual chastity and cultural tradition, and placing 

both on the Indian-American daughter’s shoulders, the Indian immigrant community 

protects itself from mainstream threats of assimilation (p. 124-125).  

For second generation women and men, dating is a “hot button” issue which causes 

intergenerational conflict. With age, the second generation is able to empathize with their 

parents’ concerns with dating, but this does not preclude their resentment of and 

frustration with their parents’ narrow conceptualization of dating or of the restrictions 

placed on them (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Leonard, 1997). This is especially the 

case for second generation women who deeply resent the “‘double standard’ which 

restricts them far more severely than it does their brothers” (Lessinger, 1995, p. 114, 

Srinivasan, 2001). For the most part, the second generation conceptualizes dating as a 

healthy practice which involves “a range of activities . . . [which] provides experiences 

that help people learn about themselves as well as how to interact with members of the 

opposite sex” (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Leonard, 1997; p. 158).  

In most Indian American families, there is a lack of intergenerational 

communication on the issues of dating and sexuality save to explicitly forbid the second 

generation from exploring either (Lessinger, 1995; Kallivayalil, 2004). Second generation 

women and men have thus developed and employ “elaborate modes of secrecy” in their 

dating behavior (Rangaswamy, 2000; Kallivayalil, 2004, p. 548). Dating by the second 

generation is done on the sly and involves them lying about it to their parents (Lessinger, 

1995; Mukhi, 2000; Dugsin, 2001; Kallivayalil, 2004). Lying about the fact that they are 

dating is often perceived as the only solution to an untenable situation wherein the first 

generation is unable to trust the second generation’s sense of morality (Leonard, 1997). It 
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also serves to circumvent intergenerational conflict stemming from parental 

disappointment in the failure of the second generation in upholding the expectation that 

they not date (Rangaswamy, 2000; Dugsin, 2001). While widely employed by the second 

generation, lying to their parents is not an easy decision and is often painful for the 

second generation. However, employing such a strategy is a reflection of their continuous 

negotiation between their American and Indian identities and their commitment to their 

individuality. Lying as a strategy is aided by the fact that the second generation, most 

especially second generation women, wait until they are in college and “able to exercise a 

certain degree of freedom they did not enjoy living at home” to begin to date in earnest 

(Lessinger, 1995; Rangaswamy, 2000; Kallivayalil, 2004, p. 550).  

An interesting development in the dating scene is the first generations’ response to 

dating by the second generation and the resulting adaptation the first generation has 

developed. Supposedly unaware of the situation, but cognizant of the fact that their 

children are dating (largely through gossip in the community), the first generation is 

beginning to allow and even encourage the second generation to date so long as they date 

people from within the ethnic group. In this manner, the first generation is able to retain 

some modicum of control over the choices of the second generation as well as to stem 

miscegenation should it occur (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; DasGupta & Dasgupta, 

1998). Thus, by utilizing the religious and cultural institutions and organizations 

established by them in the United States, the first generation provide opportunities - 

through cultural/religious gatherings and events- for Indian youth to mix with others of 

their own cultural community (Rangaswamy, 2000).  
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Thus, the conceptualizations of dating and the accompanying behaviors adopted by 

the first and second generation are products of their on going attempts to function 

effectively in the two cultures they live in – an expression of their bi-cultural identity. 

The continued expression of this identity is also evident in conceptualizations of marriage 

and marital practices among Indians in the United States.  

Engagement And Marriage: Snapshot Of Two Generations 

Understanding engagement and marriage among Indians in the United States 

requires a brief mention of the ideology surrounding marriage which most Indians 

(whether in the United States or in India) are socialized into. Marriage is pivotal in the 

life of an Indian and is considered a rite of passage with great social significance 

(Lessinger, 1995; Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002; Kallivayalil, 2004). It plays a 

critical role in ensuring not just the continuity of the family, but also of the ethnic group 

and in maintaining the social framework of “dharma” which defines male and female 

roles and responsibilities (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 118). First and second generation Indians 

in the United States agree with and subscribe to this ideology although their 

interpretations of it and the resultant marital practices differ between the generations. In 

doing so, the practice of marriage they embrace is a reflection of their fused Indian and 

American identities.  

Similar to dating, gender intersects with marriage creating separate standards and 

norms for women as opposed to men. First generation Indians consider marriage to be 

critical in a woman’s life and construct divorce as a “taboo and . . . a sure sign of 

Americanization” (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 138). Some continue to subscribe to the idea a 

woman will leave her own parents’ home and join her husband’s family –which not only 

involves physical movement from one family to another but also a symbolic change from 
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her family name to her married name (Khandelwal, 2002). These gendered notions of 

marriage are one of the many reasons for the first generation’s support of the practice of 

arranged marriage (for the second generation) even in the American context. The first 

generation is especially desirous of arranged marriages for their daughters who are 

considered vulnerable to the sexual freedom in America which could be damaging to 

their reputations (Srinivasan, 2001).  

In addition, the first generation consider arranged marriage to be a viable option for 

the second generation as it prevents the latter from marrying the ‘wrong kind’ of person 

that could potentially be damaging to the transmission of Indian culture to the future 

generations (Mukhi, 2000; Srinivasan, 2001). As explained by Mukhi (2000) arranged 

marriage is “believed to preserve the culture from dilution, insuring the reproduction of 

Indian progeny and the reproduction of Indian culture” (p. 164). A preference for 

arranged marriage by the first generation also stems from an Indian tradition wherein 

marriage involves not only the joining of a couple but also of their families (Lessinger, 

1995). Moreover, marriage is constructed by the first generation to be a “life long 

commitment” and divorce to be a “shameful tragedy” (Lessinger, 1995, p. 121). Thus, to 

the first generation, arranged marriage seems to be a practical method by which the above 

mentioned expectations can be realized. By ensuring, for instance, that the elders in the 

family search out and investigate individual personalities and family backgrounds of 

potential spouses, divorce can be mitigated and family unity and co-operation ensured 

along with happiness, stability and success in the marital life of their children 

(Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Lessinger, 1995). Juxtaposed to an arranged marriage is 

a marriage by choice or love - a form of marriage that the first generation is ambivalent 
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about. They tend to regard these marriages as unreliable, with lower rates of success and 

shorter longevity as compared to arranged marriages (Khandelwal, 2002). The high 

divorce rate in America, which is understood to be co-related to love marriage, 

contributes to their distrust of the practice (Leonard, 1997).   

While arranged marriage is the preferred choice of the first generation for their 

children, there is also a growing cognizance among them that implementing an arranged 

marriage in the lives of their American born children is difficult. Accordingly, the 

practice of arranged marriage has undergone modifications in the American context. It 

has shifted away from it being one arranged by parents without the consent of the couple, 

to one arranged with the consent of the couple and with taking the couples’ choices into 

consideration (Waki, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Lessinger, 

1995; Rangaswamy, 2000). This adaptation of arranged marriage to Western life has been 

termed by Lessinger (1995) as a “semi-arranged” marriage (p.122) and by Bellafante 

(2005) as “assisted” marriage (p.1). In this form of marriage, pre-screened women and 

men are introduced to each other and then “allowed a courtship period” during which to 

decide whether or not they are suitably matched for marriage (Lessinger, 1995, p. 122). A 

semi-arranged marriage facilitates the simultaneous retention of parental control in the 

choice of their children’s spouses and accommodation of the second generation’s desire 

for love and courtship (Lessinger, 1995). In doing so, the first generation succeeds in 

combining the best elements of both systems of marriage, “balancing attraction, 

sensibilities, and family guidance, to strengthen their families in the West” (Leonard, 

1997, p. 168). It should however be noted that the system of assisted or semi-arranged 

marriage is reflective of social change in present day India, where this form of marriage 
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is popular among the educated, urban middle class (Khandelwal, 2002). The embracing 

of the semi-arranged form of marriage in the United States serves the dual purpose of 

honoring the choice and ideals of the second generation and of fulfilling the desire of the 

first generation to preserve Indian cultural identity, particularly “class, religious and 

regional identities” in the face of potential decrement rooted in emigration and 

acculturation (Mukhi, 2000; Bellafante, 2005, p. 1).  

In orchestrating a semi-arranged marriage, the first generation relies heavily on 

informal networks in the Indian community. “An all-points bulletin is broadcast through 

the network of family and friends” in the community in seeking potential spouses for the 

second generation of marriageable age (Lessinger, 1995, p. 121). This method is by far 

the most popular with the first generation. In addition, just like in the case of dating, the 

first generation also makes use of community and extended family gatherings and events 

to circulate information on eligible marriage partners and to bring eligible couples into 

contact with each other (Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002). Matrimonial 

advertisements, posted in American and Indian ethnic newspapers and on internet 

websites devoted to ‘arranging marriages’, are another method by which the first 

generation seeks out eligible marriage partners for the younger generation – the latter, a 

method that is especially popular with the second generation themselves (Rangaswamy, 

2000; Khandelwal, 2002).  

The arranging of a marriage, even a semi-arranged one, presupposes that certain 

criteria are developed to judge the eligibility and suitability of an individual as a spouse. 

First generation Indians appear to be more concerned with two important criteria – 

religion and caste (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Khandelwal, 2002). Vaidyanathan and 
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Naidoo (1990) in their study on arranged marriage among Indians in Western countries 

conclude that the first generation is especially desirous that the younger generation select 

partners from within the “same religion” and note that only 31.8 percent of the first 

generation in their study endorse the alternative to the above (p. 42). Caste is a trickier 

issue. Today a number of matrimonial advertisements in the United States have the 

disclaimer “Caste no bar” to indicate that caste is not a criterion in judging the suitability 

of the person as a prospective spouse (Lessinger, 1995; Rangaswamy, 2000. p. 37). 

However, the fact of the matter is that the one aspect of life where caste continues to be 

an overriding concern is marriage and the “very fact that the disclaimer is deemed 

necessary is a measure of the importance of caste in marriage” (Rangaswamy, 2002, p. 

37). For the first generation, a caste emphasis has been noted wherein a significant 

proportion of them would like for their children to choose spouses from within the same 

caste while some are willing to “accept partners of any Hindu caste” (Vaidyanathan & 

Naidoo, 1990, p. 43).  

Apart from these two criteria, the first generation also stresses the appearance, 

“character” and “proper conduct” of a prospective spouse –though the latter are usually 

nebulously defined (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo 1990, p. 43; Lessinger, 1995). Educational 

and occupational background are also emphasized as the first generation attempts to pair 

up couples who appear to be compatible in these areas (Jain, 1989; Lessinger, 1995). 

Scholars in the area have noted an interesting development in criteria for partner 

selection. In tune with the ethos of the society they live in and into which their children 

have been born, and in attempting to cater to the expectations of the younger generation, 

the first generation is now including criteria such as “personality and interests – such as a 
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sense of humor or an interest in physical fitness” alongside the more traditional criteria 

(Lessinger, 1995, p. 121). With these criteria guiding the search, the first generation seeks 

out prospective partners for their children from either Indians in the United States within 

their ethnic group or from India. The decision of whether a prospective spouse is 

American or Indian is based on the preference of second generation women and men as 

conveyed to their parents.  

Second generation Indians greet a traditional arranged marriage, wherein their 

choices are not accounted for, with horror for its business-like veneer. Their views of 

marriage reflect that part of their identity which is American. “For them, marriage 

concern[s] first their own individual existence (as distinct from social existence), and 

they [want] it to be their decision” (Dugsin, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002, p. 152). Shunning 

the traditional idea that “‘love will grow after marriage’”, second generation women and 

men are actively emphasizing choice and love in their marriages (Wakil, Siddique & 

Wakil, 1981, p. 937; Khandelwal, 2002).  Accordingly, while some of them would like to 

choose their own spouses in a love marriage context, a significant proportion of them 

accede to the middle ground of a semi-arranged or assisted marriage wherein parental 

views are considered and their consent sought, but the ultimate decision on choosing a 

spouse will be theirs (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Rangaswamy, 2000).  

Indian Americans do not mind being introduced to a person who has been screened 
by their parents regarding family background, educational level, personal 
reputation, but would like to exercise their privilege of having the final say, and 
‘the freedom to get to know the person and take the relationship from that point’. 
(Mukhi, 2000, p. 165)  

Gender intersects quite interestingly with the practice of marriage in the case of 

second generation women and men. Khandelwal (2002) in her study of Indians in New 

York City notes that second generation men more than women are desirous of a semi- 
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arranged marriage and consider it to be a serious option. This is not to say that second 

generation women reject a semi-arranged marriage, but that they find it difficult to 

reconcile with the orchestrating of an arranged marriage, even a semi-arranged one. They 

often feel “humiliated at being shorn of their individuality…and [being] ‘displayed’ as a 

‘show piece’ in the market of marriage” (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 153). Accordingly, some 

of them do prefer the option of a love marriage. That notwithstanding, second generation 

women have expectations of more egalitarian relationships with their husbands 

irrespective of the type of marriage pattern they choose. Influenced by American society 

and American values, second generation women expect and to some extent demand that 

their prospective spouses discard their “traditional authoritarian attitudes and accept them 

as equal partners in the marriage” (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981, p. 937). Moreover, 

desiring independence and professional careers, second generation women refuse to 

subordinate themselves to their husbands or assume a traditionally subservient or 

compromising role much like they perceive their mothers doing. This often proves to be 

problematic as these women tend to be labeled as “Americanized” (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 

153) by second generation men who seek more traditional wives, “modeled more after 

their own traditional minded mothers” (Rangaswamy, 2000, p. 182)  

It is in the preference for a spouse from India or from America that gendered 

behavior and expectations of second generation women and men are manifested. While 

Indian American men consider marital candidates from U.S. raised Indian women, some 

show a decided preference for “‘made in India’” wives (Mukhi, 2000, p. 203; 

Khandelwal, 2002). Scholars examining this process note that faced with losing their 

traditional foothold and stronghold in the open, sexually egalitarian American society, 
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Indian- American men seek to maintain a semblance of their power through an arranged 

marriage with a “‘real Indian wife’ who will be quiet, humble and certifiably ‘pure’ and 

who will cater to them as their mothers [do]” (Lessinger, 1995, p. 123; Mukhi, 2000). 

The men who endorse this thinking characterize U.S. raised Indian women as 

“Americanized . . . careerist, aggressive and individualistic” (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 154). 

They are willing to date U.S raised women, but not to marry them (Khandelwal, 2002). 

Indian-American women by contrast, prefer the “greater freedom of choice in the ‘open’ 

society of the U.S. . . . ” in choosing their husbands (Mukhi, 2000, p. 183). Accordingly, 

majority of them prefer to choose their spouses from among U.S. raised Indian men in the 

hope that their U.S. raised husbands will be “more liberal and less patriarchal” facilitating 

the establishment of more egalitarian marital relationships as compared to those 

established with men raised in India (Lessinger, 1995; Sheth, 2001, p. 153).   

In the selection of a prospective spouse, the second and first generation have 

arrived at a compromise about the criteria that guide the selection process. The second 

generation, in their choice, stresses the individual attributes, physical attractiveness of 

and compatibility with potential spouse as being critically important. Interestingly, the 

more traditional criteria listed by the first generation such as religion and caste are 

important to the second generation and figure in their decision not just for their personal 

satisfaction but also to fulfill parental expectations about appropriate spouses 

(Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990; Khandelwal, 2002). Accordingly, most second 

generation women and men seek to marry another Indian – one either from India or from 

the United States, and most probably from their own cultural community – perceiving 
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this decision as integral to preserving their ethnic culture and ethnic identity 

(Rangaswamy, 2000).  

While semi-arranged marriage is popular with the second generation, some of them 

prefer to choose their spouses with little or no parental involvement – a form of marriage 

termed as love-marriage. Attention should however be drawn to the fact that in doing so, 

parental expectations are nonetheless taken into consideration. Thus, even while looking 

to fall in love and get married, second generation women and men who make this choice 

are careful to adhere to the criteria listed above (Khandelwal, 2002). Desiring parental 

approval and community acceptance of their marriage, second generation women and 

men look to fall in love, if that is possible, with someone from within their own religion, 

regional group and perhaps caste (Mukhi, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002). If they choose 

otherwise, they risk parental disappointment and loss of contact and communication with 

family members (Khandelwal, 2002).  

Thus, the union formation processes embraced by first and second generation 

Indians in the United States is a manifestation of their segmented acculturation into or bi-

cultural functioning in American society and evinces the expression of their bi-cultural 

identity. Reflecting constructions of gender and marriage in Indian and/or ethnic culture 

and American culture, union formation among Indians in the United States takes on a 

modified form, that comprises among other things, secrecy in dating and a semi-arranged 

marriage pattern.  

Critique Of The Literature 

In concluding the overview of the literature, it is important to highlight the gaps in 

the existing research which the current study seeks to redress. To being with, my review 

of the existing literature reveals that the stories of Indian experiences in the United States 
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have been largely narrated in the voices of the first generation. In these studies, the 

second generation has not been ignored, but neither have they been the focus of the work. 

This study does the opposite. It gives primacy to the narratives of the second generation 

in the context of their identity construction and the union formation processes they 

uphold. More importantly, the study offers an opportunity to explore their interpretations 

of the Gujarati/Patel culture and community that they are a part of, their experiences with 

union formation and of their parents’ experiences, standards and practices in the arena of 

union formation. Thus, the story of union formation is being narrated by the second 

generation who bring to the discussion their interpretations of their parents’ expectations, 

behaviors and responses to union formation in the United States. In this manner, this 

study can enter the growing ranks of recent research [such as Mukhi (2000), Dasgupta 

(1998), Kallivayalil (2004), Warikoo (2005) etc] that concentrates on second generation 

lives in the United States  

As mentioned in the rationale of this study (chapter one) and throughout this thesis, 

the body of research on the Indians in the United States appears to homogenize the reality 

of the Indian experience in the United States. This does not mean that specific Indian 

ethnic communities are not represented in the research, because they are, - but that there 

is a relative dearth of the latter when compared to the abundance of research on “Indians” 

in the United States. By this I mean that the story is told from the perspective of 

“Indians” rather than from that of “Gujaratis or Patels” for instance. While I recognize 

the relative ease in the adoption of the former strategy, I also argue that by making 

generalizations about the Indian experience, the unique experiences of specific ethnic 

groups of Indians such as the Gujaratis and Patels are underdeveloped or neglected. For 
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instance, the marriage conventions organized by the Patel community are an intrinsic part 

of mate selection among the second generation in the United States. However, this 

phenomenon receives passing mention in most of the literature referred to in this study, 

save that about the Gujarati community in particular.  

In an effort to augment the underdeveloped areas in the knowledge about Indians in 

the United States, this study explores the union formation process among an Indian ethnic 

group in the United States – the Patels. As mentioned earlier in this chapter and 

demonstrated in the following analysis based chapters, ethnic Indian culture does not 

radically differ from the pan-Indian culture. However, by concentrating attention on the 

Patels, it is possible to give voice to their unique interpretations of pan-Indian union 

formation process and to perhaps make generalizations about union formation among the 

Patels, which in my opinion will be more relevant than those about Indians as a whole.    

This desire to represent the heterogeneity of the Indian experience in the United 

States also draws attention to flaws in the segmented assimilation and bi-cultural identity 

argument which are of relevance to this study. Portes and Zhou (1993), and Zhou and 

Xiong (2005) in their segmented assimilation model, sufficiently account for the inherent 

heterogeneity in American society (host society) by maintaining that ethnic groups can 

acculturate into any segment of American society, rather than only the white, middle-

class Protestant core as explained by Gordon (1964). However, segmented assimilation 

theory does not acknowledge heterogeneity within ethnic groups (such as Indians). 

Segmented assimilation thus assumes that the entire ethnic group or individuals from that 

ethnic group acculturate into particular segments of American society based on the 

context of their exit and reception in the United States.  
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Zhou (1999), and Zhou and Xiong’s (2005) acknowledgement of the interaction of 

individual factors such as language ability, age of arrival and contextual factors such as 

racial and ethnic systems and social class as determining acculturation should not be 

construed in my opinion as accounting for heterogeneity within ethnic groups. The 

heterogeneity I am referring to involves variegated cultural expressions; practices, beliefs 

and behavior patterns that exist within an ethnic group (such as the Indians) and which 

are critical determinants of acculturation. I believe it is safe to say that most post-1965 

Indians in the United States and their American born children identify with and seek to 

acculturate into white, middle-class American society. However, influenced by the 

inherent heterogeneity within Indians, not only does the extent of acculturation into this 

segment of American society vary between the different ethnic groups, but also the 

methods of bi-cultural functioning adopted vary. Thus, the study of the Patels as an ethnic 

group enables an assessment of the extent of their acculturation to American society in 

the context of union formation and the mechanisms they employ in navigating their 

acculturation. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Indians tend to adopt the path of acculturation 

that is termed as bi-cultural functioning which enables them to function simultaneously 

and often successfully in the two cultures that they are a part of and as a result they 

construct and embrace bi-cultural identities. Bi-cultural identity is presented in the 

literature as having both an American and an ethnic identity and performing one or the 

other identity depending on the context within which one is located. This is definitely 

true of the first generation and to some extent in the second generation as well. However, 

the second generation also performs a more fluid type of bi-cultural identity which cannot 
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be sufficiently accounted for by existing theory. This lacuna is the spring-board for the 

current study which seeks to explore bi-cultural identity formation and performance 

among second generation Patels. As demonstrated in the following chapters, second 

generation Patel women and men have created for themselves and identity that is a blend 

of the American and the Indian, which I conceptualize as one fused or hybrid identity 

with American and Indian traits. This identity is performed in all contexts and is 

especially manifested in union formation behaviors and choices. For instance, their bi-

cultural identity enables the second generation to determine the contexts within which 

they accept a semi-arranged marriage and the limits they set for themselves in the making 

of a love marriage (explained in greater detail in chapter six). 

This draws attention to one important variable that is missing from the segmented 

assimilation and bi-culturalism arguments – human agency. Segmented assimilation and 

bi-culturalism talk of acculturation being mediated by contextual factors of exit and 

reception as well as by individual level factors such as language ability, education level 

etc. The assumption in these arguments appears to be of ethnic groups and members of 

these groups being acted upon by contextual and structural factors which influence their 

acculturation. In doing so, these arguments fail to acknowledge that ethnic groups and 

individuals are engaging these contexts and structures and shaping their own 

acculturation and bi-cultural identity. The present study seeks to redress this lacuna in the 

research by examining bi-cultural identity and functioning as described by second 

generation Patels. As illustrated in the succeeding chapters, second generation Patel 

women and men are active participants in their acculturation into American society and 

in the consequent construction and performance of bi-cultural identity. For instance, 
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second generation Patel women and men decide for themselves the aspects of ethnic and 

American identity they want to perform in the arena of dating where their American-ness 

encourages them to date (even without their parents knowledge), but their Indian-ness 

results in them restricting their dating behavior to having a steady partner for a long while 

(unlike the multiple partners over time as in the case of Americans) and their dating as 

having a purpose – that is mate selection – rather than for recreation.  

Bi-culturalism accounts for gender by noting that women tend to face greater 

problems in navigating this process especially when there are substantial differences in 

status and treatment of women in the two (or more) cultures they belong to that could 

cause conflict (Berry, 1997). However, the more intricate intersections of gender and 

acculturation are neglected in the above argument namely the generation effect and 

human agency – both of which have been adequately explored in the present study. 

Second generation women and men are challenging these gendered patterns of bi-cultural 

functioning. Although they socialized into a gender ideology that places the onus of 

maintaining ethnic identity on women and that both women and men are engaging this 

ideology and socialization when acculturating. They are demanding and achieving 

egalitarian relationships in their personal lives and in their union formation decisions.  

In the area of union formation among Indians in the United States, the existing 

body of knowledge tends to conceptualize the three processes of dating, engagement and 

marriage as being disparate categories, following linearly from dating to marriage. This 

conceptualization does not account for the more processual nature of union formation 

processes. I believe this flaw in the literature is because of the primacy of the first 

generation in research on Indians. In addressing this flaw by researching the second 
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generation, the current study portrays the complexity in union formation processes. The 

processes of dating, engagement and marriage cannot be conceptualized as disparate 

processes but a more fluid one where a marriage and betrothal decision may precede 

dating or where dating takes the form of courtship. However, it should be noted, that for 

ease this disparate categorization has been utilized to present the findings of this study. 

The processual nature of union formation has been explored in greater detail in my 

discussions presented in chapter seven.   

Summary 

This chapter contextualizes the project in terms of the major themes underscored in 

the literature. Indians immigrated to the United States in three main, documented waves. 

As they settle in the United States, they adopt a path of segmented assimilation that 

enables them to simultaneously embrace their new country, her culture and values and 

maintain their allegiance to their ethnic values by re-creating a sense of India in America 

through their language usage, their food, dress, religion and cultural celebrations. In the 

process, a sense of Indian-ness or Indian identity is inculcated in the second generation. 

The second generation, products of both America and India, actively participate in the 

process of identity construction, creating for themselves and the Indian community, an 

identity that blends the two worlds they inhabit – a bi-cultural identity.  

Bi-cultural functioning is most evident in gender and familial arrangements among 

Indians in the United States. Indian families continue to stress traditional Indian values as 

juxtaposed to American values which center on individuality and autonomy. In families, 

this is often manifested as segregated gender responsibilities. Gender is constructed such 

that women are perceived to be the keepers of Indian culture and tradition which 

translates into strict monitoring of their sexuality and behavior. While second generation 
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women and men are responding by negotiating with these arrangements, such that they 

can establish more egalitarian families and relationships, the familial and gender 

structures established by the first generation still play a critical role in the different 

aspects of union formation.  

Dating is often a “hot button” issue between first and second generation Indians. 

For the first and second generation, notions about dating and the resultant behaviors are 

manifestations of their bi-cultural identity. For the first generation, who define 

themselves as essentially Indian, dating is perceived as something foreign from which 

they must protect their children, especially their daughters. Influenced by the construction 

of gender in Indian culture, second generation women face greater restrictions in dating 

than do their male counterparts. By contrast, the second generation who are American but 

aware of their Indian origins, conceptualize dating more in terms of a part of maturation 

which enables them to acquire the skills to interact with members of the opposite sex. 

Interestingly, both have formulated adaptations which enable each to fulfill their own 

expectations. The first generation, in their desire to stem miscegenation and retain some 

control over the partners the younger generation choose, are encouraging the second 

generation to date people from within their own ethnic group. For their part, the second 

generation who is dating has devised modes of secrecy which involves them waiting until 

they are in college to begin to date in earnest and concealing from their parents the fact 

that they are dating.  

In the United States, the semi-arranged or assisted marriage has evolved as a 

modification of the traditional arranged marriage and is popular with both first and 

second generation Indians. The semi-arranged marriage facilitates the younger generation 
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choosing their spouses with parental involvement and advice rather than their spouses 

being chosen for them by their parents. Informal networks in the community are the 

primary method by which prospective spouses are sought, although other methods such 

as matrimonial advertisements are also in use. Criteria such as religion, caste, educational 

and occupational background continue to important in judging the suitability of a spouse 

for both the first and second generation. However, impacted by American values, second 

generation Indians are also stressing individual attributes, interests and compatibility. 

Gender plays a critical role in marriage decisions. Second generation women desire more 

egalitarian relationships with their spouses and thus choosing to marry U.S raised Indians 

as opposed to second generation men, some of whom in their desire for a submissive, 

quiet wife who will cater to them as their mothers do, sometimes prefer Indian raised 

wife.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY  

This chapter explains the methods guiding the study. The chapter is divided into the 

following sections (a) research design, (b) sample, sampling method and recruitment of 

participants for the study, (c) data collection, (d) analysis strategy, and (e) reflexivity.  

Research Design 

A qualitative research design guides the exploration of the interconnected 

influences of bi-cultural functioning, ethnic culture and gender in shaping union 

formation among second generation Patels in Florida. Qualitative research is appropriate 

when “one is interested in the respondents’ own interpretation and wording with respect 

to their behavior, their motives, emotions and experiences in the past and the present” 

(Heyink & Tymstra, 1993, p. 300). Further, it facilitates the collection of data in “close 

proximity to a specific situation or context” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.10). The Patels 

are an understudied group in social research contributing to a paucity of knowledge on 

their union formation processes. Given this, the use of a qualitative research design 

enables me to examine how second generation Patels themselves talk about, interpret and 

understand their bi-cultural identity and union formation in their community. Through the 

study, I seek to better understand union formation among second generation Patels 

proximally and generate rich and holistic data, with “thick descriptions” and illustrations 

of the life experiences of the participants (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.10). More 

importantly, I hope to give a voice to the “lived experiences” of second generation Patels 

– to understand the meanings they assign to various aspects of union formation, their 
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emotions, experiences and motives with reference to union formation in their lives (Miles 

& Huberman, 1994, p.10).  

Qualitative research is also suitable when the issue under study is perceived to be 

sensitive by the participants and the researcher (Heyink & Tymstra, 1993). Drawing upon 

my own Indian identity, I am cognizant that discussions of family and union formation 

(particularly dating) are considered personal and sensitive subjects. Indians, regardless of 

ethnic origin or domicile are wary about analyzing these issues and many prefer to let 

sleeping dogs lie. Thus, this research design enables my participants to explore union 

formation only to the extent they were comfortable and respond accordingly.  

Sample, Sampling Method And Recruitment 

Sample Of The Study 

The sample for the study is made up of single, engaged/betrothed and/or married 

second generation Patel women and men aged 18-28 years or married for 2 years or less 

from the state of Florida. On commencing the study, I had anticipated a sample of 

sufficient numbers of women and men across the three phases of union formation 

processes to ensure the reliability and credibility of the results i.e. theoretical saturation to 

be achieved and that the findings would be representative of the Patel community in 

Florida. Additionally, the expectation that the unique perspectives of people at the 

different stages of union formation would provide a fuller understanding of the process 

guided the adoption of the above mentioned marital categories in sampling. This goal 

generated six categories of participants (as highlighted in Table 1) with the expectation of 

interviewing 15 female and 15 male, with five participants in each marital category 

resulting in a total sample size of 30 participants.  
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That being said, I now explain my rationale for selecting my sample and the sample 

characteristics. The choice of including couples who had been married for 2 years or less 

rested on a desire to ensure that the couples have more than a hazy recollection of their 

dating and courtship experiences. The 18-28 age range was chosen primarily because this 

is the stage in life when most Indian men and women, whether in America or India, begin 

to think of marriage more critically, actually contemplate marriage, or are in the process 

of getting married. Not only are they thinking about it themselves, but many cases, 

families begin to bring up the issue and begin the search for a suitable partner if that is 

the preferred marriage style. The latter years of this age range also represent the time 

when most Indian-American men and women are expected to have completed their 

education and so marriage becomes a preoccupation (if not for the younger generation, 

then for their parents).  

The decision to study the Patel community in Florida was initially made for two 

reasons. One is the logistical ease in data collection given that I am based in Florida. The 

second is the absence of research data on the Patel community in Florida. While my study 

has been successful in documenting the union formation processes of second generation 

Patels in Florida, it is important to note the experiences of Floridian Patels are not 

significantly different or unique as compared to Patels in other parts of the United States. 

Although I had anticipated this to some extent, I initially sought the unique attributes of 

the Floridian Patel community by opening my interviews with a question on the 

description of the Patel community in Florida. In responding to the question, most of my 

participants described the Patel community in the United States with the disclaimer that 

the one in Florida was part of the larger whole and not all that different from it. Also 
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noteworthy is the fact that while my data collection was largely confined to Gainesville, 

Florida, most of my participants have migrated to Gainesville from other parts of Florida  

mainly central Florida, commonly to attend the University of Florida. Given this, I am 

confident that my findings are representative of the second generation among the Patel 

community in Florida.  

While the above appeared readily achievable on paper and in theory, the 

recruitment experience quickly disabused me of that notion. Throughout the period of 

recruitment and data collection, I had difficulty in recruiting participants (men and 

women) in the engaged/betrothed and married categories. One reason for this difficulty 

was my confinement to Gainesville, Florida and its environs, due to logistical problems 

and the dearth of recently married Patel couples I could access in the area. The other and 

perhaps more important reason was an unwillingness on the part of some engaged and/or 

married men and women to participate in the study. Five potential participants (men and 

women who were engaged and/or married) declined to participate on my contacting 

them. Some stated the lack of time while others a disinterest in participating as the 

reasons for declining.  

While I had anticipated some difficulty in the recruitment of engaged and/or 

married participants, given the private nature of the topic, I had not foreseen the existence 

of a small pool of such participants I could draw from. In other words, I had expected that 

those who did participate would know at least a few engaged and/or married Patels whose 

participation I could request. This however was not the case. Most of my participants, 

whether single, engaged/betrothed and/or married knew of more single Patels than 

engaged and/or married ones. Therefore, part way through data collection, I decided to 
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combine the engaged/betrothed and married categories into a single category and the 

single Patel category emerged as the base of my study.  

The difficulty in recruiting adequate numbers of participants in the engaged and/or 

married categories resulted in a pool of 18 participants, the majority of whom were 

single. However, it should be observed that theoretical saturation has been accomplished 

credibly reflective of the second generation in the Patel community in Florida 

Importantly, while commonalities have been accounted for, so have the unique stories of 

the participants.  

Table 1: Quota sampling matrix – sex by marital status 
 Single Engaged/Married 
Men 7 3 
Women 7 1 

                     N= 18 
 

Following is a tabular presentation of the demographic information of participants 

in the study. The information in this table has been gleaned from questioning second 

generation Patel women and men about their families. Explanations about terminology 

used in the table are required. The category titled ‘age on entry into the United States’ 

applies to those second generation Patel women and men who were not born in the 

United States. Statistical age intervals have not been used to present the data, but an 

arbitrary interval has been created based on the responses of the participants. The 

definition of nuclear family used in this tabular presentation is a household made up of 

parents, children and grandparents. The presence of grandparents which often constitutes 

an extended family, is classified here as a nuclear family for two reasons – first, some 

participants made mention of the fact that only one (surviving) grandparent lived with 

them and thus does not constitute an extended family; and second, in the case of some 
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participants, their households comprised of their grandparents and their divorced mother 

which I classified as a nuclear family. By contrast, the extended family classification 

refers to those households which are made up several brothers and their families living in 

one household and shared income and property (Falk, 1995). The professions listed for 

the first generation in documenting occupational patterns have emerged from the 

responses of the second generation. Lastly, the findings necessitated the inclusion of the 

category of ‘mother’s occupation –homemaker’ because of the existence of this reality in 

the lives of some participants. Two tables have been presented – the demographic 

characteristics of the sample and the cultural characteristics of the sample (divided into 

two tables for formatting reasons). 
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Table 2: Demographic characteristics of sample 
 Women  Men  

Demographic characteristics 
 

Marital Status 
Single 7 7 
Engaged/Betrothed 1 1 
Married - 2 

Total 8 10 
Age 

Median age 22 years 20.5 years 
Range 18-25 years 18-27 years 

Occupation 
Student (undergraduate and graduate 
level students largely attending the 
University of Florida) 

7 8 

Professional  1 2 
Total 8 10 

 
 
Table 3: Cultural characteristics of sample 
 Women Men 

Cultural Characteristics 
 

Place of Birth 
United States 4 5 
Non- United States 4 5 

Total 8 10 
Age on entry into the United States (for those not born in the U.S.) 

1-4 years 1 2 
8-9 years 1 1 
14 years 1 2 
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Table 3 Continued 
 Women  Men 

Cultural Characteristics 
 

Family in the United States 
Presence of grandparents in the U.S. 2 5 
Absence of grandparents in the U.S. 6 5 
Nuclear family residence pattern in the 
U.S. 

7 9 

Extended family residence pattern in the 
U.S. 

1 1 

Family engaged in business (owning 
hotel, motel, convenience and/or liquor 
stores) in the U.S 

4 8 

Parents are professionals (doctors, 
pharmacists, bankers, accountants, 
lawyers, computer engineers, state 
employee) in the U.S. 

4 2 

Mother’s occupation – homemaker 
(although she oversees and manages the 
family business as well) 

5 4 

 
Sampling Method 

Participants were recruited using a combined quota and snowball sampling 

method. Although the population of the Patel community in Florida is large enough to 

construct a “sampling frame”, I had anticipated difficulty in accessing participants 

especially as I am not a Patel and do not have contacts in the community (Bernard, 2000, 

p. 147). Snowball sampling is appropriate when attempting to access “difficult-to-find” 

populations (Bernard, 2000, p. 179). It involves identifying “key informant[s]” in the 

community through whom potential participants can be recruited for the study (Bernard, 

2000; Esterberg, 2002, p. 93). Influenced by the literature and anecdotal evidence which 

suggests that the Patel community in the United States is close-knit, I chose to adopt the 

above mentioned sampling method. In order to examine the workings of union formation 

processes between the sexes and marital categories, quota sampling was also included. 
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Bernard (2000) notes that quota sampling involves identifying the “subpopulations of 

interest” and on the “proportions of those subpopulations in the final sample” (p. 175). In 

this study, the “subpopulations of interest” includes second generation Patel women and 

men who are single, engaged/betrothed and/or married.  

Recruitment Of Participants 

Over the course of data collection, I utilized a number of methods for recruiting 

study participants, some successful and others less so. My first foray into recruiting 

participants occurred through the Indian Cultural and Education Center (ICEC) located in 

Gainesville, Florida. The faculty advisor of the Indian Students’ Association (ISA) at the 

University of Florida introduced me to two key informants in the Patel community during 

the Annual Independence Day Celebrations hosted by ICEC. Denzin and Lincoln (2003) 

argue that the key informant should be a member of the group under study and be willing 

to be “an informant and act as a guide and a translator of cultural mores and, at times, 

jargon or language” (p. 77). My informants were middle aged, Patel women – the first 

generation - who had children and other family members eligible to participate in my 

study. They were willing to introduce me to these potential participants and indeed did 

so. Being an Indian myself, with Gujarati friends, and familiar enough with the language 

to be able to comprehend it, I did not require an interpretation of cultural mores or 

language. More over, the focus of my study was the second generation’s understanding 

and interpretation of union formation and not that of the first generation.  

However, one of my informants drew my attention to the narrow scope of my 

initial definition of second generation as ‘born and brought up in the United States’. As 

mentioned earlier (in chapter one), Patels tend to migrate to the United States after 

sojourning as immigrants in another country or under family reunification clauses. Thus, 
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a significant proportion of the second generation is born in countries outside the US and 

immigrates to the United States as children and are classified as the “1.5 generation – i.e 

immigrants who came to the United States before age twelve” (Warikoo, 2005, p. 809). It 

was with her insight that I widened my definition of second generation to include Patel 

women and men who are born and brought up in the United States or came to the United 

States before their 10th birthday. I chose this particular cut-off point to ensure an 

authentic representation of Patel culture rooted in Patel families and the community, 

before the former can be significantly altered by increased exposure to American peers in 

school. It should also be noted here that two of my participants admitted to immigrating 

to the United States when they were 14 years of age.  

My difficulty in recruiting participants influenced by decision to include them in 

the study as I did not want to eliminate those who volunteered and were agreeable to 

participate in the study. While the two participants who emigrated to the United States at 

age 14 did evince a more realistic accounting of Patel life in India, it is not my opinion 

that the inclusion of the 1.5 generation has had an adverse effect on the validity of my 

findings. Both, the second and the 1.5 generation manifested similar expressions of bi-

cultural identity and understandings of dating and marriage. In reviewing the transcripts 

of their responses, it is hard to distinguish one from the other without being informed by 

their demographic information. 

My informants introduced me to three second generation Patels who participated in 

my study and through whom my snowball sampling began. Given the limited success of 

this method, I attended another ICEC event the Ganpati Puja (prayer). This event was 
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hosted entirely by second generation Indians and with the assistance of a friend of mine 

who is a second generation Indian; I was able to recruit additional participants.  

Apart from attending events hosted by the Indian community in Gainesville, I also 

sent out e-mails requesting participation in my study on the ISA list serve and on the 

Patel group list serve on a popular college website called facebook.com. It is these efforts 

that I would classify as failures as I did not recruit a single participant through these 

means. I learned, through the exercise, that Indians do not respond well to blanket calls 

for participation especially in social science research that does not involve any 

compensation and involves discussing personal subjects. One Patel I met at the Ganpati 

Puja told me he saw the e-mail but thought it was a waste of time and so did not respond. 

While this may seem callous, it should be noted that this is a reaction I was expecting and 

am familiar with. There is not much respect for the liberal arts among Indians whether in 

India or America and often it is considered a last resort when one is not smart enough to 

qualify for medical, engineering, health science, and law or business school. Accordingly, 

there is a tendency to consider social science research frivolous, an opinion I have 

encountered quite frequently in my career.  

To continue, my first experiences with recruiting participants revealed a technique 

that seemed to work and I adopted it as my modus operandi for the most part. On 

completion of an interview, I checked with my participants whether they knew of any 

other Patels (in the quota matrix) who they thought would be willing to participate in the 

study. I then requested them to contact these persons first, following which I would 

contact the potential participants either by phone or by e-mail. I learned essential skills as 

I got more confident with recruiting. In my very first contact, I scared a potential 
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participant off as I came across, I believe, as being too eager and so came on too strong. 

He admitted his discomfort about talking about an issue he has never discussed with his 

parents and declined to participate. I believe that through him, I lost access to a larger 

pool of male participants to whom he admitted having access. Therefore, in my later 

attempts at recruiting, I took a softer approach. Often, I would briefly outline the purpose 

of the study on the phone with a potential participant highlighting that I wanted to learn 

about union formation among the second generation in general and not just in their 

personal lives and that confidentiality would be maintained throughout the process. It was 

only after this, that I checked their willingness to participate.  

Another method I used to recruit participants was to request faculty members in the 

department of sociology who are teaching undergraduate courses to make an 

announcement in their classes soliciting participation of second generation Patels. This 

method surprisingly, proved to be the most successful and I was able to recruit a 

significant number of participants. In hindsight the only reason I can think of for this 

success is the fact that those who chose to participate in my study had also chosen to take 

sociology courses and so were interested in or saw the novelty in social science research.  

The recruitment of participants was not an easy step in the research project 

although I grew more proficient at it with experience. It actually began with a slew of 

participants who were interested in the study following which it slowed to a trickle. Male 

participants in all categories were more difficult to recruit than female participants. This 

could have been for a variety of reasons some of which I would hazard are a disinterest in 

social science research; the private nature of the topic under discussion; a lack of time (as 

purported by some potential male participants who declined to participate) and perhaps a 
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lack of critical thinking on the issue of union formation among men that translated into 

their discomfort to be put on the spot in an interview (as suggested by a few potential 

male participants who declined to participate).  

Data Collection 

Gubrium and Holstein (1998) describe the interview as means of contemporary 

story telling, where persons divulge life accounts in response to interview questions. 

Given that the goal of this study is to examine the stories and perspectives of second 

generation Patel women and men with reference to union formation, I decided on the 

interview as my data collection method. Semi-structured in-depth interviews are my 

preferred choice of interviewing styles. This type of interview facilitates the exploration 

of a topic more openly than a structured interview (Esterberg, 2002). Importantly, it 

enables the researcher to remain in control of the interview, while allowing the 

participants the flexibility to express their perspectives on the topic in a non-structured 

manner, elaborate to the greatest possible extent, and it facilitates the investigation of 

leads and topics as they emerge in the course of the interview (Bernard, 2000; Esterberg, 

2002).  

The majority of the interviews I conducted were face-to-face interviews. However, 

due to logistical reasons and in order to access participants in other parts of Florida, I 

conducted three telephone interviews. All the interviews whether face-to-face or 

telephonic, ranged from 60 minutes to 75 minutes long and were audio-taped. All the 

face-to-face interviews took place in my office where I could be assured of privacy so 

that confidentiality would not be compromised (Esterberg, 2002). Telephone interviews 

were a little more challenging as I could not see the participants. With the telephonic 

interviews, more so than with the face-to-face interviews, I was concerned about the 
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duration of the interview as it is uncomfortable to be on the phone for long. While the 

interviews did not follow a rigid guideline, I used an interview guide with broad areas for 

questioning and probing. I designed the interview guide such that the questions were 

open-ended so as to stimulate reflection and discussion and elicit detailed information 

about union formation (Bernard, 2000; Esterberg, 2002). 

Over the course of data collection, I developed a pattern in interviewing (both face-

to-face and telephonic interviews) which proved to be effective. My first task before I 

actually began interviewing and turned on the tape recorder was to attempt to establish a 

rapport with the participants so they would feel comfortable enough during the interview 

(Bernard, 2000, Esterberg, 2002; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). I began the interview 

experience, with small conversation and by thanking the participants, right off the bat, for 

taking the time to participate in the interview. I then requested them to read and sign the 

informed consent form. Following this, I briefly introduced the study to them focusing on 

why I am studying the Patel community in particular, why the second generation and why 

union formation (although these areas were briefly covered on the phone or e-mail when I 

was recruiting them) and asked them if they had any questions before we began. One part 

of this warming up which proved to be an ice-breaker was my requesting them to think of 

a pseudonym for the record. For some reason all of my participants found this to be 

hilarious and laughed as they took the time to think up a suitable name. 

 It was only after this that I turned on the record, with the participants’ permission, 

and proceeded with the interview. The questioning style I honed was to proceed from the 

general to the specific (as evident in the interview guide- Appendix) wherein I questioned 

them about the broad subject areas such as identity, dating, marriage, gender in the 
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context of the Patel community and then asked them how these issues were negotiated in 

their lives. This proved to be an effective method for two reasons. One, I believe that they 

felt comfortable talking about the community in general and so were less defensive when 

I questioned them about their lives. Second, often, in describing the pattern in the Patel 

community, they would use their life stories as illustrations, which provided opportunities 

to probe. On no occasion did any of my participants decline to talk about their lives 

(although I gave them that option prior to asking any personal questions).  

In most interviews, I did not follow the order of questions noted in the interview 

guide. As stated above, often the issue of marriage would be brought up by the 

participants at the start of interview (when it is the last area of questioning in the guide) 

and my subsequent questioning would follow their lead. The interviews proceeded as 

conversations to which both the participants and I contributed. This often took the form 

of me playing ‘devil’s advocate’ while we discussed certain issues. In employing this 

strategy, I utilized Holstein and Gubrium’s (1995) technique of the active interview.  

Holstein and Gubrium (1995) explain that in the conventional view of interviewing, 

the participants are conceptualized as “vessels of answers for experimental questions put 

to the respondents by interviewers” and the task of the interviewer is to formulate 

questions that elicit the desired answers (p. 7-8). In this method, the interviewer is 

cautioned to be a neutral party in the interviewing process and the participant is not 

encouraged to engage in the production of knowledge by interpretation. By contrast, the 

active interview, the participant is conceptualized as “not only hold[ing] facts and details 

of experience but, in the very process of offering them up for response, constructively 

adds to, takes away from and transforms the facts and details” (Holstein & Gubrium, 
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1995, p. 8). Thus, the active interview seeks to “activate[e], stimulat[e] and 

cultivat[e]…the subject’s interpretive capabilities” during the course of the interview 

(Hostein & Gubrium, 1995, p.17). In order to do this, the interviewer is required to 

converse with the participants in such a way that “alternative considerations are brought 

into play” and an environment is created that is conducive to the participant exploring a 

wide range of interpretations and meanings when addressing relevant issues (Holstein & 

Gubrium, 1995, p. 17). The active interviewer “activates narrative 

production….intentionally, concertedly provokes responses by indicating – even 

suggesting- narrative positions, resources, orientations, and precedents for the respondent 

to engage in addressing the research questions under consideration” (Holstein & 

Gubrium, 1995, p. 39). It is this technique that I call playing the ‘devil’s advocate’ in my 

study.  

In the course of my study, often, this technique enabled the participants to think 

more critically about the issue under discussion and to refine their responses. Prior to 

concluding the interview, I always took a moment to consult with the interview guide to 

ensure that I had covered the main subject areas. Often this lull in the conversation would 

motivate the participants to continue to discuss a point mentioned earlier or bring up a 

new one. I concluded the interview by acknowledging that I was learning about the Patel 

community through data collection and requesting them to think of areas that they 

thought would improve my questioning. While most were not forthcoming, claiming that 

the questioning was comprehensive, in those cases where it was efficacious, the question 

generated a greater elaboration of a point that the participants thought to be of 

significance to the discussion; though not generating new areas to be included in the 
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questioning. On concluding the interview, and turning off the tape, I asked my 

participants for feedback on the interview, checking with them whether it was too 

intrusive, personal or difficult. All those who participated in the interview replied in the 

negative with some even noting their ease to the extent that they had lost track of time 

and discovered their views on issues they had never really critically thought off before.  

As I have had experience in interviewing participants for research purposes, the 

process was not unduly difficult for me. However, I was cognizant of the need to expend 

a greater effort when interviewing some of my male participants. This was particularly so 

during our discussions on gender. I noticed that some of my male participants were 

unable to conceptualize some of the issues under discussion. In response to this, I used 

the tactic of asking them to compare their life situations with those of their sisters or 

cousin sisters. Often, this enabled them to better perceived gender in the context of union 

formation.  

Analysis Strategy 

The interviews have been analyzed qualitatively identifying themes that emerged 

from the data a process termed as coding which is the “heart and soul of whole-text 

analysis” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 274). My first step in analyzing the interviews 

involved developing a contact summary sheet which summarizes the main theoretical and 

methodological themes that emerged during the interview on completion of each 

interview (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This reflection on each interview was my first 

foray into coding the data as I identified, from memory, critical themes that emerged 

during each interview, noting whether the themes were unique to that interview or 

whether they had emerged in earlier interviews as well. As suggested by Denzin and 

Lincoln (2003) the next step was the identification of a “corpus of texts, and [the 
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selection of] the units of analysis within the texts” (p. 274). I randomly selected five 

interviews (three women and five men) of the 18 interviews and identified “thematic 

units – chunks of text that reflect a single theme” as the unit of analysis (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2003, p. 275). It should be noted that prior to beginning the coding process, 

guided by the interview guide and the goals of study, I developed five main categories 

within which I developed sub-categories. These main categories are description of the 

Patel community in the United States, identity, gender, dating, and engagement and 

marriage. The “thematic units” identified in the sample of texts guided the search for 

similar or contradictory themes in the remaining interviews.  

I decided on the adoption of a coding method that is “partway between a priori 

and inductive coding” to discover themes in the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.61; 

Bernard, 2000). In this method, coding begins with some general themes derived from the 

reading of the literature with the addition of more themes and sub-themes as the analysis 

progresses (Miles & Huberman, 1994). I reviewed the transcripts of the interviews in 

chunks rather than line by line, developing descriptive codes - i.e codes describing the 

characteristics of the themes – as they emerged from the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

For greater ease in the process, I color coordinated the codes across all the interviews. 

Following the coding of the interviews, I examined how the emergent themes are linked 

to one another and developed analytic sub-categories within each of the five main 

categories and then proceeded to investigate how the sub-categories and the main 

categories are linked together – a process termed as “building conceptual models” 

(Bernard, 2000; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 277). While examining the linkages between 

sub-categories and categories, I maintained memos. Bernard (2000) notes that memoing 
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is “a widely used method for recording relations among themes…. [it involves] 

continually [writing] down your thoughts about what you are reading” (p. 450). The 

memos I developed elucidated the interconnections between the themes as they emerged 

from the data, my preliminary thoughts on the data bolstered by my observations of non-

verbal behavior during the interviews. My memos focused primarily on three levels of 

comparison that emerged from the data – Indian versus American; second generation 

versus first generation; women versus men. These comparisons served as lenses through 

which I examined the emergent themes.  

Once a conceptual model on dating, engagement and marriage as the two aspects 

of union formation under study emerged from the data, I searched for negative cases – 

cases that do not fit the model – and thus suggest new connections that need to be 

accommodated (Bernard, 2000; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). On the successful rendering of 

all these steps, theoretical saturation was achieved, wherein no further relationships from 

the data were forthcoming. This is when I considered the analysis to be complete. The 

next challenge was in presenting the analysis in a coherent, interesting narrative form. 

Accordingly, I selected key quotes as exemplars of emergent themes and have liberally 

peppered the narrative with them (Bernard, 2000; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). 

Reflexivity: Being Indian While Researching Indians 

I write this section contemplating four frames of reference of my identity as an 

Indian namely being Indian; being Indian but non-Gujarati and non-Patel; being Indian 

and female; and being Indian from an urban and liberal family in India. Each of these 

frames of reference influences me as a sociologist and a researcher and so influence my 

work.  
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Being Indian 

I am an Indian, born and brought up in India. I have been an immigrant in the 

United States for the past 18 months, and in the context of the study, one might call me 

first generation except for the fact that I am not sure I want to make America my home. 

Being Indian has been fortuitous in my research as it enables me to better understand the 

intricacies of union formation in the Indian context. Right from the start, my Indian-ness 

makes me cognizant of the fact that dating, engagement and marriage are personal 

subjects that most Indians are not comfortable discussing with strangers. Holstein and 

Gubrium (1995) explained that the interviewer’s background knowledge of the context 

within which the interviews are embedded can be a “valuable resource for assisting 

respondents to explore and describe their circumstance, actions and feelings” (p. 45). 

Armed with this understanding, I posed questions in a non-threatening manner and 

always allowed my participants the option of declining to reply before a question I 

considered to be particularly personal or private (such as describing their experiences 

with dating or marriage).  

Being Indian also implies that there is a “‘sharedness of meaning’” between my 

participants and myself, where we are both aware of the contextual nature of specific 

references to union formation (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 86). This common 

understanding acts like a mnemonic device wherein certain terms convey certain ideas 

which most Indians are aware of. For instance, when discussing criteria for mate 

selection, some of the most frequently voiced criteria were ‘good family background’ and 

that ‘women should be cultured’ (the latter as explained by men). Although I did request 

my participants to elaborate on the meanings of these concepts for the record, I was able 

to decipher what was meant by them. ‘Good family background’ implies a respectability 
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of the family in the community wherein the family has a reputation of being upstanding. 

‘Cultured woman’ on the other hand is a popular euphemism for women who are well 

versed in the religious and cultural practices of their ethnic community as well being well 

mannered and respectful. The advantage of being Indian was also evident when 

participants would discuss festivals celebrated in the Patel community such as Diwali, 

Holi, Navratri, Karva-Chauth etc – festivals that I am familiar with as an Indian and 

therefore require no explanation.  

Knowledge of the language – Gujarati and Hindi – is also part of the advantages of 

being Indian while researching Indians. Often, while explaining some aspects of union 

formation or identity, my participants would lapse into speaking some terms in either 

Gujarati or Hindi. It should be noted here, that this practice of moving between two or 

more languages is very common among Indians and I myself indulge in it often – using 

Hindi words in an English sentence – and thus its utilization by my participants was not 

unexpected. These shifts in language occurred often when participants brought up 

religion and food as forms of identity construction and when they attempted to explain 

their families to me. Words such as puja (prayer), mandir (temple), maharaj (priest), dal-

bhat (rice and pulses), sabzi (vegetables), roti (wheat bread), gams (villages), Ba 

(grandmother), Maama (Uncle), Maami (aunt) peppered the conversation and it is only in 

hindsight that I realize how beneficial it was not to ask for a translation every time a non-

English word was used.  

Being Indian also meant that I had some preparation to accept without prejudice 

some of the more conservative gender views expressed by my participants. Personally, it 

boggles my mind that some of these perspectives have traveled across time and seas and 
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have planted themselves among the second generation in the United States. Most of these 

views were expressed in the purview of dating and marriage. For instance, women were 

often portrayed as belonging in their marital homes and not really being members of their 

natal homes. This was one of the main reasons cited for marriage as an issue being 

brought up earlier for women. Concern with women’s reputation and the desire for a 

woman with an unblemished reputation was another view expressed. These are 

perceptions I have studied about as a sociologist in India and given their continued 

prevalence in India, am fairly familiar with them. While I would not say that I was 

anticipating these views among the second generation, it was no surprise to hear them 

and I believe because of this, I did not come across as aghast and bothered. Do not get me 

wrong, I personally find these views abhorrent and do not subscribe to them, but I have 

learned enough to know where and when to voice them and during an interview is not an 

opportune time to do so.   

Being Indian also has its disadvantages. Due to my familiarity with the culture and 

the views being expressed, I often fail to be sufficiently critical of them. Additionally, 

having arrived in America only 18 months ago, I am still battling my preconceptions and 

prejudices about Americans and their union formation patterns. During the course of this 

study my knowledge of union formation in America has deepened to some extent, but it 

is far from thorough (partly as this was not the focus of my study). Accordingly, in my 

discussions about my findings with Americans, the latter raised interesting counterpoints 

which I failed to account for in my initial analysis. To resolve the problem, I decided to 

develop my analysis sub-categories in collaboration with an American (the chair of my 
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thesis committee) more so that the latter can draw my attention to contrasts and the 

similarities between Indian and American processes of union formation.  

Being Indian, But Non-Gujarati And Non-Patel 

Being a non-Gujarati and non-Patel has its plusses and minuses. One the plus side, 

being a non-Patel implied that I do not have connections to the Patel community in 

Gainesville and so the possibility of information reaching back to the community is 

relatively slim. This I believe made my participants a lot more comfortable in revealing 

their personal experiences with dating, engagement and marriage. Some did check that 

the information they were giving me would not reach their parents and only on 

confirmation of the fact did they reveal the information to me. Being non-Patel also in my 

opinion assisted in equalizing the power dynamic underscoring an interview. Given my 

limited knowledge of the inner workings of the Patel community, I always presented 

myself as a student – one who is learning about the Patel community as I conduct the 

research. Thus, I asked participants to explain in detail processes of union formation in 

the Patel community, often playing ‘devil’s advocate’ with what another participant had 

told me. Far from revealing the name of the participant whose arguments I was referring 

to, I would couch it in terms of ‘my interviews so far have revealed that….’, a strategy 

that proved especially effective in teasing out the negative cases. Holstein and Gubrium 

(1995) call this strategy “information ‘spillage’”: 

 information and sentiments that particular respondents present can serve as the 
basis for concretely relating to the experience of other respondents….and form a 
growing stockpile of background information knowledge that the interviewer [can 
use] to pose concrete questions and explore facets of respondents’ circumstances 
that would not otherwise be probed”. (p. 46)  

It is important to mention here that while the Gujarati/Patel ethnic culture has its 

unique characteristics and traits; it is not vastly different from the larger Indian culture 
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within which it is located. For instance, gender norms influencing dating and marriage as 

constructed by the larger Indian culture are played out in the Patel community with their 

unique interpretations of the same. Accordingly, my Indian-ness helped. Given that the 

larger Indian culture is a milieu I have studied and have grown up in, and the fact that I 

have some close friends in India hailing from the Gujarati ethnic community, I am 

familiar to some extent, at least anecdotally with the workings of the community. 

The biggest disadvantage of not being a Gujarati or a Patel lies in my limited 

success at recruiting Patels. As I am not a member of the community, I am not aware of 

the common places where Patels meet or the activities they are likely to indulge in and 

they had no reason to trust me. This was manifested in my failure to recruit any Patels 

through their online list serve on facebook.com despite one of my Patel participants 

posting my call for participants on the site herself. I am not part of the in group so as to 

speak and although I did attend some ICEC gatherings, I was not accepted enough for a 

lot of them to volunteer to participate.  

Being Indian And Female 

This frame of reference is probably the most difficult for me to analyze objectively. 

As I write this, I am still uncertain as to whether my interpretations of being an Indian 

female researcher are valid or not. It is hard to think of it in terms of clear advantages and 

disadvantages as to me it takes the form of a medley. Personally, I was very aware of my 

gender during the interviews. While I will not go so far as to say that I played down my 

gender, I did not however espouse radical or inflammatory views during the interview. I 

did argue with my participants and did draw their attention to what I believe to be flaws 

in their arguments and in doing so did draw upon our shared culture as Indians. My 

contestatations with my female participants were more spirited than with their male 
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counterparts. To a large extent, this was because the women were more aware of the 

double standards they are caught in, have been responding and reacting to it for a while 

and are often frustrated and angered by it. The latter was often manifested in the 

interview and their opinions and frustrations are those I can relate to, share and agree 

with. Being an Indian woman also means I am sensitive to gender disparate arguments 

(some rooted in Indian culture) in union formation especially those voiced by men. While 

these arguments have never been employed in my personal case, I have grown up hearing 

them with reference to my close friends and family. I was very aware of this bias during 

my interviews with men and took the precaution of not attacking their opinions when 

they voiced them.  

I believe it is safe for me to say that I do not think that any of my participants came 

to an interview with a preconceived notion of what an Indian woman should be like. 

Based on the data emerging from my interviews, I hazard that these notions of ideal 

Indian womanhood only arise in the context of mate selection, if at all. However, I will 

admit that some of my male participants were not as comfortable in the interview as the 

female participants. This was evident in their responses which at times tended to be made 

in monosyllables. I am unable to ascertain whether this discomfort stemmed from the fact 

that I was a female researcher or from the topic under discussion although I think it was 

the combination of both. Some mentioned that the topics under discussion were some that 

they had never voiced in public and they were surprised themselves at some of the views 

they espoused. Others refrained from detailed responses and I was unable to encourage 

greater elaboration. I think my age was a factor that intersected with my identity as an 

Indian female. Most of my participants were of my age group with a significant 
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proportion of them younger than me. I would hazard that to some extent, this enabled 

them to perceive me as a peer who is also the intricacies of negotiating union formation 

and so facilitated their greater ease in responding to questions.  

Being Indian From An Urban, Liberal Family In India 

It is only right that I admit to my prejudices stemming from my background as 

urbanite from a liberal family. The two variables –urban and liberal – have influenced my 

understanding of union formation processes and it is these biases that I bring to the 

research. One of the first issues I confronted in data collection was the idealizing of India 

and Indian culture by the second generation. As mentioned in the literature review, 

immigrants in a foreign country tend to idealize the culture of origin and often these 

idealized notions are transmitted to the second generation. Some of my participants have 

never been to India, while others have visited the country once or twice. Therefore, while 

they are cognizant of social change occurring in India, they have not absorbed the 

essence of these changes. Thus, some of their arguments were difficult for me to accept 

without a rebuttal and in doing so, my biases may have been manifested.  

One of the many changes in urban India in recent decades has been the growing 

acceptance of dating by both men and women; socializing of the younger generation in 

public locales such as bars, pubs etc; the prevalence of pre-marital sex; the growing 

preference for a love-marriage and/or a semi-arranged marriage; the increased prevalence 

of inter-ethnic community and inter-religious marriages; the significant increase in 

women’s professional work both prior to and after marriage etc. A lot of us who are 

raised in urban India realize that we are not representative of India as a whole, but we 

nonetheless espouse and are an embodiment of the above mentioned changes. These 

changes are not abstract or theoretical but are part of our lives and we are negotiating 
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them every day. Thus, I found it difficult to restrain myself when some of my participants 

(mostly men) would discuss idealized notions of women from India as preferred spouses 

when discussing mate selection. Some of the very common themes brought up in this 

regard was that women from India are more cultured (in the sense explained earlier in 

this section) than their American counterparts, are more committed to families rather than 

their careers and are less likely to be tolerant of divorce. These opinions provided me the 

fodder to play ‘devil’s advocate’, if for no other purpose than to draw their attention to 

the fact that Indian women are not as they may appear to Indian-Americans. Divorce is 

becoming widely prevalent with women’s increased employment and earning power and 

Indian women (albeit urban women) are no less committed to their careers than Indian-

American ones. 

Coming from a liberal family in India that has worked to ameliorate rigid gender 

arrangements in the family, I sometimes found it hard to accept some of the more 

conservative views on gender, union formation and family espoused by the second 

generation. My prejudice also stems from the fact that I had expected that by virtue of 

being American, a lot of second generation Indians would have at the minimum thought 

about and perhaps reworked traditional gender arrangements in their lives. I myself am a 

product of an inter-religious and inter-ethnic community marriage. Given this, I have 

never given any thought to choosing a mate from a particular ethnic community focusing 

more on the individual qualities of the potential mate. This often translates into some 

difficulty in envisaging intra-ethnic community marriage to the extent described by my 

participants wherein some prefer that their spouses be Patels from the desired village of 

origin (an important criterion), while for others another Gujarati was acceptable. While I 
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am able to empathize with the reasons for such marriages the primary being preservation 

of the Patel/Gujarati culture and traditions for the succeeding generations, I am still not 

able to digest that some of them seek to fall in love with only those who do meet the 

criteria.  

In sum, I want to reiterate that on the whole, I believe my identity as an Indian 

facilitated my data collection and the successful completion of the study. However, 

throughout the process I was very aware of my inherent biases as an Indian, and 

particularly as an Indian female from a liberal, urban family. I do not believe that these 

biases significantly detracted from the authenticity of my findings, but it is important that 

I am cognizant of them and that the reader is aware of the frames of reference from which 

I approached this study.  

In conclusion, I believe that the methods espoused in this study have ensured that 

the findings are reliable and are credibly representative of union formation among second 

generation Patels in Florida. While the argument can be made that the more traditional 

and conservative Patel women and men (who were engaged/married) declined to 

participate in the study, and the more liberal agreed, it would not be mine. To begin with, 

it is not my contention that attitude – liberalism or conservatism – influenced 

participation but rather a skepticism of social science research and perhaps a discomfort 

with discussing issues that are essentially private for most Indians. Interestingly, some of 

my single participants were self defined conservatives or would fall into my definition of 

conservative by the opinions they expressed on union formation which were similar to 

some expressed by the engaged/married men and women, thus arguing against the 

liberal-conservative explanation.  
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Interestingly, the assumption that I had made about the unique perspectives of the 

different marital categories on union formation processes did not emerge from the data. 

Patels from within the different marital categories expressed analogous ideas and 

understanding of union formation, although the experiences contrasted dramatically 

between the sexes. I would hazard this is because of the relative homogeneity in the Patel 

community in Florida. This does not negate the fact that distinctions exist among Patels – 

distinctions that assume great significance in marriage as elaborated later in this paper – 

but only that the commonality of Patel culture that they are socialized into, embrace and 

desire to maintaining create a more common lived experience than a more divergent one. 

The analysis sections recounting the lived experiences of second generation Patel 

women and men that follow this chapter are a product of the decisions and changes 

undertaken in the research methodology guiding this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COCONUT OR COCKTAIL: IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION AMONG SECOND 

GENERATION PATELS 

This section portrays the explorations of second generation Patels with reference to 

the construction of their identity as Indians, Patels and Americans. These explorations of 

identity construction reveals three broad areas emerging from the interviews and around 

which this chapter has been organized, namely (a) sources of identity construction, (b) 

features of identity, and (c) the dynamic nature of their identity.1  

The coconut-cocktail metaphor is often symbolically invoked by scholars when 

attempting to understand identity among Indians in America, most especially in the 

context of the second generation who have been born and brought up in the United States. 

In terms of identity, the coconut is symbolic of being “brown on the outside and white on 

the inside, with some natural water of Indian culture remaining within”, while the 

cocktail entails being “‘neither wholly Indian, nor wholly American – but partially both’” 

(Mukhi, 2000, p. 172; Sheth, 2001, p. 80). While both metaphors are evocative of bi-

culturalism as an acculturation strategy and its consequent bi-cultural identity, the 

coconut metaphor often signifies a more pronounced orientation toward the American-

ness rather than Indian-ness. Indian identity or Indian-ness is often considered the 

foundation of bi-cultural identity and fearing its loss to American-ness; Indian identity is 

stressed and consciously constructed among the second generation.  
                                                 
1 To uphold the confidentiality of the participants, double precautionary measures have been taken. In 
addition to requiring participants to select a pseudonymn for the interview, I have assigned them an 
alternate pseudonym when qualifying their responses in all the analysis chapters (chapters four, five and 
six). This ensures that only I am aware of the true identity of the participants.  
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Sources Of Identity Construction 

Farver, Narang and Bhadha (2002) observe that through the process of 

enculturation or ethnic socialization, Indians in the United States create and maintain 

ethnic culture and identity in the newer generations who are born and brought up in the 

United States. In their commitment to maintaining Indian-ness among their generation 

and developing it among their children, first generation Indians call upon a variety of 

resources at their disposal. These resources exist not just within individuals and their 

families, but also within their ethnic communities of origin and those that they belong to 

in the United States. Rangaswamy (2000) describes the process as “…retrieving a 

repository of knowledge accumulated not only during their own lifetimes but generations 

past…. drawing upon myths and legends, folklore and history [of their communities and 

their families]” (p. 217). 

The Patel community in the United States is an exemplar of this process of identity 

construction. Patel families, the Patel community and the larger Gujarati community 

within which it is embedded are principal in the construction of both a pan-Indian identity 

and Gujarati identity among the second generation. Second generation Patel women and 

men, who participated in the study, intimated that the distinction between a Patel and 

Gujarati identity is not as well-defined as I had anticipated at the start of the study. 

Consequently, their expressions of their identity construction involves and interwoven 

pan-Indian – Gujarati-American identity.  

Patel Families 

Families constitute the private arena within which children are socialized into the 

Indian way of life (Jain, 1989; Mukhi, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002). Second generation 

Patels report that their families were and are still critical of their identity as Indians and 
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Gujaratis. Parents and grandparents play an important role in introducing the second 

generation to Gujarati culture and society and encouraging them to participate in it.  

Parents 

Second generation Patel men and women acknowledge that their parents made a 

concentrated effort to raise them in the Gujarati culture at home and to involve them in 

the local Gujarati/Patel community which they were a part of. 

I guess if you’re part of that culture from the beginning…like my personal case is 
that I was part of that [Gujarati] culture, my parents raised me in that atmosphere, 
you know . . . (Anil , 21, single male, ) 

 This is undertaken through adherence to symbols of Indian and Gujarati identity such as 

language, religion, food and values as well as through their active involvement in the 

community. They explain that their parents ensured, and at times demanded their 

participation at Gujarati cultural events, religious and festive gatherings, weddings and at 

informal gatherings at the homes of other Gujaratis. The second generation believes that 

this involvement and participation on their part, was efficacious in introducing them to 

the culture and the community from which they originate. Also parents enable them to 

acknowledge and be consciously aware of their roots, which ensures the transmission of 

Gujarati culture not just to them, but also through them to the succeeding generations of 

Patels.   

I think . . . I think a big part of how they [the parents] do it [identity construction] is 
to get your kids involved in things. I know that my parents, like . . . no matter how 
old I am now, they still make me go to, you know…[to] all kinds of Indian 
practices, religious this . . . any kind of events that . . . you know . . . gets them 
[second generation] involved, let them [second generation] know what they were 
brought up . . . like you know where they come from. I am now allowed to just be 
like ‘Oh! I want to stay at home’. You know my parents are like, ‘No you have to 
come . . .’ So you know if you reinforce it to your kids . . . they’re not going to 
forget where they come from . . . I guess a lot of parents just want to make sure that 
the [Gujarati] culture gets passed on . . . you know, [from] generation to generation 
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to generation. So they are going to try and put it in as much as they can in us, so 
that we give our kids as well . . . (Priya, 20, single female).  

I guess the best way they [parents] do it [construction of Gujarati/Indian identity] is 
you know . . . obviously from the upbringing inside the house. So depending on 
how the parents mend it together . . . it’s the parents who I believe want this 
[Gujarati] tradition to go on . . . then they’ll be very strong about making sure that 
their children learn about where they’re from, where their family comes from, 
because that’s a big part of being a Patel. (Vishal, 27, married male) 

 Discussions about India and Indian culture shared between parents and the second 

generation are also mechanisms of identity construction. The majority of the participants 

in the study admit to having never or having rarely visited India. Discussions about India 

and Indian-ness are thus their only source of first hand knowledge about India, her people 

and culture. Some speak of their parents discussing recent political and social events in 

India, and others of stories about their families and communities there.  

. . . Like my dad will come in and tell me a little bit [of the] news about India or 
whatever . . . try to get us involved in what’s going on... and just discussions about 
stuff like that . . . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

. . . I am very curious . . . [want to know] how my parents were raised and what 
they went through . . . so I ask a lot of questions about how they were raised, what 
did they go through when they . . . you know . . . being brought up and compared to 
what we’re doing now. So I’m able to understand what they’ve had to go through 
(Vishal, 27, married male).  

Monica and Reema, second generation Patel women brought up the issue of 

exposure to American society, both reporting divergent experiences. In the case of 

Monica, her parents’ conservatism translated into a curtailed exposure to the symbols of 

American culture such as music, food or English movies.  

. . . it depends on the parents. A lot of parents are . . . like themselves very Western. 
My parents are not . . . [and so] there’s a lot of constriction on . . . like viewing, 
maybe . . . like movies and stuff like that. Like in our house, for example, I didn’t 
listen to American music until middle school. I only knew Indian . . . Hindi songs 
and stuff like that . . . I just watched Indian movies . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 
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For Reema, her parents’ ease with American society expressed itself in the freedom 

she received to explore and learn about American life which she notes as important to the 

construction of her identity as a Gujarati.  

I think my mom, and my grandmother and grandfather made sure, I knew . . . like 
all the traditions, all the culture and everything. But then I was given the freedom to 
know about like the American stuff too. (Reema, 22, single female) 

Grandparents 

For a significant number of participants, their grandparents constituted another 

familial source of identity construction. Most of the participants who spoke of their 

grandparents, resided with their latter while growing up, which accounts for their 

influence. Grandparents, especially grandmothers, have been especially influential in 

socializing second generation women and men into the Gujarati culture. Grandmothers 

are a fount of religious mythology, stories about India, Indian culture and their life in 

India, which connects their grandchildren not only to a distant land, but also to the culture 

that traveled with immigrants. More importantly, Patel women and men acknowledge 

that their grandmothers taught them the religious rituals and prayers of their faith as well 

as spoke to them in their ethnic language – Gujarati.  

Well like I had my grandmother, I had the best of East and West, you know. She 
made sure she did her pujas [worship] every morning . . . we had the Indian foods. 
But then they [grandparents] also . . . you know . . . I was brought up in the 
American stuff . . . she values education and that so . . . (Reema, 22, single female).  

Patel And Gujarati Community 

The ethnic community is another important source of identity construction for 

second generation Patels. The community constitutes the public domain within which 

identity is constructed through the organizing of cultural events, religious and social 

gatherings (Rangaswamy, 2000). Second generation Patel men and women brought up 
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their ethnic communities with great alacrity when questioned about their identity 

construction. They explained that more often than not, the Gujarati and/or Patel 

communities in their domiciliary areas were organized into dues paying associations 

called Samaj (societies). There are Gujarati and Patidar (Patel) Samaj(s) as well as 

societies consisting of certain segments of the Patel community based on their village of 

origin in India such as the Charotar Samaj or the Surati Samaj. Based on their 

explanations, I gathered that while all the associations were open to all Gujaratis, the 

Patidar Samaj was largely populated by Patels, and similarly the Charotar and Surati 

Samaj by members from these sub-groups. 

We have Samaj(s) all throughout Florida . . . you have to be a member of it . . . they 
[Samaj] would run because they’re funded basically by the community and it’s all 
volunteer based . . .  (Anil, 21, single male) 

The Patidar has their own Samaj culture, Suratis has their own cultural center. The 
Panch Gams [fifth village –a village of origin] have their own culture center, so if 
you are brought up in an environment like that, then you hold onto . . . traditional 
Indian customs. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

The primary goal of these community associations, as elucidated by the second 

generation, is to organize regular community events and programs such as religious 

gatherings, bhajans (prayer meetings), picnics, volley-ball games on Sundays, dinners 

and festive gatherings and celebrations for Diwali, Navratri and other festivals. In doing 

so, the Samaj facilitates greater interaction and contact among members and their 

families, assists in transmitting and maintaining Gujarati culture to the newer generations 

and enabling the latter’s cognizance of their roots.  

The Gujarati Samaj . . . every once in a while just kind of you know . . . everyone 
gets together, it’s a social event just to get people together. They organize . . . like I 
know the Gujarati Samaj of Tampa Bay they organize an Indian show every year – 
India fest – which everyone goes to. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 
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I think it’s almost like . . . you don’t want to come here and just lose all of that 
[Indian/Gujarati identity] because that is a big part of who you are, So I think that . 
. . almost . . . they [Samaj] do it [organize events] because . . . just you know to 
keep in touch with that cultural side and you know . . . kind of make sure that you 
know that you haven’t forgotten where we come from . . . so I think they [Samaj] 
do it for the second generation. (Priya, 20, single female) 

However, Karan, a 24 year old single male also indicated that the Samaj and the 

events it hosts served another purpose of showing off potentials and talents of children 

before the community.  

I’d say [the community organizes these events] to show off their children and you 
know . . . show the community what their children are capable of doing . . . you 
know make sure they community sees what the family is doing and you know . . . 
and . . . a little bit of showing off.   

A few Patel women and men brought up an interesting variable in the context of the 

influence of the community – geography. They noted the somewhat contradictory 

influences of a small town and large city on the Gujarati community. Anil, a 21 year old 

single male studying at the University of Florida believes that a small town limits 

extraneous cultural influences, thus emphasizing Indian-ness.  

When you live in a small town I feel, that you don’t have like other culture’ 
influences around you. Like I would go to school, yes . . . I would interact with 
everyone there, all other races and ethnicities, which is great . . . but when I came 
home, you know . . . I guess [I was] Indian at home. 

Sahil, a 27 year old married male and doctoral candidate at the University of 

Florida, however expresses a contradictory opinion in that a large city facilitates a more 

vibrant Gujarati Samaj and a greater exposure to Gujarati culture  

I think it all starts with the community itself . . . [and] it depends on the community 
that you are brought up in. If you have a lot of Indian influence around you, you are 
going to keep with the Indian community, with the Patel culture. But if you’re 
brought up in a really small town, where you are the only Indian family in that…I 
think there’s more pressure for you to assimilate to American customs than it is for 
you to keep with what you’re doing.  
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Features Of Bi-cultural Identity 

Families and ethnic communities invoke the outward symbols of Indian-ness 

namely language, food and dress, festive celebrations and the inner, mental symbols such 

as morality, religion and family values as a means of creating and expressing Indian 

identity (Mukhi, 2000). These symbols constitute the features of their identity and have 

been so acknowledged by second generation Patel women and men. While the symbols of 

their identity as Gujaratis, Indians and Americans is rooted in their expression of Indian-

ness, adaptations to and modifications of the Indian-ness are born and thrive in these 

domains as well. To a large extent, these adaptations are being spearheaded by second 

generation Indians in their attempt to reconcile elements of their American and Indian 

identities. In this manner, the identity they perform is “‘neither wholly Indian, nor wholly 

American – but partially both . . . [and it exists] within Indian Americans’” (Mukhi, 2000, 

p.172). Guided by the interview guide, Patel women and men who participated in the 

study, elaborated on the following features of their identity – language; the external 

symbols of identity namely food, and festive celebrations; and the internal symbols of 

identity namely religion and family values. They also listed what they considered to be 

the features of their American identity. Each of these has been presented here.  

Language 

Indian immigrants’ fluency in English is a reflection of the colonial past of the 

country and of class structures in India that are carried over to the United States with 

emigration. The post-1965 immigrants, a significant proportion of whom hailed from the 

middle and upper classes, were comfortable with English, a skill which aided their 

adaptation in America (Khandelwal, 2002). The resultant class homogeneity in America 

served to submerge their native languages and emphasize English as the main language 
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of communication among Indians both within and outside their homes (Khandelwal, 

2002, Rangaswamy, 2000). The growing numbers of immigrants and the widening range 

of socio-economic classes of the 1980s, resulted in the emergence of “a more complex 

range of language –use patterns” – an indication of the growing ethnic diversity among 

Indians in the United States, wherein ethnic languages characteristic to the variegated 

Indian ethnic groups gained in prominence (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 47). English began to 

be perceived as a professional language, required for work and school and Indian 

languages regained their primacy in the home and community. 

Families strongly emphasize the Indian tradition of speaking ones’ native 

tongue/ethnic language at home. Parents encourage the second generation to learn their 

mother tongue at home, speak it at home and in some cases teach them to read and write 

in the language. This is especially the case with the low-income group, where parents are 

not conversant in English. Speaking in the mother tongue is bolstered by a lively 

immigrant and ethnic media. Newspapers, magazines and movies in the mother-tongue 

are now easily available and accessible to both the first and second generation 

(Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002; Kallivayalil, 2004). Consequently, an array of 

ethnic languages and language associations flourish in the United States, assisting in the 

creation of narrower, ethnic identities among Indians. 

This has indeed been the case with the ethnic language of the Gujarati and the Patel 

community – Gujarati. Most second generation Patel women and men acknowledge that 

they are fluent in spoken Gujarati and converse in the language at home. They elaborated 

that their parents made a concerted effort to teach them the language at home largely by 
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insisting that they converse only in Gujarati within the house and in some cases, 

forbidding parlance in English at home.  

My parents they were worried [that I won’t speak Gujarati] and they didn’t speak 
English that well . . . so they always spoke Gujarati at home, so I was always 
around that language . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

I definitely have to speak Gujarati at home . . . you can’t speak English . . . it was 
[forbidden to] speak English . . . if I speak in English, they won’t reply to me 
(Rahul, 18, single male) 

I know that when we were younger, we spoke Gujarati all the time at home . . . and 
I know that my parents . . . I mean we were grounded if we didn’t talk in Gujarati, 
you know . . . (smiles) (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

The presence of grandparents also assists in the learning of Gujarati. Participants 

claim that the necessity of conversing with their grandparents only in Gujarati (often 

because the latter are not conversant in English) facilitated their ease with the language.  

. . . Because the grandparents don’t speak English . . . so they communicate with 
the kids in Gujarati . . . and it’s basically the grandparents teaching them what they 
know . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

For the most part, Patel women and men interpret this insistence to speak in 

Gujarati in the home as a mode of cultural transmission. Parents, realizing that English 

will be learned in school and employed in public settings, attempt to stem the loss of 

Gujarati culture by ensuring the continued use of Gujarati in the home. In addition, 

Gujarati and Patel friends and peers constitute another mode of language facility as some 

discuss the use of Gujarati with friends. 

 . . . they [parents] really wanted us to keep our language up and keep talking in 
Gujarati. A big point of theirs was that, you know when you get married and when 
you kids, then you know . . . the language is going to disappear here if you don’t 
talk [Gujarati]. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

. . . with my Gujarati friends it’s like mixed English and Gujarati (Poonam, 19, 
single female) 
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Interestingly, the issue of dialects and accents in language usage was also brought 

up. As I am made to understand, dialects of Gujarati exist within the Patel community 

based on the village of origin in India. Thus, those hailing of particular villages of origin 

such as Surat, speak the language with a particular accent not used by those hailing from 

another village like Charottar, an accent that is easily identifiable to each other. As Ritu 

and Poonam explain, these accents and dialects are also learned at home and are part of 

learning Gujarati.  

 . . . and Gujarati people, they have their own [dialects] separately, and within 
different gams (villages of origin in India) . . . is different dialects or pronunciations 
(Ritu, 22, single female) 

I get made fun of for the way I speak Gujarati because there’s like the Surat people 
and then there’s the other people. And the Surati’s like . . . we speak Surati 
Gujarati, so their Gujarati is different in the sense that they’re like . . . in actual 
proper Gujarati is like “Soo care chae” or “Soo chalee chae” and then the way I 
speak is like “hoo chalee se” because the Sss change to Huhhs . . . [so] all my 
Gujarati [friends] who mostly speak with the Sss they make fun of me (laughs). 
(Poonam, 19, single female) 

Thus the Patel women and men who participated in the study not only admitted to 

being fluent in spoken Gujarati themselves, but also acknowledge that this is the case for 

a significant number of their contemporaries and in some cases for the members of the 

newer generations like their nieces and nephews. However, they also drew attention to 

the fact that in their opinion, Gujarati language usage is declining among Patels. This 

appears contradictory to the previous statement largely because Patel men and women are 

not able to state conclusively whether Gujarati use is indeed declining or not. A few of 

them note that conversing in Gujarati is not emphasized in their homes and that they have 

always spoken in English both within and outside the home. Patel women and men 

believe that this is a rising trend and portend the loss of the language or the reduced usage 

of the language for the newer generations.  
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My parents are not very big on speaking Gujarati. Like with my grandmother, they 
make me speak in Gujarati, because that’s just disrespectful [if you don’t]. But with 
them, and my sister, I speak English mostly . . . my parents don’t really care that 
much. (Monica, 22, single female) 

I know friends that don’t speak Gujarati . . . when their parents don’t really even try 
to make them . . . make their kids understand Gujarati . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

Rangaswamy (2000) in her in her survey of Indians in Chicago acknowledges this 

loss in ethnic language skills among the second generation. Scholars in the field note that 

to a large extent, this process is connected to second generation’s dislike for the narrow, 

ethnic identities that their parents are attempting to create in them and their determination 

that their own Indian-ness will be “nonreligious and nonsectarian in nature” (Wakil, 

Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Rangaswamy, 2000, p. 106; Khandelwal, 2002). This process is 

also fueled by the widening social circle of second generation Indians. Unlike their 

parents who socialize largely with other Indians (or others from their ethnic 

communities), the social circle of the second generation includes people from a variety of 

racial and ethnic groups (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 

2002). In these encounters, the second generation becomes cognizant of the limited utility 

of parlaying in their mother tongue as opposed to English. They thus choose either to 

reject usage of the native language completely or to confine its usage to the home 

(Rangaswamy, 2000).  

External Symbols Of Identity 

Food 

Like all ethnic groups, Indians define themselves partly by their cuisine.  Food is an 

expression of their Indian and their ethnic identity. “Eating Indian food is like ingesting 

Indianness, being nourished by it, having it flow in one’s veins. . . . . [it] makes the Indian 

feel that he or she is still part of the homeland or of Indian culture, at least!” (Mukhi, 
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2000, p. 83). First generation Indians, irrespective of class, prefer home-cooked Indian 

meals. Analogous to the concept of Indian-ness, the generic “‘Indian’ cuisine . . . [is] the 

articulation of regional and ethnic cuisines” (Mukhi, 2000, p.82; Khandelwal, 2002). 

Accordingly, while the food cooked in the house embodies the myriad flavors of India, 

more often than not it reflects the unique ethnic tastes and habits of the family. The usage 

of food as a means of identity construction is greatly aided by the mushrooming of Indian 

spice and grocery stores that supply the raw materials essential for the creation of 

authentic Indian food, reminiscent of India on foreign soil (Lessinger, 1995; Leonard, 

1997; Khandelwal, 2002).  

Second generation Patel women and men concede that this was the tradition that 

they were reared in. For the majority, at home, on a daily basis, their mothers prepare 

Gujarati food, intermittently interspersed with the cuisine of other Indian ethnic groups 

cooked perhaps once a week. Gujarati food is vegetarian food, often devoid of onions and 

garlic, rich in lentils, vegetables and home made Indian bread and rice.  

When I first came here, they didn’t give me any American food at all. I was just fed 
Indian…Gujarati food all the time. . . . One of major requirements was that I never 
eat meat, never eat eggs, never eat onion or garlic…(Rahul, 18, single male) 

. . . Gujarati food . . . I guess . . . on a daily basis, but then like . . . I mean Punjabi 
food or like . . . you know . . . south Indian food or something . . . I guess every 
once in a while . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

. . . the food is still very traditional Gujarati . . . vegetarian, rice, beans, potatoes, 
soy and so forth . . . (Sahil,27, married male) 

The importance of a home cooked meal was identified by both Patel women and 

men, noting that at least one meal a day is a home cooked one.  

. . . like I think most Indian people would cook food at home, like you know at least 
one meal a day like dinner or something . . . and you learn . . . I guess you’re 
learning the culture through food . . . 
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 The occurrence of eating outside the home was also brought up during the 

conversation. A few commented on the fact that Indian restaurants were the most likely 

choice when eating out, mainly to enjoy other Indian cuisine that is not usually cooked in 

Patel families – such as Punjabi or South Indian cuisine.  

It was mainly Gujarati food [at home] . . . other Indian food like Mattar Paneer 
(cottage cheese with peas) and stuff like that . . . we went to restaurants, we don’t 
cook it often. So, stuff that you can find at the restaurants, we usually just go eat it 
there. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

. . . even when we go out . . . I think [it’s for] Indian food in general, I mean . . . 
everyone pretty much likes it . . . and there’s no one who doesn’t like it so . . . 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Mukhi (2000) explains that second generation Indians, by virtue of their location in 

America, develop a taste for other cuisines. This is often construed, as a sign of 

Americanization or westernization by the first generation, although the second generation 

understands it as becoming cosmopolitan. Accordingly, the second generation prefers 

“the youthful pizza and burgers . . . [and acknowledges the ease in eating] a soup, salad 

or sandwich for lunch [as opposed to an Indian meal] while at work” (Mukhi, 2000, p. 

84). To cater to these preferences, non-Indian food may be prepared at home a couple of 

days a week or is indulged in by family meals at non-Indian dining places (Wakil, 

Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Lessinger, 1995; Leonard, 1997; Mukhi, 2000; Sheth, 2001).  

 This was confirmed by second generation Patel women and men. They 

acknowledge that while they love Gujarati cuisine, they have also developed a gustatory 

fondness for American cuisine. Some admitted that while their parents continued to be 

vegetarian, they themselves were comfortable eating meat. A few acknowledged that the 

cooking of meat at home or tolerating its consumption by their generation is symbolic of 

the changes being undertaken by the community in order to survive and thrive in the 
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United States. However, for the most part, American staple foods like burgers, pizzas etc 

were consumed outside the home, or at home on an occasional basis  

You know my mom was a very strict vegetarian. I do eat meat . . . I have eaten [it] 
for such a long time now . . . but it all started outside of the house. My mom said 
‘OK as long as you don’t bring it inside the house’. But then she slowly accepted it 
that we ate meat, so she started cooking meat for us even though she might not eat 
it. But it wouldn’t be a daily thing . . . meat is like a special occasion like maybe 
once a month… (Sahil, 27, married male)  

. . . I am allowed to eat [American food] outside, like pizzas and stuff . . . (Rahul, 
18, single male) 

Kavita, a 24 year old single female, however had a contradictory opinion. She 

believes that a growing proportion of second generation Patels dislikes Gujarati and 

Indian cuisine discounting it as oily and greasy. She hazards that this is because their 

parents are giving them a choice between Indian and American food at home, wherein 

they are not compelled to eat Gujarati food cooked at home, but can consume take out 

American food instead.  

Food . . . most of them [second generation Patels] don’t like Indian food because 
they think it’s greasy and oily . . . and they don’t know . . . most of them don’t 
know all about it. Most of their parents give them options . . . like OK they’ll cook 
something . . . they still cook Indian [Gujarati] food [at home], but order pizza for 
the kids . . . Of course the kids are not going to adopt it [Gujarati cuisine].  

Thus, a significant number of participants reiterated their love for Gujarati and 

Indian cuisine noting that they continued to cook the same cuisine in their own homes set 

up apart from that of their parents. In this manner, they are cognizant of the cultural 

transmission occurring through food practices.  

Festive celebrations 

The celebration of festivals is a public expression of Indian identity in America. 

The festivals celebrate the not just the religious diversity of Indians but also the 

variegated expressions of that diversity. That is to say not only do Indians celebrate the 
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important festivals of their religion, but they do so in accordance with the ethnic 

traditions of their ancestral state/region/community in India (Lessinger, 1995; 

Rangaswamy, 2000;). For both first and second generation Indians, celebration of 

festivals is an opportunity to “eat, dress and talk exactly the way they do back in India. 

They can do it in a public forum that comprises other Indians and without necessarily 

exposing themselves to the larger American public eye to whom their ways may seem 

strange” (Rangaswamy, 2000, p. 231). They are thus simultaneously able to create a 

sense of community and celebrate their ethnic identity.  

The Gujarati community is an especially visible Indian community when it comes 

to celebration of festivals. This is particularly so during the celebration of Navratri – the 

nine nights of the Goddess- with the traditional raas-garba (traditional folk dance) in 

which both first and second generation Gujaratis enthusiastically participate. Gujarati 

associations in different parts of the United States organize large or small events 

(depending on the size of the population in the area) which draw large numbers of 

participants (Leonard, 1997; Mukhi, 2000; Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002). 

Second generation Patel women and men recounted their experiences of attending 

and participating in festive celebrations as a feature of their identity. They highlighted 

three festivals that are of particular importance to the Gujarati community – Diwali, 

Navratri and Holi –which are celebrated through events organized by the Gujarati/Patel 

Samaj. They spoke especially of the garba-raas and dandia celebrations that are 

organized on a fairly large scale during the festival of Navratri. They perceive three main 

purposes for these festive celebrations – facilitating greater interaction and contact among 
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Patels; ensuring cultural continuity, maintenance and transmission; and celebrating 

Indian-ness.  

. . . [festivals] like Navratri, Diwali or Holi. They [the Patel community] have like 
big functions usually . . . depending on the festival you have different events, or 
different like activities or something. [The purpose] I guess . . . to just like . . . keep 
the culture alive. . . . also I think a big part of it is just to meet like other Patels or 
other Gujaratis in general . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

. . . my family is part of this [Patel] community in Orlando. Whenever these 
festivals happen, they’re [the community] the ones that gets all the Patels together 
and then from donations, they rent out a hall, and like Garba . . . they keep 
[organize] something special. (Jay, 20, single male) 

. . . I think the purpose [of organizing events during these festivals], more than 
anything else is to keep our roots alive, and make sure that we [the second 
generation] understand where we came from and at the same time, to enjoy . . . you 
know . . . because . . . you know these are the festivals [during which] we are able 
to get away . . . sort of . . . from the work environment and everything else and 
relax . . . (Vishal, 27, married male) 

Interestingly, Patel women and men also acknowledged adaptations in their 

families and communities in celebrating festivals. A number of participants spoke of 

celebrating American festivals and holidays in their families. Thanksgiving, Christmas, 

New Year’s and Easter are celebrated at home, with Patel women and men and their 

families observing the symbolic practices of the festival rather than the religious ones. 

They interpret these adaptations are necessary to survival in America and to their identity 

as Americans.  

. . . culturally they’ve [Patel families] assimilated . . . they’ve taken on the cultures 
of the United States – Christmas, Thanksgiving, things like that. They’ve brought 
on these traditions upon their families. Because I remember when I was a kid, we 
celebrated Christmas, not for the religion itself, but just the fact that we received 
presents just so that way, we’d [the second generation] fit in with the community 
[larger American society] in general. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

Wakil, Siddique and Wakil (1981) and Sheth (2001) have observed the occurrence 

of this adaptation in their research. They maintain that in the last two decades, under the 
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influence of the second generation, some Indian families and communities observe 

American holidays and festivals such as Easter, Thanksgiving, Halloween and Christmas. 

While families do not embrace the religious traditions that accompany these festivals, 

they partake in the more symbolic observances such as decorating Christmas tress and 

coloring of Easter eggs.  

 Internal Symbols Of Identity 

Religion 

Indians in the United States have to make a conscious effort to imbibe their 

religious traditions unlike in India where “religion is ‘in the air’. . . , a living, breathing 

tradition (Rangaswamy, 2000, p.246). The first generation attempts to transplant their 

religious heritage in America through personal worship, the construction of houses of 

worship and the organization of religious gatherings (both formal and informal) where 

they feel comfortable to follow their rituals and practices (Lessinger, 1995; Rangaswamy, 

2000; Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). Religion and religious houses of worship play a 

key role in the construction of Indian-ness. They not only acquaint the younger 

generation with their faith, rituals and rites, scriptures and mythology but also introduce 

them to a way of life comprising of behaviors and values upheld by that religion and 

community. For both first and second generation Indians, religious centers emerge as 

avenues to widen their Indian social network and to meet like minded people (Sheth, 

2001).  

The second generation is initiated into the religious traditions of their family and 

ethnic community both in the private sphere (for instance, having a small ‘prayer’ area in 

the home and traditions of family worship) and in the public sphere (by regular visits to 

places of worship, attending formal religious events and prayer gatherings etc) 
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(Kalliyavalil, 2004). This was confirmed by Patel women and men. They explained that 

their religious socialization was guided by their parents, especially their mothers and/or 

their grandparents, especially their grandmothers. The practice of their religion was 

fostered through its practice in their homes. In some cases, their parents consciously 

taught them prayers and rituals such as aartis (propitiating God with waving sacred lame-

lit artifact) and pujas (worship), while in others, religious worship was so integral a part 

of their upbringing that they observed their religion without any enforcement.  

Religion is also a big thing in my family. It’s not really like enforced to where I 
have to do it . . . but I just . . . you know as . . . when you shadow someone for so 
long, when you see someone do it [practice religion] for so long, you kind of follow 
in their footsteps. So . . . I think that I kind of take over [from] my mom . . . like . . . 
you know get up do your puja (worship) every morning . . . (Priya, 20, single 
female) 

. . . religion was a big part [of my upbringing]. My grandmother . . . she . . . every 
day, after her shower, you know she did her prayers and puja and everything . . . 
like . . . that’s what I grew up watching, you know I learned the aartis (propitiating 
God with waving sacred lame-lit artifact) like at home . . . I mean my Ba 
(grandmother)…you know…I would sit next to her and after you have heard it 
enough time, you learn it. They [the first generation] tell you . . . you know . . . like 
you learn the days . . . like you know amas (no moon) is bad and that purnima (full 
moon) is good and everything . . . you learn all that . . . (Reema, 22, single female)  

Patel women and men also spoke of their regular attendance at temple, bhajan 

(devotional songs) gatherings and at religious organizations and acknowledge that this 

assists in the creation of their identity as Gujaratis and Indians.  

. . . I was influenced very much [in the practice of religion] by my parents. I 
remember they used to attend temple . . . [and] I always used to go with them . . . 
(Jay, 20, single male) 

When I was brought up, my mom force fed by bhajans (devotional songs) . . . I was 
force fed them and when you are force fed anything, you cannot like it. (we both 
laugh). Now I am older, I enjoy it more [bhajans], I started playing the tabla 
(musical instrument) and singing [and joining in bhajans]. (Sahil, 27, married 
male) 
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Sheth (2001), and Khandelwal (2002) note that parents encourage the regular 

attendance of the second generation at temple, bhajans, and religious organizations in the 

hope of fostering Indian culture in their children. For instance, Sheth (2001), and 

Khandelwal (2002) explain that bhajan gatherings are made up of people from different 

Indian ethnic groups singing the songs relating to major gods and goddesses popular in 

their ethnic group. Second generation who attend these programs are sub-consciously 

introduced and familiarized with the pantheon of deities in their religion.  

It is important to note that the practice of religion among Indians, both in India and 

the United States varies based on the ethnic group they originate from, often taking the 

form of a sect or an “ethico-cultural movement or mission” (Sheth, 2001, p. 168). This is 

especially true in the Gujarati community. One such movements or sects require mention 

especially in the light of my conversations with participants – the Swadhyaya movement. 

The Swadhyaya movement in the United States is largely concentrated in those parts of 

the country where there an agglomeration of Gujaratis. Swadhyaya is variously translated 

as “study, self-study or discovery of the self” (Sheth, 2002, p. 200). Swadhyaya seeks to 

tackle the materialism of the western world by asserting the “essential spiritual quality of 

human nature” (Sheth, 2001, p. 199). The most important concern of the movement is the 

retention of Indian-ness of the newer generations and “exposing them to the finer 

elements of Indian culture and tradition” (Sheth, 2001, p. 203). To this effect, the 

Swadhyaya movement organizes Bal Sanskar Kendras (centers of cultural learning for 

children) where children learn their culture and religion.  

Some Patel women and men spoke of their participation in the Swadhyaya 

movement. They recount the movement as being important to their knowledge of 
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Gujarati culture, the Gujarati language and their religion and scriptures, all of which were 

gained through the movement. In this manner, they perceive the Swadhyaya movement as 

essential to their identity as Gujaratis and Indians.  

. . . well we attended Swadhyaya Kendras . . . it’s like a type of organization where 
we learn scriptures and what not . . . and it was something parents took you to when 
you were children. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

I used to attend Bal Kendras (children’s centers) every week. It’s a weekly meeting 
. . . basically to learn about Indian culture . . . meeting other Indian children and 
learning different aspects of Indian culture, whether it’d be yoga or religion or any 
other cultural aspect . . . why we celebrate Diwali and such…(Karan, 24, single 
male) 

It should be noted here, that Patels both in the United States and in India are also 

devotees of the Swaminarayan religious movement which has its roots in Gujarat (Sheth, 

2001). The failure to capture the participation of second generation Patels in this 

movement in the United States (which is highly probable) was a result of my weak 

probing on the issue of religious practice in their lives.  

Ritu, a 22 year old single female student, however brought up the issue of the 

gradual decline in religious maintenance originating with second generation Patels. She 

observes that second generation Patels, inspite of their religious upbringing and 

socialization do not maintain their religious heritage to the extent that the first generation 

do. She also acknowledges that second generation Patels know less about their religion 

than their parents know and that the third generation in turn, will know less than the 

second generation. Thus, she foresees a gradual erosion of their religious heritage over 

time. She was however, unable to state conclusively the reasons why she believed this 

process was occurring, stating only that these were her observations of the community.  

. . . and religion . . . you [second generation Patels] don’t maintain as much of it, 
because you know less than your parents who knew less than their parents knew 
and you live in a different country . . . [which] makes it even more less. So in that 
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sense you . . . kind of . . . do get away form that. Usually [we] have little Mandirs 
(temples) in our homes where you pray and things like that . . . but it is still not the 
same . . . 

Khandelwal (2002), and Kallivayalil (2004) however echo similar sentiments when 

they note that process of transmitting and learning the religion is easy for the first and 

second generations. On their part, the parents find it a challenge to socialize their children 

into a religion and are constantly battling a lack of interest of the second generation. The 

second generation by contrast, may either be overwhelmed by the plethora of beliefs, 

knowledge and rituals of their religion or perceive religion as intimately connected to 

their Indian heritage and their identity as Indians. Some are confused about the actual 

purpose of their religion and religious structures (like temples/mosques etc) in America. 

Khandelwal (2002) illustrates this in her book, with a letter by a young Indian American 

to an Indian newspaper, wherein he/she questioned whether the real or primary purpose 

of building temples is to foster religious education or to transmit Indian culture and 

whether or not the two are “ ‘so entwined that they cannot be separated’” (p.79). 

Accordingly, the second generation’s participation in religious worship is considerably 

less than their parents although this varies considerably by family and by adherence to 

religious sects or philosophies (Khandelwal, 2002). 

Family values 

Second generation Patel women and men stressed the notion of family values when 

describing features of their identity. They explained that their parents instilled Indian 

values in them as a juxtaposition to the American values that are readily observable 

around them. They conceive that the focus on Indian values was a means of reinforcing 

their culture and heritage in the hope that this enables their continued participation and 

ease with the Indian culture and community and their cognizance of their roots. This is 
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confirmed by scholars in the field who explain that Indian values are inculcated and 

encouraged by the first generation as a means of counteracting the effect of American 

culture (Mukhi, 2000; Sheth, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002).  

Dugsin (2001), Farver, Narang and Bhadha (2002), Khandelwal (2002), and Segal 

(2002) elaborate on some of the values that are especially emphasized by most Indian 

families, both in India and in the United States. Filial piety involving respect, honor and 

obedience extended by children to their parents is of particular importance as is a respect 

for the elders of the family and the community. Accompanying these, are the values of 

upholding the family honor and reputation in the community which is undertaken through 

appropriate behavior by the family members and the achievement of success. Excelling 

academically, professionally, monetarily and socially is also stressed – much more in 

Indian culture than in its North American counterpart (Dugsin, 2001).  

 Second generation Patel women and men’s responses were consistent with the 

above mentioned findings. A significant proportion identified the importance of 

education and academic achievement as stressed by their parents in their community. 

Often, excellence in education was one of the first values that discussed in the 

conversation. This emphasis on education, I believe, is fueled by the desire of the first 

generation that their children achieve a degree of social mobility and success in American 

society that eluded them. This often translates into the privileging of certain occupations 

and disciplines of study (for instance, business, medicine, pharmacy, engineering, 

biological sciences) over others and channeling their children in the pursuit of them.  

. . . well they’re [parents] are always like . . . really big on . . . like education, like 
studies . . . study, study, study . . . that’s like your [second generation Patels] first 
priority . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 
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. . . when I was growing up, my parents mostly always focused on school. Like . . . 
you should be studying, studying, studying . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

 Filial piety and obedience to parents; respecting elders by employing particular 

styles of speech, behavior and address; maintaining of family honor and reputation and 

general moral values such as telling the truth and avoiding criminal activity were also 

mentioned.  

. . . like you know . . . some American kids might argue with their parents. You 
[second generation Patels] can’t do that. You never argue with your parents, that’s 
just the bottom line . . . you never argue with your parents! (Rahul, 18, single male) 

I think more than anything else, the Golden Rule was a very big thing in our house . 
. . you know treat everybody with respect and how you know you would like to be 
treated . . . to treat the elders with respect no matter what. You know . . . never to 
speak louder to elders, no matter how much you think . . . you disagree or whatever 
. . . you have a way of speaking to elders . . . (Vishal, 27, married male) 

Features Of American Identity 

In attempting to define coherently for the record, what they considered to be 

American-ness of their American identity, Patel women and men made mention of 

symbols of American-ness. The ability to be comfortable with and relate to what they 

considered the uniquely American traits of watching football, going to bars, eating meat, 

and participating in extra-curricular activities in school was noted by some Patel women 

and men.  

I went to school here, so I am more involved with . . . like American cultures, you 
know like main stream American culture and everything. . . . you know American 
things like kids participate in sports and activities, and things which is not really 
what Indians do. Indians focus more on education and studying. So . . . I 
like…danced ever since I was little, and I played sports, I played the piano . . . I did 
ballet and jazz . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

Being American . . . is like being able to go to a bar and watch sports, which is the 
American thing to do . . . you know . . . And I think most kids who have . . . you 
know . . . been raised here are bale to do that very well . . . (Vishal, 27, married 
male) 
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More importantly, American-ness for them also implied the freedom of choice and 

opinion especially the freedom in determining their lives as well as increased 

opportunity. 

 . . . I mean like the perks of it [American-ness]. You are not as controlled. I mean 
you have more freedom as far as what your parents . . . I mean they have to accept 
it too and they do, because you have more freedom that other people may have that 
are your same culture but living in India. You . . . I mean it’s a great country in the 
sense that there are so many opportunities for you . . . so (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Karan, a 24 year old single male, however opined that in contrast to Indian-ness 

which was warm and personal, American-ness was the embodiment of impersonality and 

detachment.  

I think that Indian culture is a lot more personal, a lot more caring or loving or 
whatever you wish…Here in America I think it’s a little more detached, more . . . 
you know . . . more impersonal . . . try to keep you at a distance, understand . . . 
that’s the difference I can notice. 

The bi-cultural identity embraced by second generation Patels not only comprises 

of the features delineated above, but the latter also serve to reinforce the former among 

the second generation. They invoke these features while being bi-cultural and the result is 

a dynamism in their identity performance.  

The Dynamic Nature Of Bi-cultural Identity 

Conversations with second generation Patel women and men revealed that their 

identity is “processual, constantly transforming, emerging [and] incomplete (Mukhi, 

2000, p. 147). It is this dynamism of their identity, that they face their greatest challenges 

and successes as Indian-Americans. Three broad themes that emerged in our 

conversations about their identity are – a trajectory in bi-cultural identity formation; the 

public-private dynamic in identity performance; and negotiating the borders of their 

identity: Indian, American or both.  
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Trajectory In Bi-Cultural Identity Formation 

Leonard (1997), and Sheth (2001) in their respective research studies have noted a 

visible trajectory in the formation of ethnic identity among second generation Indians in 

the United States. They note that second generation Indians go through a cycle of early 

identification with Indian culture, usually in childhood and a product of ethnic 

socialization in families and communities; followed by a period of identification with 

American culture produced by greater interaction with school and peers. This period is 

often accompanied by a discomfort with Indian-ness and with expressing Indian identity. 

In later adolescence or young adulthood, there is “an emotional return to the ancestral 

country” coupled with an inclination to be more Indian American (Leonard, 1997, p. 

155).  

Patel women and men also displayed this trajectory in their conversations about 

their identity. Two trajectories, influenced by very different factors are identifiable from 

the interviews – a trajectory influenced by birth in India and emigration to the United 

States at a later age; and a trajectory influenced by age and maturation.  

Birth in India and emigration to the United States 

A few participants immigrated to the United States around their 10th birthday 

and/or a couple of years later than that. They spoke of this experience as influencing their 

identity formation. They explained that given their later emigration to the United States, 

they had already had an opportunity in India to develop Indian-ness and to be 

comfortable with it. They believed it was thus easier for them to resolve the issues they 

faced as Indian-Americans as their identity negotiation was not difficult.  

You know I was actually born in India, and I came over (to the United States) when 
I was 14 . . . so I got to see sort of you know two parts [of identity] . . . I was fairly 
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old when I came here, so it [identity negotiation] was not that big a deal for me. 
(Vishal, 27, married male)  

Age and Maturation 

Majority of the participants spoke of this trajectory in the formation of their bi-

cultural identity. They elucidated that when they were younger, most especially in middle 

and high school, they found themselves disliking, being uncomfortable with, and 

occasionally being ashamed of their Indian and Gujarati identities. They did not 

understand difference (racial and ethnic difference) and neither did their peers, but when 

others were less accepting of them and their way of life, they became aware of that they 

were different and no longer felt comfortable expressing their Indian-ness. Moreover, 

their parents were less accepting and understanding of American-ness when they were 

younger and so were stricter with them, attempting to limit American activities and 

pursuits. This often translated into second generation Patel women and men feeling 

isolated and set apart from others. Thus, in their desire to be accepted and to fit in with 

the multi-ethnic friends, they often refrained from expressing their Indian-ness outside of 

the familial and communitarian settings.  

I think when you are growing up and when you’re in high school . . .whatever . . . I 
think that’s when it really kind of hits you [that you are different]. Because you’re 
trying to be accepted, you know . . . have friends, and have the best kind of friends . 
. . and I think at that age, you’re trying to be with the good crowd, or whatever . . . 
and usually that crowd for whatever reason . . . to me . . . it seems like less 
accepting, you know. Everyone is kind of stuck in a little bubble, and to make it 
into that bubble sometimes you may feel . . . like you have to let go of your culture. 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female)  

. . . because the high school I went to . . . it was [a] very small school. It was only 
168 people. Because it was a boarding school, and there were…and I think 
including me . . . there were about 3 Indians there. So whenever I would do 
something, or say something…I’d be listening to my music, or like . . . just talking 
to my parents . . . and I could feel that . . . they would all just be looking at me. And 
I would kind of feel weird doing puja (worship) aarti (propitiating God with 
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waving sacred lame-lit artifact) and all that because I could tell that they were like, 
“what’s se doing?” (Poonam, 19, single female) 

With age and maturity, they admit to having gained a great deal of ease and 

comfort with their Indian identity and with expressing it. Most recount this occurring 

when they went to college or university. Universities facilitated their increased 

interaction with not only other Indians on campus, but also other Gujaratis and Patels. 

Moreover, their non-Indian peers were no longer ignorant about Indian-ness, but were 

interested in it and accepting of it. Coupled together, these forces enabled them to 

rediscover their Indian-ness and to take pride in their Indian and Gujarati identities.  

When you are growing up, you know, you want to be like your friends, and you 
don’t want to be like that one that people always talk about. And so, I didn’t care 
too much about the customs, traditions and things like that. And . . . but as I grew 
older, like I said . . . I wanted to hold onto what I knew was good for me, and my 
family and my future . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

When I was in high school and middle school, I did feel that way [uncomfortable 
with expressing my Gujarati identity]. But once I got to college, especially 
university . . . there are so many Indians around you that the majority of my friends 
are Indian . . . so I don’t feel that anymore. But before I did! (Poonam, 19, single 
female) 

 . . . at the university level . . . because there are so many Indians and more people 
are not as ignorant . . . but when you are younger, little kids don’t understand as 
much and you don’t understand much about yourself so you feel kind of like set 
apart in a lot of was because you don’t understand why your American friends can 
do something and you can’t. (Monica, 22, single female) 

The Public-Private Dynamic In Identity Performance 

As is evident from their discussions about the features of their identity, a public-

private dynamic is at play in the performance of identity. Zhou’s (1999) idea of 

segmented assimilation hints at this dynamic. Zhou explains that segmented assimilation, 

depending on the resources available to ethnic communities, entails economic 

assimilation into the larger society while preserving the ethnic culture and values. In the 
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context of American society, this can be interpreted to mean that in their public 

(economic) lives, ethnic groups may display American-ness while upholding their ethnic 

identity in their private ones. Wakil, Siddique and Wakil (1981), Patel, Power and 

Bhavnagri (1996), and Rangaswamy (2000, p. 168) have also noted that a dynamic exists 

wherein Indian-Americans are expected to be “‘American’ at school and ‘Indian’ at 

home”.  

Patel women and men report that in the private spheres i.e largely within their 

homes and ethnic communities, they are Indian and Gujarati. They eat Gujarati food, 

speak in Gujarati and behave respectfully and in the way circumscribed by the family. It 

is in the public sphere, largely comprising of school and their experiences outside of their 

families and ethnic communities that they express their American identity. School 

facilitates their greater interaction with Americans, their parlance in English and their 

exposure to American culture. Outside the home, they adopt American traits of eating 

non-vegetarian foods, frequenting bars and pubs etc. In the performance of their bi-

cultural identity, some acknowledged that the transition between the private and the 

public spheres is difficult and confusing.  

I think it’s really hard because when you are school, you are . . . or you are 
expected to be a certain way, but when you are at home, you’re expected to be 
another way. It’s like completely different. Like at school, it’s English . . . and such 
and such . . . like you have to be social and everything like that . . . at home you  . . 
. it’s like you have to speak Gujarati or you have to eat certain foods . . . Like at 
home, I am more outgoing, more like myself…but it’s more like respectable or like 
you . . . like it’s more organized I guess I can say. It’s not as free spirited [as in 
public]. (Monica, 22, single female)   

Negotiating The Borders Of Identity: Indian, American Or Both 

Lessinger (1995, p. 97), and Rangaswamy (2000) note that second generation 

Indians often have the sensation of being “‘the in-betweens’” and the process of 
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attempting to define whether they are either Indian or American is rife with 

contradictions and paradoxes. They sometimes operate from an “Indian ‘base’, 

sometimes from an American one, depending on their particular situation, and they want 

to accept both as equally valid” (Rangswamy, 2000, p. 170). Patel women and men 

discussed their attempts at negotiating the borders of their identity bringing up the 

following issues – the sensation of existing between two cultures; labeling of self; 

conflicts and challenges in negotiating identity; and outcomes of identity negotiation.  

Between two cultures 

Confirming Lessinger (1995) Farver, Narang & Bhadha (1996), and Rangaswamy’s 

(2000) observations, a significant proportion of Patel women and men admitted to 

existing between two cultures. They explained that the sensation was akin to existing in 

two cultures or living two lives – one completely different from the other. 

I don’t know about being caught in between but it is definitely living two lives. 
You know . . . so it’s something that’s completely different in school or with 
friends, compared to how we are at home. (Vishal, 27, married male) 

Some noted their discomfort and difficulty in juggling their two identities and the 

two cultures they are part of, citing their confusion, their feelings of being outsiders due 

to the difficulty others have in accepting them, and some embarrassment at being Indian. 

Others commented on their nascent ease in juggling their identities, largely due to the 

growing awareness in American society about Indian culture.  

It’s confusing in the sense . . . because you don’t really like . . . everyone asks you 
like where you are from . . . like . . . what do you say? You’re from America? Or 
you’re Indian? Like . . . it’s a little awkward . . . I guess . . . but it’s not that bad just 
because you now there are so many other people around you and I guess the 
[Indian] culture has spread a lot more in America. (Medha, 18, single female)  

Sometimes you feel like an outsider…but then I mean . . . I don’t know . . . I guess 
since I’ve lived here, been born here, I don’t really see myself as different . . . I 
mean we do have . . . we have different cultures and the different ways . . . and 
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some people see [difference] . . . but I mean I don’t really see myself as too 
different than [them]. (Reema, 22, single female) 

 A few deliberately avoided the use of the terminology ‘caught between two 

cultures’ explaining that they existed within two cultures, but were not necessarily caught 

between them. They believe this is because, in their experience they feel no undue 

pressure to choose between their identities and Indian culture has become more 

accessible to non-Indians and the latter are now aware of it, interested and curious about 

it.  

I think it’s really great because it’s kind of [a] mesh of two cultures. You get to 
take the best from both basically. I don’t think it’s restrictive. Like . . . I don’t feel 
pressure personally to fit into any sort of American style mold…like I don’t feel 
pressured to have a girlfriend or like participate in nay activities I don’t feel 
particularly comfortable with. And [it’s the] same way with Indian things. I don’t 
feel I necessarily have to attend Indian cultural events or what not. I attend them . . 
. because . . . I’ll maybe learn something about my culture and it’s like great that I 
want to. But I don’t feel like I’m caught in between . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Labeling of self 

Sheth (2001), and Khandelwal (2002) explain that second generation Indians in the 

United States identify as Americans of Indian ancestry, unlike first generation Indians 

whose essential identity is that of being Indian. For the second generation, India is not 

their home, but that of their ancestors and the source of their heritage. Their birth, 

upbringing, education, life style and careers mark them as Americans. This however was 

not confirmed by second generation Patel women and men. A significant proportion of 

them when asked to self-identify, identified as being Indian first and then American, and 

thus Indian-American. 

I’m Indian first before I’m anything else. And that’s why I’m Indian-American, and 
not American-Indian (laughs). (Sahil, 27, married male) 

I would consider myself Indian first and foremost…growing up in America . . . so 
I’m Indian first and American second. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 
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A few of them identified only as Indian citing that they do not have a love for 

America and so do not feel American. 

To tell you the truth, it doesn’t . . . it doesn’t really feel like I’m an American. I 
have a lot of pride . . . I have a lot of admiration for India. I have a strong 
attachment toward India. I don’t really feel as if I belong here in America. I mean I 
live in America, so in that respect, [by] living in America, [I am] an American, but 
I don’t feel like I belong in America. I don’t have any love for this country. I have 
great respect for this country (United States), their values and what they believe in 
and I just don’t feel like I could . . . you know . . . stand up for this country . . . if it 
was America versus India, I think  would be on the other [Indian] side. (Karan, 24, 
single male)    

Nikhil, an 18 year old, single male student however, was of the opinion that the 

above mentioned labeling was difficult to generalize to all second generation Patel 

women and men. He believed that the community was divided half-way, wherein half the 

second generation Patel women and men identified as Indian first and then American, 

while the remainder identified as American first and then Indian.  

I’m Indian first and American second, [but] I don’t think [this is true of all second 
generation Patels]. I think . . . I’d say it’s probably half and half . . . some consider 
themselves American first.  

Conflicts and challenges in negotiating identity 

Negotiating the borders of identity is not without its challenges and conflicts. As 

pointed out by Patel women and men and confirmed by observers of the process, 

conflicts and challenges are multi-pronged – some occur between generations (between 

parents/grandparents and the second generation), others occur in the context of the larger 

American society.  

Intergenerational conflict. Conflict between generations often arises because of 

differential rates of acculturation between parents and children, with children who are 

born and reared in the United States acculturating more rapidly than their parents (Farver, 

Narang & Bhadha, 1996). Rangaswamy (2000, p. 177), and Dugsin (2001) explain that 
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this translates into differential perceptions of India and America and “what constitutes 

‘Indian’ or ‘American’ collide in the lives of…Indian Americans and become important 

value-laden concepts when used to define what’s ‘good’ and ‘bad’. . . [turning] homes of 

Indian immigrants with grown up children . . .  into virtual cauldrons of conflict”. Some 

of the most intensely felt issues between generations are those related to gender, 

sexuality, relationships and dating (Lessinger, 1995). 

Patel women and men reported that relationships and dating are one of the main 

areas of conflicts between the generations. Both women and men complain of not being 

able to date openly as Americans do, as their parents are not likely to accept it. They talk 

of being able to go out in groups (preferably of Indians of Gujaratis), but not of being 

able to socialize as a couple. Patel women brought up this issue more forcefully than their 

male counterparts probably because they feel that they face greater restrictions in dating 

and relationships than Patel men do.  

The only experience [of a conflict] I’ve had . . . that is with dating. Like all my 
white friends, they date . . . are like just hanging out . . . even if it’s not dating, just 
hanging out. It’s OK for a group of Americans to have girls and guys hanging out 
and just be friends. Whereas in the Indian community, you can’t do that! It looks . . 
. they look down upon you. If they see a girl talking to a guy, or if they see a couple 
of girls talking to a couple of guys, they assume that they’re going . . . or there’s 
something going on between them, They can’t accept the fact that they’re just 
friends, It’s really hard for them to accept . . . [and] I think it exists more for 
women than it exists for men. (Poonam, 19, single female)   

Attending the prom is another issue that is noted by a lot of Patel women and men. 

Their parents (or in some cases grandparents who are in residence) discourage and often 

disallow them from attending the prom, construing it as a couple going on a date instead 

of friends socializing together. This sometimes makes it uncomfortable for the second 

generation to fit in.  
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I wanted actually to go to my prom…my high school prom . . . and I wanted to go 
with an American girl. My grandparents go so upset . . . my grandfather didn’t talk 
to me for 2 months after I did actually go. I wanted to borrow his car, he didn’t let 
me. I had to borrow my uncle’s car to take the girl to the prom…(Rahul, 18, single 
male) 

. . . and I remember, when I went to the prom, you know . . . obviously you go with 
someone . . . even if it’s a friend. But it’s this whole big ordeal . . . you know . . . 
my mom figured it out that it wasn’t like you know . . . it’s just friends that were 
going together . . . but I guess it’s still . . . it’s still like a difference of opinions . . . 
[and] I think it’s harder for girls. I had some Indian friends in high school, and the 
guys it didn’t seem like their parents even cared. I mean it was like . . . here’s the 
money, do what you want to do . . . (Reema, 22, single female)  

Apart from relationships, another area of conflict between generations is the 

restrictions their parents place on them participating in American activities and traditions. 

Patel women more than men (for the same reasons mentioned previously), spoke of not 

being allowed to play sports, attend parties, attend football games and the like. They 

believe that their male counterparts have a lot more freedom to indulge in these activities 

than they do.  

 . . . but then I still had more restrictions than . . . like my American friends . . . I 
have a lot of [Patel/Gujarati] friends that went through the same thing, especially 
the girls…like guys have more freedom. . . . [Freedom] to go to these parties, 
maybe stay…whereas girls, you know . . . I had a cell phone because my mom 
wanted to be able to . . . you know call me . . . [to check] you know . . . ‘Where are 
you going? Who are you going with? When will you be back?’ And there are times 
when I hated my mom ‘coz I wanted to go to the party . . . (Reema, 22, single 
female) 

Most Patel women and men attribute the occurrence of these conflicts to their 

parents’ misunderstanding about American culture and their parents’ continued emotional 

existence in India, a sentiment echoed by Rangaswamy (2000). They also note that their 

second generation often faces the brunt of the conflict because they are caught between 

adhering to their parents’ wishes and more Indian oriented perspective as opposed to their 

own more American or hybridized one.  
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. . . the conflict arises when we have . . . I would say when you have someone of 
Indian origin that has a lot of American culture [the second generation] and . . . but 
their parents are pretty traditional and when you have that kind of mix . . . they [the 
second generation] feel like ‘alright my friends are . . . you know . . . they have the 
American culture, they’re doing certain things . . . why am I not being able to do 
certain things . . . I’m living in the same space they’re living, I’m living in the same 
country, I’m going to the same school, I have all the same you know . . .  
interaction they do, [then] why am I not able to do certain things they are?”(Anil, 
21, single male)  

Gender related conflict between generations is an issue brought up only by Patel 

women. Patel men, I hazard, because of the positionality of privilege in their families and 

communities are not as readily aware of these restrictions although they often apply in the 

case of their sisters and cousins. Patel women spoke of a number of restrictions being 

employed in their particular situations, especially when they were younger. The most 

talked of restriction was their inability to speak to boys and the curtailing of phone calls 

from boys.  

 . . . something simple as having a boy call you on the phone . . . is like . . . for the 
boy who’s calling me . . . it’s not a big deal. But for me, it’s like . . . I would be 
scolded or like get in trouble for something so small . .  . (Monica, 22, single 
female) 

Apart from that, they were disallowed from sleep-overs at friends’ houses unless 

those friends were Indian; had an early curfew, earlier than their brothers; couldn’t attend 

parties; and had to wear modest clothing implying that short skirts and shorts were 

frowned upon.  

. . . like sleep overs. My parents would never let me sleep over [at] a person’s house 
unless they were Indian . . . and it didn’t make sense to me, and I don’t agree with 
it, but I just had to abide by their rules . . . or like having a curfew. Like some 
people are allowed to have such a late curfew, well I have a very early curfew. 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

They [parents] kind of discouraged me wear shorts and skirts an stuff . . . They 
didn’t particularly like me going out with my friends as much . . . [with] Indian 
friends they didn’t mind too much . . . but if I was going with a group of white 
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friends or something, because they didn’t know them or didn’t know their parents, 
they were a little skeptical about it . . . (Poonam, 19, single female)  

Janvi, a 25 year old engaged female also spoke of being expected to live at home 

during college when Patel men are not expected to do the same.  

Patel kids are more likely to stay at home and go to college . . . and I think [it is] 
especially [so] if you’re a girl. A lot of boys seem to have apartments of their own 
even if they’re Patels.  

Jay, a 20 year old, single female, brought up the difference in gustatory practices 

which sometimes causes discomfort between the generations. He spoke of the difficulty 

some members of the first generation have in accepting the consumption of non-

vegetarian food by the second generation, while the second generation have developed a 

growing comfort in it.  

 . . . just a little bit [ of challenge] like especially this meat part . . . you know . . . 
Some people [first generation] think it’s extremely wrong, and then some people 
[second generation], they . . . find it OK . . . find it . . . that in colleges what else are 
you going to eat if you [don’t eat meat]?  

Due to these conflicts between parents and their children, Kavita, a 24 year old 

female participant opined that most second generation Patel women and men do not get 

along with their parents.  

 . . . what I’ve seen so far . . .  is that they [the second generation] don’t fit in . . . 
they don’t . . . most of them just don’t know much about he Indian culture, and 
most of them don’t get along with their parents.  

This idea was not shared by the majority of participants, who infact spoke of the 

strong relationships between most Patel parents and the second generation.  

These findings are consistent with the literature. Rangaswamy (2000) notes that 

parents, while goading their children to excel academically, attempt to counteract 

American influences at school especially dancing and dating. Parents automatically 

associate ‘American culture’ with promiscuity and frown upon the free socializing 
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between the sexes especially during adolescence. Dugsin (200, p. 237) holds that in their 

desire to create an “ideal womanhood, which involves upholding the Indian morals and 

values” the first generation place greater restrictions on the movement and behavior of 

second generation women than they do on that of second generation men.  

Conflict in the context of larger American society. Patel women and men also 

delineated challenges they face in performing bi-cultural identity in American society. 

Most spoke of attempting to explain differences to Americans as being the main 

challenge. One area requiring explanation, which received a lot of mention is food 

practices. As mentioned earlier, Patels are vegetarian. Patel women and men narrate the 

challenges they face in attempting to explain to the American friends/colleagues that they 

do not consume meat especially in a more public setting like a restaurant or in a group. 

Some are accepting of their vegetarianism, while others treat them differently. They also 

noted that the practice of arranged marriage and parental rules often required explanation 

to Americans who are unable to understand them. 

 . . . well part of being Gujarati to me, mean that you are probably vegetarian and I 
think that’s another thing that immediately sets us apart form Americans . . . that’s 
one of the differences. (Karan, 24, single male) 

 . . . maybe just to explain I think . . . explanations of certain beliefs . . . you 
know…like I think the food aspect. It’s something small, but people don’t 
understand why you’re vegetarian. You try to explain. . . . Some people are 
accepting of it, some people are like . . . look at you like you’re crazy, you 
know…because they don’t understand why anyone would believe in such a thing. 
Or the belief in arranged marriages. . . . That’s another issue that always hits 
somewhere. People always ask you about it all the time. (Janvi, 25, engaged 
female) 

. . . I guess having to deal with our parents’ rules, which are very different from 
American peoples’ rules. Because a lot of times, people [Americans] find it 
irrational, what my parents are saying, but I can’t . . . I have no way of arguing 
against them because they are my parents. (Monica, 22, single female) 
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Interestingly, both Patel women and men brought up the issue of positive 

stereotyping they face both as Patels and Gujaratis. They comment that they are 

stereotyped as being smart because all Indians are smart.  

. . . if anything . . . it’s like positive stereotypes like people will think that because 
you’re Indian, you’re going to be smart or you’re going to be well educated, or 
you’re going to be a doctor, or you’re . . . I don’t know . . . things like that. I guess 
they stereotype professions and like education . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male)  

This speaks to the “‘successful immigrant’ image” that has become attached to all 

Indians, firmly entrenching the “model-minority” myth (Lessinger, 1995; Khandelwal, 

2002, p. 91). A few also spoke of the racial discrimination they faced by virtue of their 

ethnicity and skin color.  

. . . coming across some people who are not ever [going to] accept you, just 
because you are a different race 

. . . physically . . . I mean the color of my skin . . . that’ the first thing that sets me 
apart [from Americans]. And I think that’s the first thing everyone else sees 
without even knowing me . . . (Karan, 24, single male) 

Khandelwal (2002, p. 150) notes that race evaded first generation Indians who 

identified with the “nation of India or their religion”. However, there is a heightened 

consciousness of race among the second generation by virtue of their growing up in the 

United States and note that some struggle with the “dominant majority’s color-

determined exclusion of them” (p. 150).  

A few participants however, intimated that they faced no conflict or challenges in 

negotiating their identity. They held that one created the challenge for oneself as none 

really existed. They attributed the same to the growing open-ness and interest of the 

larger American society to Indian identity and culture as well as to their ability to move 

smoothly between their two identities.  
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. . . for me it hasn’t really [been a challenge or a conflict]. Honestly, for me it hasn’t 
been a problem. I don’t know [why] . . . I guess I’m pretty open to everything, I 
mean . . . (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

. . . I think there’s confusion if you let confusion be. I think if you’re an honest 
person, and you are able to communicate with your parents, and be able to you 
know . . . and it’s the hardest thing to do is to be able to be honest and do whatever 
you’re doing openly . . . (Vishal, 27, married male) 

I don’t face any challenges because I can mix both cultures at appropriate times, 
when I need to. Yeh, like . . . whenever . . . like if we have some festival or some, 
just like some gathering here, like some meeting and it is all American people, it’s 
just for proper attire and everything, I would wear a suit, and tie, speak English and 
I’ll be perfectly fine. If there’s Navratri, I’ll be dressed up in Indian clothes [ and be 
OK with it] (Jay, 20, single male) 

Outcomes of bi-cultural identity negotiation 

Attempting to tease out the outcomes of the bi-cultural identity negotiation of 

second generation Patels was trickier than I had anticipated as the participants oscillated 

between their own outcomes and their impressions about those for second generation 

Patels as a whole. This is apparent in their responses documented here. Patel women and 

men acknowledged (inspite of lack of conflict, challenge and confusion in some cases) 

that bi-cultural identity negotiation is difficult and its resolution even more so. They 

identify two main outcomes of this negotiation for themselves and for most second 

generation Patels – the selecting of one identity over the other; and the successful 

creation of a hybrid identity – a cocktail.   

Selecting one identity over the other. When selecting one identity over the other, 

Patel women and men note that there is a growing trend among second generation Patels 

to choose their American identity and reject their Indian – what they term as becoming 

more “Americanized”. They elaborate that these Patels lack a Gujarati and an Indian 

identity, consider themselves to be American and do not want to identify as Indians or 

Patels. 
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I think most of the second generation [Patels] have assimilated so completely 
within American society . . . they have become “Americanized” . . . they want to 
blend into [American] society so much, they’ll do anything possible to be part of 
that society . . . even if it means disassociate or to abandon their cultural roots and 
adopt a new culture, then that’s what they’ll do to become accepted within the 
society. This is definitely happening [with second generation Patels] to a very large 
extent. (Karan, 24, single male) 

I think the situation for some second generation Patels that were born here [United 
States] is are like completely Americanized, you know . . . completely! They don’t 
go to any [Gujarati] religious activities or anything . . . they don’t even know about 
their own religion. They don’t even speak their language [Gujarati], that their 
parents speak . . . they consider themselves to be American.    

Moreover, they express their preference superficially by adopting American 

apparel, attending parties, and absenting themselves from Gujarati and Indian 

cultural/festive gatherings and events. 

. . . [they are trying to be American in a very superficial way. You know…the look 
of what they’re wearing is more Americanized, and also trying to shy away from 
like going to Indian functions . . . or even participating in a lot of the Indian things 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

For the most part, Patel women and men attribute this preference for American-

ness to their basal exposure to Gujarati influences. The latter is the product of many 

factors – the reduced emphasis of Gujarati identity by parents; the lack of a vibrant 

Gujarati or Indian community in their domiciliary area; a peer circle comprising largely 

of Americans or Americanized Indians; and a desire by individual Patel women and men 

to blend into American society even at the cost of their Indian-ness. Consequently, their 

detachment from their Gujarati roots and Indian identity, results in their whole-hearted 

embrace of their American one.  

. . . I think some have swayed towards the American side of it . . . like they’ve not 
dropped totally the Indian customs, but because they have lived . . . where they 
were brought up . . . whether or not there was an Indian community, they’ve 
adapted to that community, and like . . . if it was a large Indian community, I think 
they hold onto the customs a little bit more than if they were the only Indians 
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surrounded by a lot of white houses. Also they may have faced outside pressure 
from friends . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . I’ve seen amongst my friends . . . if they have a lot of Indian friends from the 
get go, then they’re going to be surrounded by that culture . . . they’re going to have 
other Indians influence them in their decisions. I know friends that are totally . . . I 
guess . . . they’re not anti-immune, but they don’t know much of the values, and not 
much of the tradition, and they have all American friends here, and that’s perfectly 
fine…it’s just that they’re not. . . . they haven’t been influenced enough [by 
Indian/Gujarati] culture . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

It’s just the way the person is! Like I know a lot of people, even though they’re 
second generation Patels, they don’t know anything about our culture. So I think, it 
depends a lot on the person and their parents. Like . . . if their parents don’t enforce 
it upon them, I don’t think . . . they won’t learn. Since their parents didn’t enforce 
it, they didn’t learn as a child, and now that they’re grown up, I don’t think they 
care enough to learn. (Poonam, 19, single female)   

Interestingly, Karan, a 24 year old single male, noted that in attempting to become 

American, second generation Patel women and men identify with particular ethnic groups 

in the United States. Patel women and men, he reports identity with the black community 

and adopt black slang and hip-hop as symbols of their American-ness when rejecting 

Indian-ness.  

. . . you can tell immediately by the way that they speak, that they have a certain . . . 
whatever they might think is cool, you know depending on which group they 
belong to [acculturate into] American society. Like there’s a certain slang 
associated with Black people or music . . . you know . . . hip-hop or rap music . . . 
then you speak sort of the way they [rappers] speak.  

This reminds us of Horenczyk’s (1997) critique that bi-culturalism tends to 

conceptualize the host society, in this case the United States, as a monolithic structure, 

ignoring the internal heterogeneous groups in a society, which immigrants may use as 

reference groups to acculturate into. 

Medha, an 18 year old single female, however, also drew attention to the fact that 

some second generation Patel women and men may also have a decided preference for 
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their Indian identity, to the extent that they have only Indian friends and are close-

minded.  

I think they just for the most part like . . . I think they try to pick one [identity] over 
the other. The ones [who pick] Indian…like [are] completely Indian, like . . . they’ll 
have a whole group of Indian friends and be like [with] that whole crowd. And they 
just won’t . . . like . . . they’re also close minded because they won’t open up to like 
the rest of the community.  

Creating a hybrid identity – A cocktail. A significant proportion of Patel women 

and men claimed some second generation Patels are successful in creating a hybrid 

identity – what they call a “blend” and being comfortable with it – illustrating it with 

their own cases. They explain that this involves being neither completely Indian nor 

American – but a “blend” or a “mixture” of both.  

. . . I mean there’s always going to be a mixture of both…you’re not completely 
Indian, and you’re not completely American, you are a mixture of both and both of 
them require less of the other. (Ritu, 22, single female) 

They admit to taking great pride in being bi-cultural, being comfortable with it, and 

find this method of identity performance to be interesting. Being bi-cultural is unique as 

it facilitates their existence in two cultures, two world and their living of two separate, 

simultaneous lives.  

I think I feel a lot of pride. In a way because I have a very unique background 
because of...being Indian, but at the same time keeping the American culture alive 
within me (Vishal, 27, married male) 

I love it [bi-cultural identity]! I think it’s great! But I take both sides . . . like . . . the 
good of both sides, I think. I love doing Indian stuff. I’m not embarrassed about it 
or whatever. I think that it’s good. I like going to like . . . Indian functions, you 
know going to Diwali shows, I love doing that stuff . . . I like going to Indian 
movies, I like doing . . . I like wearing my Indian clothes, you know . . . On the 
other aspect, I also like doing all the . . . you know . . . normal American 
things…you know . . . I love football, I love going to the games, I love that whole 
side of it. And I think that’s great! (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

I love it [being bi-cultural]! I think it’s great . . . not many people are fortunate 
enough to be able to have like . . . two separate lives at the same time. Like . . . how 
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many people could . . . you know . . . just say that you know . . . they talk one 
language at home and everything else outside the home. We have two different 
cultures. I am fond of my American as well as my Indian culture . . . it’s kind of 
two in one person. (Gaurav, 19, single male)  

However, some Patel women and men reiterate that irrespective of their ease and 

comfort with their bi-culturalism, their Indian identity prevails before their American one 

and that being Indian (and Gujarati) comes foremost.  

As I conclude, I ask myself whether the coconut-cocktail metaphor can be resolved 

in the case of second generation Patel women and men. Deliberate, conscious efforts are 

being undertaken by Patel families and the Patel community to construct within the 

second generation a bi-cultural identity rooted in Indian-ness or in this case the Gujarati 

culture. Their bi-cultural identity is dynamic and its facets are expressed in varying 

contexts. Negotiating a bi-cultural identity, as explained by Patel women and men, while 

difficult, is also a rewarding experience if they are able to create a successful blend. 

Based on my conversations with second generation Patels I encountered in the course of 

this study, I feel confident in classifying a significant proportion of them as “cocktails” – 

those who have successfully merged their Indian and American identities an operate from 

a “cocktail” base.  
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CHAPTER 5 
“SSHHH . . . ! DON’T TELL MY PARENTS”: DATING AMONG SECOND 

GENERATION PATELS 

The narratives of second generation Patel women and men about dating and their 

dating experiences are portrayed in this chapter. Patel women and men, not only 

conversed about dating in their personal lives, but they also commented on how they 

believed dating occurred amongst second generation Patels in general. The findings 

below thus oscillate between their personal stories as well as stories of the Patel 

community. As mentioned in the methodology, the three comparative lenses emergent 

from the data – Indian versus American; female versus male; second generation versus 

first generation - and through which I examine themes are observable in the context of 

dating. Five broad analytical areas emerged from our conversations – (a) definitions of 

dating, (b) rules and norms related to dating, (c) dating behaviors, (d) first generation 

reactions to dating amongst the second generation, and (e) and the dating experiences of 

second generation Patel women and men. 

Definitions Of Dating 

When asked to explain what they thought dating meant in the Patel community in 

the United States, Patel women and men delineated distinct definitions for the first 

generation comprising their parent (at occasionally their grandparents especially in those 

instances when grandparents are in residence) and for the second generation comprising 

themselves.  
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Defining Dating: The First Generation 

To begin with, some participants invoked the idea of a demarcated Patel 

community in the United States. They spoke of the more liberal vein of the community in 

opposition to the more traditional one. Parents who fell into the former category, are 

more likely to and infact do accept dating by the second generation, understand it as 

going out as a couple with someone you like and do not place restrictions on both Patel 

women and men. The more traditional vein of the community forbids dating among both 

Patel women and men and understands it as something wrong. However, the participants 

acknowledge that these views tend to be the extremes.  

I think you have two different Patel communities. . . .  You have the other Patel 
community that is free and open-minded, that is similar to the US customs, who 
allow for their sons and daughters to date openly without having any restrictions 
upon who they can date, or even if they can date . . . at least they allow them to 
date, whereas in the real conservative, real traditional Patel community . . . [they] 
do not allow their [kids] to date whatsoever until marriage is being proposed. 
(Sahil, 27, married male) 

Most parents, I don’t think they understand . . . they understand that it’s just like . . 
. the kids are doing something wrong . . . you know . . . (Jay, 20, single male) 

A majority of the participants spoke of a more middle of the road understanding of 

dating by the first generation and believed that a significant proportion of the first 

generation abided by this perspective. Patel women and men outlined two significant 

definitions of dating as embraced by first generation Patels – dating as American 

behavior; and dating as courtship and thus a precursor to marriage. 

Dating as American behavior 

Patel women remarked that parents create an Indian – American binary by defining 

dating as American behavior which should not be indulged in by the Indian children. 

Patel women note that this conception, on the part of their parents, of dating as something 
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foreign to Indian culture comes into play especially in their cases and is translated into 

dating being restricted or forbidden to them, a behavior they are not expected to indulge 

in. Second generation Patel women believe that this is because parents’ equate dating 

with pre-marital sex which worries them especially in the case of their daughters.  

 . . . you’re just expected not to do it [date]. Being a girl, you’re just expected not to 
date . . . (Poonam, 19, single female) 

 . . . the main thing [reason for the restriction women face in dating] is sex before 
marriage, it’s obviously forbidden, and so . . . if you’re dating someone . . . as 
opposed to the courtship kind of dating . . . [parents think that] you are more likely 
to do something that they [parents] wouldn’t want you to do. And [parents think] 
the longer you date without some sort of commitment, the more likely you are to do 
something . . . and that’s why its’ forbidden [for women] (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Scholars in the field have made similar observations, reporting the first 

generation’s tendency to contextualize dating as “against Indian culture” and to equate 

with pre-marital sex and the resultant loss of sexual chastity. This results in them viewing 

dating with alarm especially in the case of second generation women (DasGupta & 

Dasgupta, 1998; Dasgupta, 1998; Rangaswamy, 2000; Kallivayalil, 2004, p. 548).   

Dating as courtship and a precursor to marriage.  

Vaidyanathan and Naidoo (1990), Rangaswamy (2000), and Dugsin (2001) observe 

a gradual transformation among first generation on the issue of dating. Parents are 

beginning to look upon dating more favorably, and are accepting of it, if it is the context 

of marriage, wherein dating takes on the mantle of courtship. This was confirmed by a 

significant proportion of both Patel women and men. They observed that their parents 

were now beginning to perceive dating as courtship and a precursor to marriage and in 

this context it is more acceptable.  

. . . they [parents] see it . . . well this could lead [to] like marriage or a permanent 
thing . . . that’s how they have to see it to accept it . . . I think. They can’t just see it 
as a casual dating. (Reema, 22, single female)  
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I think it’s becoming accepted now . . . I think parents think of dating . . . they think 
of just the whole process of going toward marriage like that . . . ‘They’re [second 
generation] talking to this person, maybe it will work out, maybe they’ll get 
married. If it doesn’t work out, they’ll go on to the next . . . (Sahil, 27, married 
male) 

They elaborated that dating as a means to make a marital decision, that is, to get to 

know a potential spouse and talk about potentially marrying one another is accepted by 

parents.  

I think you [second generation] can date to find out [about the person]. It kind of 
depends on how it happens. If you’re doing it on your own [met the person on your 
own], I think that they [parents] really want you to have a mindset of marriage 
already in mind. But I think, if they [parents] arrange it themselves, they don’t 
mind you just talking to that person, because for some reason they’re comfortable 
because they did it, you know . . . So it’s OK to just kind of see, you know . . . 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Ritu, a 22 year old female and Janvi, a 25 year old engaged female however, had 

contradictory opinions when they explained that dating was not understood as courtship 

by the first generation, because it was forbidden until such time that the couple either got 

formally engaged or arrived at an understanding and a marriage was definitely in the 

making.  

Dating is not long like it is here [United States] . . . like 2 or 3 or even 4 years 
before you decide you want to marry someone. Dating is you think you’re going to 
marry him, so you’re dating for all of 3-6 months or a year maybe at the longest 
before you get married . . . there’s not just dating to date and then you’re going to 
dump him and move on . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

The parents . . . it means that…you know . . . you’re not social dating, what you’re 
doing is that you’ve found this person and you are going to marry him! (Janvi, 25, 
engaged female) 

A few participants brought up another variable into the mix – age. They opined that 

parents’ understanding of dating differed according to the age of their children. When 

their children were younger, the first generation conceived of dating as an unnecessary 

distraction from education and thus forbade their children to date. On attainment of 
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marriageable age by their children, parents’ are more accepting of dating given that they 

conceive of it as courtship, sometimes even encouraging the second generation to date so 

they can find a mate.  

 . . . And I think there’s an age [factor] . . . you know . . .  as you get a little bit 
older, I think if an 18 year old came home and was talking about [dating], even if it 
was a Patel or Gujarati, I think her parents are going to be nervous. Whereas if 
she’s like 22, 23, then it’s good because she’s finding her first…I then by then the 
parents are like . . . ‘Well it’s good you know . . . . she’s more mature, and you 
know she’s meeting people’ and that’s…I think…in the parents’ head if they see it . 
. . well this could lead [to] like . . . marriage or a permanent thing . . . (Reema, 22, 
single female)   

I guess that [parents’ understanding of dating] depends on what age you [second 
generation] are as well. Like if you’re younger, then I think they [parents] might . . 
. like you know…if they found out about it or something . . . they maybe . . . they 
die or something. But if they [second generation] are older, then they [parents] 
might think . . . like you know…you [second generation] might end up marrying 
this person or something . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

Lastly, a few male participants’ views negate the above mentioned ideas. They hold 

that most first generation Patels do not have any conception of dating or of what it 

entails. This is because they do not have any experience with dating themselves and so 

for them, the word does not exist in their vocabulary.  

The first generation . . . I think didn’t really have that . . . dating in their 
vocabulary. (Anil, 21, single male)  

I think for a large part . . . the first generation . . . I think they don’t have any 
concept of what dating is. I don’t think they know what it is. They’ve never heard 
of it, they’ve never done it. They just don’t understand any part of it. They don’t 
even contemplate it . . . I don’t think that it’s something that you know . . . that 
word does not exist in their vocabulary. (Karan, 24,single male) 

Defining Dating: The Second Generation 

Second generation Patel women and men discussed what they believed to be the 

definitions and understanding of dating embraced by their generation. The most 

frequently voiced perception was that second generation Patels in the United States 
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defined dating was the same manner as Americans did. They themselves listed some of 

these definitions on record.  

Dating as understood by second generation Patel women and men and Americans, 

is a fun activity that involves getting together with someone you liked not always with 

marriage in mind. 

I think the second generation is trying to generally adopt like the more American 
style of dating where you ask somebody out . . . you know you don’t necessarily 
know them really well . . . it’s more like an initial attraction. You go out, you do the 
individual type dating…going out to dinner whatever, whatever. And if it doesn’t 
work out, you break up and you may have . . . however many more relationships . . 
. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

 . . . I guess like . . . I would say it’s [dating] is pretty much the same as dating 
would be in an American culture (Medha, 19, single female) 

It includes getting to know someone closely and testing out the potential for a 

relationship which could but need not necessarily culminate in marriage.  

I think it’s [dating] it’s just like a girl and guy trying to get to know each other with 
some kind of interest and they’re both having fun and just trying to become like . . . 
like getting to know each other closely. It’s [dating] is seen as . . . maybe like . . . 
seen as a potential for a relationship. So more serious, but not necessarily marriage 
. . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

When we [second generation Patels] say we’re dating somebody, I would say that 
it’s pretty much the same way that American people would say it. I consider dating 
like . . . preliminary to becoming a girlfriend. Like . . . before she’s your girlfriend, 
you date her a couple of time, get to know her better . . . to just . . . testing things 
out, see how you get along . . . (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

It’s [dating] just basically trying to meet someone that you think will eventually be 
with you, happy with you. And for me, eventually happy with my family . . .  [So] 
you have to get to know a person completely…so that’ how most [second 
generation Patels] view it [dating]. (Jay, 20, single male) 

A few participants also mentioned the nomenclature involved in dating explaining 

that dating implies having or being a boyfriend or girlfriend.  

Second generation define it just the way a typical American would define it – have 
a boyfriend, girlfriend. . . . Dating . . . I think dating means what dating means in 
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general. You just go out . . . boyfriend, girlfriend . . . dating is just the general term 
that’s defining the relationship, and now you have a boyfriend, girlfriend, go out on 
dates once in a while . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . [dating] is just going out with a friend that you like . . . like girlfriend or 
boyfriend . . . (Rahul, 18, single male) 

Reema, the 22 year old single student, noted that dating can be a synthesis of a fun 

activity of meeting interesting people as well a means to meet potential spouses.  

I think they’re [second generation Patels] dating to find people. I think that’s their . 
. . I mean they’re dating for fun . . . but I think the ultimate goal in their head is also 
like to find . . . you know . . . maybe this will be the person . . . maybe not. 
Especially with the guys, they have their fun and that . . . but if they have a long-
term relationship, I think they won’t admit it probably, but it is to see, well maybe 
this is the right girl . . .  

A few Patel women and men also brought up the issue of age. They explained that 

their conceptions of dating altered with their age – when younger, dating was perceived 

as a fun activity and when older, as a more serious activity involving either being in a 

relationship with your potential spouse or seeking a spouse.  

 . . . I think when you are young . . . that’s [dating] just fun! But ultimately, I think 
you just grow…and you’re ready to settle down . . . so it starts as fun and then 
finally starts to get serious. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . I think in the beginning, it’s [dating ] [is] kind of . . . because you want to be in 
a relationship and you like someone . . . or you know . . . you’re just attracted to 
that person. . . . and I think after a certain age . . . it’s like . . . ‘OK let’s date this 
guy I’m going to marry’ kind of thing . . . (Priya, 20, single female) 

However, a few participants expressed a slightly contradictory opinion. They 

conceptualized dating as a behavior that always requires the long-term goal of marriage 

to guide it rather than the more short-term purpose of a fun or recreational activity. They 

believed that dating involves looking for qualities in people that one desires in a spouse 

and meeting someone you would want to marry. They perceived a futility to dating 

without the end result of a permanent relationship like marriage.  
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Well if you have Patels dating, I think they’re going . . . my personal opinion is that 
I think they’re going for…something that’s a little bit more long term . . . maybe 
not necessarily marriage, but marriage . . . they don’t ignore that option . . . (Anil, 
21, single male) 

I think you should always date with a goal of marriage . . . I don’t think you should 
date for the sake of dating . . . So I think you should always have that [marriage] in 
the back of your mind. Like trying to look for a good person . . . (Gaurav, 19, single 
male) 

I wouldn’t want to just date someone that I had not intention of ever marrying. I 
think this is also . . . probably a difference between girls and guys . . . because guys 
like to do a lot of things just for fun, while a lot more girls I would think are . . . 
more wanting to date somebody because they want to marry them, or just to date 
them to see if they would want to marry them. (Ritu, 22, single female) 

It is thus evident from their responses that second generation Patel women and men 

are a lot more comfortable with dating than their parents’ are. Far from perceiving it as 

something foreign, they are attempting to re-conceptualize it in the context of their bi-

culturalism.  

Rules And Norms Related To Dating 

In our conversations about dating second generation Patel women and men 

identified practices that influence their dating behavior which I labeled rules and norms. 

It should be understood the labeling rules and norms is generic as it is hard to state 

conclusively whether they exist in reality as norms in the Patel community (they were not 

so defined by the participants). Also worthy of mention, is that these rules and norms are 

defined and upheld by the Patel community at large and by first generation Patels. They 

are conveyed to the second generation either implicitly or explicitly by the first 

generation and often translate into the barriers the former face in dating. Second 

generation Patel women and men identified two broad categories of dating related rules 

and norms – gender based rules and norms; and non-gender based rules and norms.  
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Gender Based Rules and Norms 

First generation Indians in the United States embrace differential standards between 

their sons and daughters in the arena of dating. Sons are allowed more leeway in dating 

as well as in “‘out of house activities’” with little or no parental supervision, but the same 

freedom is not accorded to their daughters (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Khandelwal, 

2002, p. 152). Lessinger (1995), Dasgupta (1998), Khandelwal (2002, p. 152), and 

Kallivayalil (2004) note that dating is a virtual impossibility for second generation Indian 

women and that the “double standard” employed by the first generation is reflective of an 

ideology that prizes sexual chastity of women until marriage.  

As reported by second generation Patel women and men, the gender based rules 

and norms in dating often take the form of restrictions in the practice of dating especially 

then they are younger and not yet considered eligible for marriage. While there was 

consensus between Patel women and men in listing the gender based rules and norms 

invoked in the arena of dating, Patel women appeared more cognizant of the restrictions 

they face. Often Patel men were unable to highlight the differential standards that exist in 

the community unless they were asked to verify whether their dating behaviors and 

experiences were similar to that of their sisters, cousins and female friends. Rather than 

interpreting this inability as reduced restrictions in their families; I would attribute it, 

based on my conversations with them, to a lack of true awareness of the actual 

restrictions women face once again rooted in their positions of privilege in their 

community and families. I begin by listing the rules and norms pertaining to women 

followed by those pertaining to men, as explained by Patel women and men.  
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Rules and norms pertaining to women.  

Most Patel men and an overwhelming majority of Patel women spoke of the fact 

that dating by women is not encouraged (by parents and the Patel community) and that 

they face more restrictions than their male counterparts do, making it harder for them to 

date. This is true even if she were to date another Patel who is eminently more suitable 

than a non-Gujarati Indian or an American.  

I think there’s still . . . harder on the women than they [parents] are on the men 
about dating . . . I’d say they [women] are not [allowed to date by parents] (laughs) 
(Gaurav, 19, single male) 

They [parents] don’t allow their girls to date. Guys it’s OK, they can do whatever 
they want. But girls NO! It’s not acceptable . . . you just don’t date! (Kavita, 24, 
single female) 

. . . like if my brother were to date a girl, I don’t think my parents would mind as 
much as [with] me if I were to date a guy . . . even if he was Patel guy . . .(Poonam, 
19, single female) 

. . . [second generation] women are not [allowed to date] . . . I don’t think [even is 
she was dating a Patel] . . . not in the Patel community. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

Some of the restrictions that Patel women face involve their inability to go out at 

night, attend parties, and go to bars – activities that most men are free to indulge in. 

Additionally, their movement is closely monitored with strict oversight of the public 

locations they can frequent and the curfew they can maintain.  

I think girls are still treated, or mistreated in a way I think. . . . but I think there’s 
still a huge gap between what a guy can do and what a girl can do. For instance, 
dating . . . I mean some guys in the Patel community are completely OK with going 
out and you know the parents are OK with it, you know . . . stay [out until] 
whenever you want, however long you want…But the girl has to be home at a 
certain time, and where they can go and how they can do it is monitored. [Whether 
or not they can date] . . . it’s on the family . . . like the one I was talking to you 
about . . . she cannot get away from the house, she can’t even attend some of those 
high school plays you know . . . she’s definitely not allowed to date either . . . 
(Vishal, 27, married male) 
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A variety of reasons were cited by both Patel women and men for these restrictions 

and it is in this reasoning that gender differences are very evident. Parental fear that 

dating would cast a blemish on their daughters’ reputation and on the family honor with 

the Patel community was one of the most frequently cited reasons by Patel women, more 

so than by Patel men. This is connected to parental conception of dating as pre-marital 

sex.  

 . . . the main problem is sex before marriage, it’s obviously forbidden . . . it’s more 
of a problem for a female because your name would get spoiled…[therefore] 
there’s more of a concern if it’s a female versus a man . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

. . . the first generation doesn’t want their daughters to date . . . [because] I think 
it’s just a stereotype that occurs. They [parents] don’t want . . . I don’t want to say 
whore or anything like that . . . but they don’t want the name…reputation being 
brought down in the community . . .  ‘Oh! I saw her with this white guy sitting in 
the corner or’ of whatever you know . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

In turn, this was perceived as affecting the marriage prospects and the eligibility of 

second generation Patel women for marriage.  

They [parents] think you’re going to ruin it [marriage]. They think nobody’s going 
to marry you because you know…you’ve been dating guys, and they think you’re 
used basically . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

. . . the fear . . . if your child’s name goes bad . . . then who’s ever going to marry 
her kind of thing . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Another oft cited reason, more so by Patel women than by men was parental worry 

about gossip in the Patel community, especially in the case of their daughters, about the 

fact that they were dating, which can also result in damaged reputations.  

They [parents] think about what other people are going to say. That OK, you know 
other people are going to say . . .  ‘Oh! Look at their daughter, you know she’s been 
talking to guys and she’s been going on dates, what kind of . . .  values does she 
have?’ She’s been talking to guys, that’s not good, it’s bad’ . . . (Kavita, 24, single 
female) 
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Janvi, the 25 year old engaged female, noted that although the fear of damaged 

reputations and honor existed to some extent in the case of second generation Patel men, 

it was the women and their families who bore the brunt of the consequences. This is 

largely because second generation Patel women are representative of the family and of 

tradition. 

. . . they [parents] don’t want you, . . . the whole idea of sex before marriage. You 
know they [parents] don’t want…obviously they don’t . . . neither does the guy’s 
family . . . but I think the consequences obviously just in general is less for men 
than it’s for women. The chances of anything happening with girls, in the sense of 
pregnancy or whatever, I think that’s . . . they [parents] won’t say it, but I think 
that’s a big part of it. I think they are afraid of people talking . . . for some reason 
that seems to affect the girl’s family more than it does the guy’s family . . .  ‘What 
are other people going to say?’(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

I think the women are looked upon as the picture of what the family is supposed to 
by like. [So for instance] if you see a daughter going out and getting drunk every 
Friday night, you know they see that family as a drunken family, or they see that 
family as a broken family . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

Protectiveness of daughters was a reason cited by more Patel men and disdainfully 

acknowledged by Patel women. As Monica, a 22 year old single female commented, 

parents’ perception of women as the weaker sex unable to protect themselves result in a 

parental attempt at protection by restricting their dating.  

. . . for a female, there’s so many things that they think of the worst. Like them 
getting raped or them getting pregnant or something like that. They [parents] think 
of the worst case scenario or also like the weaker sex (laughs), so they don’t let us 
[second generation Patel women] do enough stuff and they are more like watch out 
for that guy, or they don’t trust the guy . . . boys are supposed to be able to take 
care of themselves . . . so they have more leeway.  

On the other hand, Patel men who cited this reason appeared to genuinely believe 

that apart from being protective of their daughters and fearing rape, there were no other 

plausible reasons for the stricter controls Patel women encounter in dating.  

I think they’re [parents] definitely less allowing of their daughters dating than of 
their sons. I think [this is because] they’re just more protective of their daughters. I 
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think they feel that maybe their daughters might get taken advantage of or 
something of that sort . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

They’re [parents] more cautious about women [dating] because obviously they 
[parents] feel that women aren’t able to, you know . . . I guess . . . basically go out 
by themselves because you know certain things like rape . . . [or] you have certain 
things that might pressure women more so than men . . . So I guess the first 
generation parents’ view [is] that men have a better chance of still being able to go 
out and still being able to hold their values, you know . . . more so than women. 
(Anil, 21, single male)  

These findings echo those cited by observers dating among Indians in the United 

States. They note that the double standards employed by first generation Indians in dating 

is rooted in their construction of women as the “keepers of culture” and upholders of 

family honor and their consequent fear that dating is the route to jeopardized marriage 

prospects, loss of Indian-ness in favor of American-ness and the ruination of family 

honor (DasGupta & Dasgupta, 1998, p. 113; Muhki, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002; 

Kallivayalil, 2004).  

A male participant however expressed a view contradictory to the ones mentioned 

above. He claimed that excluding the fact that dating is harder for women, he did not 

believe that women had less freedom to date than men as technically neither are 

“allowed” to date by their parents.  

. . . well no . . .  I think no [men don’t have more freedom to date than 
women]…they [parents] don’t want anyone to date. [But] I think [men] get away 
with it easier. They [parents] are harder on women . . . it is just harder for them 
[Patel women] to get away without their parents finding out . . . (Karan, 24, single 
male) 

Rules and norms pertaining to men.  

With reference to second generation Patel men there is an overwhelming consensus 

by both Patel women and men that that while men are not encouraged to date, they have 

the freedom to do so with few if any parental reprisals and that they find it easier than 
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Patel women to get away with. Patel women also add that Patel men have the freedom to 

date anyone, not necessarily a Patel, a Gujarati or an Indian – a view not shared by all 

Patel men.  

That’s when the double standard comes into play. I think guys . . . it’s a little easier 
for them to get away with it [dating] . . . (Priya, 20, single female) 

I think men have more freedom . . . to date non-Gujaratis or non-Patels or non-
Indians even. Like . . . my Maama (uncle) he’s young . . . he grew up here too . . .  
and he went through a phase [in] high school and everything, he was dating all 
white girls and Spanish girls and nobody said anything. All his Indian friends . . . 
you know . . . of the same age group, they all dated everybody, I mean . . . I’m sure 
if I went through all that, it would be like . . . I’d probably be locked up . . . 
(Reema, 22, single female) 

I don’t think parents are OK with guys dating American women. I was brought up 
[with the understanding that] you want to stay within your community . . . when 
you’re ready to date, ready to get married, [it’s] going to be Indian only (laughs) 
(Sahil, 27, married male) 

Additionally, both women and men confirm that second generation Patel men have 

more leeway and freedom not only in dating, but also in going out and staying out as long 

as they desire, frequenting bars and getting drunk. Parents justify this behavior as that 

which is normal to men and what they do.  

I think guys have more freedom to do just about anything when it comes to men 
versus women in the community. Going out . . . like just going out to the bar or 
whatever . . . guys it’s OK for us to do that, but if the girls do that, it looks bad 
upon the family. If you see the guy going off for a drink on a Friday night, getting 
drunk . . . well that’s just want guys do . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

The reasons for these more lenient controls were furnished largely by Patel women 

who appeared, at least during the interviews, to be more cognizant of them than their 

male counterparts who largely replied with “I don’t knows”. Lack of parental strictness 

with sons was one of the most frequently cited reasons with Patel women claiming that 

even when parents know about their sons dating, they do not attempt to put a stop to it as 

they would dating amongst their daughters. Moreover, in their opinion, second generation 
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Patel men do not face the same harsh repercussions from the Patel community and from 

their families as women do.  

. . . I know a lot of guys actually who . . . Patel guys who date, but they 
like…they’ll tell their parents, or you know at lest their parents know that 
something is going on, and they [parents] don’t say anything. But I know at the 
same time . . . like if you’re a girl and that were happening, that they [parents] 
would get mad at you or they would definitely bring it up at least just to know what 
is going on so they could like . . . control it . . . I guess. (Medha, 18, single female) 

. . . if they [Patel men] were to date, they wouldn’t . . . our parents wouldn’t be as 
scared . . . or they [parents] are not as like . . . strict with them. So even if it wasn’t 
like dating…even if they were going out as a group of friends . . . like . . . they 
would be able to go out with a lot of girls. While if I was to go with a lot of guys, 
my parents would not allow it. (Monica, 22, single female) 

Priya a 20 year old single female, in comparing herself to her male counterparts 

acknowledged that parental belief in the greater capability of men to protect themselves 

translates into less fear of and greater freedom in dating.  

I think it’s easier for guys to date . . . it’s just like the double standard from 
generations back.. . . . it’s just kind of…[we] have been brought up [thinking] that 
guys can take care of themselves, and girls . . . you know need someone . . . not just 
financially, but security wise as well. . . . [so] men are always a little bit more . . .  
you know . . . able to accomplish things women are not [like dating].  

Poonam, a 19 year old female student, also explained that in some cases, parents 

may conceptualize dating by second generation Patel men as fun, joking with them about 

their dating experiences and checking with them whether they have girlfriends.  

For guys, it’s OK if they’re dating, like their parents will joke around with them 
and be like . . . my parents joke around with my brother all the time about him 
dating or him having a girlfriend, and with me, they’re just like . . . ‘You better not 
have a boyfriend!’ there’s no joking around.  

As mentioned at the start of this section, these findings are consistent with those 

reported by Wakil, Siddique and Wakil (1981), Lessinger, (1995), Dasgupta (1998), and 

Khandelwal (2002) that second generation men enjoy greater freedom to indulge in 

dating and other activities without fear of damaging family honor and their reputations.  
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Non-Gender Based Rules And Norms 

In addition to gender based rules and norms, Patel women and men discussed two 

other issues which I have termed non-gender. These are – age and partner selection.  

Age.  

Both Patel women and men brought up the fact that is forbidden by their parents 

when they are still in middle and high school. However, once they are old enough – 

which they define as being 20 years and older – they experience some freedom in dating. 

This may appear to contradict the above mentioned findings, except for the fact that 

parents define this period as a marriageable age, and in their zeal to get their children 

married, encourage them to date.  

. . . I think it [dating] also depends on age. Like if you’re older then maybe it would 
be alright because eventually like . . . ideally I guess, they [parents] want you to 
grow up and marry a Patel anyway. So . . . I guess, it [dating] wouldn’t be such a 
bad thing if you’re like in college or something . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

 I think it [dating] depends on age. If right now . . . I’m 22, so my parents want me 
to date, but when I was in high school, they would like . . . not want me to date . . . 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

You know . . . after a certain age, after you finish high school, you’re in college 
now, because you’re away from your parents and you have more freedom. Even 
after that, as you get older and older and then your parents have less and less 
control over you and less say in what you do and so at that point you have more 
flexibility and more leeway in being able to date and sort of being out on your own 
now . . . (Karan, 24, single male) 

Partner selection.  

Patel women and men noted that there is a parental preference for another Patel, 

Gujarati or Indian, in that order, as their children’s partner.  

I think the first priority [is to date another Patel] . . . I’m sure their [parents] first 
priority is that [second generation date] a Patel . . . (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

I think parents are conservative about keeping the culture within ourselves, so most 
of the time they like to have . . . I guess their son or daughter date someone that is 
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Indian. Sometimes, you [parents] get more specific where they’re [partners] the 
same religion, have the same…you know . . . I guess the same values. . . . so . . . 
some [parents] would like them to date someone that’s Indian . . . (Anil, 21, single 
male)  

Given this, second generation Patel women and men admit that dating another Patel 

or Gujarati increases the probability of parental acceptance of the relationship which is 

the reason why some made a conscious effort to date only other Patels.  

I think it [dating] would be more accepted if it was a Patel versus a non-Patel . . . 
(Ritu, 22, single female) 

. . . although I think the punishment would come down harder if they found out it 
was not a Gujarati person . . . [Parents] particularly [prefer] a Patel, but I think 
Gujarati . . . it’s fairly safe . . . [if not] the punishment…for both men and women 
would be more strict. (Karan, 24, single male) 

A non-Indian partner is, in theory unacceptable for both Patel women and men. 

However, both Patel women and men acknowledge, that in reality Patel men have more 

freedom to date anyone irrespective of race, nationality or ethnicity. Thus, for instance, it 

is easier for Patel men to have non-Indian partners than it is for Patel women.  

. . . I think men have more freedom, to date non-Gujaratis, or non-Patels or non-
Indians even (Reema, 22, single female) 

Oh! They [second generation Patel men] can date anybody . . . anybody! They can 
date Patels, non-Patel, American, African-American, Chinese . . . they can date 
anybody they want to, it won’t be a problem. As long as they don’t get married [to 
a non-Indian] . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

. . . I think it would be easier to OK a guy dating a non-Patel, non-Indian type of 
girl…just because I guess they’re [parents] are more protective of girls. Indian 
guys, Patel guys are somehow . . . like . . . more safe. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Anil, a 21 year old single male student factored in another variable –disclosure to 

parents. He explained that the choice of partners depended on whether second generation 

Patels planned on disclosing their relationships to their parents. If disclosure was not an 

issue then, whether or not they dated a Patel, Gujarati or Indian was irrelevant.  
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I think before they [second generation Patels] decide who they date, a lot of Patels 
really consider. . . . ‘Alright, what are my parents going to think about this?’ If they 
chose…if they made the decision. . . . ‘My parents are never going to find out about 
this,’ then they can choose whoever they want to [date], but then again,, if they 
choose that decision, then they’re not thinking [in] marriage terms.  

Rangaswamy (2000) in her study of Indians in Chicago, notes the above mentioned 

dynamic in that second generation Indians prefer to date non-Indians and marry Indians, 

pointing out however that this is more prevalent among men than it is among women 

largely due to the prizing of sexual chastity, reputation and honor.  

The rules and norms underlying dating among the second generation, as identified 

and upheld by their parents and the Patel community have a direct consequence on the 

dating behaviors that the second generation embrace.  

Dating Behaviors 

In attempting to describe dating among the second generation in the Patel 

community, Patel women and men identified four broad issues which I term dating 

behaviors. These behaviors are applicable not only in their individual cases, but also in 

their opinion in the case of second generation Patels as a whole. These behaviors are – 

discussion about dating; onset and occurrence of dating; secrecy in dating; semantics of 

dating; and distinctions between American and Patel (Indian) dating behavior.  

Discussion About Dating  

Lessinger (1995), and Kallivayalil (2004) note in their research that dating, sex and 

sexuality are topics rarely discussed in families between first and second generation 

Indians – a fact that is often hard for the second generation to accept. They often yearn 

for the open communication on the topics as they imagine occurs in other American 

families. This was the case with second generation Patel women and men. Patel women 
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and men reported that dating was a topic that was rarely or never discussed openly in 

their families.  

It’s [dating] just something…that’s an unwritten rule, you just don’t talk to your 
parents about dating…(Kavita, 24, single female) 

Definitely not . . . no! Unless it comes up because they have found out…it [dating] 
would never be discussed…it would never . . . (Karan, 24, single male) 

. . . No! not most of them . . . Most families, they don’t talk about that [dating] at all 

. . . (Jay, 20, single male) 

. . . I don’t think the topic [dating] arises that much. They [parents] don’t 
really…they always say just find a good girl, but they’re not going to . . . they 
never really just sit down and [discuss] the topic of dating. (Gaurav, 19, single 
male) 

In those instances when dating was talked about in their families, it took the form 

of warnings not to do something regretful or the form of precautions with regard to whom 

you date, where you go out and that it should be discreet so that gossip in the community 

is not sparked – the latter applying only to Patel women. Anecdotally, I can opine that 

gossip in the community (especially about a young woman) can damage her reputation 

and the honor of the family. Thus, gossip in the community often acts as a mechanism of 

social control, regulating and monitoring the behavior of the younger generation. 

. . . I’ve never been told that it’s [dating] is expressly forbidden, but there’s been 
obvious . . . like . . . I guess moral guidelines put in you know . . . like you know . . 
. you need to be careful, you know . . . [with whom] you go out with and where you 
go. A lot of it has to do with the whole society thing . . .  [parents tell you that ] you 
[second] don’t want to date too many people, [because] then . . . you know . . . ‘Oh! 
You’ve been going around too much.’ As a girl . . . yeh, like you’ve been around 
too much, but then I mean, like I said my Maama (uncle) he must have dated, he 
didn’t get married until he was like 30 something. And it didn’t matter, I know he’s 
had lots of girlfriends…non-Indian ones and nobody ever said anything to him so 
(Reema, 22, single female) 

. . . No, not really [discussed at home]. It [discussion on dating] comes up in special 
situations . . . I think usually you hear about somebody else dating, or your parents 
hear, and they ask you about it and then it usually comes up. They [parents] kind of 
just ask you in like . . . a funny way . . .  ‘You know . . . so I heard this blah..blah . . 
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.blah . . .’. And it’s not really about the other person, it just kind of brings things up 
and they [parents] kind of want to ask you [second generation] . . .  ‘So what are 
you doing?’(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Some parents do [discuss dating] some don’t. My parents have talked to me about 
sex . . . like my dad hasn’t but my mom has. So my mom’s just like . . . ‘Don’t do 
it’ . . . like she won’t tell me straight up…but she’ll be like . . .  ‘Don’t do anything 
you’re going to regret later and it’s just really indiscrete’. (Poonam, 19, single 
female) 

However, the idea that dating is forbidden is conveyed to them by their parents. 

This is undertaken either explicitly by telling them not to date without citing reasons why 

they should not; or implicitly by alluding to the dating experiences of others and warning 

them not to emulate them.  

 . . . not directly told [that it is something you should not do], but like . . . pretty 
much implied. Like . . . I mean you always hear stories about like you know 
somehow somebody’s parents found out about something, and so like . . . you 
know . . . your parents will come home and they’ll be talking about it or something 
and they’ll be like . . . they’ll just . . . they’ll talk about like . . . that person in a like 
. . . negative sense, and so you kind of get the feeling that you’re not supposed to 
do it [date] you know . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

. . . Like they do bring it in every now and then or if we’re watching a movie, 
they’d be like . . . ‘Oh! Look at him…Oh! Look at her . . . how dare [they date] 
don’t you do that !’ (Poonam, 19, single female)  

Yeh! . . . when I was brought up yeh! [I was told] ‘You shouldn’t date . . . don’t get 
involved with girls until you are ready to settle down’. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . it’s usually been told [dating shouldn’t be done] . . . like . . . ‘Don’t be like 
[those] guys or you know . . . don’t go out with girls’ and stuff like that  . . . 
(Vishal, 27, married male) 

Patel women, noted that this was especially true in their cases and not so much in 

those of their brothers. Priya, a 20 year old single female participant elaborated that 

parents joked with their sons about having girlfriends, but did not do the same with their 

daughters, expecting them not to date until they were older.  
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. . . guys it’s [dating] is kind like . . . not really talked about, but you know . . . their 
parents will joke about it, like . . . ‘Oh! Do you have a girlfriend?’ [and] this and 
that you know . . . especially the dads . . . 

Once again Patel women and men brought up the age variable, noting that after 

they attain a particular age – usually adulthood – their parents are more willing to discuss 

dating openly in the home.  

. . . [in the case] of girls. . . I think it’s [dating] is talked about around the age of 21 

. . . you know. . . 21 that you’ve gotten to that adult stage in your life, which in 
America, you’ve already reached that adult stage at 18, but I think to your parents . 
. . at 21 . . . (Priya, 22, single female) 

When I was younger, it was basically set in stone . . . like you’re not allowed to 
have a boyfriend! They [parents] basically said no boyfriend! But now . . . I guess 
as [I am] an older person, my parents are telling me to date and stuff like that 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

However, the issue of marriage enters discussions in adulthood. Patel women and 

men note that after they attain a particular age, their parents begin to talk of dating in the 

context of marriage impressing on them the need for marriage which dating could 

facilitate either as a means of finding a spouse or to become more cognizant of their 

requirements of a spouse.  

No . . . I don’t think so [that dating is discussed openly]. Not in my experience. Not 
until the point where you are ready to settle down. Then . . . [parents say] you are at 
such and such an age, you’ve got to start looking for someone to marry . . . (Sahil, 
27, married male) 

Maybe a little bit [of discussion on dating] . . . especially when they [parents] start 
talking about marriage and things like that . . . they’ll [parents] be like . . . ‘You 
[second generation] can date them . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Onset And Occurrence Of Dating 

Second generation Patel women and men unequivocally confirm that they are 

dating inpsite of the restrictions they have to contend with.  

They [second generation Patel women and men] are [dating]. I would say about 80 
percent are dating . . . (Kajal, 24, single female) 
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Yeh! I think it [dating] is more common with this generation. They [second 
generation Patels] might keep it a little quiet, but it’s [dating] definitely done . . . 
like . . . everybody I think takes part in it, in one way or the other. (Reema, 22, 
single female) 

The onset of dating has been observed differently by Patel women and men. Most 

Patel men remarked that in their cases, the onset of dating occurred in high school and 

usually took the form of attendance as a couple at high school dances, meetings and 

events.  

. . . [dating occurs] in high school probably, then college…(Jay, 20, single male) 

. . . yes, in high school or probably earlier depending on . . . you know . . . how 
strict or relaxed your parents are or how much you get away with it. Basically if 
you are in the same high school, you know . . . you approach the person of the 
opposite sex . . . engage in a relationship . . . it’s a meeting at school you know each 
day and then if possible trying to get outside of the house without their parents’ 
knowledge . . . (Karan, 24, single male)  

Patel women on the other hand, acknowledged that dating in high school could 

perhaps be possible; however, dating most likely began when they were in college away 

from the restrictions and the watchful eye of their families. This observation was not 

made in a derogatory manner, but was merely a fact of their lives as they noted that being 

away at college aided the secrecy involved in dating and limited possible exposure and 

gossip in the community. They also noted that this stage in life is also marked by more 

open relationships with parents. 

. . . I think the bigger thing is in college settings . . . university settings . . . I think 
that’s a big thing ‘coz you meet people. And I think you’re away from home, so 
you don’t have the restrictions of like . . . somebody watching you all the time, so 
you can…I guess “date” . . . (Reema, 22, single female)  

. . . the girls . . . I think [they date] in college. At this stage, a lot of people have 
open relationships with their parents . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 
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This later onset of dating in the case of Patel women is a direct consequence of the 

double-standard employed by Patel families and the community that more severely 

restricts their actions as opposed to those of their male counterparts.  

While the delayed onset of dating for women is consistent with Dugsin (2001), and 

Kallivayalil’s (2004) findings that parents forbid dating during schooling years 

construing it as a distraction, the responses of Patel men are contradictory to it.  

Secrecy In Dating 

Second generation women and men who date employ “elaborate modes of secrecy” 

in their dating behavior (Kallivayalil, 2004, p. 548). This involves dating without the 

knowledge of their parents and lying to their parents about the fact that they are dating 

(Lessinger, 1995; Mukhi, 2000; Dugsin, 2001). Leonard (1997), Rangaswamy (2000), 

and Dugsin (2001) maintain that lying as a strategy in the context of dating is often 

employed as a means of circumventing intergenerational conflict rooted in differential 

conceptualizing of dating and the expectation of the first generation that the second 

generation not indulge in dating.  

Second generation Patel women and men confirmed this with their observations 

that they date behind closed doors without their parents’ knowledge – acknowledging that 

they are lying to their parents.  

I think all dating that occurs within the second generation occurs behind closed 
doors . . . as in like . . . our friends might know about it, but we’re not going to leak 
the truth to our parents. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . and if you date, keep it on the down low . . . make sure no one else knows 
(laughs) . . . (Poonam, 19, single female) 
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Majority explain that their parents’ are informed about their dating behavior only 

when they perceive a permanence in the relationship and are anticipating its culmination 

in marriage.  

Only if it is something serious. . . .  Like if you think that the girl is going to be the 
one, then you tell your parents . . . if you don’t think so . . . if I don’t think that the 
girl will supposedly be the one . . . then I don’t even tell my parents. I don’t have a 
reason [for this]. I just think that my parents are going to worry that . . . I’m not . . . 
like you know . . . I’m not paying attention to school, and then I’m [going to] get 
hurt and all this. (Jay, 20, single male) 

Usually not . . . unless it’s [relationship] is serious to the point where you’re going 
to marry them . . . you think you’re going to marry them, you don’t tell them 
[parents]. (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Both Patel women and men have listed a variety of reasons for this secrecy. The 

most commonly cited reason is that there is a lack of open communication on the issue of 

dating between their parents and themselves. Coupled with their parents’ tendency to 

conceive of dating as foreign to Indian culture, there is a great fear that their parents will 

not understand or accept their dating.  

It’s [dating] is not a traditional form of Indian culture . . . [and so] you don’t want 
your parents to be disappointed…(Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . [lying occurs] because they [parents] wouldn’t understand . . . they [parents] are 
not very accepting of changing their belief system. (Karan, 24, single male) 

More importantly, they fear parental reactions and repercussions on discovering 

their dating – reactions such as disappointment, anger, and repercussions such as further 

restrictions on their behavior and loss of privileges and an attempt to prevent their 

continued dating. Additionally, the loss of parental trust is a big fear and one most Patel 

women and men do not wish to experience.  

If they are dating, then the parents don’t know about it . . . I don’t know . . . it’s just 
. . . they [second generation Patels] don’t want to tell their parents . . . there’s just 
this fear . . . they think if their parents find out, they’ll basically just take all their 
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privileges away . . . you know . . . not [being able] to go out, stay at home, study all 
that stuff . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

I think a lot of Gujarati parents are really like . . . set on like . . . you know . . . the 
old ways on how you can’t . . . you can’t go out with someone . . . you know . . . 
you can’t do anything with a guy, or if you’re a guy with a girl and stuff . . . so it’s 
just kind of like they [parents] would be upset or they would probably try to stop it, 
so just like . . . to avoid the drama you just wouldn’t say anything. (Medha, 18, 
single female) 

Fear . . . they [second generation Patels] feel like . . . well . . . there’s fear that their 
parents are going to get upset and there are repercussions that might occur because 
of that. You don’t want your parents to be disappointed first and foremost and then 
you don’t want repercussions that are going to occur. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

You don’t want to . . . you’re not supposed to disappoint your parents or go against 
them . . . and so you can’t just . . . you’re supposed to respect the fact that they 
brought you up for all this time . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

They also worry that should parents’ discover them dating, they (parents) will 

immediately assume the relationship to be a serious one and construe marriage. As 

explained by one Patel man, the second generation desires to determine the seriousness of 

their relationship freely for themselves without feeling pressured by their parents’ who 

may make big deal of the relationship right off the bat.  

I think most of the time it [dating] is [done without parental knowledge] . . . just 
because . . . sometimes the mentality . . . they [parents] think it’s either one or two 
things like . . . that once your parents find out that you’re dating somebody, they’re 
going to think marriage right away. And the other thing is it’s . . . the fact that if 
your parents are going to be comfortable with it or not . . . and you don’t want to 
make a big deal out of nothing right off the bat. (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Interestingly, Patel women and men acknowledged that inspite of the modes of 

secrecy they employed, they were willing to hazard that parents’ were cognizant of the 

occurrence of dating. However, inspite of this, the subject is never alluded to publicly, 

with the second generation claiming that parents’ prefer to pretend ignorance or at the 

most hint about it indirectly in conversation. This does not take away from the fact that 

some Patel women and men are aware of more severe parental repercussions on 
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discovery of dating – some which has occurred within their own extended families or 

within those of their friends – and more often than not only in the case of Patel women.  

I’m sure they’re [parents] going to know it somehow, but just that they’re in denial. 
So . . . most parents are not that stupid. They’re the parents! If you’re dating 
somebody, they’re going to know…they’re just in denial. (Kavita, 24, single 
female) 

Parents aren’t stupid . . .  I think they know what’s going on. But it’s kind of like . . 
. everybody turns a blind eye to it. Like . . . if you don’t talk about it, it’s not there. 
And as long as everything’s going OK, and there’s no problem, then . . . they 
[parents] kind of leave it alone. (Reema, 22, single female)  

As noted by Lessinger (1995) lying to their parents about the fact that they are 

dating is not as easy as it may appear. Second generation Patel women and men are 

uncomfortable lying to their parents and do not enjoy that aspect of dating. However, 

they are unable to derive an alternative solution to what they think is an untenable 

situation.  

It [dating] is really tough and I don’t like it because I hate lying to my parents, and 
I feel like I’m lying to them all the time. My parents don’t ask me about it, ‘coz I 
guess I don’t like it as much . . . because my parents have this blind trust over me, 
and they know I won’t do anything . . . and I feel like, whenever, I’m talking to a 
guy or something . . . I feel like I’m breaking their trust by doing that . . . but at the 
same time, like you can’t help who you like. . . . So I don’t know . . . (Poonam, 19, 
single female)  

Semantics Of Dating 

One interesting theme which emerged from my conversations with second 

generation Patel women and men was that of the semantics employed in dating behavior. 

Patel women and men both acknowledged the use of the word “friends” in place of 

“partner/boyfriend/girlfriend”. This usage allows them the freedom to bring up their dates 

or partners in their conversations with their parents, allude to shared activities, and even 

to introduce their partners to their parents without fear of discovery.  
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I’m very close to my mom…but I won’t ever be like. . . . well this is my boyfriend, 
or this is somebody I’m seeing. It’s just like this barrier that you just…you don’t 
say it. Like . . . [you] pretty much tell them everything you do, you know . . . ‘Oh, I 
went out with so and so and this and that’. You’re basically telling them, but you 
just won’t say the words of like . . . yes, I am dating this person. (Reema, 22, single 
female) 

You can’t like . . . you can be friends with them [your partner]. You could just say 
that . . . that you’re just friends with them . . . I mean just friends . . . [and] it 
wouldn’t be considered dating . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

 . . . after maybe a year of dating or so, you could still go out [together in public] . . 
. maybe go out as friends. Your parents won’t know you’re dating . . . but your date 
is your friend . . . this is very common. (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Distinctions Between American And Patel (Indian) Dating Behavior 

Interestingly, second generation Patel women and men identify with alacrity the 

extent to which their conceptions of dating and their resultant dating behaviors diverge 

from those of Americans. Patel women and men note that while their definitions of dating 

are pretty similar to what they think Americans understand it to be, they (the Patels) do 

not participate in it the same way. They opine that Americans largely date with no end 

goal (such as marriage or a permanent relationship) in mind, but just for fun. Patels (and 

Indians) they believe, even in a dating relationship, assess their comfort with their partner 

in a potentially long-term relationship. They believe that Americans do not consciously 

undertake this.  

. . . I think Americans date for the hell of it. . . . like for fun. I mean maybe it might 
last, but I don’t think they go into a relationship thinking. . . . well . . . is this person 
[the one] that I might marry? Whereas I think Indians go into it that way. (Reema, 
22, single female) 

The multiplicity of partners, at different periods of time, and pre-marital sex are 

other features of American dating, that Patels are not comfortable with. Patel women and 

men explained that while the rapid succession of partners in American dating, rather than 

a steady partner, is something not echoed in dating among Patels, they did not elaborate 
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on pre-marital sex only stating that Patels do not take their dating behavior to ‘extremes’ 

(an Indian euphemism for sexual activity often understood by most Indians).  

The way American culture understands relationships or deals with relationships is 
pretty different from how Indians . . . deal with it. The difference would be here 
[United States] . . . it [dating] can last a day even, [or] maybe it can last years too. 
But you don’t really see a lot of Indians dating from you know . . . one person to 
another to another and I guess . . . just going into all the like sexual relationships 
that occurs more in American culture, where that doesn’t occur so much in Indian 
culture . . . at least that’s what I understand (Anil, 21, single male) 

. . . It’s [dating] not as extreme as say a lot of the American society, like . . . of 
dating so many people before you get married. I think it’s [dating among Patels] 
kind of in between where you, I think the kids realize that they’re not going to be 
able to do that…[so] they’re not going to be like jumping from one to another . . . 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

They also commented on the pressure that Americans face to be in relationships 

and date; a pressure they admit to not feeling. An additional difference, as noted by Patel 

women and men, between American and Patel dating behaviors is the secrecy involved in 

the dating of the latter.  

Well . . . if you have Patels dating, I think they’re going . . . my personal opinion is 
that I think they’re going for more something that’s a little more long term. 
Whereas in American culture, I guess they’re sometimes pressured into having a 
boyfriend . . . so they’ll jump at the first time . . . first chance . . . (Anil, 21, single 
male) 

. . . I guess I would say it’s [dating] is pretty much the same as dating would be in 
an American culture, except it would be without telling your parents (laughs) 
(Medha, 18, single female) 

First Generation Reactions To Dating Amongst The Second Generation 

Patel men and women conclude by attempting to discern parental reaction to their 

dating and to dating among the second generation. They spoke of three broad areas of 

reactions – awareness of dating; ambivalence about dating; and acceptance of dating.  
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Awareness Of Dating 

There is no consensus among Patel women and men as to whether the first 

generation is aware that the second generation is dating inspite of the lying. Some note 

that parents are genuinely ignorant of the existence of dating, while others opine that 

there is a growing awareness. Interestingly, a significant proportion of those who believe 

parents are aware of it, believe that inspite of their knowledge, parents desire to continue 

to act oblivious rather than directly discussing it with the second generation. Others 

believe that parents’ reticence, in some cases, lies in their inability to do prevent if 

especially after a particular age. 

. . . Like they know at some point . . . like they don’t really have much control and 
they’re like . . . they are . . . I don’t think they’d be happy about it . . . but they’ll 
just kind of like . . . accept it. I don’t think they’d want to talk about it and know 
about it or anything like that . . . but they’re just like . . . you know . . . just let it 
happen behind their back sort of. Just . . . in a sense ignoring it . . . because there is 
not much they can do about it, after a certain degree. (Medha, 18, single female) 

. . . but I think my parents have an idea [that I am dating] because they pay for my 
cell phone bill, so they know I talk to him a lot. So my mom asks me . . . like ‘is 
anything going on?’ I’m sure my parents have an idea, and they haven’t really said 
anything to me, so until they say something to me, I’m just not going to say 
anything. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

However, they also acknowledged that especially in the case of Patel women, once 

aware, parents retaliate by restricting further dating. 

They’ll [parents] will try to stop it . . . I think usually if it’s a girl, they’ll try to stop 
it, rather than if it’s a guy (chuckles) (Medha, 18, single female) 

Some [parents] find out and retaliate . . . they’ll make sure their son or daughter 
cease dating and that they’ll never do it again . . . (Karan, 24, single male) 
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Ambivalence About Dating  

Second generation Patel women and men spoke of two main themes which I 

classified as their ambivalence with reference to dating. These are – lack of 

understanding about dating; and discomfort with dating.  

Lack of understanding about dating.  

Echoing their earlier responses about their parents’ understanding of dating, Patel 

women and men reiterate that their parents are unable to perceive dating in the same 

manner as second generation Patels do. The first generation, they explain, still 

understands dating as a distraction from school and as a fun activity involving a non-

committed, pre-marital relationship.  

 . . . [Parents think dating] is you’re around each other too much . . . together too 
much, and if nothing comes of it, well that what are people going to say?(Reema, 
22, single female) 

It’s like, if they’re [second generation] dating, [parents think] they’re probably 
doing things that they shouldn’t be doing or that would be bad…and they’re always 
dating someone . . . going from . . . that’s their opinion . . . going from one girl to 
the next [every] other day . . . something like that and it’s not seen as a way to get 
married…just for fun. (Ritu, 22, single female) 

. . . that [dating] will affect your studying and that’s something that’s very, very 
important to first generation Patels. And so that’s another thing . . . they don’t want 
you to get carried away and that they feel that dating and relationships are a 
distraction from your school work, which is your number one priority. (Karan, 24, 
single male) 

The second generation believes this contributes to their ambivalence on the issue of 

dating. The first generation know that their children are American and so understand 

dating, but their own lack of understanding affects their acceptance and/or condoning of 

the behavior in any other context outside of marriage.  
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Discomfort with dating.  

Patel women and men, once again drawing on their parents’ conceptualization of 

dating report that the first generation is uncomfortable with dating as they believe it to be 

foreign to the Indian/Patel tradition.  

I think . . . just I think the way they’ve [parents] been brought up, dating was 
always kind of looked down upon . . . it’s always some kind of harrowing problem 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

From the way they [parents] were raised . . . I don’t think they can understand it 
that quickly. They come from India and . . . your [parents’] beliefs and your ways 
are already set, you’ve never been exposed to dating and you probably thought that 
it was a taboo . . . . So you come to America at 25, 26 years and you see what . . . 
what Americans are doing here, and you feel a resentment against them for it . . . 
and you sort of block this out of your mind and you feel as…if your kids ever 
brought it up to you, you wouldn’t know how to react, you’ve never done it . . . you 
don’t’ know what’s going on . . . you’ve sort of . . . just been pushed into this . . . 
pushed into this pool you know…(Karan, 24m single male) 

Surprisingly, a number of Patel women and men empathetic about this, explaining 

that changing belief systems established in India are difficult for parents and their 

consequent incompetence in dealing with dating frustrates and frightens them.  

Yeh! It is . . . to them [parents] it’s [dating] is very different . . . it’s difficult for 
them because they have a different view point, which was similar to their parents in 
the sense that they were not able to date and [had to] just marry someone . . . and so 
for them it’s harder to accept . . . I do realize that (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Acceptance Of Dating 

Reiterating issues mentioned throughout our conversations on dating, Patel women 

and men acknowledge a growing acceptance among first generation Patels for dating 

among the second generation. However, caveats do exist. Dating is more accepted if the 

partner is another Patel, Gujarati or Indian in that order, if marriageable age has been 

attained and/or dating is taking the form of courtship and is assured of culminating in 

marriage.  
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. . . I don’t think they [parents] like it [dating among the second generation] very 
much but so long as it’s a Gujarati boy, I think right now, they would be OK with 
it. (Monica, 22, single female) 

The first generation [parents]…I don’t think they would allow . . . they wouldn’t be 
too happy with the second generation going around . . . like dating for fun. If it had 
a purpose to it, I’m sure they wouldn’t mind as much, but if it was for fun, I don’t 
think they’d accept it. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

A significant number of Patel women and men also discussed parental acceptance 

in terms of a lack of alternatives but acceptance on the part of parents. They observed that 

a growing realization by parents of the impracticality of the traditional arranged marriage 

among the second generation, accompanied by the increasing open-mindedness of the 

first generation, is assisting the latter to encourage the second generation to find their 

own spouses – an undertaking that necessitates dating.  

I think it’s [first generation’s perception of dating] changing . . . the thing is . . . you 
have to . . . you can’t just like…meet somebody and be like OK . . . well everything 
matches, let’s get married. I mean, you have to date people, and especially now . . . 
girls are getting married later, they’re getting more and more educated and you 
have to give them a chance to see like if it will work out and everything. (Reema, 
22, single female) 

So they [parents] realize that they can’t expect the younger generation to just marry 
someone without knowing . . . so to an extent . . . they [parents] accept that they 
[second generation] are going to have to date for at least a little bit. I guess they 
accept it because they have to . . . they feel that they don’t have a choice because 
we’re [second generation] just not going to go and marry someone that we’ve never 
met . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Because they [parents] realize that arranged marriages are not going to work 
anymore, and they’re like . . .  ‘Just find someone by yourselves but make sure that 
[she/se] would fit in the family’ . . . (Jay, 20, single male) 

Interestingly, consistent with the literature Patel women and men also mentioned 

their parents’ adaptations to dating. Wakil, Siddique and Wakil (1981), DasGupta and 

Dasgupta (1998), and Rangaswamy (2000) explain that first generation Indians, in their 

attempt to cater to the children’s desire to date and to their own desire to stem 
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miscegenation and maintain culture, are creating opportunities for the second generation 

to find partners from within their own ethnic community.  

One tactic used by parents is that of group dating wherein Patel women and men 

are allowed to go out in groups of other Patels/Gujaratis or Indians, rather than going out 

alone as a couple – a strategy commented upon by Rangaswamy (2000) in her study of 

Indians in Chicago.  

. . . you can have . . . you can go out in groups of friends, but you can never like go 
on your own . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

And . . . it’s group dating . . . kind of like . . . when you go out with that person, 
you’re going to go out with a bunch of people . . . preferably other Indian friends, 
and not only with that person . . . just as long as you’re not going out alone with 
that person. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Patel women and men also spoke of what they termed “parent-style dating” 

involving the first generation introducing their children to potential partners at 

Patidar/Gujarati Samaj gatherings and events.  

I mean they [parents] do the whole thing of like . . . you know . . . they try to have 
people meet their kids . . . they try to promote like going to social functions and 
things, so . . . they’re trying to steer you to make sure [about] who you choose. So I 
think they’re still trying to put a little bit of control in . . . (Reema, 22, single 
female) 

But there’s always the influence [of parents] . . . of ‘OK you are at such and such 
an age, you’ve got to start looking for someone to marry and if that’s when . . . 
“parent-type dating” starts coming into influence . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

Needless to say, in all the accommodations and adaptations made by parents to the 

“American” practice of dating, they are anticipating the emergence of serious relationship 

with marital potential with the people they are bringing their children into contact with. 

Even with these adaptive strategies, they are not tolerant of their children in a non-

committed relationship where dating is for fun.   
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Second generation Patel women and men, until this point, have largely explored 

dating in the larger context of second generation Patels. They were then asked to apply 

their explorations to their personal lives and to explore the occurrence of dating in their 

personal lives. 

Dating Experiences Of Patel Women And Men 

It is impossible in this document to do justice to the unique dating experiences of 

all the participants of the study. Additionally, there is not sufficient space to document 

each of their experiences in its totality. In most cases, Patel women and men spoke of 

their current relationships, sometimes alluding to their previous dating relationships. 

Accordingly, I have attempted to weave their pasts and presents in the narration of their 

dating experiences. I have summarized their dating experiences around key themes that 

emerged from our conversations. These themes are as follows –onset of dating and dating 

partners; dating behaviors; and parental reactions to their dating. 

Onset of Dating And Dating Partners 

Except for two participants – one male and one female – second generation Patel 

women and men noted that they are dating and have been doing so since high school in 

the case of Patel men and college in the case of Patel women. 

My experience with dating. Like . . . I mean, I’ve done it before and it . . . I mean, I 
think dating has . . . just like finding people who are, who are finding qualities you 
want in the opposite sex . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

It wasn’t like I was scoring on dates like . . . every weekend or whatever. I was still 
in high school and didn’t have a car . . . it was more or less one of those school 
flings . . . we’d go out to dances and whatever, but you were boyfriend and 
girlfriend . . . it was mostly during high school. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . my relationship was . . . I was still in high school at the time, so it wasn’t 
something where like wow . . . you want to make sure that you know she’s this type 
of girl and that type of girl you know . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 
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 The female participant who does not date explained that dating implies a dilemma 

involving partner selection which contributes to her desire not to date.  

Not really [I don’t date]. Just because I’ve always had that dilemma with the people 
I’m allowed to date versus the people I’d want to date . . . so I’ve never really gone 
[on a date] (Ritu, 22, single female) 

The male participant however, noted that the decision not to date was a personal 

choice on his part and did to wish to comment on his reasons for the same.  

Oh! I haven’t dated. I believe it’s been a personal choice. I believe there have been 
instances where I could have taken the next step, but I haven’t (Krishna, 18, single 
male) 

With reference to partner selection in dating, majority of Patel women spoke of 

their partners being Patel.  

. . . I’ve dated . . . I’ve dated lots of guys . . . And I’ve dated Patels and non-Patels 
(Kavita, 24, single female) 

I have actually dated three guys . . . all three of them Patel. The first one was from 
Panchgam (fifth village of origin) . . . the second guy from Chagam (sixth village 
or origin)…and the guy that I’m recently seeing is also Patel (Priya, 20, single 
female) 

Patel men however, reflecting the gender dynamic so evident in dating, spoke of 

their partners being both Patel and non-Patel and in some cases even non- Indian.  

. . . Yeh! Yeh! I’ve dated Hawaiians, which is predominantly Japanese, Mexican, 
white . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . none of them [my partners] have been Patel women but one of them was 
Gujarati, one was half-Indian and the other was North Indian. (Karan, 24, single 
male) 

The person that I dated was a Patel. But I didn’t feel that alright it had to be a Patel 
. . . it just happened that way . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

Dating Behaviors 

In narrating their dating experiences, most Patel women and men recount the 

manner in which they met their partners. In most cases, this occurred in high school or 
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college. Additionally, they also noted that in some cases, they met at Gujarati religious 

organizations like Swadhayaya events or at Gujarati Samaj events. In these cases, they 

admit that it is very likely for their families to know each other, although families may 

not be aware of the fact that they are dating. Being introduced to each other by friends is 

another way by which Patel women and men met their partners.  

I met him through . . . actually through the religious . . . Swadhayaya . . . (Medha, 
18, single female) 

I actually met him on my own, but my parents told me . . . because we went to the 
same boarding school, my parents told me about him . . .  ‘coz we actually know 
his family for a while. His parents . . . my parents have known his parents for a 
long time. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

Yes . . . I met them on my own – one was in high school and the other two [I met] 
in college. (Karan, 24, single male) 

We live in a place where we had . . . like football games and such and dances and 
whatever . . . so just through friends we met. (Anil, 21, single male) 

. . . I met him on my own. And like . . . actually through friends . . . (Reema, 22, 
single female) 

Interestingly, a number of Patel women noted being friends with their partners for 

some time prior to them becoming a couple and dating.  

In general . . . I was friends with him [my fiancée] for years . . . so it was a different 
situation and different…we knew each other way before [we started dating]. (Janvi, 
25, engaged female) 

. . . the guy I’m recently dating . . . he’s also Patel, and I was actually friends with 
him for seven years…and so then started dating . . . (Priya, 20, single female) 

I’ve known him since childhood . . . because we are the same kind of Patel. But I 
met him on my own and developed my own interest. (Monica, 22, single female) 

Lying to their parents about the fact that they were dating was the main dating 

behavior noted by both Patel women and men. However, more Patel women than men 

commented on this behavior. There is however a complicated dynamic at work in their 

personal lives when it comes to lying to their parents about their dating. As explained 
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previously, Patel women and men who lie to their parents explain that they do so because 

they are fearful of parental reactions and do not desire to upset or disappoint their parents. 

Additionally, they are not sure that parents would accept the fact that they were dating 

and may construe it as a distraction from school.  

Right now they don’t [know that I am dating]. I’m . . . the thing with my parents is 
that I want . . . want my parents to feel that my education is secure when I tell them. 
They know I’m focusing on med school, so I want to tell my parents that I’m dating 
someone after I get into med school. I don’t want them to think that because I have 
a girlfriend it’s going to conflict with my education which is not true because I 
wouldn’t have gotten into med school if that was the case. (Gaurav, 19, single 
male) 

Well my parent’s don’t know . . . well actually my boyfriend lives in Virginia [and 
so] it’s not hard keeping it from my parents just because he lives so far away. I’m 
scared [of telling my parents] just because my parents . . . I’m the oldest in the 
family and so I guess in a sense, they’ve never really had to deal with it . . . so I 
don’t know what their reaction would be like . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

No I didn’t [tell my parents]. I just didn’t want to tell them because I wasn’t sure 
about the guy. I didn’t want them to think . . .  ‘OK you know she was dating this 
guy like a year ago, and now she’s dating somebody else and somebody else . . . 
(Kavita, 24, single female) 

Patel men proved to be more interesting. Some noted that they had the freedom to 

date and that they dated with the full consent of their parents having informed them 

openly about their desire to explore the potential of a relationship with their partner.  

Yeh! I talk to my parents a lot. Like . . . even if I think that . . . I don’t know [about 
the future of the relationship] I’ll make sure . . . like my mom is extremely close to 
me . . . [so] if I’m attracted to this girl, I tell her [my mom] straight up. (Jay, 20 
single male) 

Yes . . . I have dated before. I asked my parents first. I talked to them . . .  I’m like . 
. . ‘I’m kind of getting close to this person, you know . . . I don’t know if it’s 
anything serious or not, but I’m just letting you know I might want to like . . . go 
out sometimes and you know . . . we might do something together’. And my 
parents are really . . . I’ve been very fortunate that my parents really trust me . . . 
(Anil, 21, single male) 

I think . . . I mean I was pretty much free to do whatever I wanted. I know my mom 
always knew about it [my dating]. And my dad, I think just had a . . . as I said, I 
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think he knew all along but he’s never really . . . you know . . . never really 
verbalized it . . . (Vishal, 27, married male) 

Karan, a 24 year old single male, explained that he lied about his previous 

relationships to his parents, but no longer does so as he is older making dating is more 

acceptable.  

Yes . . . [my parents] are fully aware that I am dating. I think the first two 
experiences [of my dating] sort of . . . prepared them . . . or made them more aware 
of the situation. And so now . . . that the third one [relationship] has come along 
and sort of . . . they understand it now as I’ve become older and am about to 
graduate so . . . 

Parental Reactions To Their Dating 

Patel women and men described an array of parental reactions to dating in their 

personal cases. Rather than summarizing these reactions, I have documented the parental 

reactions (and in one case grandparental reactions) of five participants – three female and 

two male – in their own words.  

It [dating] wasn’t like . . . forbidden! But it was known that it wasn’t going to 
happen . . . like especially like in high school and stuff. And when I got to college, 
my mom was open . . . she’s like . . . ‘If you find somebody in college then that’s 
good’. But my mom . . . knows pretty much [that I am dating] . . . like . . . even 
lately, she’s kind of hinted towards like . . . ‘Oh! If you’re going to get married to 
him and stuff’ (laughs) . . .  (Reema, 22, single female) 

. . . but eventually my parents kind of heard [that I was dating] you know. . . . My 
mom kind of heard and we found out that he was Surati (a village of origin) . . . and 
not directly telling me, because she didn’t really know . . . but a lot of conversation 
came up about why we don’t date Suratis and why it was not the right thing to do 
and all that stuff. (Janvi, 25, engaged female)  

And I told my parents this is what I was doing [dating]…and they weren’t happy in 
that they’re like . . . ‘You are still in school, you should be focusing on your 
education’. But they did not get mad at me as if I was dating like . . . someone of 
another race or something like that . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

The only experience I had with dating . . . like after I went to the prom . . . with an 
American girl . . . I started liking her. After that I think I went out with her about 2 
or 3 times. I actually didn’t tell my grandparents where I was going . . . I just told 
them I was going over to a friend’s house for studying or something. And after the 
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third date, I think I just kind of [got] tired of this lying to them and hiding it, so I 
actually told them about it…that I’ve been going on dates with an American girl. 
And they actually got frustrated . . . really . . . really frustrated and again, my 
grandfather didn’t talk to me for a while at that time. So then I myself just decided 
that it’s not going to work . . . and you know . . . I live with my grandparents. . . . 
They have supported me through all my life, so I just told them I won’t date at least 
until I’m done with college. (Rahul, 18, single male)  

. . . so when I actually told them [that I want to date] they’re like yeh! just so long 
as it doesn’t affect your studies or doesn’t affect what your goals are in life, you 
can. . . . you know I guess have fun a little bit if you want to . . . (Anil, 21, single 
male)  

In conclusion, the emergent themes in the context of dating evince a continuous 

and on-going negotiation by second generation Patels as well as their parents of their dual 

identities as Gujaratis and Americans. In attempting to embrace a bi-cultural identity, the 

second generation has modified the essentially western behavior of dating into a mode of 

behavior they are comfortable employing as Indian-Americans. Some of the strategies 

they employ in dating such as secrecy and semantics are illustrative of their commitment 

to their American identities that stress individuality and autonomy and to their Gujarati 

ones that emphasize the primacy of the family. On their part, the first generation through 

their growing acceptance of dating and their cautious adaptations to it through parent-

style dating are demonstrating their dedication to not only their bi-culturalism, but also 

that of their children.  
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CHAPTER 6 
“DON’T MARRY A B (BLACK) M (MUSLIM) W (WHITE)!”: MATE SELECTION, 

ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE AMONG SECOND GENERATION PATELS 

Mate selection, engagement and marriage among second generation Patels has been 

explored in this chapter. Given that a significant majority of the participants in the study 

are single Patels, their narrations encompass stories of mate selection, engagement and 

marriage in the Patel community as a whole, in their extended families and among their 

friends and in some cases, in their own personal lives. As in the previous chapter a 

triumvirate of analytical lenses shape the findings namely – Indian versus American; 

women versus men and second generation versus first generation. Five broad analytical 

themes emerged in the course of the interviews and have been presented here – (a) 

conceptualizing marriage, (b) mate selection, (c) rite of marriage, (d) marriage visions 

and expectations, and (e) parents’ stories: the generation effect.  

Conceptualizing Marriage 

Assisted by the interview guide, second generation Patel were asked to describe the 

most prevalent form of marriage among second generation Patels. They responded by 

conceptualizing marriage in terms of two main types – the semi-arranged marriage and 

the love marriage; and commented on the prevalence of each.  

Semi-Arranged Marriage 

Wakil, Siddique and Wakil (1981) define ‘semi-arranged marriage’ as “one where 

the parents would arrange the marriage with the consent of their children” as opposed to 

the traditional arranged marriage where the consent of the couple was not usually sought 
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when a marriage was being arranged (p. 935). The semi-arranged marriage has emerged 

in the United States in response to a growing awareness among Indian parents that 

arranging a marriage in the traditional form is difficult in the case of their American born 

children (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990). Additionally, second generation Indians 

approach the idea of a traditional arranged marriage, wherein their choices are 

unaccounted with horror (Dugsin, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). The semi-arranged marriage 

thus, facilitates the retention of “parental control while accommodating the youthful 

yearning for romantic love” (Lessinger, 1995, p. 122). As explained by Lessinger (1995) 

in this form of marriage, pre-screened eligible men and women are introduced to one 

another, the allowed a courtship period during which time they decide whether or not 

they would like to be married.  

This was corroborated by Patel women and men, one of whom titled this form of 

marriage a “pseudo-arranged marriage”. With the attainment of marriageable age, second 

generation Patel women and men were introduced to eligible partners by their parents. 

This introduction is followed by a period of courtship – although some families do not 

allow for this - wherein the couple is allowed to date and talk to one another and decide 

for themselves whether or not they would like to be married.  

I think the most prevalent type of marriage would probably be when the parents 
like . . . introduce their children . . . and then their children evaluate their parents’ 
choices and then make a choice out of that . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

Like you know . . . your parents will introduce you to someone . . . and then they 
won’t be like . . . you have to marry them or anything, but you know . . .  you guys 
[second generation] will end up talking and then . . . it’s implied like your parents 
want you to marry each other, but it’s not like you’re forced into it. It’s like your 
own choice. (Medha, 18, single female) 

Interestingly, a number of Patel men termed this form of marriage as “love 

marriage” explaining that the semi-arranged marriage did not require them to marry their 
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partners because their parents desire it. Rather, family and parental intervention ceased 

with the first introduction, allowing the couple time to get to know each other and 

perhaps fall in love.  

I think the most typical way is now to be able to know someone that knows 
someone that introduced someone and it goes one from there . . . I don’t think I’d 
call it a semi-arranged marriage, because in my mind, when it [was an] arranged 
marriage, it was more . . . [like] this is who you marry. I think [it’s love marriage] 
because I mean family intervention is stopped at . . . ‘Well here is his or her bio-
data, here is her picture and this is her phone number or e-mail address’ you know . 
. .  It is [then] up to you [second generation] now to communicate with [each other] 
. . . (Vishal, 27, married male) 

[The] semi-arranged [marriage] is…that’s kind of like love too . . . you know . . . 
because the guy and the girl knew each other and fell in love . . . (Jay, 20, single 
male) 

Love marriage I think is pretty common now . . . but I think the other ones [semi-
arranged marriages] should also be considered love marriage because it’s not like 
you are going to marry her just because your parents showed you that girl. But 
there will also be like . . . I mean because you get to know her first and then over 
time . . . they probably do end up loving each other that way. (Gaurav, 19, single 
male) 

As opposed to the strict arranged marriage, where your parents decide and it’s 
done. I consider a love marriage, like . . .  “love marriage” is one where you find 
the persona and there’s no . . . like . . . while you’re parents might have like 
suggested the girl; they’re not like holding you to that girl. You meet her enough 
and you get to know her well enough to say that this is the person that I want to 
marry. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

A few Patel women were unable to separate their reactions to the practice of semi-

arranged marriage from an explanation of the practice. They held that they found it 

annoying as their parents were constantly talking about the need to find a suitable spouse 

for them and often introducing them to eligible men.  

The kind of marriages still . . . there are still arranged marriages. . . . basically, I’m 
going through that right now, which is very annoying. . . . It’s just very annoying 
because I’ve been going to my cousins’ weddings lately . . . it’s like very annoying 
because everywhere I go, it’s like my aunts and my mom and everybody in my 
family . . . are like . . . OK look at this guy, we’ve been talking to him about you . . 
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. OK look at this guy. Every six months I go, there’s a different guy! I just find it 
very annoying (Kavita, 24, single female) 

Love Marriage 

As juxtaposed to a semi-arranged marriage, a love marriage, as explained by Patel 

women and men involves finding a spouse on your own without any parental 

involvement. This form of marriage, by default involves a courtship period during which 

the couple decides upon marriage. 

Love marriage is basically the guy and girl start dating way before. Now let’s say a 
year or two . . . and then they tell their parents about it. (Jay, 20, single male) 

The love marriage works in that the guy and the girl find each other and they start 
liking each other and then they probably have their own relationship for how many 
amount of years, and then they tell their parents, and then their parents hopefully 
approve of this union and then they get married. (Monica, 22, single female)  

Disclosure of the relationship to parents may take varied forms. One male 

participant explained that parents are told of the relationship only when the decision to be 

married has been made by the couple. 

Now you find somebody yourself to date then you . . . kind of build a strong 
relationship and [then] you tell your parents that I want to marry her. (Gaurav, 19, 
single male) 

 However, others maintained that in a love marriage, parental approval of the 

relationship can become a point of contention. Thus seeking parental approval of the 

relationship as soon as possible is critical. This reduces the chances of parental 

disapproval with the marriage. Additionally, as Anil, noted, this saves parents from being 

compelled to grant false approval to the relationship in order to maintain a harmonious 

relationship with their children.  

If I choose someone to date, I would obviously try to get the approval of my 
parents first. Try to know [the girl] enough where I can kind of get the girl’s 
religion, I can kind of get you know what caste she’s from, and kind of cover those 
big issues, and introduce those issue to my parents and . . . be like. . . . ‘Yeh! I’m 
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interested in this girl, this is her religion, this is her caste, what her major is . . . I 
kind of know a little about her family, this is what it is . . . .’ If my parents are like . 
. . ‘OK that seems good’ then I’ve covered that aspect, and then I can move into 
like you know . . . getting to know the person. (Anil, 21, single male) 

. . .  because I don’t want to feel like when it comes to making a decisions of 
whether or not this is the person I need to marry . . . I don’t want it to come upon 
my parents and . . . and [for them to] have that burden . . . ‘Oh my God! You know 
my son is going to marry this person, [and] I don’t approve of her, but he really 
likes her [and] I don’t know what to do’. I don’t want my parents to ever thing that 
. . .. 

That being said, Patel women and men had varied responses to love marriage as a 

form of marriage. Ritu, a 22 year old single female, explained that parents are more likely 

to accept a love marriage if the spouse is another Patel. This caveat, she noted, places 

limits on a love marriage as the second generation is not free to love whoever they want, 

but only those who are acceptable to parents.  

There is [love marriage] but if you can’t . . . it’s like . . . it’s not completely open, 
they [parents] think that you know . . . you know my parents would accept a love 
marriage, but it still has to be to a Patel, so you can’t . . . you’re not free to love 
whoever you come across that you could love. It’s still . . . you have to love who 
we [parents] want for you . . .  

A few Patel women also brought up the issue of divorce, explaining that in their 

opinion a lot of love marriages ended in divorce which was the main reason for parental 

preference for semi-arranged marriages.  

That [love marriage] happens . . . but it’s funny because most love marriages end 
up in divorce. So that’s why parents are more pushing toward arranged marriages 
still . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

But yeh! Most love marriages usually end in a divorce . . . most of them . . . 
(Poonam, 19, single female) 

This is consistent with Khandelwal’s (2002) claim that parents are distrustful of 

marriage by choice or love as unreliable and short-lived and contrastingly of the arranged 

marriage as “a permanent tie [with] no consideration of a divorce or a separation”, a 
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sentiment not shared by the second generation themselves (Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 

1990, p. 38)  

Jay, a 20 year old single male, opined that love marriage may be better than semi-

arranged marriage because it offers couples the chance to get to know each other.  

I think love marriage is better than someone being arranged because . . . if it’s an 
arranged marriage then the girl doesn’t even know anything [about the guy] and the 
guy doesn’t know anything about her.  

Rahul, an 18 year old single male, brought to light an interesting gender dynamic in 

conceptualizing marriage. He explained that parental preferred marriage choice for 

second generation women is the semi-arranged marriage, while that for second generation 

men is a love marriage. He however was not able to elaborate on the reasons for this 

preference.  

There are definitely certain biases like girls can definitely not date. If my mom had 
a girl, she’d be like strict, really strict about it and she [the daughter] would 
definitely have to have an arranged marriage [organized] by my mom. She [Mom] 
would never let her [daughter] have a love marriage. Definitely not! Yeh! because I 
am a guy [I can have a love marriage] . . .  

Interestingly, both Patel women and men noted that there is a gradual but growing 

acceptance of the love marriage by their parents. They explain that parents are realizing 

the infeasibility of arranged marriages and are beginning to believe that love marriages 

will work. This acceptance of love marriages on the part of parents has been corroborated 

by Vaidyanathan and Naidoo (1990) who elaborate that while the marriages of parents 

were arranged, they are beginning to conceive of love marriage as a viable option for 

their children and are “more willing to grant some degree of freedom to their children 

regarding marriage” (p. 27).   

I think that they [parents] understand . . . I think that they’re having a harder time 
trying to find . . . doing the arranged marriage thing here [United States]. Not only 
that, not just having a hard time, but also realizing that they . . . that it might not be 
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the best thing for their kids. I think they [parents] understand that if you find 
somebody on your own, and you did your best to find what they [parents] are 
looking for, but if you find somebody on your own . . . that in general it tends to be 
a happier situation all the way around. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Yeh! they’re [parents] accepting it happily, like . . . they like it better that the 
arranged marriage because they know for a fact that it is going to work (Jay, 20, 
single male) 

Prevalent Marriage Type Among Second Generation Patels 

There was consensus among Patel women and men about the fact that the 

community is divided half-way in terms of marriage preference, with a preference for the 

semi-arranged marriage by one half and a preference of love marriage by the other.  

I think it’s 50-50 right now. I think if you find somebody it’s pretty much that you 
do it yourself, but I know a lot of people still doing the arranged marriage thing. 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

However, a significant number of Patel women and men claim that while the semi-

arranged form of marriage is still the prevalent type among second generation Patels, they 

are observing a slow, but definite growth in the occurrence of love marriages leading to a 

cautious claim that the latter is increasing in prevalence.   

Most of them [marriages] are still arranged . . . like where they [second generation] 
are introduced…they talk for six months, a year or something and get married . . . 
(Poonam, 19, single female) 

Second generation . . . I mean I guess maybe I’m biased. I don’t know what’s 
generally going on, but from my friends and from what [I’ve seen] . . . generally, 
people I know it’s not been arranged. It’s been more . . . most people I know it’s 
been love marriage. Yeh! I think so . . . that [it is becoming more prevalent]. (Janvi, 
25, engaged female) 

I think the whole mentality is changing now from the arranged marriage to . . . the 
transition is occurring from the arranged marriage to a love marriage, and I think 
we’re kind of caught at the point where I think we’re just about to go over the 
hump to the love marriage part. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

I’d say love marriage is starting to get more prevalent. . . . Right now, for my 
generation, I think love marriages are more common nowadays. (Rahul, 18, single 
male) 
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Interestingly, one female participant invoked the wider definition of love marriage 

– as synonymous with the semi-arranged marriage where the couple is introduced by 

parents, but fall in love prior to marriage – while making the above claim of the growing 

prevalence of love marriage among second generation Patels.  

Yeh! Like . . . love marriage is definitely more common, because you’re finding 
your own person and that . . . and I mean in a way even if you’re parents are kind of 
helping you [find a spouse]. You’re still making your . . . you’re still dating them, 
making your own choice. So I mean . . . but it’ still . . . parents are still there to . . . 
they still facilitate it. (Reema, 22, single female) 

Mate Selection 

In our conversations about marriage, Patel women and men delineated a number of 

themes which I collectively collated as mate selection. Just as in the case of dating, Patel 

women and men spoke of marriage among second generation Patel women and men in 

general as well as in their own personal lives. The narratives of second generation Patel 

women and men can be classified into the following areas – marriage conversations, 

finding a spouse, and breaking the rules: responding to out-marriage among second 

generation Patels.  

Marriage Conversations: Raising The Issue Of Marriage And Marriage Pressure 

In what I call marriage conversations, Patel women and men raised the topics about 

the issue of marriage being raised in their families and the pressure that encounter to 

marry.  

As explained by Lessinger (1995), Rangaswamy (2000), Khandelwal, (2002) and 

Kallivayalil (2004) marriage is pivotal in the lives of an Indian and is a right of passage 

of great social significance. Given this, raising the issue of marriage, or discussing 

marriage in the home is an important way by which parents ensure that the second 

generation begins to entertain the notion of marriage and perhaps seriously undertake the 
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search for a suitable spouse. Both Patel women and men acknowledge that differential 

gender standards exist in the raising of the issue of marriage as a topic of discussion 

between parents and the second generation.  

There was wholehearted consensus by both Patel women and men that the issue of 

marriage is raised earlier in the case of second generation women than it is for their male 

counterparts. Concomitantly, although both second generation women and men face 

pressure from their families to marry by a particular age, there was agreement that second 

generation Patel women encounter greater pressure to marry. Urged to put a distinct 

number on it, Patel women and men noted that for women, the issue of marriage is raised 

when they are between 21 and 25 years old – what is considered the marriageable age - 

while in the case of men the issue, is usually raised when they are 25 or 26 years or older. 

As explained by Patel women, when the issue is raised it often takes the form of 

questions as to when they are planning on getting married or the form of urgings to begin 

the process of seeking out a spouse as they have approached the stage in their lives for 

marriage.  

For girls, it is like really early. Like we get constantly . . . get like funny remarks or 
something like that. Like once you start . . . like once you start college and stuff, 
they [parents] automatically start doing that, or like every time at a wedding like . . 
. ‘when are you going to get married, or we’re going to have to find you a nice boy, 
blah . . . blah . . . blah. . . .’ For guys, I don’t think that they really get picked on . . . 
.I don’t think they get the serious talk until they’re like 35 years . . . like really old. 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

I’m sure . . . I’m pretty sure women face more [pressure to marry] ‘coz especially 
now . . . women have become more independent and they want to complete 
everything they’re doing before they get married. And I’m sure those women . . . 
I’m sure are always being pressured by their parents to be like . . .  ‘When are you 
getting married . . . when are you getting married?’ (Poonam, 19, single female) 

Issue of marriage is like right now…they’re [parents] are not telling me anything 
about marriage, but I think it will be brought up once I turn 25. . . . I think it would 
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be earlier for women . . . I’d say for me 26 years, but for women . . . [when they 
are] 24, 23 [years old]. (Rahul, 18, single male)  

Yeh! They [second generation women and men] face the same pressure at different 
ages. Like . . . I guess the women are expected to marry earlier, while guys it’s OK 
if they wait a few years. Like . . . I know . . . I think girls are more pressured into 
getting married than guys . . . at least they’re [second generation women] pressured 
at an earlier age . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

Additionally, women were also advised on the suitability of a prospective spouse 

and cautioned to find a suitable spouse by a particular age, failing which parents take on 

the task of doing the same. For instance, Janvi, a 25 year old engaged female and Medha 

an 18 year old single female, explained that they were advised to find a doctor for a 

husband and to consider the family background of the man when deciding whom to 

marry.  

[Parents tell you] . . . ‘You know the importance of finding the right family, 
because you’re going to go into that family and even if you may not live with them, 
you know . . . ’ the importance of understanding that family is stressed. (Janvi, 25, 
engaged female) 

They’re always like . . . ‘Find a doctor!’ (laughs). Or like doctor is like . . . the 
number one [preferred spouse] in the Patel community. If a guy’s a doctor, marry 
him. (laughs) They’re also like you know . . . ‘You have to look at his family, you 
have to look at his personality . . . ’ (Medha, 18, single female) 

. . . [Parents] are always saying . . . ‘By a certain age you have to make sure you 
have somebody [to marry]’. But you know . . . like I am going to law school [and 
my mom] is like . . . ‘Oh! By your last year of law school if you know there isn’t 
[anyone you want to marry, then] we [parents] [will] start looking . . . (Reema, 22, 
single female) 

Both Patel women and men were able to elaborate upon what they thought to be the 

reasons for marriage being raised earlier in the lives of second generation women, often 

drawing upon their own experiences, which in some cases they were living as they 

participated in the study. Patel women explained that parents fear that as they get older – 
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defined by parents as older than 25 years – there in a diminished probability of them 

getting married as they are considered too old and so not a preferable candidate.  

. . . but if it’s a woman!! And she’s 28 and she’s not married . . . ‘Oh my God! 
What’s going to happen to her? How’s she going to find a spouse?’ (Kavita, 24, 
single female) 

. . . but once you start getting to 25 [years old] it starts cutting close, they’ll 
[parents] think that . . . ‘You need to find somebody soon otherwise you 
know…you’re getting to become too old and there are not many people. Because as 
you get older and older, it [pool of eligible spouses] gets smaller and smaller 
(Gaurav, 19, single male)  

A few explained that an unmarried, older woman elicits suspicion from the 

community of something being wrong with her and/or her family which is construed as 

the only explicable reasons for her unmarried state. Additionally, parents worry that their 

physical attractiveness will reduce with their increased age.  

I just think that it [unmarried state] doesn’t look good upon…or something might 
be wrong with her or her family if she’s not married at a younger age versus an 
older age. If she marries at an older age, [it is perceive that] something may be 
wrong with her personality, something might be wrong with her family, and so she 
goes she hasn’t married until 29 or 30 years . . . something might be wrong with 
her.  

. . . what my mom tells is . . . ‘You know find a guy [before] you are too old.’ And 
then she’s like . . . ‘You [will] loose your beauty by the time you’re 28 years old . . 
.’ (Priya, 20, single female) 

. . . ‘So you’re 24 right? Yes, Oh! My god! That’s the right age to get married . . . 
Yes you have to get married right now because [when] you hit 25, 26 you’re going 
to lose the looks, then all the guys are going to be off the market, and all the good 
guys are going to be gone’ and all that . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

Differential marriage pressure and discourse exerted on women and men is fueled 

by parents’ apprehensions of adverse community reactions to unwed daughters as well as 

an ideology that dictates that marriage entails the woman being given up by her natal 

family and become part of their marital families while the man continues to be part of 
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that family. Accordingly, marriage was a major endeavor in the lives of women which 

accounted for its discourse earlier in the lives of second generation women.  

I think girls are pushed a little bit more than guys because of the way . . . in society 
it’s a bad if the girl is still sitting at home at a certain age [and not married] . . . 
(Priya, 20, single female)  

I guess if a girl’s getting married, it’s . . . I think it’s a lot more serious than the 
man getting married . . . more so because in the Indian community it’s seen as 
you’re [parents] as giving up the girl, whereas in the [case of] men, they are still 
part of the family [natal family] you know . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

Well, I think it’s traditionally . . . like a girl being married is like the girl “leaving a 
family” [natal family] . . . and coming into the [marital] family. So I mean, that’s I 
guess . . . that plays into why girls are married earlier . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Parents are also concerned about the fact that arranging a marriage – especially a 

semi-arranged one- is a time consuming activity and so desire an early start to the process 

so as to ensure a successful outcome. Some women also brought up the issue that their 

parents do not want them to forfeit their education in favor of marriage. However, parents 

would like second generation women to have met someone and perhaps decided upon 

marriage prior to completing their education. The wedding can take place on completion 

of education. 

And I mean . . . like in your second year of college, they’re [parents] like . . . you 
know. . . start looking . . . but they don’t want you to get married until like… after 
you’ve finished your education. Like that’s a big thing . . . like . . . you know . . . 
study and then get married. (Medha, 18, single female)  

 You know I think that nowadays generations . . . like . . .  girls that are going 
further into education . . . you know . . . they’re becoming doctors; they’re going to 
law school. You know they don’t get finished until they’re 28 years old. And so 
like . . . I’m going to med school…I want to apply to med school, and so obviously 
I’m not going to be finished until I am 28 years old. [My mom tells me to] find 
someone [and] get engaged by 23 and you know . . .  she’s like . . .  ‘You don’t 
have to get married you know . . . just to be settled with that person . . . ’ (Priya, 20, 
single female) 
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A few men also commented on a discourse I have heard in India but did not want to 

believe existed in the United States as well. They explained that parents feel their 

daughters are a burden and do not want to spend a lot of money on their education. They 

do however; want to marry her off as soon as socially possible.  

It’s just that, I’d say Patels don’t want to focus a lot of their money and resources to 
put in the girl’s education . . . the main part of . . . I think Patel families would be . . 
. like . . . the girl does some normal college and then gets married. . . . It’s not that 
common [in the United States] but I would say in my family it is. Like . . . all my 
girl cousins, I would say . . . I don’t have many, but the two or three of them, they 
are expected to go to college for four years and after that get married. (Rahul, 18, 
single male) 

Women . . . I guess you know the parents feel that the women are the burden that 
they have to . . . .I mean . . . you know . . . if it’s going to be a traditional marriage, 
they’re [parents of the woman] are going to have to pay for the marriage itself. . . . 
Money and the event so…you know . . . they have this price tag and this worry that 
their daughter will never get married unless they start right away. (Karan, 24, single 
male) 

Some Patel women however, spoke of marriage being alluded to in their lives even 

when they were little taking the form of socialization into the domestic arts or semi-

serious discussions on marriage.  

Like for girls, they’re [parents] are always alluding to marriage . . . you know what 
I mean? Like . . . even when you’re like . . . when I was little, when I was cooking 
and stuff like that, they’re [parents] are like . . . ‘If you do this wrong then your 
husband is going to be like . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

My dad brought it [marriage] up when I was about 10 years old (laughs) . . . like he 
made me . . . my dad made me promise every year since I was 10 years old, that I’ll 
marry the guy he wants me to marry. It’s like . . . ‘You have to promise me’ . . . so I 
have been promising my dad that since I was 10 . . . (Poonam, 19, single female) 

Both Patel women and men explain that the issue of marriage is raised later in the 

lives of men, because they are perceived by their parents to be the primary providers of 

their families. Thus, parents wait until second generation men finish their education, enter 
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professional life and are capable of supporting a family before they bring up the issue of 

marriage.  

I think maybe around 26 years [the issue of marriage is raised for men]. I think 
maybe that’s because of the whole . . . you know . . . guys have to support the 
family and by that time, you know…hopefully they have a job  . . . they have 
money to support a family, so I think maybe that’s why the 26 is pushed for them 
[second generation men] instead of earlier. (Priya, 20, single female) 

In guys . . . men are still looked upon to be like the primary breadwinners for the 
Patel family. So oftentimes, Patel [men] are going to be doing professional careers 
that require more than one degree so they’re well on the way to having that second 
degree, and they can start thinking about getting married for . . . or atleast the 
parents can start thinking about [the son’s] marriage. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Well…they [parents] would need . . . they [parents] would want to make sure that 
the man is established you know . . . that he has some savings . . . that he has been 
working for a little while before they [parents] start looking [for a spouse] for him. 
(Karan, 24, single male) 

Kavita, a 24 year old single female however, was of the opinion that discourse 

about marriage is not an issue for most second generation Patel men, even if they are 

older than the above mentioned ages because parents are infused with the confidence that 

they will be able to find a partner. 

[Issue of marriage brought up] at 21 years . . . just for women. Men it is just not an 
issue. It doesn’t matter. If he’s 28 and he’s not married, he’ll get married . . . it’s 
not a problem. (Kavita, 24, single female) 

As is observable in the conversations about marriage, second generation Patel 

women and men are not only expected to marry, but are also advised by the first 

generation on the suitability of marriage candidates and the process of finding a spouse.  

Finding A Spouse 

Among second generation Patel women and men, finding a spouse involves 

responding to two main questions which have been elaborated below – whom should I 

marry? The criteria for mate selection; and how and where do I find a spouse? The spaces 
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of making marriages. An addendum to the latter question is adaptations to the United 

States: creating spaces for making marriages. Patel women and men demonstrate the 

centrality of these questions in the making of both semi-arranged and love marriages.  

Whom should I marry? the criteria for mate selection 

Mukhi (2000) elucidates that marrying the “‘wrong kind’ of Indian . . . [generates] 

tension…[among the first generation Indians] arising from the fear of losing 

one’s…Indian-ness” (p. 164). Thus for the first generation, “marrying the ‘right kind’ of 

Indian is believed to preserve the culture from dilution, insuring the reproduction of 

Indian progeny and the re-production of Indian culture (Mukhi, 2000, p. 164). There is 

therefore a criteria at play when selecting the ‘right kind’ of Indian as a spouse.   

Patel women and men listed for the record the criteria that are important to the first 

generation – their parents – when seeking spouses for the second generation. While some 

did comment on the importance of the listed criteria to the second generation themselves, 

most elaborated on their desired spouse when talking about their marriage visions and 

expectations. Thus to avoid repetition, their preferences will be elucidated later in this 

chapter and not in this section.  

Patel and/or Gujarati. An overwhelming majority of second generation women 

and men spoke of parental preference that their spouse be a Patel, Gujarati or an Indian in 

that order.  

I’m sure a lot of parents, and a lot of kids want [to marry] like Gujarati Patel . . . at 
least Gujarati if not Patel. (Reema, 22, single female) 

Like it goes from like . . . a Patel . . . we can move on to Gujarati and if the girl 
really starts getting old, and it’s like any Indian will do . . . you know . . . (laughs). 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

My dad . . . he doesn’t really care as long as the person is Gujarati . . . he would 
like a Patel, but he is OK with someone that’s Gujarati. And he just doesn’t want 
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anhone that’s BMW –Black, Muslim or White…my dad is a little creative 
sometimes . . . (Poonam, 19, single female) 

The most important explanation of this preference lies in parental desire for the 

continuity of Gujarati culture in future generations. Additionally, parents envisage that 

endogamous marriages are happier ones because customs, traditions, language and 

community are shared by and familiar to both spouses. Religion is another variable that 

concerns parents and their preference for another Patel or Gujarati ensures that their 

children marry only Hindus.  

I think it’s [marrying another Patel] very important just because . . . in our parents 
mind . . . they want to keep the culture going forward. They don’t want it to stop 
here in the United States. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . it [marrying another Patel] makes it easier, you know . . . fitting in and doing 
everything else…and you have the same customs, traditions, and language and 
everything . . . Indian families are huge and if you have to put two families together 
that can’t even speak the same language, you have a lot of problems. (Reema, 22, 
single female) 

Obviously marrying another Patel, that kind of says that religion is kind of going to 
be the same, you know . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

Jay, a 20 year old single male, also drew attention to another important reason – 

shared language. He opined that parents’ inadequacy with the English language resulted 

in a preference for a daughter/son –in-law capable of conversing with them in Gujarati – 

thus, their preference for a Patel or Gujarati.  

I mean . . . to tell you the truth, my parents won’t like it [marrying a non-Gujarati 
Indian] Because, you’re completely . . . it’s going to be a clash of cultures, 
someone has to give in . . . my parents are going to have to . . . even talking to their 
[daughter-in-law] . . . it’s not the same language to being with. . . . Their [my 
parents] English is not that strong, you know . . . because they moved here at a later 
age, so that’s going to cause another problem . . . so I would rather have another 
Gujarati in the family . . .  

Second generation Patel women and men hazard the reactions of their 

contemporaries to this criterion. They noted that for the most part, marriage to another 
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Patel or Gujarati by their generation was more important to their parents than it was to 

them.  

I think it’s really important for my parents . . . my dad really wants it [that I marry 
another Patel] (laughs). So . . . I think it’s important. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

For the second generation NO! [marrying another Patel not important]. For first 
generation Patels that have an impact on second generation Patels, it might me yes . 
. . (Anil, 21, single male)  

However, a few Patel women noted that some second generation Patels have 

bought into this parental preference and have made it their own, while others abide with it 

although it may not be their preferred choice.  

. . . I feel like there are a lot of Patels especially people that are a little bit older than 
me, like five years or 10 years older, who still think that way [prefer to marry 
another Patel] in the sense that they also themselves . . . and not something that 
their parents necessarily want for them . . . it’s almost like they’ve been fed this all 
their lives and they also feel the same way. Like they themselves want to do it, they 
themselves would prefer to marry a Patel as opposed to anyone else because they 
want . . . you know . . . the culture and religion to stay . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Priya, a 20 year old single female, noted that marriage to another Patel was 

especially important in the case of women as they are perceived as entering a new family 

upon marriage and thus the concern with maintaining the culture and not losing it upon 

marriage.  

. . . and I think there’s a big double standard when it comes to guys and girls. Like. 

. . girls a lot like . . . parents are a lot . . . I think maybe stricter and maybe more 
picky [about marrying another Patel] . . . [as] girls [are] marrying into families and 
guys bring the girl home and she basically becomes of their family. So for us, we 
are going into the family . . . so I think that’s why its bigger like you know . . . [to 
marry] another Patel… 

Vaidyanathan and Naidoo (1990), Lessinger (1995), Rangaswamy (2000), and 

Khandelwal (2004) have reiterated some of the ideas expressed above. Out-marriage is a 

concern to most first generation Indians often resulting in a decided preference for 

marriage endogamy – that is marriage within one’s ethnic group and religion.  
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Caste and/or gam (village or origin). Vaidyanathan and Naidoo (1990), and 

Rangaswamy (2000) observe that the one area of life where caste continues to be of 

importance, especially to the first generation, is in mate selection. Despite claims to the 

contrary in matrimonial advertisements, Rangaswamy (2000) argues that the very need to 

contradict the importance of caste evinces its importance in marriage. “Generally 

speaking, Indians try to ensure marriage within the same caste because it ensures 

perpetuation of religious, cultural, and family traditions” (Rangaswamy, 2000, p. 37).  

This was not however whole heartedly corroborated by Patel women and men. The 

majority were of the opinion that caste was no longer an important criterion in mate 

selection not only amongst their generation but also among that of their parents. A few 

however reiterated the importance of caste as a criterion with one participant noting that 

the conservative branch of the Patel/Gujarati community adhered to it more rigidly. 

And nowadays, not many are doing the caste thing. But you know still in some 
families you see it . . . they try to stick with it [caste criterion] but is usually 
unsuccessful . . . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Oh! Your caste. I don’t think so . . . like . . . I don’t think it is a big [criterion] . . . 
like not in America at least. (Medha, 18, single female) 

I think it’s [caste] is not playing as big of a role as it used to. I mean maybe you 
might find random people here and there that the families are like . . . really want 
this [caste as a criterion]. But in general, it’s more like [is the person] suited to my 
son or daughter . . . are they going to be happy? (Reema, 22, single female) 

If they’re [parents] like little conservative, they’re going to try to stick to most of 
their own religion and caste [when searching for eligible spouses for their children]. 
(Anil, 21, single male) 

Rather than caste, second generation Patel women and men spoke of gams (village 

of origin) as being an important criterion in mate selection. As mentioned throughout the 

thesis, the Patel community is organized around villages of origin, with members of a 

particular village being conceptualized as family relations. Pocock (1972), Jain (1989), 
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and Assar (2000) explain that among the Patels marriages are arranged with the place of 

origin as the point of reference. Patels practice marriage exogamy - that is they seek 

spouses from villages of origin other than their own, but only from those villages that are 

considered acceptable given their village of origin.  

Parents desire that the second generation marry within the acceptable gams and not 

outside of them.  

. . . but as far as like…marriage comes along . . . my parents are really . . . my mom 
especially is really big on you know . . . ‘You have to marry in a Chagam’ (sixth 
village) type of deal . . . she prefers it. (Priya, 20, single female)  

One of the major things about marriage, that you know . . . you are supposed to get 
married within certain gams. And they [parents] don’t approve of certain gams and 
[if you ] get married to [women] in those gams it’s not acceptable that much. 
(Rahul, 18, single male) 

However, second generation Patel women and men acknowledge that the criterion 

is decreasing in importance today among the first generation and deviations from it are 

being tolerated as long as the other criteria are met, most especially the one of marrying 

Gujarati.  

Like it’s a lot less strict that it used to be back in the day or . .. people don’t care 
about the gam but they still care about . . .[spouse] must be a Patel or a Gujarati. 
(Ritu, 22, single female) 

. . . Yeh! the gams. I mean they’ll [parents] deviate a little bit depending on the 
family background [of the prospective spouse]. (Vishal, 27, married male) 

Family background. This criterion is of particular importance among both first 

and second generation Patels in the mate selection process with both desiring their spouse 

to hail from the right and from a good family. The term family background is an umbrella 

term encompassing a variety of family characteristics and is instinctively understood by 

Indians without need for further elaboration. However for the record, Patel women and 
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men elaborated on some of the constituents of family background as understood by their 

parents and themselves.  

Patel women and men note that the family of a marriage candidate encompasses not 

only their nuclear family in the United States, but their extended families in both India 

and the United States.  

Family is very huge definitely. If you’re traditional, you definitely look at the 
family . . . you look at…even pass the family . . . maybe even the family’s relatives 
and you talk to people in India, you might talk to . . .the family [that] is still in India 
. . . you kind of like maybe . . . basically look at alright. . . . ‘How is the person that 
my son is going to marry . . . like how has she been influenced by her family?’ 
(Anil, 21, single male)  

Family background involves assessing the respectability of the family in the Patel 

community on issues such as alcoholism, domestic violence, treatment of women in the 

family, and illegal behavior. When assessing the suitability of women as prospective 

wives, their reputation in the community is considered as this is often perceived as being 

a reflection of the families they belong to. A suitable candidate is a second generation 

woman who has a good reputation in the Patel community and is not known for being fast 

or someone who goes out often in the company of unrelated men.  

He [prospective husband] has to come from a good background. You know my 
cousin [was told] . . . ‘Oh! This guy’s really good, you know . . . his parents are 
doctors and his sister is a dentist. You have to marry him because he comes from a 
really good family . . .(Kavita, 24, single female) 

He [prospective husband] has to be from a good family . . . like they’re not 
alcoholics or they’re not . . . they don’t’ have a history of like . . . violence or 
anything. Like they’re not going to beat their wife or something . . . (Monica, 22, 
single female) 

The girl [has to be] from a good background . . . she can’t be someone who…you 
know . . . going out a lot or any of that stuff . . . I mean . . . they still . . . like no 
matter if you are a boy or a girl, they still do a background check, like . . . ask 
people that you know . . . (Ritu, 22,single female) 
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. . . like . . . if you’re a girl, I guess your reputation in a sense. Like . . . I the sense 
like you don’t want somebody whose know to be like . . . you know what I am 
saying, like . . . [someone] who gets around, you know or something . . . (chuckles). 
(Medha, 18, single female) 

An assessment of the family background of a candidate involves a deliberate effort 

to find out about the family usually by consulting other Patel community members. This 

is an effort undertaken by the first generation in the case of both the semi-arranged and 

the love marriage (in the latter, after they become aware of or are informed of the 

relationship).  

So like they [parents] look for like . . . you know . . . more qualities or like . . . you 
know . . what their [prospective husband] family seems like . . . and they ask like . . 
. other people they trust so they know the family and the parents . . . (Medha, 18, 
single female) 

Education. Patel women and men commented on the fact that a decent level of 

education was desired in a spouse (both husband and wife) such that intelligent 

conversation was possible between the couple. Parents often attempted to pair up couples 

who were matched in terms of education levels, believing that it facilitated intellectual 

compatibility and thus a stronger marriage.   

I think for an educated son, though, like . . .  if the son is a professional, they 
[parents] tend to look for a girl that is also a professional. (Janvi, 25, engaged 
female) 

. . . whether you have a good education [is an important criterion]…you [parents] 
don’t want your son or daughter marrying a deadbeat, so you want to make sure 
that the person has an education. But I see . . . often times like marry like. If you’re 
a doctor/pharmacist, you’re going to marry a doctor/pharmacist. If you’re a school 
teacher/educator, you are going to marry somebody similar to that. . . . (Sahil, 27, 
married male) 

. . . she [prospective wife] should be decently educated, you know . . . maybe not 
like . . . [she does not] have to be a brain surgeon or something . . .but you 
[prospective wife] has to be decently educated, because the guy is. So you want to 
have that kind of level where you are able to communicate on an intellectual level 
with the person . . . that’s a big criterion 
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They also made mention of a gender dynamic in play when judging the suitability 

of the education. Both Patel women and men noted that for men, their level of education 

and the consequent professions they embraced are linked to their prestige and to their 

roles as bread-winners. Thus, parents of second generation women evaluate the education 

level of a prospective husband in terms of his ability to provide for and support a family. 

Accordingly, two Patel women report that certain professions are especially targeted in 

the Patel community, when seeking a suitable husband – namely doctors and engineers.  

I think for a husband, they [parents] look for a guy who’s educated, definitely . . . 
because they definitely want someone for their daughter who is going to be making 
some money or whatever . . . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

I think definitely education . . . is a huge thing like . . . what kind of job they’re 
going to have . . . what kind of security they’re going to provide [to the 
wife]…(Nikhil, 18, single male) 

 . . . [The good guys to marry] are doctors and you know . . . basically . . . mainly 
all doctors, you know . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

 . . . the guy should be a doctor or an engineer, computer engineer or something . . . 
(laughs). (Medha, 18, single female) 

Additionally, Patel women observed that the education level of a second generation 

woman is judged in comparison to that of a second generation man. That is to say, the 

families of men, do not consider a woman who is more highly educated than the man as a 

suitable candidate as it makes the latter appear less capable.  

The guys usually need to be educated and usually the guy’s family doesn’t want the 
girl [to be] more educated that the guy . . . [because] I think it makes the guy look 
bad then. . . . So that seems to be, that seems to be a thing because I have a cousin . 
. . she’s a doctor, she just finished . . . she’s just finishing her things and like a lot 
of the guys they’ve talked to, it’s like you know well . . . they’re intimidated 
because then their wife would be more educated than they are. Even though they’re 
. . . they’re educated MBAs or whatever . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

This is consistent with Lessinger’s (1995) claims that parents are making attempts 

to seek mates for their children who are compatible in education and profession. 
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However, men are still expected to have employment prospects sufficient to support a 

family.  

Spouse’s country of origin. This is a term I use to indicate from the desired 

domicile of a spouse – India or the United States. Lessinger (1995), Mukhi (2000), and 

Khandelwal (2002) comment that a preference for a spouse from either India or the 

United States is a manifestation of the gender expectations of second generation women 

and men. The most common trend in this regard, is for men to seek wives from India 

rather than the opposite. Some second generation men prefer “made in India” wives who 

they construct as pure and humble, in an attempt to retain some power in their marriages 

(Lessinger, 1995; Mukhi, 2000, p. 203). The men who subscribe to this preference 

construct American born and raised Indian women as too “Americanized” which they 

define as being career-oriented, individualistic and aggressive (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 

153). It is however important to note here that this trend is rapidly declining with more 

Indian-American men choosing to marry American raised Indian women. Second 

generation women by contrast, prefer to seek spouses from within the United States in the 

hope that their American raised husbands will be “more liberal and less patriarchal” than 

their Indian raised counterparts (Sheth, 2001, p. 153). In doing so, Indian-American 

women hope to establish more egalitarian marital relationships (Lessinger, 1995).  

Second generation Patel women and women reiterated these findings. The 

preference for a spouse from India or the United States is a choice that the second 

generation make themselves. The majority explain that both second generation Patel 

women and men seek spouses from within the United States and not from India for a 

variety of reasons.  
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I think you always start off the search in the United States . . . the kids [second 
generation women and men] are looking for marriage [partners] here in the United 
States. (Vishal, 27, married male) 

They [parents] try to look within the US, like for the second generation, who’ve 
been here, they try to look within the US. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

They acknowledge that styles of upbringing are different in India and the United 

States and the probability of compatibility increases when the couple has been raised in 

the same culture and environment and share a similar comfort level with American life 

and life style.  

. . . [Spouses from] within [the United States]. It’s much easier that to just . . . like 
you know . . . get along, and understand the culture and they know how it works of 
them in America . . . (Jay, 20, single male) 

. . . because basically, men and women who were brought up in America, most of 
them don’t speak Gujarati, and people in India, most of them don’t speak English. 
So it’s hard to communicate. Plus there are differences. If you’re born and raised 
here, you are so much more open-minded than he guys and girls in India. So there 
are a lot of differences. So there are people who actually do that [find a spouse 
from India] but they have a really hard time getting on with their lives after 
marriage . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

. . . it’s just because . . . the mentality would be the same between the two people 
[from the U.S] whereas if some parents do go back to India and look for people, the 
mentality is a little different then . . . (Poonam, 19, single female) 

Additionally, Patel women confirm that most second generation Patel women 

desire more egalitarian relationships than they could have with men raised in India and so 

prefer American raised men. However, Priya, a 20 year old single female, was of the 

opinion that some second generation women were seeking educated spouses on India but 

did not further elaborate on this.  

I’ve recently . . . I think recently it’s getting . . . or maybe it’s just me that been 
surrounded by a lot of girls maybe that I hear of  . . . that you know . . . that are 
going to India to get married, and you know . . . and you know . . . like they look 
for educated guys and bring them back . . . you know . . . like doctors and what not.  
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Spouses from India are still sought by both second generation Patel women and 

men as a last resort when they are unable to find suitable candidates from within the 

United States.  

I’ve known a couple of them [second generation Patels] that have gone back to 
India to get married . . . to find a bride…because either they couldn’t find one here 
[United States] or they didn’t . . . Yeh! Well . . . ultimately because they couldn’t 
find one here. Because whether they didn’t like the ones that were here or because . 
. . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

. . . but if they [second generation Patels] have to . . . they would go to 
India…whenever like . . . they feel that there’s no one right here [United States] 

. . . a lot of people I know…the age is a big thing, so if you [second generation 
Patels] don’t get married by a certain age . . .  then people don’t want to marry you. 
So they [second generation Patels] have no other option except to go to India, 
because Indian women would be willing to marry you despite your age . . . 
(Poonam, 19, single female) 

Patel women and men acknowledge however, that seeking a partner from India is a 

declining trend and not very common anymore.  

I think it [seeking spouses from India] is a declining trend. As I was growing up, I 
heard more and more people going to India to get married and then coming back 
just because their family want a traditional Indian bride. . . . But that is dying down. 
. . (Sahil, 27, married male)  

. . . it’s [finding a spouse from India] not very common . . . you can find people 
here [United States] and usually if you’ve been raised here, and brought up here, 
and everything, you want somebody else [from the United States] too. (Reema, 22, 
single female) 

Patel women and men also corroborated the gender dynamic noted by the scholars 

in the field. They explain that it is more prevalent for second generation men to seek 

wives from India than it is for second generation women to seek husbands.  

. . . and I would say it [seeking partners from India] is more prevalent among men 
than it is among women . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

I think it’s more . . . you’ll probably find more guys that go to India . . . to find 
them wives . . . than it is for a girl [who has] been raised and brought up and 
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educated here [United States] to go to India to find a guy. (Reema, 22, single 
female) 

Emigration to the United States and power relations are intimately tied in 

explaining this trend. Should second generation men marry wives from India, it is 

socially acceptable for them (wives) to continue to live in India until they are granted an 

American visa - which could take up to three years – and on immigrating, are expected to 

take on the role of home-makers rather than providers. By contrast, women who marry 

husbands from India are at a social disadvantage as their husbands are unable to join 

them for a while and even on immigration may not find employment and thus are 

perceived as unable to support their wives and families.  

For husbands . . . I’d say definitely the US . . . I guess the whole notion of the girl 
going to India to get married and then like…they [second generation women] have 
to wait there for at least three years before he can come here [United States] and 
start supporting her . . . I guess Patels would find that weird….Whereas [with] 
wives [from India] . . . it’s . . . you can get married to her and then she can stay 
there a while because once she gets here [United States] . . . they [parents] want her 
to be a housewife. (Rahul, 18, single male) 

I think guys are very more open-minded to finding a wife in Indian that girls are to 
finding a husband in India. I don’t know . . . Like I think . . . it’s because . . . maybe 
because of the status thing. Like . . . a husband is always going to have like a power 
. . . or they’re going to be the man of the house, so it doesn’t matter it is like . . . 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

Apart from this, Patel women also explain that second generation men perceive 

women raised in India as being more “cultured” – which they define as being 

knowledgeable about Indian culture – than their American raised counterparts.  

I think it’s usually wives [that are sought from India]…probably because the Indian 
[from India] women . . . they’re probably more cultured . . . they’re just . . . they 
have more knowledge of the culture, so I’m sure they [parents] feel they’d be able 
to keep both the in-laws and their son happier in that sense. (Poonam, 19, single 
female) 
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Physical appearance. Vaidyanathan and  Naidoo (1990), and Lessinger (1995) 

note that the second generation, more than the first, stress physical appearance and 

partner attractiveness of a potential spouse especially in terms of height, weight and 

beauty. Some Patel women and men also made mention of physical appearance as a 

criterion explaining that they have to feel attracted to their potential spouse as well as 

look good together. They listed that candidates’ height and pigmentation (whether they 

are too dark or too light) are often taken into account.   

. . . like looks also matter, you have to look [good] together so that would also be a 
criterion for most parents I think . . . I know it would be for my parents. (Poonam, 
19, single female) 

Height (laughs). I’ve always like . . . ‘Oh! She’s too short, she’s too small for me, 
or he’s too short, he’s too tall. Height, physical pigmentation . . . like . . . too dark, 
too light, you know . . . you don’t want like a dark and light person to mix. Physical 
appearance, I’d say . . . the first thing that we see when we’re introduced to 
somebody is whether that person is big or small or average, or the physicalness is 
probably the most important thing . . . (Sahil, 27, married male)  

Patel men however, brought to attention the fact that the physical appearance of 

women receives more consideration than that of men.   

I guess looks are still a big criterion for women, I don’t know if so much for men . . 
. For men I think, more so, their stature and prestige and what kind of job they have 
(Anil, 21, single male) 

Age. This was a criterion only Patel women made mention of. Reiterating themes 

they had discussed when conceptualizing marriage, they spoke of mate selection being 

more difficult for women once they had crossed a particular age. Often this resulted in a 

relaxation of other criteria so as to enlarge the pool of candidates. A couple where the 

woman is older than the man is not considered suitable and thus Patel women face 

pressure to marry relatively early. Additionally, a two year age gap between the couple is 

considered ideal, where the woman is two or more years younger than the man. 
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Age is always kept in mind . . . like . . . you [parents] don’t’ wan the girl [to be] 
older than the guy, you know . . . so that’s why they push the girls [to get married 
early] . . . It’s a Gujarati thing . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

When you [parents] are looking for a guy and a girl, I don’t’ know for some reason 
. . . [a] standard two year difference [ in ages between the spouses in maintained]. 
Yeh! It always . . . it seems to be always two years or whatever or more you know . 
. . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

It is in the context of the semi-arranged marriage that the above mentioned criteria 

have been described. However, as acknowledged at the start of this section, these criteria 

are of importance even in the making of love marriages. Most Patel women and men 

report that they keep these criteria in mind while they seek spouses on their own and 

while they fall in love. This is to ensure that their parents will approve of their choice of 

spouse and accept the relationship without qualms 

I think to some degree you do [keep criteria in mind when seeking a spouse on your 
own]. Like . . . maybe like not consciously, but unconsciously, you’re just like . . . 
you know . . . you look at someone and like . . . you know you probably are 
attracted a lot of . . . like to a whole scope of people. But then when it comes to 
marrying, I think those qualities . . . you’re like looking more specifically for it 
[prescribed criteria]. (Medha, 18, single female) 

I mean . . . I think a lot of people . . . I have a friend . . . she was dating somebody . 
. . but right from the beginning . . . I mean she was like . . . ‘Oh! This is never going 
to work  . . .’ [because] he’s some Caribbean Indian or something…And she’s 
Gujarati Patel. . . . You know . . . like . . . but she knew right away in her head that . 
. . ‘Well his is never going to work’ I don’t know if it’s partly probably because her 
parents . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

I think so . . . because I mean I think when I’m meeting girls, I man I’m not going 
to say . . .  ‘Oh! I’m not going to be your friend because you don’t fit these criteria. 
When I think about a girl who I might date or ask out, or whatever . . . It’s 
definitely something [the criteria] that goes through my head because I mean 
there’s no point of like . . . starting something and then becoming serious and then 
something . . . in the end being something that your parents don’t approve of. It 
would put you, the girl and your families . . . both families through unnecessary 
heartache. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

This speaks to Mukhi (2000), and Khandelwal’s (2002) arguments that the process 

of choosing one’s own life partner is fraught with fear of parental disapproval and 
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community rejection. Parental reactions to love marriages can range from acceptance of 

the relationship if the spouse is from the same ethnic group or caste to outright rejection 

of it and disowning of children who remain in the relationship inspite of parental 

objections to it (Khandelwal, 2002).  

Lastly, Patel women and men also commented on whether the criteria for mate 

selection have changed from their parents’ generation. The majority noted that the criteria 

had remained the same since their parents’ generation except for some distinctions. Gam 

(village of origin) are less significant today than it was in their parents’ cases and 

education has increased in importance as a criterion which was not the case with their 

parents. Interestingly, Patel women and men hold that the important criteria of religion, 

family background, and caste have retained their significance even with their generation.  

. . . I’m sure it was still . . . having the religion and caste was [important] then and 
knowing the family also . . . so I’d say that those three values are still present. I’m 
not sure about how much of an impact physical looks had, but I think, physical 
looks might have a little bit more impact now . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

However, Janvi, a 25 year old engaged female, explained that while the criteria 

may still be the same across first and second generation Patels, it is less strictly enforced 

in their case than it was in that of their parents.  

I think it’s [criteria] is a little less strict today. . . . They’re [parents] are not…you 
know looking for . . . you know the . . . like the girl is going to come home and take 
care of everyone and is going to cook and going to do this. I think the parents now 
really seem to realize that the girls have been studying also, the girls have been out 
doing the same thing, or whatever . . . they may not know how to cook yet, or they 
may not k now how to do everything yet . . . and they’re [parents] are pretty 
accepting and pretty . . . you know lenient on that. And also for the guys . . . I think 
they understand you know . . . in general that marriage is a little bit different now 
that it was back then.  
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How and where should I find a spouse? The spaces of making marriages 

Armed with the above mentioned criteria for mate selection, second generation 

Patel women and men and their parents seek suitable partners (for the second generation) 

by accessing the spaces that are available to them in the Patel community for mate 

selection. The most important space for making marriages lies in what I call ‘informal 

networking’ within the Patel community. The significance of this space has been alluded 

to be scholars in the field. Lessinger (1995), explains that “an all points bulletin is 

broadcast through the network of family and friends” in the ethnic community in seeking 

potential spouses for the second generation (p. 121). Additionally, parents make use 

community and family gatherings to circulate information about eligible marriage 

partners and to match couples together (Rangaswamy, 2000; Khandelwal, 2002).  

All Patel women and men spoke of the importance of informal networking within 

the Patel community in the search for a suitable spouse. The actors in this process are 

their parents and members of the extended family such as uncles, aunts and others. They 

attempted an in-depth explanation of the workings of informal networking in mate 

selection. When second generation Patel women and men reach a marriageable age, their 

parents and families begin to make it known in the Patel community that their child is 

seeking to get married. This is done by drawing upon family and extended family 

connections, making it known to Patel friends (who may know of eligible candidates), 

circulating the biographical information about their child in the community and the 

desired requirements in a spouse. In addition, given the tight-knit Patel community, 

parents are always aware of eligible candidates, even prior to seeking spouses for their 

own children.  
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. . . what I describe as a big network. And usually I think the typical age right now 
for the girl in general . . . when parents start looking is like 22, 24 [years old] and 
basically . . . [they] just start calling and saying . . . you know . . . ‘I have a 
daughter and if you have anyone in mind or if you know anyone who’s looking for 
someone or whatever . . .’ and through that you know you usually find . . . find a 
guy (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

. . . they [parents] have like a whole network going on . . . like they know their 
second cousins and their first cousins…and they just call them up and [tell them] . . 
. you know . . . ‘He [second generation man] wants to get married so if you hear 
about a girl, tell me about it . . .’ (Rahul, 18, single male) 

I think . . .it’s mostly informal like this . . . I mean especially when a lot of Patel 
families are very large. And typically, your friends are going to have close . . . like . 
. . similar family backgrounds and similar education to you . . . so they tend to be 
like a good match . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Usually they like . . . tell like everyone they know . . . and just . . . Indian 
people…as a community we [Patels] are so connected, so people do talk like . . . ‘ 
Oh! There’s a boy of this age and there’s a daughter of this age in this family . . . 
[and the family] is good, so let’s make an introduction. . . .’ (Monica, 22, single 
female) 

On identifying suitable candidates, parents consciously obtain information about 

the candidate. Furnished with this information, the second generation decides for 

themselves whether or not to pursue it further. Technically, the role of the first generation 

in arranging the marriage ends at this stage and all subsequent decisions are taken by the 

couple themselves.  

Say you [parents] find a guy…someone calls you. . . [and says] . . . ‘This is the 
guy…he’s 26 [years old], he’s doing this . . .’ You [parents] find out general 
information about him . . .(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

. . . my mom was to be like . . . ‘Oh! You know . . . so and so’s son or I know 
somebody . . .’ and they [parents] get you like their [prospective spouse’s] 
information, name or e-mail . . . you know. . . . And you can . . . then it’s up to the 
kids [second generation] . . . the parents kind of stay out of it . . . it’s up to those 
two . . . like you know . . . if I want to e-mail him or call him, and talk to him . . . 
(Reema, 22, single female) 

Parents then use a variety of methods of bringing the couple in contact with each 

other. A favorite method is to arrange a meeting with a candidate without the second 
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generation being aware of it – for instance at a wedding or a Patel/Gujarti community 

event where the couple is casually introduced to one another without the knowledge that 

the meeting has been engineered by their parents.  

We’d be at a large function, like a marriage or a big celebration. . . . And my 
parents or her sisters of aunts or my aunts or whatever might be . . . ‘Oh! Take a 
look at that girl, we want you to see who that girl, like . . . do you like her? Do you 
think she’s attractive?’ And I’d say . . . ‘Yeh! She doesn’t look too bad…’ or ‘no I 
don’t find her [attractive],’ . . . or whatever . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

They [parents] arrange for us [second generation men and women] to meet. 
Sometimes they arrange it so we don’t know that it’s arranged . . . like in a wedding 
and they’ll casually introduce us . . . but it was already planned by them [parents] . . 
. but we [second generation] don’t know about it. (Kavita, 24, single female) 

Another very widely used practice is the exchange of eligible candidates’ “bio-

datas” and photographs which allows the couple to gauge each other’s interests, likes and 

physical attributes and decide accordingly whether or not they would like to either 

contact each other or meet. If the couple expresses an interest in each other, parents 

arrange a formal meeting.  

. . . the bio-data [help second generation to decide whether or not they would like to 
meet a prospective spouse] . . . maybe they look to see what . . . where they’re 
from, what they do, their interests, and you know . . . all that . . . (Gaurav, 19, 
single male) 

. . . what they call bio-data . . . that’s just general information about you or 
whatever . . .  [that is exchanged by the couple] and then there’s the two people 
[second generation couple] . . . who talk and if you are interested, then you meet. 
(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

. . . ‘OK there’s this one girl’ and they like . . . tell him all the information about 
her. . . . And if the guy is interested, like . . . they’ll [second generation women and 
men] usually exchange a picture first. You might look at the picture and be like. . . . 
Oh! Wow! He’s pretty good looking or he looks like he’s a nice guy or something . 
. . and then if the guy or the girl is interested, they [parents] arrange a meeting 
where the parents come along. (Poonam, 19, single female) 
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Bellfante (2005) corroborates this when she notes that the “exchanging of the all 

important ‘bio-data’… [which is a] portfolio with the potential bride or groom’s profile” 

precedes any planned meeting (p. 1).  

Sometimes parents discuss the suitability of a candidate with their children as 

someone worth getting to know. This is often followed by the arranging of a formal 

meeting of the couple. The initial, formal meeting between the couple usually occurs in 

the woman’s home, as per Indian tradition. Parents then allow the couple to congregate 

alone in a separate room encouraging them to talk to and get to know each other. In this 

case, after the initial meeting, should the couple consider a relationship and desire to 

court, they exchange each other’s contact information and are allowed to meet alone, 

outside the home – in other words to date.  

If they [parents] think they [the second generation couple] would be suitable, they 
[parents] just talk to the daughter about him…it would just be like . . . ‘OK we 
want you . . . go spend time with this guy and see how it works out . . . ’ and then 
basically, if you don’t like him, then they’ll [parents] end it. But if you do, you just 
continue to get to know him, and then they can arrange something. (Jay, 20, single 
male)  

And there are times when they [parents] just tell us . . . ‘ this is the guy that you 
know . . . your aunt told us [parents] about…and we think you should meet him, so 
you know . . . whenever you are free you can arrange a meeting and talk to him and 
find out if you want to go out…(Kavita, 24, single female) 

I’ve always heard of like the guy going to the girl’s house. . . . And then…you 
know…your parents are like . . . ‘Oh! I’ll [let] you guys talk in . . . like . . . one 
room or something’ and if they [second generation] decide they liked each other, 
they’ll meet again . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

When you meet a guy for the first time and you are like . . . ‘OK! He seems like a 
nice guy, I might . . . you know . . . I want to get to know him better.’ So you are 
like . . . ‘OK! I’m going to give him a chance’ . . . so you tell your parents . . . ‘I’m 
not sure [but] I still want to talk to him and then I’ll tell you [if he is the one]’. 
(Kavita, 24, single female) 
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A formal face-to-face meeting between the couples usually follows a period of e-

mail and telephonic exchanges between the couple. The decision to meet with an eligible 

candidate is made by second generation Patel women and men themselves and only 

if/when their hitherto fore e-mail and telephonic interactions engender a desire in them to 

do so and if they come to feel comfortable with each other through their exchanges.   

Well…they usually may not even meet directly first . . . they would probably meet 
on e-mail or on the phone first and so they would probably do that for a little while 
until they wanted to meet. (Ritu, 22, single female) 

Probably e-mail [is] the first stage . . . to get the phone number . . . after [having 
learned] the phone number, [start communicating] on the phone. I think after they 
get to know each other over the phone, then they’ll probably consider meeting each 
other. (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Adaptations to the United States: Creating spaces for making marriages 

The Patel community has made some interesting adaptations to the United States in 

creating alternative spaces (other than informal networking) by which eligible second 

generation women and men can meet one another. Patel women and men made mention 

of some of these spaces namely – Patel conventions; online matrimonials; Patel/Gujarati 

community events and activities.  

Patel conventions. Rangaswamy (2000) and Khandelwal (2002, p. 155), observe 

that the Gujarati community in the United States hosts annual “marriage conventions”. 

The goal of this event is to bring eligible second generation women and men into contact 

with each other and to stem inter-racial marriages. This matrimonial convention creates 

opportunities for the second generation to “learn more about each other at ‘one-on-one 

matrimonial meets’….[Additionally] theme parties for youth and lectures by adults…[are 

organized] stress[ing] the importance of marriage within the Charotar (region in Gujarat, 

India) community (Rangaswamy, 2000, p. 180). The most recent Charotar Patidar Samaj 
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(The Society of Patels from the region of Charotar in Gujarat) Convention matrimonial 

convention was held during Thanksgiving weekend – from Novemember 24-26, 2005 at 

the Marriott Waterside Hotel in Norfolk, Virginia (Charotar Patidar Samaj, 2005).  

Patel women and men corroborated the fact that Patel conventions are key 

adaptations that the Patidar (Patel)/Gujarati community has made to the United States 

with reference to mate-selection. Some participants spoke from experience having 

attended a convention themselves, but most resorted to hearsay providing information 

they had garnered from family members or friends who had experienced the convention. 

They explained that the Patel convention is a national, annual event organized by the first 

generation Patels and is usually held on Thanksgiving weekend. The explicit and stated 

goal of the convention, as is evident on its website, is to seek out a life partner.  

They’re [conventions] are usually held on the east coast . . . every Thanksgiving 
weekend is the Charotar one . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

Patel convention . . . is basically . . . it’s like a marriage convention trying to find 
people for their sons and daughter’s and everything . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

The goal [of the convention] is so single people can meet and like find someone 
who they can marry…who fits under the criteria of the parents . . . (Nikhil, 18, 
single male) 

Second generation have to register and pay a registration fee to attend the 

convention. Eligible single Patel women and men who are seeking a spouse, from all over 

the United States congregate in a designated hotel where the convention is being 

organized. 

All Patels from all over the country are . . . everywhere . . . California, New York, 
they all come to this convention . . . They are all Patels . . . they are all the same age 
. . . you know . . . 20 to 25 [years old] maybe 30 [years old] . . . all single looking to 
get married . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 
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Basically . . . you just sign up for it and you pay . . . and then it’s in a big city and 
you just go to this hall . . . there’s about three days or two days . . . (Karan, 24, 
single male) 

 It is not necessary for the first generation to accompany their children, but they are 

free to do so. The convention organizers plan a number of activities and meetings to 

facilitate greater interaction amongst second generation women and men.  

Family is optional . . . they don’t have to come with you. . . . They [convention 
organizers] make games or do like gatherings that they do where you can meet 
other people . . . it’s basically mingling . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

. . . they [convention organizers] organize small activities at the convention for you 
to meet other Indians . . . other Patels . . . (Karan, 24, single male) 

The convention website lists some such activities organized at the 2005 convention 

namely a garba night , a plethora of ice-breaking activities and games, and social 

gatherings. Activities are also organized for the parents who accompanied their children 

to the convention (Charotar Patidar Samaj, 2005).  

Reema, a 22 year old single female, and Kavita, a 24 year old single female, who 

had attended one matrimonial convention themselves elucidated their experiences for the 

record.  

It’s like a meat market! The girls are running around, the guys are running around. 
The parents are all trying to make connections. Like . . . they’re walking around 
with papers of all their kids’ information – the bio-data thing- and like I just . . . it’s 
like a machine . . . (laughs). (Reema, 22, single female) 

So I’ve been to my very first convention when I was 21 [years old]. I wasn’t forced 
. . . I just wanted to see what it was all about and Yeh! I’ve had a couple of friends 
and of course my cousins who actually got married by going to this convention. It 
was just basically . . . meeting new people. My intentions weren’t to go there and 
look for a guy or anything. . . . I didn’t think it was for me. I can’t just meet a guy 
in three days and decide that OK . . . you know . . . talk to him there and decide if 
he’s the right one for me . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

Two male participants described the experiences of their family members and 

friends who had attended the convention.  
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You know . . . my sister actually met [her husband] at a matrimonial convention . . . 
and that one was one of her success stories. (Vishal, 27, married male) 

I’ve got cousins who have been there . . . (laughs) . . . it’s just basically what I 
said…a gathering of Indian Chagam kids . . . who are of marriageable age or who 
are looking for a spouse. And they basically put them together in a hotel and say 
like…they have a couple of meetings and then it’s like basically go and meet 
people. It’s just supposed to be to meet people and maybe find somebody who you 
in the end will [want to marry] . . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

It is however also note worthy that separate marriage conventions are also 

organized by particular villages of origin.  

There’s a Patel convention . . . there’s two. . . . There’s a Charotar convention and 
then there’s a Leva convention . . . so it even further divides like the Patels . . . 
Charotars are like one type [of Patel] and Levas are like [another type]. (Reema, 22, 
single female) 

. . . they [Patel community] have these Patel convention or Chagam (sixth village) 
conventions where you like…[where you meet] people of the opposite sex of your 
age (laughs). (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Patel/Gujarati community events and activities. Patel women and men explained 

that the Patel/Gujarati community also organized special activities and events with the 

express purpose of facilitating mate selection. A few Patel women made mention of 

picnics and camps organized for the second generation by the associations of the Patel 

community. First generation Patels organize camps where single Patel women and men 

congregate under the supervision of the first generation. It affords Patel women and men 

an opportunity to meet with one another and socialize in what parents’ deem to be a safe 

environment.  

Like . . . you know . . . like the Panchgam (fifth village) picnic or something like 
hat you know…and those are actually like meant to . . . I guess hook people up 
(laughs) . . . to get them together or whatever . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

They’ve [first generation] been organizing camps . . . . Basically they’re Patel 
camps, or Pancgam (fifth village) camps. . . . They just get together and go to one 
place and just stay there for two to three days and that’s where you meet different 
people. . . . [To me] that’s basically dating . . . you’re just basically meeting 
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different people . . . in three days . . . I don’t know why that’s acceptable but dating 
is not . . . (Kavita, 24, single female)  

Medha, an 18 year old single female, noted that the annual garba also affords the 

same opportunity of interacting with contemporaries in an accepted environment 

although the garba is not organized with mate selection as its goal.  

. . . but like in the end . . . like you know . . . your parents are like meet people who 
you’re going to like . . . I guess meeting new guys or something like that . . . 
(laughs) To say like . . . I guess to meet other people your age, like in the end. . . . I 
think that ‘s like what the bigger picture [of garba] is…Yeh! I think you’re like on 
your own just like . . . in your own age group and stuff because like obviously 
when you’re doing like garba, you’re doing it around people your own age . . . so 
you meet a lot of people and like . . . I know a lot of people who actually found a 
lot of like . . . you know . . . they end up like having boyfriends and girlfriends . . . 
like they met them through garbas.  

Interestingly, Medha also spoke of an innovative space created by the first 

generation to encourage second generation Patel women and men to meet each other – 

cruises.  

. . . they have like Panchgam (fifth village) cruises or something and 
like…everyone from like the fifth gam will go on it for like a week to like Cancun 
or something. Like . . . you know . . . and that entire like cruise, they’ll all like meet 
each other and it’s just basically like you know . . . ‘What’s your profile, this is 
mine’. Like . . . I know they have a lot of them from like New York, New Jersey 
and all that… 

This speaks to Wakil, Siddique and Wakil’s (1981), contention that in a effort to 

cater to the second generation’s desire to date and choose their own spouse, the first 

generation is encouraging them to associate with contemporaries within their ethnic 

group in the hope that they will find a partner from within the community rather than 

from outside it.  

Online matrimonials. Patel women and men noted with great hilarity that the 

internet is a huge resource in mate selection and is a space that is growing in use and 
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importance. Most participants spoke of one matrimonial website that they believe is very 

popular with second generation Patels – Shaadi.com (marriage.com).  

. . . you know . . . Shaadi.com. . . .  Right! I’ve heard of it so much and you know 
it’s like funny . . . (laughs) I’ve actually had a really good friend of mine . . . he’s a 
lot older than me . . . he’s actually getting engaged in October and he was on 
shaadi.com and he basically met a girl [through the website] and now they’re 
getting married. So I think shaadi.com is really like . . . I think a lot of people . . . it 
has a really good success rate. (Priya, 20, single female) 

Oh! The internet is huge!! But there’s this website called “shaadi.com” that is huge 
in America these days! (Kavita, 24, single female) 

They explain that online matrimonials are not utilized by the first generation in 

their search for an eligible spouse for their children. Rather, it is utilized largely by 

second generation women and men who register themselves on the website and post their 

profile highlighting their preferences in a spouse, their interests, likes and dislikes and 

their biographical information.  

Shaadi.com which is where you [second generation women and men] just basically 
register yourself . . . you know . . . your favorites, what you like, what you don’t 
like, what you are looking for, what you are, what you are studying. It’s basically 
your profile on the internet . . . and then you just basically just search for the other 
half. (Kavita, 24, single female) 

However, Patel women and men note that informal networking continues to remain 

the most significant space for making marriages and that online matrimonials tend to be 

utilized only when the former do not yield any satisfactory results.  

. . . most of it [arranging of marriages] is just informal . . . but yeh! Online . . . no 
one in my family or no one I know has really done the online . . . internet stuff . . . 
(Poonam, 19, single female) 

That’s [online matrimonials] something that I don’t see many Patels who are . . . In 
my community itself, it’s more informal networking [in seeking a spouse] than it’s 
matrimonials like shaadi.com. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

It is important to point out here that www.shaadi.com  is not a matrimonial website 

that is indigenous to the United States, but it popular and frequently used in urban India 

http://www.shaadi.com/
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and by the Indian diaspora in other countries as well. The website prides itself in having a 

base of 5 million members and over 500,000 success stories. It offers a huge data base of 

Indian men and women seeking spouses in India, the United States, Canada, United 

Kingdom and a host of other countries where the Indian diaspora is located. The database 

is classified according to religion and ethnic community, making it easier to search for a 

spouse..  

Reema, a 22 year old single female, spoke of another website called friendster.com. 

She explained that Patel women and men post their profile and biographical information 

on the website and use it as a way of meeting people.  

And there’s this thing called “Friendster”. . . and it’s like this online thing . . . and 
you can post your picture and do whatever and it’s a lot like. . . [for] kids maybe 
[of] our age. You know. . . probably from 16 to like 25, 26 [years old] . . . and they 
post their pictures and you know a little information . . . I guess like their 
biographical information and everything . . . where they go to school, what they are 
doing and everything . . . that’s the way to meet people. . . . Oh! Yeh! [It’s being 
used by a lot of Patels]. I think it’s like overrun by the Indians . . .  

The escalated utilization of online matrimonials and databases, especially since the 

1990s, has been noted by Rangaswamy (2000) and Khandelwal (2002).  

The Patel community as a whole and first generation Patels in particular thus make 

a special effort to encourage second generation women and men to marry within the Patel 

community. However, out-marriage to people from outside the Patel community is also 

prevalent to some extent among the second generation.  

Breaking The Rules: Responding To Out-Marriage Among Second Generation 
Patels  

Out-marriage, as understood by most participants in the study can involve marrying 

a non-Patel, a non-Gujarati, or a non-Indian and responses to each may vary. Patel 

women and men noted three categories of responses – family reaction to out-marriage; 
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Patel/Gujarati community reaction to out-marriage; and second generation reaction to 

out-marrriage. Although none of the participants in the study had experienced out-

marriage, they spoke with reference to the experiences of friends and family members.  

Family reaction to out-marriage 

Second generation Patel women and men reported that marrying outside the ethnic 

community impacts both their immediate and their extended families. They were unable 

to comment on parental reactions to out-marriage conclusively noting that there were 

different reactions depending on parents’ outlook as well as on the context of out-

marriage. They spoke of two reactions – parental shock and disappointment followed by 

gradual acceptance; and non-acceptance of marriage and disowning of children.  

Parental shock and disappointment followed by gradual acceptance. The 

majority of Patel women and men observed that parents’ initial reaction to out-marriage 

especially to a non-Gujarati was of shock, disappointment and anger coupled with a 

rejection of the marriage.  

I think your family . . . like . . . gets upset. Like . . . they’re . . . I don’t know . . . I 
don’t’ think they feel like they can connect with that type of person . . . like 
somebody outside it [Patel community]. (Medha, 18, single female) 

A lot of parents get angry with the child and a lot of parents cut ties with their child 
. . . not forever . . . Like for instance, for my cousin . . . she married a Jewish boy, 
and that’s like really bad or whatever. . . . So . . . her parents like got really 
angry…no one went to her wedding . . . and she’s like the bad egg in our family. 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

There might initially be some . . . they [parents] wouldn’t accept it at first, or they 
would get mad or get in arguments and stuff . . . (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Parents’ greatest fear is that inter-racial, inter-ethnic community or inter-religious 

marriages will spark a clash of cultures resulting in the loss of Gujarati culture and more 

importantly of religion, especially in the case of the children born into the marriage.  
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There’s going to be a clash [of cultures] and no culture is going to meet, no religion 
going to be satisfied . . . (Jay, 20, single male) 

But I think . . . when you get married, it [religion] starts . . . the issue starts coming 
up of what are you going to teach your children . . . you know are they going to be 
Hindu or are they going to be like . . . Catholic . . . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

Additionally, in the Indian tradition, as explained by Patel women, marriages occur 

between families and not only between individuals. Given this, parents fear an inability 

on their part to feel comfortable, communicate, and bond with a person who does not 

belong to their ethnic community or faith, and perhaps does not speak their language.  

. . . like . . . when you marry someone . . . in like the Gujarati [community] . . .I 
don’t think like . . . you and that person. It’s like your family is like marrying each 
other, so in a sense, like you know . . . they [families] have to get along (chuckles) 
and they have to feel comfortable, and I don’t think they do unless it’s like another 
Patel . . . at least like another Indian or Gujarati . . . (Medha, 18, single female)  

Medha, an 18 year old singe female, and Janvi, a 25 year old engaged female, also 

reported that parents have difficulty accepting out-marriage because it is new 

phenomenon to them and they are unable to understand the motivation behind seeking a 

spouse from outside one’s ethnic community when there are eligible spouses within the 

community.  

I don’t think parents are open to it [out-marriage] just because like they never had 
that option. . . . They were like…they knew they were going to end up marrying 
somebody that was Patel. Like there was no choice [for parents] . . . (Medha, 18, 
single female) 

. . . the older generation have a hard time with it [out-marriage]. Like . . . they don’t 
understand…you know…how they see it . . . I think . . . [is that] there’s so many 
Indian women out there, so many just as accomplished . . . why would you go out 
[outside the community]? You know. . . . They [parents] don’t understand why you 
would even look in that area [outside the community]. (Janvi, 25, engaged female)  

However, most Patel women and men explained that this initial negative response 

to out-marriage changes over time when parents get to know the spouse better and 

especially after the birth of their first grandchild.  
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They [parents] just basically cut her off for a while . . . [and then] some families 
who will come around after the first kid [is born] . . . they’ll accept her within the 
family. (Kavita, 24, single female) 

They [parents] would accept it after a point . . . they initially . . . I think . . . they 
would be hurt and unhappy with it. (Monica, 22, single female) 

But I guess it depends on the parents . . . like . . . if your parents know that . . . ‘you 
know my son or daughter is going to be happy with this person and that’s what’s 
matters to them [parents] then they’re going to be a little bit more . . . they’re going 
to be I guess . . . a little bit mad at first, but they’ll still . . . they’ll get over that and 
they’ll be fine. . . . (Anil, 21, single male)  

This is consistent with Mukhi’s (2000), findings that while parents disapproval is a 

source of conflict about a marriage, some parents may ultimately agree to the choice 

made by their children although the process of acceptance is often emotionally charged 

and complicated.  

Non-acceptance of the marriage and disowning of children. Parental non-

acceptance of a marriage comes especially into play if second generation Patel women 

and men marry Americans. Patel women and men agree on the fact that marriage to 

another non-Gujarati Indian is eminently more acceptable to their parents than marriage 

to a non-Indian. This is because parents perceive that the American spouse of their child 

will always be an outsider at Gujarati community events and gatherings.  

I think it is definitely harder when you go outside the Indian community. If you go 
outside the race . . . I think it’s a lot harder than say if you married like a South 
Indian or whatever . . . or married . . . a Punjabi. . . . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

You know. . . it will hurt them [parents] . . . if you bring home and Indian . . . than 
if you bring home someone with a completely different culture than you . . . it will 
hurt them a lot more . . . (Priya, 20, single female) 

I’d say if it’s an Indian [spouse], the family would be OK with it, but if it’s an 
American . . . a lot of the family members would not be OK with it. Some of them 
might be . . . but the majority of them . . . would not be OK with it. I guess they 
[older generation] just find it weird. When you go . . . when you get together for 
Diwali programs would you bring your [American] husband with you? And if you 
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do, what language is he going to talk in? . . . Because we usually talk in 
Gujarati…So he’s going to feel left out…(Rahul, 18, single male)  

Interestingly, one female participant made mention of an important variable in 

American society – race. She acknowledged that although parents are usually non-

accepting of marriage to an American, their ire is exacerbated if the spouse is black rather 

than white and the relationship may never be approved.  

I think . . . not to sound like racist or anything . . . but I think they [parents] would 
be more accepting of a white person than a black person . . . (Medha, 18, single 
female) 

Often non-acceptance of the marriage takes the harsh manifestation of disowning of 

the second generation by parents. However, Patel women and men note that this occurs 

only in a minority of cases. Most of the time, an uneasy truce is arrived at between the 

second and first generations. 

Like my cousins actually ended up marrying . . . both of my cousins ended up 
marrying white people . . . and her dad like disowned them. . . . So . . . they never 
talked to each other . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

Some of the family members might be OK with it, but [others] may not. . . . They 
stop talking to them you know. . . . In my case, my Maasi (aunt) her father doesn’t 
talk to her . . . she even has a grandchild, he comes to her [parental] home, he [the 
grandfather] never touches him or does anything . . . (Rahul, 18, single male) 

So . . . I think . . . unless it’s such a huge blow to the heart or whatever, then you 
know they are not able to forgive . . . but that’s a very small amount of people that 
don’t forgive their kids for whatever . . . and especially for things like this . . . 
(Vishal, 27, married male) 

Interestingly, both Patel women and men referred to gender play evident in parental 

reactions to out-marriage. For the most part, those who raised the issue, held that men 

have more leeway in marrying outside the ethnic community or even a non-Indian largely 

because parents are unable to control them. Thus, out-marriage by second generation 

men, while not condoned, is more easily accepted by parents. Second generation women 
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by contrast faced harsher repercussions if they married outside the ethnic community or a 

non-Indian because it was perceived by parents are reflecting badly upon the family. 

Thus, parents were rarely accepting of their daughters’ out-marriage.  

Yeh! I think so [the repercussions are worse for women]. It’s looked badly, more 
badly upon the family [if the woman marries out], just because women are held to a 
higher standard I guess versus men . . . because boys will be boys and that’s the 
only thing they [parents] say. (laughs) Parents and the community looked more 
strictly upon women. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

I would say yes [it’s easier to accept if men out-marry]. I think if it was a girl 
marrying a non-Patel, that would be . . come as a larger shock . . . ( Nikhil, 18, 
single male) 

I think it’s a little bit more acceptable though to bring an American wife, than an 
American husband. . . . I think it’s a little bit easier for the guys to marry out than 
the girls…because it’s . . . well . . . it’s expected of the guys. It’s not expected of 
the girls (Reema, 22, single female) 

It is however important to note that two male participants contradicted the 

statements above by noting that parental reactions are the same whether second 

generation women or men out-marry – it is not likely to be accepted. 

No! it’s not even acceptable then [if men marry out] because the same thing 
[marriage ending in divorce] could happen to him and the kids even have to suffer. 
(Jay, 20, single male) 

No! I think it [shunning] would be the same [if a man or woman married out]. 
(Rahul, 18, single male) 

Rangaswamy (2000) and Khandelwal (2002), observe that parents often insist that 

their children choose spouses from within their ethnic community. Many Indian parents 

consider a marriage between a Hindu and a Muslim an “absolute taboo” and even worse a 

transgression than marriage to a white American or a Hispanic (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 

152). Rangaswamy (2000), notes that “marriage to a white American is less undesirable 

than marriage to an African-American” and so more acceptable to parents (p. 180). Some 

parents react by prohibiting the relationship, restricting the movement of their children 
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outside the house (especially so in the case of women), indulging in the silent treatment 

and disowning their children – “even after several years [after the marriage] her father 

still refused to talk to her; he told her mother that his daughter was dead as far as he was 

concerned” (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 154).  

Patel/Gujarati community reaction to out-marriage. 

The majority of Patel women and men noted that the most common reaction of the 

Patel/Gujarati community to out-marriage was gossip and talk about the marriage in the 

community. A few also noted that the couple and the family of the Patel partner is looked 

down upon in the community.   

Like . . . I know a lot of people [Patels] would end up talking about it and they’d be 
like . . .  ‘Oh! You know . . . she’s marrying a white person’ or something like 
that… (Medha, 18, single female) 

It’s [out-marriage] is really looked down upon [by the community] and they just 
start gossiping about it. And just like . . . feel bad for the parents and stuff like that. 
(Monica, 22, single female) 

The community is often Janus-faced, where they are accepting of the couple in 

public while gossiping about them and perceiving them as different in their absence.  

I think the community in general . . . no one was rude to that person [the Patel who 
married outside the community], but yet there was talk in the back . . . kind of . . . 
‘you know she married an American . . .’(Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

The community itself? I think that on the outside, they will show that . . . that they 
are accepting [of the marriage] but I think they all have a lot to gossip about . . . 
‘You know this gentleman or that lady is marrying outside.’ And it will be very 
hard for that person…to be involved in the community. (Karan, 24, single male) 

There was however some contention between the participants as to whether the 

community ostracizes the couple with some participants maintaining that this happens 

especially in the case of marriage to a non-Indian and others maintaining that it is a rare 

occurrence.  
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The become outcasts [in the eyes of the Patel community]. Let’s say you marry 
outside a Patel, it’s hard for Patels to accept the guy . . . so imagine how would it be 
if you don’t marry an Indian?! You just don’t exist for them [Patel community]. 
[They will] pretend you are not there…it just doesn’t matter to them. (Kavita, 24, 
single female) 

Second generation reaction to out-marriage 

Most Patel women and men spoke of out-marriage being accepted by the second 

generation. Second generation Patels do not consider out-marriage to be wrong and are 

supportive of friends and family members who choose it.  

The younger generation [second generation] is a lot more accepting of it [out-
marriage] than the parents’ generation. They would be like cool with it…(Medha, 
18, single female) 

My generation . . . we’d definitely be OK with it…like if I had friends who married 
Americans, I’d be fine with it . . . (Rahul, 18, single male) 

Selecting a suitable candidate and being introduced to them as described in this 

section is only the first step in the engagement and marriage process among second 

generation Patels. Following this, second generation Patel women and men are afforded 

opportunities to decide whether the candidate could become their spouse and then a 

courtship period so they can get to know one another prior to embarking on marriage, if 

they so decide.  

Rite Of Marriage 

Although Patel women did not delineate it for the record, their responses reveal 

observable stages in the process leading up to their engagement and their wedding day. It 

is these stages that I call the rite of marriage. Most participants spoke of the rite of 

marriage in terms of the semi-arranged marriage and only spoke of the love marriage 

when questioned. Nonetheless, the following two broad areas will be explored in this 

section – rite of marriage: semi-arranged marriage context; rite of marriage: love 
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marriage context. Once again it is important to reiterate here, since commencing this 

chapter, that most participants have not personally experienced these stages of marriage, 

but have done so vicariously through their extended family members and peers.  

Rite Of Marriage: Semi-Arranged Context 

Patel women and men elucidated on the process by which a suitable candidate 

becomes a betrothed and then a spouse and in doing so, revealed stages through which 

this process occurs. I identified four stages in this process that I have labelled – 

introduction and relationship assessment; building a relationship and making a choice: 

courtship; declaring your intentions: engagement; the wedding day.  

Introduction and relationship assessment 

As mentioned in the earlier section, Patel women and men are introduced to 

prospective spouse through the a variety of spaces – such as informal networks, online 

matrimonials and conventions spaces among others - created by the Patel community in 

the United States for this express purpose. Emerging from these spaces is a barrage of 

bio-data, e-mail and telephonic exchanges that assists the couple in deciding on an 

eligible candidate as a potential partner, followed by a face-to-face meeting with the 

candidate.   

Patel women and men were unable to arrive at a consensus on the duration of the 

relationship assessment. Some Patel women explained that the couple was expected to 

make a decision as to whether or not they would like to pursue a relationship with each 

other in the first meeting.   

Like . . . some of my cousins . . . they just looked at each other, and they talked for . 
. . seriously . . . they talked for 45 minutes and they said yes [to marriage]. 
(Poonam, 19, single female) 
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I would say in that one meeting. . . ..Like . . . they don’t have to like…necessarily 
decide like you know . . . maybe you could be like . . . decide a few days later [that] 
I will want to go out with him. . . . (Medha, 18, single female) 

Two participants reacted to this stage in the rite of marriage. Ritu, a female 

participant, claimed that relationship assessment was difficult to accomplish within the 

confining environment within which the couple was expected to decide. Sahil, a male 

participant acknowledged somewhat matter-of-factly that often, it is the initial physical 

attraction that the couple feels (when they first meet) that determines the decision to 

pursue a relationship or not.  

I would think that you couldn’t be yourself completely, probably impossible. You 
don’t know what he’s going to go tell his parents, or what you’re going to tell your 
parents. And so you can’t be completely yourselves. . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

And everything is based on the visual first . . . if you find that person physically 
attractive . . .  then you get to know her . . . I think in most cases, if they find a 
physical attractiveness to each other . . . they might start dating. (Sahil, 27, married 
male) 

Building a relationship and making a choice: Courtship 

Once the couple expresses interest in pursuing a relationship, a courtship begins. 

The majority of Patel women and men noted that most often, the couple is allowed to 

date openly with the consent and knowledge of their parents. They have the freedom to 

meet regularly with each other, go out to movies, dinner and be seen as a couple. Patel 

women and men explain that this form of ‘dating’- as courtship - is accepted by parents 

the relationship is constructed as being a serious one which could culminate in marriage. 

Given this, parents are keen to provide the second generation with opportunities to get to 

know each other before they make their choice.  

That [courting] is more accepted . . . if your parents arrange it or introduce you to 
someone, it’s a lot more accepted [to date]. But if you go out and find someone 
yourself, [dating] is not as accepted. (Poonam, 19, single female) 
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. . . they might start dating . . . I’d say so [it’s acceptable to parents] if the ultimate 
goal is marriage. Yeh! I think parents don’t have a problem with that. I think 
they’re [parents] alright with the two going out on their own . . . because nowadays 
they [parents] see . . . [it’s] the only way they [second generation] get to know each 
other. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

However, this is not always the case. Some Patel women and men observed that 

even when a couple is courting, parents prefer that they do not meet or date unsupervised, 

but always in someone else’s company, usually a sister, cousin or friend or to only meet 

each other in the home.  

But they [parents] do prefer that like…someone go with [the couple]. . . . Like . . . 
when my cousin [was courting]. . . . men and one of her really good friends, the 
two of us went with her and he [partner] came along as well . . . so I think 
parents…if it is a girl, they [parents] kind of want someone to go with her to make 
sure she’s OK . . . but for guys, I don’t think it really matters if someone goes with 
them or not. (Poonam , 19, single female) 

When it is through these channels [arranged marriage channels], I mean I don’t 
really know. . . . I mean I don’t know if they [parents] would . . . it [courtship 
especially dating] still be supervised or with a friend . . . take a friend with you or 
something. . . . Like if you met through your parents . . . you wouldn’t be allowed 
to meet them [prospective candidates] on your own . . . you’d have to be supervised 
. . . Like . . . parents would want to know what’s going on or what you guys are 
talking about . . . I mean . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

A couple of Patel women and men also noted that in some families, the courtship 

involves the couple talking on the phone to each other rather than dating or meeting each 

other which occurs intermittently.  

It depends on the family. . . . Some families only allow you to talk over the phone, 
meet once or twice, like . . . not an everyday thing…like go out on a date. Some 
families don’t allow that . . . (Kavita, 24, single female) 

They [parents] allow them to spend some time with each other . . . or maybe not go 
out as much, but like talk on the phone maybe or just to . . . kind of get to know the 
person before actually making a huge decision of marriage. (Anil, 21, single male) 
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Anil, a 21 year old single male, also remarked that in the more conservative Patel 

families, the couple would have to be informally engaged before they would be allowed 

to court.  

But I think, even now if it’s arranged, and both families have very traditional 
values . . . they [second generation] kind of have to stay in an [informal] 
engagement. You know it will be like . . . ‘OK, they’re engaged somewhat.’  
Because the thing is with Indians, is like word spreads . . .  people talk . . . like . . . 
if they’re not engaged, and they’re seen, you know at the movies or something like 
that, they’re going to be . . . ‘Oh! She’s not even engaged and she’s out [with him].’  
So, I guess they [first generation] kind of have to label it engagement, but even 
after an engagement or even during the process of engagement, they’re [second 
generation] talking . . . you know, the two are talking and they’re going out, trying 
to get to know each other, and then if they still feel that they shouldn’t get married, 
then they still are able to call it quits.  

Deciding upon marriage with the person they are courting is a choice made only by 

the couple and not by their parents as reported by an overwhelming majority of Patel 

women and men. Once again there was no consensus among them as to the duration of 

the courtship before a decision regarding marriage needed to be made. Most Patel women 

and men noted that there is no fixed duration for courtship and that the couple can take 

their time before they decide on marriage – what they called a “comfort level”. When 

pressed to gauge an approximate duration in this case, they fixed it at anywhere between 

a couple of days to two years, maintaining that the greater the comfort with each other, 

the quicker the decision.  

I know couples who have gone years without saying anything and I know couples 
who [have] gone out and said it in the first two days or whatever. There’s no set 
rule . . .it’s as comfortable as you feel, and I guess it goes how serious you feel it 
[relationship] is. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

I guess it [deciding upon marriage] depends [on] how well they hit off. I think that 
a lot of people like to talk it out for a long time. Like . . . my cousin got introduced 
actually through like a convention . . . and he talked to my sister-in-law for like 
around two years before they decided [to get married]. (Monica, 22, single female) 
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However, a number of Patel women and men did observe a time-limit to courtship 

usually set by parents. In most cases, they believed that courtship extended from a few 

months (two-three months) to a year before a decision about marriage was required. 

Some also noted that in some cases, the decision had to be taken either on the day the 

couple was introduced or within a few weeks or days of courting.  

I think it [deciding upon marriage] depends upon parents. Now I think they [second 
generation] get a little more leeway . . . I think a year [to decide] is usually 
acceptable to them [parents]. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

I’d say typically…if not pressured sooner . . . but I think they [parents] want a 
definite answer within a year after the courtship starts. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

For I think . . . a lot of people that are out there being introduced it’s more you 
know . . . for them . . . it’s a time line because they [parents] want to know either 
right away or within maybe two to four weeks . . . and sometimes less than that. 
(Vishal, 27, married male) 

A male participant introduced an interesting variable that has emerged throughout 

this study – age. He observes that the duration of the courtship depends on the age of the 

partners. If perceived to be younger than the desired age by which second generation 

should be wed, the courtship can extend for even a year. This possibility shrinks rapidly, 

for instance to a month, if the partners are perceived as older – that is nearing the age of 

marriage.  

Well . . . if they [first generation] start earlier, like at 22, then maybe you can wait 
like for a longer time, maybe even a year . . . but like . . . if they’re [second 
generation] are getting to a point when they’re getting older, then yeh! They 
[second generation] have to do it [decide on marriage] quickly. (Jay, 20, single 
male) 

Gender was an issue brought up by Patel women. They reported that second 

generation women have a lot more at stake in the relationship than their male 

counterparts. Second generation women have to be sure of the relationship, as in the 
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Indian tradition, upon marriage they leave their natal homes while men continue to be 

part of theirs.  

A lot of things are at stake [for a woman] because she’s going to another person’s 
house. So I think that like . . . a woman has to look more closely when picking like 
. . . a husband . . . while a husband. . . . I feel like he’s at an advantage because he’s 
still going to be in his own house . . . you know. . . . A lot of times, second 
generation wives have to stay with their in-laws and stuff like that . . . (Monica, 22, 
single female) 

Another gendered facet of courtship is the reputation of second generation Patel 

women. Second generation women in a courting relationship are seen as “being with a 

guy” which could be deleterious to her and to her prospects of marriage if a protracted 

courtship ends fails to culminate in marriage.  

But you’re like under a lot of pressure from like both ways because then . . . like . . 
. your parents will be like . . . especially the girl’s parents will be like…you know . 
. . like . . . they’ll be pressuring her to get married or something to that person 
because then you now she’s already seen as “being with the guy”. . . . So then like 
in a sense . . .  “she’s been taken” or something . . . like . . . she’s been branded. 
(Medha, 18, single female) 

Thus, women face more pressure from their parents to make a decision regarding 

marriage sooner. While men face some pressure, Patel women explain that it is just the 

pressure to get married and not the pressure induced by stigma.  

He does [get pressured], but I don’t think to the same degree. Like . . . I think 
they’ll [parents] be like . . . pressuring him to go for it. (laughs) . . . because you 
know . . . I mean they [parents] want them to be together, like . . . they introduced 
them . . . but I don’t think it will be like . . . you know . . .  if you [second 
generation man] don’t you’re going to look bad or something like that. (Medha, 18, 
single female) 

Declaring your intentions: Engagement 

Following a courtship and the decision to marry, a formal engagement is the next 

step and proceeds quickly after the decision is made. Patel women and men highlighted 

engagement practices that their generation indulges in. Becoming formally engaged 
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involves a religious ceremony presided over by a maharaj (priest), with bhajans (prayers) 

and all the rituals. At this ceremony, the couple exchanges rings and the engagement is 

announced to the Patel community and formalized. The engagement ceremony is a big 

event that is hosted by the man’s family as part of tradition.  

They’ll set a date for the engagement and you just exchange rings and it’s actually 
a really big event, it’s not small . . . it’s a fairly big event. (Poonam, 19, single 
female) 

 The boy’s side [family] usually does the engagement. . . . I just went to my friend’s 
and the boy does it . . . I mean they do the Vidi (religious ceremony), they give the 
ring and everything, and it’s like an Indian party . . . .they have the Maharaj (priest) 
there. (Reema, 22, single female) 

I mean there is like . . . a Vedic or Indian ceremony . . . the Maharaj (priest) saying 
prathanas (prayers) and bhajans (prayer in song) and all that. (Nikhil,18, single 
male) 

Interestingly, second generation Patel women and men observed that there have 

been adaptations of engagement practices to the United States spearheaded by the second 

generation. Often, Patel men propose to their fiancée’s with a ring prior to the 

engagement ceremony itself. Following the acceptance of his proposal, parents are 

informed about their decision and the formal ceremony is organized. This occurs in both 

in the case of semi-arranged and love marriages. This dual-step engagement process is a 

recent phenomenon and not a custom that the first generation indulged in.  

The guy asks the parents of the girl . . . but if they’re [second generation] are 
already allowed to date, the parents have said yes and they’re [parents] are not 
going to have a problem with it. So you know . . . then it kind of just the whole 
engagement like . . . proposing . . . you know like . . . that’s almost like an 
American culture . . . like the way they do it. . . . (Priya, 20, single female) 

I had a friend who got engaged last December . . . he took his girlfriend on a 
vacation and gave her the ring…but the real Indian engagement is not till this 
December. So I think kids are adopting the American way . . . but then like the 
parents . . . they want the Indian thing [engagement]. . . . (Reema, 22, single 
female) 
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Oh! They are definitely [adopting American practices] . . . proposing is definitely 
something that second generation have adopted. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

In addition, some Patel men observed that other American customs such as serving 

of non-vegetarian food at engagement parties, cake-cutting and presenting of gifts have 

also been adopted by second generation Patels.  

They have cake cutting, they have a dance, you know…and a party and gifts and 
it’s sort of just like a wedding without [the actual wedding]. (Karan, 24, single 
male) 

Most of them serve non-vegetarian food . . . serve like chicken and that’s somewhat 
modernized. (Jay, 20, single female) 

It is important to note that most Patel women and men acknowledged that the 

couple decides for themselves how soon following their engagement they would like to 

be married. Most Patel women and men agreed on the fact that the duration of a typical 

engagement among second generation Patels is between six months to a year following 

the formal engagement, at which time the wedding takes place. This is largely because 

the planning of a Patel wedding with all the traditions and rituals often takes about a year.  

I mean the engagement is usually quick and brief because the marriage usually 
follows very quickly. I would think that if you [got engaged to] someone, you’d 
probably be married to him within six months to a year . . . probably a year. (Ritu, 
22, single female) 

It takes a lot to plan a wedding, people and then a lot of money involved and they 
want to make sure they have the perfect hall and the perfect dress . . . [so the 
engagement for a year]. (Karan, 24, single male) 

Apart from this, it affords the couple time to continue the process commenced in 

courtship of getting to know each other and each other’s families. The duration of the 

engagement is also determined by the schedules of the couple, especially so if they are 

studying. Often, the couple waits until they have completed their degrees prior to getting 

married.  
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It just depends on what they are doing at the moment…and their schedules . . . 
(Gaurav, 19, single male) 

I think it depends on education. I think they [parents] want both men and women to 
finish their degrees [before getting married]. I think that’s probably the most 
important thing that parents want . . .  ‘I want my son or daughter to have their 
degree before marriage occurs. I want them to be able to fend for themselves’. 
(Sahil, 27, married male) 

The wedding day 

Leonard (1997), and Khandelwal (2002) have documented to some extent the 

actual wedding day among Indians in the United States. The weddings are lavish, public 

and large and often a display of the families resources. The actual wedding spans several 

days with ceremonies, rituals and meals planned on each particular day of the 

celebrations and one day devoted to the religious ceremony consecrating the marriage. 

These ceremonies are gendered with some being performed only by women and others 

only men. During the ceremony, brides as well as the female guests wear traditional 

raiment in bright colors and elaborate jewelry. Often purchases for the wedding, 

especially ethnic garments and jewelry, are made in India although Indian wedding 

providers in the United States are also sought.  

Patel women and men did not elaborate to a great extent on the actual wedding day 

as that was not integral to the survey. They did however explain that a wedding in the 

Patel community is a two to three day event. It is usually hosted by the bride’s family, 

who shoulder a significant proportion of the wedding expenses, except in the event when 

they are unable to afford it, in which case expenses are shared by the bride’s and groom’s 

families. The traditional ceremonies and practices are held on the days leading up to the 

wedding such as the biti ceremony (cleansing the bride and groom with turmeric paste; 

mehendi (painting the brides’ hands with henna) and the garba-raas (Gujarati folk 
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dance). The wedding ceremony is religious and involves the saat pheras (seven circles) 

around the holy fire. 

The whole three day ceremony occurs . . . we have garba-raas, we still have the 
biti ceremony . . . where both the guy and the girl at their respective locations get 
cleansed with the turmeric bath . . . mehendi and things like that . . . (Sahil, 27, 
married male) 

I think it [wedding] involves two day [events] and it is usually . . . like you have to 
go to the place where the girl is originally from and it’s a long ceremony where 
they do the pheras (circles around the holy fire) and all that . . . and the bride’s 
parents pays for it . . . unless the bride’s parents can’t afford it, that’s when the guy 
tries to chip in probably . . . but it’s still expected from my parents that the girl pays 
for it. (Rahul, 18, single male)  

Rite Of Marriage: Love Marriage Context  

Patel women and men briefly elaborated on the process leading up to engagement 

and the wedding in the case of love marriages. They explained that in the love marriage 

scenario, partners meet or are introduced to each other in school and by friends. Some 

also meet each other online, through the online marriage data-bases while others meet at 

Gujarati community events such as Diwali festivals. They explain that after the couple 

meet, they proceed with a regular courtship, except they date each other without their 

parents’ knowledge and consent. They get to know each other, fall in love and assess the 

potential of the relationship and decide upon marriage.  

Right now . . . for my generation, I think love marriages are more common. . . . I 
guess [they find their partners] just online or colleges or friend circles or programs 
like Diwali and stuff . . . (Rahul, 18, single male) 

A lot of them are finding their own spouse. Like… I just had friends what got 
married, they went to school here, and they dated, [and] everything was on their 
own…(Reema, 22, single female) 

[In a love marriage] I would meet the guy on my own. . . . I would be dating him 
for a while . . . and it would take . . . probably be long . . . I feel people try to date 
and be in a relationship for a long time before they decide to get engaged. And 
usually the children [second generation] will tell their parents about it…and they 
would discuss it . . . (Monica, 22, single female)   
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However Patel women and men note the complications and pitfalls inherent in love 

marriages especially parental reactions to the relationship. To facilitate ease in parental 

acceptance, a lot of second generation Patel women and men keep the mate selection 

criteria (especially those criteria important to parents) mentioned above in mind when 

choosing someone they could fall in love with.  

But the problem most of the time, I’ve seen with non-arranged [marriages] is that 
when it comes up to actually making the decision for marriage, it’s a pretty big 
thing for parents. The son or daughter might want to marry . . . but parents don’t 
agree and that’s a huge thing. (Anil, 21, single male) 

I think most of them [second generation] do [keep criteria in mind] because a lot of 
parents do disown their children or like…get angry with their kids and not like . . . 
approve of the marriage. . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

Patel women and men also elaborated on when parents are informed of the couple’s 

decision to marry. Most explain that when they fall in love, prior to proposing marriage 

to their partner, they disclose the relationship to their parents and grandparents not only 

to gain their approval and acceptance for the marriage but also so the first generation can 

find out more about the partner’s family. Those who subscribe to this view note that 

disclosing the relationship to parents prior to proposing marriage is crucial and parental 

reaction to the relationship will determine whether or not they actually get married.  

In the love marriage thing . . . say if I was 25 [years old] and I fell in love with 
someone, it would probably have to be a Patel . . . but I’d tell . . . first I’d definitely 
tell my mom’s parents about it, and you know they’d find [out] everything about 
her. I would first talk to my parents about it, and then if they say it’s OK, [then I 
will] go ahead and probably propose to her . . . (Rahul, 18, single male) 

This speaks to the contention made by Patel women and men that there are two 

reactions by the second generation to parental disapproval of the marriage. Some decide 

to get married to their partners despite parental disapproval of the relationship. Others 
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choose not to go ahead with the marriage because to do so would mean losing parents’ 

trust and support.  

To tell you the truth, if I were to fall in love with a guy that’s completely different 
than Patel, and I know how much that would hurt my mom . . . I wouldn’t go for it . 
. . Because I would leave that [relationship] and stick with my parents . . . (Priya, 
20, single female) 

If you are serious about him, then there are people [second generation women] who 
actually go to their parents . . . and talked to their parents and see what they have to 
say. There are people who actually . . . there are parents who say flat out no! Just . . 
. ‘No! you can’t marry him’ even after meeting the guy . . . basically the girl will 
run away, if not she’ll just you know say no to the guy and marry a guy that her 
parents will pick. (Kavita, 24, single female) 

However, they also note somewhat logically, that parents’ should not fear their 

choice of partner in a love marriage as the probabilities of knowing your partner better is 

greater in this type of marriage than it is in a semi-arranged marriage.   

My personal belief is that like . . . if you’ve met someone that you know for one, 
two, three years . . . even if it’s not an arranged marriage, you . . . are compatible 
with them. You know a lot more about them than you would like . . . [know] in the 
two, three month span of the engagement [in an arranged marriage context]. So my 
personal opinion is that like . . . parents shouldn’t be like . . .  ‘Oh! Their family’s 
not good’ You’re past that level . . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

Until this point in the chapter, most Patel women and men have spoken about 

engagement and marriage among the second generation in the Patel community. I then 

asked the single participants to elucidate for me, what they envisaged their marriages to 

be and how they envisaged the “making” of their marriages. The engaged and married 

participants were asked to narrate their marriage experiences.  

Marriage Visions And Expectations 

Single, engaged and married Patel women and men explored for the record their 

visions for and expectations of marriage and of their spouses. This was a portion of the 

interview that was greeted with the most laughter, clarity of thought or hesitation as Patel 
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women and men thought through their visions. I have elaborated on their marriage 

visions and expectations around four main themes that emerged during our conversations 

– the choice to marry, timing of marriage, preferred marriage type, and vision of spouse.  

Choice To Marry 

Lessinger (1995), and Khandelwal (2002) comment on the centrality of marriage in 

the lives of Indians both in India and the United States. It is a rite of passage of great 

social significance. It plays a crucial role not only in the continuity of the family and the 

ethnic community, but also in maintaining the social framework of “dharma” which 

defines male and female roles and responsibilities (Khandelwal, 2002, p. 118). This is an 

ideology that most second generation Indians are socialized into and embrace for 

themselves. However, both first and second generation Indians agree on the point that the 

second generation must marry and have children (Lessinger, 1995). Reflecting this 

ideology, all Patel women and men who participated in the study noted that they plan on 

getting married, if they have not already done so or are in the process of doing so.  

Timing Of Marriage 

Patel women and men were given the freedom to define the timing of marriage as 

they sought fit. Rather than being questioned on the age they would like to marry, they 

were asked about the stage of life at which they would like to marry. Nonetheless, most 

participants affixed an age to their definitions of timing. Patel women noted that they 

would like to get married when they were 25- 26 years old, while Patel men noted when 

they were between 26-28 years old. They connected their age with other factors that 

determine the timing of their marriage. Both Patel women and men spoke of wanting to 

marry after completing their entire education (post-graduate or professional degrees) or at 

least the most difficult portion of their education. They maintained that they would like to 
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accomplish this, but still not be too old to marry, and to enjoy some time alone with their 

spouses before they had children which they are planning to do before they are 30 years 

old. This was also the justification for the age limit selected by those who defined timing 

in terms of their age.  

Yes . . . definitely. . . . I have an age decided. . . . By the age of 28, I definitely want 
to get married. 28 is my personal preference [as the age to get married] because I 
want to get to know the person . . . then at least by 30, decide whether I want to 
have kids with her or not…(Rahul, 18, single male) 

I want to get married [by the] age of 25 because I want some time with my husband 
alone as well . . . and also because of the whole like . . . you should have children 
by a certain age for the health of the child to be optimal. So I kind of want to have a 
child before like 29 or something . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

I think that [the age I want to get married] would be a good point in my career and I 
would have had finished two or three years of medical school, and I’d probably be 
going into my fourth year. Fourth year . . . is usually pretty easy and I also want to 
spend a good year of marriage enjoying myself . . . because once I start residency, 
[the] timing will probably be off . . . and I’d like to have a good year . . . year and a 
half of marriage before [residency]. (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Some Patel men noted that the timing of their marriage would be determined by 

their financial viability of support a family which necessarily meant that they marry after 

they embark on a professional track.  

I plan on going on the professional track myself, so once I’m like financially able 
to start my own family . . . I think . . . [that’s] when I would actually start 
considering that [marriage]. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

Two Patel women averred that they would like to embark on a professional life for 

a while after completing their educations and did not want to marry before they 

experienced that. Both did not mind getting engaged before she accomplished her goal, 

but did not want to marry before she did.  

I would like to get married probably close to when I’m going to be finishing 
school. Maybe not necessarily when I’m in the middle of school, because I just 
think that . . . that’ll be a big distraction in my life. But I definitely would like to 
find a guy and be settle with that guy while I’m you know going through med 
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school so that I know, you know… like I don’t have that . . . I mean pressure . . . of 
like . . . ‘Find a guy, find a guy, find a guy!’ and you know . . . I know that once I 
get out of med school, and once I’m finishing up med school . . . then it’s 
[marriage] fine because you know I’m finishing up, it’s fine then because I don’t 
have that pressure to stay focused you know actually getting through the 4 years, 
but I think about I guess [I’d be] 27 [and that] is pretty late for my parents, but I 
think that’s around about time I would probably want to get married. (Priya, 20, 
single female) 

[I plan on getting married] at maybe 25, 26 [years old]. That’s when I’ll finish 
school…around 24 [years] and then I want to work for a year or two. And then get 
married. I don’t mind getting engaged before that, [but] I don’t want to get married 
until then. (Poonam, 19, single female) 

Preferred Marriage Type 

When asked what was their preferred type of marriage – semi-arranged or love 

marriage – a significant proportion of Patel men and women chose in favor of love 

marriage or noted that their marriages were love marriages. This echoes claims by 

scholars that second generation Indians are not willing to accept the traditional idea of 

love growing after marriage (Wakil, Siddique & Wakil, 1981; Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 

1990; Lessinger, 1995; Rangaswamy, 2000; Dugsin, 2001; Khandelwal, 2002). Having 

grown up in the United States, they are “celebrating…” as Rangaswamy (2000) puts it, 

“…choice as a birthright” and are demanding greater freedom in the choice of their 

marriage partners (p. 119).  

They believe that a love marriage would enable them to better know and be 

comfortable with the person they marry. However, almost all participants who spoke in 

favor of love marriage also identified a caveat - that parental acceptance and approval of 

their marriage was important to them. Thus, they would (or in some cases already had) 

followed the criteria for mate selection to ensure approval of the relationship.  

I definitely want to have a love marriage . . . I don’t want them [parents] picking a 
person for me. (Rahul, 18, single male) 
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I think . . . [I would like] a love marriage . . . I think it’s [love marriage] gonna be 
really close to what my parents want and so . . . guideline wise…and I think they’ll 
accept it [love marriage]. I don’t think I’m going to look beyond what their like . . . 
expectations are of me. . . . If they [parents] have a serious problem with it [love 
marriage] I might have to think things, but I think for the most part, I’m going to go 
with what my parents want. . . . And especially my mom . . . because I know it 
[marrying a suitable partner] means so much to her (Priya, 20, single female) 

I’d rather find somebody on my own that I’ve like . . . spent time with and I can 
figure out like . . . is this really going to work. (Reema, 22, single female) 

Most Patel women and men who spoke of the semi-arranged marriage as a 

preference, named it as an alternative option, if they are unable to find a suitable spouse 

on their own by the time they exceeded the age of marriage. One participant explained 

that the semi-arranged marriage as a preferred type was entertained more her parents than 

by her as they did not trust her ability to find a suitable spouse without their intervention. 

Another noted that despite her choice to have a love marriage, her parents would continue 

to introduce her to eligible candidates, with whom she may fall in love.  

I mean it’s [semi-arranged marriage] not out of the question . . . but I really would 
try to avoid it . . . I mean . . . if it came down to the point of where you know . . . 
there wasn’t anybody. . . . I guess I’d be open-minded to my mom maybe trying to 
find…like…introduce me to people . . . like help me out . . . but I’d rather find [a 
spouse] on my own. (Reema, 22, single female) 

[I want a] love marriage. [But] Yeh! Arranged marriage is an option in that like . . . 
my parents will like . . . show me someone and I’ll meet them and try to get to 
know them that way . . . . (Monica, 22, single female) 

It [semi-arranged marriage] is still an option . . . I’m sure they [parents] will . . . 
you know . . . they’ll start looking. I mean . . . I’m still 20 [years old] so they 
haven’t really started yet…but I’m sure they’ll look for guys and obviously I have 
the option to say no . . . you know. . . . .And if I have got a guy [by] then, you know 
. . . it will be like . . .  ‘OK well this is who I have’…(Priya, 20, single female) 

. . . because they [parents] don’t trust me . . . that I will find somebody . . . so they 
want to keep that [semi-arranged marriage] on the side too. If I don’t find 
somebody, then at least they’ll [parents] will have somebody to fall back on.. . . . I 
don’t mind arranged marriages. I find them irritating . . . but I want enough time to 
get to know the person before I get married. If they [parents] introduce me to a guy, 
if they [parents] give me enough time, about a year or two or something . . . and if I 
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think that’ the right guy…then I don’t mind [getting married to him]. (Kavita, 24, 
single female) 

There are however contradictory views expressed. Medha, an 18 year old single 

female explained that a semi- arranged marriage was not even an option for her as she 

was uncomfortable with it.  

I mean if I wanted an option . . . I guess I would have it [semi-arranged marriage] 
but I don’t think I’d feel comfortable [with a semi-arranged marriage].  

For two participants though, a semi-arranged marriage was their preferred type of 

marriage – a choice, not an option. One woman explained that her parents know her 

better than she knows herself and so are better qualified to find a spouse who is her 

match. The male participant observed that an arranged marriage would enable him to get 

to better know the family of his spouse  

I’ve always wanted an arranged marriage . . .  ‘coz I feel that my parents know me 
a lot better than I know myself . . . Like . . . they know what I would want, and they 
know what would make me happy. . . . I really think my parents know me so well . 
. . both my parents, my mom and my dad, they know me so well . . . so they know 
exactly what kind of guy would be good with me and I feel like they would do a 
better job at finding him than I would. . . . But recently . . . I’ve kind of wanted a 
mixture of both . . . where it would be arranged, but where I get to know the guy a 
lot better before I married him. (Poonam, 19, single female)  

I would like an arranged marriage, just because you can get to know about the 
family…It is very important…(Anil, 21, single male) 

This is consistent with Lessinger (1995), Rangaswamy (2000), and Khandelwal 

(2002) who note that second generation Indians are working towards a middle ground, 

anticipating and perhaps preferring that their parents introduce them to a potential spouse, 

but the ultimate choice and decision of whom to marry will be their own.   

Visions Of Spouse 

Patel women and men also elaborated often with great hilarity, confidence or 

hesitation their visions of their spouse. I have analyzed their visions around two main 
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themes emerging from their responses – criteria for mate selection, and qualities, roles 

and responsibilities of spouse.  

Criteria for mate selection 

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, a number of the criteria of mate selection listed 

were those held by the first and not the second generation. Here the Patel women and 

men delineated for the record the criteria of mate selection that were important to them 

for their spouse. 

Patel/Gujarati. A large number of them spoke of their desire for a Patel or a 

Gujarati spouse. They believed that marriage within their ethnic community would 

prevent possible culture clashes in the home and the consequent confounding of children 

born of the marriage. In addition, they desire to maintain the Gujarati culture with their 

children and bring them up in the community’s religious traditions which would provide 

continuity of tradition for children. More importantly, Patel women and men 

acknowledge that marriage within the ethnic community would be easier, and more 

acceptable to parents.  

For me . . . [she] definitely [has to be a Patel] because I actually want my whole 
family to support me when I get married, so for that to happen, I have to marry a 
Patel. (Rahul, 18, single male) 

I mean . . . [a] Gujarati [spouse] is a big thing for me just because . . . like . . . I 
grew up with that culture and like . . . I want my kids to have that culture and like . 
. . I want to continue having it as well. . . . And someone  . . . [of] the same religion 
because like . . .I would want my kids to be the same religion as me. . . . And like . . 
. it’d [marriage to a non-Gujarati] be just harder…(Medha, 18, single female) 

Some Patel men also noted that they wanted their parents to reside with them. 

Given this, having a Gujarati wife, who speaks Gujarati, would facilitate greater ease in 

communication between their parents and wives and ensure that the language tradition is 

passed onto their children.  
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Yeh! I would personally like that [marry another Patel] because I want my parents 
to stay with me and . . . if we spoke the same language and have the same interests 
[it would be easier]. (Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Reiterating ideas expressed earlier in the chapter, Karan, a 24 year old single male, 

claims that a non-Gujarati Indian wife would not be suitable because it would inevitably 

result in a clash of cultures for the children (as different Indian ethnic communities have 

their own ethnic traditions and culture) and he desires that his children have Gujarati 

cultural roots.  

It would be very difficult if there as a South Indian or North Indian [wife]. If I had 
a South Indian . . . or North Indian wife, it’ll make the children…just more 
confused. They wouldn’t really know . . . you know . . . that if we were . . . if both 
husband and wife are Gujarati, then they’ll [children] have a focus . . . you 
know…they’ll have roots. I mean every part of India has a different culture . . .  

Education/Professional. While I am aware that these two criteria are not the same, 

I have collated them for ease as they overlap substantially. Both Patel women and men 

are firm about wanting an educated spouse.  

[My wife] definitely . . . has to have an education. . . . That’s one of my life goals, 
if I get married to someone, she at least has to have a good college education 
beyond four years. . . . and not just the common four years. (Rahul, 18, single male) 

Someone [husband] that’s educated . . . obviously. I mean some people go to 
extremes when it comes to education and [spouses] have to be doctors of lie that. I 
don’t think my parents would care because I don’t care. . . . As long as you 
[prospective husband] has goals in life, it should be good enough. (Ritu, 22, single 
female) 

Patel women explain that they want a husband educated to the same level or higher 

than her. Patel men elucidate that the criterion would ensure them that their wives are 

intelligent and goal directed.  

I already have my bachelor’s and I’m going to go for another bachelor’s and I’m 
applying for my master’s [degree] too. So I want somebody who is about the same 
level [of education] if not higher. (Kavita, 24, single female) 
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A significant proportion of Patel men also admitted for the record that they want 

wives who are professionals and who work. Some explained that this would ensure that 

should anything happen to them (men), their wives would be able to support their 

families. They however qualified this preference for a professional, working wife when 

discussing the qualities, roles and responsibilities they expect in a wife.  

. . . the main reasons I want this [educated, professional wife] is because if 
something were to happen to me, she could take care of the kids or my mother and 
her family. (Rahul, 18, single male) 

Family background. Some Patel women and men also spoke in terms of their 

spouses hailing from good family backgrounds. Rahul, an 18 year old single male also 

explained gender disparities in evaluating family background 

Yes . . . like definitely [family background is important]…if her parents are 
divorced . . . my family wouldn’t approve of that I mean my mother’s 
divorced…but they don’t look at that. . . . If the girl’s parents are divorced, they’d 
[parents] be like…she doesn’t come from a good family. They [parents] consider 
that . . .  

Age. Rahul, an 18 year old single male, brought up the criterion of age noting that 

he wanted his wife to either be younger than him (by about two years) or the same age as 

him, but not older, although he did not qualify the reason for this preference.  

She [wife] has definitely to be younger than me . . . or the same age, she can’t be 
older . . .  [a] one or two year age difference [between us] but definitely not older, 
that is not accepted at all.  

Spouse’s country of origin. This was a criterion raised by only Anil, a 21 year old 

single male, who explained that he would like to marry a Patel from India and not from 

the United States. Rather than summarizing his reasons for this preference, I have 

allowed his words to provide the explanation. 

I would like to get someone [a wife] from India because I do value a lot of the 
traditional values that Indian girls in India have. I’m not saying that the ones here 
[United States] do not, but it’s a lot harder to find the ones that do [have the values] 
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here. It’s because the American culture has impacted them in such a way that you 
know that they have the freedom to do whatever they please, which is a very good 
thing, but whereas the Indian girls in India they know that like alright . . . you know 
. . . marriage is one thing, it’s a sacred bond, it’s something that you know should 
not be broken, whereas the ones here [United States] . . . divorce is heard a lot in 
America. In India you don’t really hear that word. . . . I’m looking for this kind of 
false hope that I have of India because I went to India last year, you know . . . I 
kind of saw what it is there, it’s completely changing. I guess the values that there 
guess they know . . . obviously girls in India know how to speak Gujarati… that 
you don’t find here. You don’t have girls that know how to read and write 
[Gujarati] . . . I don’t personally know how to read and write Gujarati . . . but I want 
my children to know how to . . .  at least know how to you know speak Gujarati. If 
I marry someone from here, I feel like I’m going to be limiting that in my 
children’s aspect. I feel that like . . . it’s going to be more American talk going on 
in the family. If I have someone [a wife] from India, like . . . when I come back 
home from work . . . I’ll be talking more English at work . . . but when I come back 
home, I’ll kind of be able to still switch gears being able to talk Gujarati and that 
my children will have an impact on them. 

Qualities, roles & responsibilities of spouse 

Patel women and men identified a plethora of qualities they envisaged in their 

spouse. Patel women spoke of wanting husbands they would get along and enjoy being 

with, who are funny, smart and caring, and who they could talk to. More importantly, 

they desired that their husbands treat them well and be supportive of their goals.  

I’d want somebody that I can talk to . . . somebody who can be your best friend . . . 
I know that’s like [a] very cliché thing to say. But somebody you [second 
generation woman] can talk to very openly . . . somebody who can make you laugh 
. . . I think that’s a really important thing. Somebody that you just enjoy being with 
. . . spending time with . . . (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

 Patel men, in visualizing their wives, spoke of someone who is caring, loving, 

gentle, and easy going and who is fun to be with. Sahil, a 27 year old, married male 

participant spoke of wanting a wife who was “aggressive enough to know what she 

wanted and how to get it and enjoy it”, claiming that his wife is an embodiment of his 

expectations.  

I was just looking for a person whose . . . I like that type who’s aggressive, who’s . 
. . not aggressive to the point of annoying, but aggressive to the point were they 
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know what they want and know how they’re going to get it, and they’re going to 
enjoy it, and they’re going to reap the rewards of the hard work that they have put 
in for it. . . . [My wife] embodies it. She is the head of our household!  

Some Patel men however had more detailed and succinct visions of a wife. A 

common preference is for a wife with a “good value system”. This term is a euphemism 

that refers to a range of qualities that often do not need to be defined for most Indians 

who almost instinctively understand its meaning. However, Patel men explained that the 

term implied a woman who is religious, knowledgeable about Gujarati/Indian culture – 

“had a good cultural sense”, who is simple and not absorbed in American culture to the 

extent that she is materialistic.  

She should have a good cultural sense. . . .You know . . . like to know a lot about 
who Gujarati’s are, a lot about the religion . . . I would want her to be a very simple 
person, not someone who has been absorbed in the American culture so much that 
she only focuses on money and looks. (Karan, 24, single male) 

Anil, a 21 year old single male, explained that he wanted his wife to be like his 

mother – someone who would be able to pass on traditions to his children. 

I’m looking for a wife like my mom . . . like now . . . it’s hard to find someone like 
you’re mom that has values. . . . She [my wife] might be able to teach prayers to 
my son, you know…be able to you know . . . do whatever puja (prayers) that she 
has . . .  

Three areas of roles and responsibilities usually entered our conversations about 

marriage visions and expectations – professional work, domestic responsibilities, and 

responsibilities to the family. I have however, not separated their visions into these areas 

as they are interconnected and can better be appreciated together. All Patel women 

expressed a desire to work professionally even after their marriage, a decision which 

most Patel men acknowledged that they accepted and were comfortable with. However, 

some men were definite about their wives working until they had children. They 
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explained that once children were born, they preferred that their wives either work part-

time or not work at all, and could resume work once the children grew up.  

Yeh! I think [I want her to work] until at least . . . until we have kids . . . I’d like for 
her to work, and then…even once we have kids . . . I would like . . . personally like 
. . . for her to be at home with the kids . . . [or she] can go work part-time maybe…a 
day or two a week and then . . . once the kids are older, she can work again. 
(Gaurav, 19, single male) 

Yes, I’m OK with her working, but when we have kids, I’d say . . . for definitely 
the first five years, she’s gotta stay at home with the kids. (Rahul, 18, single male) 

A few Patel women believed that some Patel men still desired traditional wives – 

educated, “cultured” women who knew how to cook and clean and be good wives.  

A lot of guys do not want a professional wife. They want a girl who would want to 
stay at home and cook and clean and take care of the kid…(Monica, 22, single 
female) 

So on first hand . . . I’ve got a really good guy friend of mine…and I know that he 
really wants someone [prospective wife] who is [an] educated girl, you know . . . 
she’s going to be able to take care of the family, you know…she’s got the 
respect…she’s got the culture. . . . .And you [second generation women] are able to 
pass that [culture] on with your kids. . . . And they [second generation men] want 
the whole works. . . . (Priya, 20, single female) 

There are some guys [second generation Patel men] who actually just want a 
housewife. Even if . . . it doesn’t matter what she studies, where she comes from . . 
. they just want her to stay and home and take care of the family . . . (Kavita, 24, 
single female) 

It was interesting for me to note that while this sentiment was not whole-heatedly 

embraced by Patel men; a few Patel men did prefer that their wives be home-makers. 

They explained that their preference was rooted in a desire that their children always have 

a parent at home while they were growing up.  

I’m OK with my wife working, but I would rather not have her work. I think it [the 
desire for a wife who is a home-maker] was more than anything else the way I was 
raised. I think . . . you know my mom worked for a long time and still we were . . . 
I think we were in the sixth or seventh grade when she started her own business and 
so it s very important for me to know that you know . . . if she [my wife] wants to 
work then that’s her freedom, but I would rather not have her work because I want 
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to have my kids have somebody at home at all times if we can. (Vishal, 27, married 
male) 

Patel women and men also spoke of greater equality in marital and familial 

relationships. Patel women wanted marriages of equals where their husbands did not 

expect them to shoulder domestic responsibilities alone. This was a sentiment echoed by 

some Patel men who claimed to want to share in the raising of children and in domestic 

labor.  

Just someone [prospective husband] who is an equal partner, not someone who 
expects you [second generation woman] to do everything for them obviously. 
You’re [second generation women] also coming home from a long day at work, 
and you shouldn’t have to do everything just because [that is] what you’re expected 
to do back then . . . so he can cook sometimes, he can also clean . . . can also do 
laundry . . . (Ritu, 22, single female) 

. . . and then I think . . . you [second generation men] need to do some stuff around 
the house. Like . . . not just be one of those mommy’s boys that doesn’t know how 
to do anything . . . (Reema, 22, single female) 

I like to think that everything should be divvied. I like to think that I want to cook a 
couple time . . . I want to be able to cook through the week.  . . . I want to be able to 
take care of my son or daughter throughout the week. (Anil, 21, single male) 

Responsibilities to the family, especially parents were one issue that was raised by 

both Patel women and men in envisioning their spouses. A few participants elucidated 

that it was important for them that their spouses get along with their familes.  

I have a very big family and so family is a big, big thing for me. So I want him 
[husband] to be getting along with my whole family . . . that’s a very big thing for 
me…(Priya, 20, single female) 

Parents’ Stories: The Generation Effect 

As mentioned in the methodology, one of the analytical lenses I use in my study is 

a generational one – the second generation versus the first generation. While I believe 

that I have addressed this throughout the thesis, I have not elaborated on the first 

generation’s dating and marriage experiences as recounted by the second generation until 
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this point. This was a conscious decision on my part as the analysis revealed a fine 

interweaving of first generation dating and marriage experiences that is better narrated in 

tandem than separately. Parents’ stories of dating and marriage as recounted by the 

second generation, center around two themes that emerged from the interviews – stories 

of dating and marriage, and changes in the “making” of marriages from the first to the 

second generation.  

Stories Of Dating & Marriage 

Patel women and men recounted that their parents’ marriages were arranged and 

love marriage was not even an option for their parents.  

I guess like my parents were arranged by their parents. They met only once before 
they were married. Yes, all instances bar a couple of exceptions happened that way 
as far as I know . . . I’d say 80 percent to 90 percent of the marriages were arranged 
. . . (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

From what I have heard…arranged marriages were definitely the norm…you still 
had love marriages but it was a rare case. (Anil, 21, single male) 

Only two participants explained that their parents had had a love marriage. In one 

case, the marriage had ended in divorce, which in and of itself was a judgment about the 

efficacy of love marriages. In the other case, the marriage was possible as the families of 

the couple were well known to each other and were of the same caste and religion. 

My mother actually got married as a love marriage . . . but it ended in divorce and 
that’s one of the main reasons my grandparents don’t want me to [have a love 
marriage]. (Rahul, 18, single male) 

If they [love marriages] like…worked…it was like that love marriage between the 
two . . . like both families were like really close, or you know . . . they kind of knew 
they had the same values, they had the same religion, they had the same caste…so 
those were the ones that kind of worked . . .  (Anil, 21, single male) 

Second generation Patel women and men report that their parents’ had the 

traditional arranged marriage where, very often, their families decided whom they were 
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going to marry and the first generation was rarely given the option of the time to decide 

whether they wanted to marry the selected person. In some cases, the first generation may 

have been forced or pressured to agree to the marriage.  

[My parents had an] arranged marriage basically. . . . Basically the two families 
decided that my mom and dad were going to marry. And my parents . . . my mom 
saw my dad for like a day, and that’s all . . . (Jay, 20, single male) 

My mom and dad had an arranged marriage, basically her [mom’s ] mom and dad 
told her that she was marrying this gentleman, my dad and that’s what happened. 
That’s all . . . there was nothing said . . . she was told who she was going to marry 
and that was the end of it . . . (Karan, 24, single male) 

My parents’ generation . . . they had very little time to decide whether or not they 
wanted to actually be with this person . . . (Anil, 21, single male) 

It was not good…because it [marriage] was almost forced like . . . you know . . .  
you’re meeting guys and there’s a lot of pressure from your family to finally meet 
someone and meet them quickly and just say yes to someone and so you know . . . 
(Ritu, 22, single female) 

Patel women and men explained that their parents had met only once – to decide 

upon the marriage – prior to getting married and were not allowed a courtship period 

after becoming betrothed. Given this, most of their parents did not get a chance to know 

their spouse before getting married.  

Well my parents told me that they didn’t meet each other until the day before they 
got married . . . I heard that happened a lot . . . they [first generation] met the day 
they were supposed to get married. (Sahil, 27, married male) 

I’m trying to remember if my parents actually got to see each other ‘coz my dad 
didn’t know my mom was a twin . . . and then so when my dad went to the 
wedding, my auntie was walking around and she . . . my dad thought . . . ‘What the 
heck is she [his mother] doing . . . she’s supposed to be ready to go’. They may 
have seen each other once maybe . . . I mean they saw each other for a while fore 
they made the decision [to marry]. (Vishal, 27, married male) 

I think once you’re [first generation] engaged, you’re basically going to get married 
soon . . . Because they . . . it’s not like they [first generation] get to know each other 
that much before marriage anyway. (Monica, 22, single female) 
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In a few cases, Patel women and men noted that their parents were introduced to 

more than one eligible candidate and allowed to decide for themselves who they would 

like to marry. However, unlike the second generation, the first generation was not given 

an opportunity to get to know the candidates better before they decided upon marriage, 

but had to decide within that first meeting itself.  

All of my mother’s generation were basically from India and their parents basically 
gave the girl like four or five choices . . . bio-datas, and she gets to pick the one she 
wants to marry . . . and that’s it . . . no dating at all . . . (Rahul, 18, single male) 

She [my mom] actually went to India from London and they were visiting…like 
her grandmother . . . and there were boys there . . . and she was at the right age I 
guess. She met the boys and the final decision was hers to make…but they 
[mother’s parents] were open to that . . . you know . . . to meeting people I guess . . 
. (Reema, 22, single female) 

However, Kavita, a 24 year old single female drew attention to the fact that in some 

cases, the first generation was allowed a semblance of courtship after they were formally 

engaged.  

My parents basically had an arranged marriage. . . . But after they met, they did not 
get married for six months. So they had six months to you know. . . go out . . . and 
like each other and get to know each other better. . . . Not a lot though! I’m sure six 
months must have been a lot for my parents. . . . You don’t go out, you basically 
talk and you know…everything’s been planned. . . . Basically, you have to say yes 
the first time you see the guy and then you can go ahead and date . . . so the first 
time you see the guy . . . you’re engaged!! 

Changes In The “Making” Of Marriages From The First To The Second Generation 

In narrating the experiences of their parents with dating and marriage, Patel women 

and men regularly distinguished between their parents’ experiences and their own. These 

distinctions are manifestations of the generational changes in union formation from the 

first generation – born and brought up in India, to the second generation – born and 

brought up in the United States.  
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Patel women and men explain that in their parents’ case, marriage was an 

obligation and not a choice, especially so for women, because it assured them of financial 

support and security. In their case though, second generation Patel women and men 

choose to get married and so the marriage is one of equals, without one partner being 

dependent on the other.  

I guess I think before [for parents] marriage was more like an obligation rather than 
like a choice, where . . .  like you know . . .  you had to marry or if you didn’t it 
would be bad . . . and like . . . if you didn’t you also wouldn’t have like financial 
security or whatever. Whereas like now . . .  you now . . . you have like . . . even 
when you are married, like the husband works and the wife works, so it’s not like 
you’re dependent on each other. They’re more like, I would say more equal and so 
it’s more of like they’re together not because they have to be, but because they 
want to be.(Medha, 18, single female) 

Love marriage, although not easily accepted, is more prevalent among the second 

generation and more accepted than it was among their parents’ generation.  

I mean in terms of people my parents’ age it’s all of one [love marriage] . . . [but] I 
know hundreds of instances where they were arranged. Now it’s probably the other 
way around . . . where there are hundreds of kids who are finding their own 
matches and that the occasional one . . . one in a hundred or two in a hundred that 
are arranged by parents. (Nikhil, 18, single male) 

The arranging of marriages has itself undergone transformations. Unlike their 

parents who were unable to communicate their spousal preferences to their parents, 

second generation Patel women and men enjoy adequately open communications with 

their parents on the issue of marriage. The second generation has the freedom to express 

their spousal preferences and choices to their parents prior to the latter embarking on the 

search for a spouse. More importantly, unlike their parents, the second generation decides 

upon marriage for themselves and parental involvement ceases after the couple is 

introduced.  

Because now . . . the kids [second generation] are involved in the marriage thing. In 
my parents’ [case] they probably could not talk with their parents . . . my parents 
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couldn’t talk to their parents freely about it [marriage] but we can now . . . (Jay, 20, 
single male) 

I think that’s the change with arranged marriages . . . it’s like up to the kids [second 
generation]…and if the kids start to like each other and things are going well . . . 
they can decide to bring in their families. (Reema, 22, single female) 

The introduction of the courtship period is another major transformation in union 

formation since the time of the first generation. Patel women and men firmly highlight 

the opportunity they are afforded in getting to know their partner prior to deciding upon 

marriage, explaining that there is more “talking” between the couple and extensive face- 

to-face interaction and meeting prior to deciding upon marriage. Interestingly, Patel 

women also drew attention to the fact that their marital/dating relationships are more 

egalitarian than their parents’. As one female participant noted, the first generation’s 

marital relationship does not involve much communication and most second generation 

women refuse to accept such a relationship. 

Courtship wasn’t really . . . like I said, they [my parents] met like the day before 
they got married So the courtship issue has been introduced [for the second 
generation] . . . (Sahil, 27, married male) 

I think . . . sometimes parents have a hard time talking to each other about a lot of 
things. You know there’s still a lot of difference of opinion, and now necessarily . . 
. I think that if they talked about it, it would be fine . . . but I think they kind of hold 
back, and I think they like try to compromise so much because that’s what they’ve 
learned to do . . . especially the women, I think that they hold back and don’t 
always want to talk about everything. And I think our generation is a little bit more 
forward, especially the women, and in essence they don’t want to walk into 
something like that. (Janvi, 25, engaged female) 

In conclusion, mate-selection, engagement and marriage is a complex process 

among second generation Patels and the intersection of bi-cultural identity with this 

process is often subtle and easily overlooked. The hybrid, bi-cultural identity embraced 

by second generation Patel women and men enables them to exert a significant amount of 

agency in the “making” of their marriage. The intersection of bi-cultural identity and 
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marriage in the context of the second generation is especially evident when contrasting 

between the “making” of their marriages and those of their parents. The transformations 

wrought in the mate-selection, engagement and marriage processes have been 

spearheaded by second generation Patel women and men performing their bi-cultural 

identity.  

Although, the prevalent marriage ideology in the Patel community dictates that all 

should marry, Patel women and men decide for themselves the timing of their marriage 

and who their spouse will be. In the process, Patel women and men are re-

conceptualizing love and marriage. Reflecting their American-ness, Patel women and 

men desire marriages that are psychologically and emotionally fulfilling and not mere 

joining of families with similar backgrounds. They want to fall in love and form an 

emotional bond with their partner prior to marriage and are unwilling to settle with the 

notion of love developing after marriage. To this effect, they are willing to take the time 

and effort to build a bond through a courtship period. In addition, their American-ness 

also enables them to adopt American marriage practices such as proposing to one’s 

partner, and presenting her with a ring and in envisaging more egalitarian marital 

relationships than those shared by their parents.  

However, Patel women and men are also fiercely loyal to their Indian-ness. While 

they do not want their marriages to be mergers between families, they are willing to, and 

infact desire to take their families’ preferences into consideration when choosing a 

spouse. First generation Patels define criteria for mate-selection that are closely followed 

by the second generation in the hope that their marriages will be accepted. In addition, 

the criteria are also upheld because of the desire of the second generation to maintain and 
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continue ethnic culture and traditions within their own families. The latter is indeed 

manifested with their continued usage of a combination of ethnic and American marriage 

practices in the making of their own marriages. For their part, the adaptations of the 

mate-selection process to America by first generation Patels, evinces their continued 

dedication to bi-cultural identity – both their own and that of their children.  
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CHAPTER 7 
GATHERING THE THREADS: CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, I conclude the thesis by summarizing key analytical themes that 

emerged from the interviews with second generation Patel women and men and 

contextualizing the same in a discussion. The discussion allows me an opportunity to 

elaborate on connections and intersections in analytical themes as well as attempt to 

construct a well-rounded narrative about the union formation processes of second 

generation Patel women and men in the United States. Thus the two sub-sections of this 

chapter, quite logically are (a) summary and conclusions of findings and (b) discussion.  

Summary And Conclusions Of Findings 

A trio of analytical lenses, as mentioned in the chapter three, has been employed 

when examining the narratives of second generation Patel women and men. The lenses 

are manifested as three levels of comparisons that emerged from the data namely, Indian 

versus American, second versus first generation, and women versus men. The gender and 

generational comparisons, in my opinion are more readily apparent in the analyses than 

that of the Indian versus American. However, all three work in concert to contextualize 

the union formation process among second generation Patel women and men.  

As I have mentioned from the start of this paper, union formation processes are not 

and should not be conceived of as disparate categories or processes. The narratives of the 

second generation indicate a more fluid and complex interaction between the processes, 

sometimes so subtle that it may be overlooked. I myself confessed to maintaining these 

disparate categories to facilitate the reporting of the analysis and ask further indulgence 
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in this section as well as I summarize and conclude the findings. The more fluid nature of 

union formation processes will be elaborated on in the discussion section that follows the 

summary and conclusions. Thus, in this section I summarize the findings in the three 

broad analytical categories delineated in this thesis (a) identity (b) dating (c) mate 

selection, engagement and marriage among second generation Patel women and men.  

Identity 

The construction, adoption and performance of bi-cultural identity is critical to 

understanding the identity of second generation Patel women and men. This bi-cultural 

identity as defined by the second generation themselves is a blend of Indian-ness and 

American-ness and is, in my opinion, the core of their self-definition. It should be 

mentioned here, that the participants utilized the terms Indian/Gujarati identity 

synonymously thus implying that their bi-cultural identity is a medley of their Gujarati-

Indian and American selves.  

The generational influence on bi-cultural identity of second generation Patels is 

evident in the first generation’s conceptualization of the bi-cultural identity as rooted in 

Indian identity or Indian-ness and the their conscious and deliberate efforts to construct 

this identity in the second generation. To this effect, the first generation invokes the 

symbols of the Gujarati ethnic identity such as language, food, festivals, religion and 

Patel family values for the second generation. In addition, the first generation invokes a 

gendered construction and performance of bi-cultural identity wherein the onus of 

remaining true to the ethnic culture is often placed on second generation women.  

For their part, the second generation is exercising a significant amount of agency in 

adopting and performing their bi-cultural identity. Far from being passive acceptors of 

the identity they are socialized into, they are acting upon it and transforming it such that 
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their identity is indeed a hybrid Gujarati-Indian and American one. The more apparent 

manifestations of this hybrid Indian-American identity is in the symbols of ethnic 

(Gujarati) identity which have been transformed to include a more American flavor. For 

instance, the consuming of American foods, including non-vegetarian foods along with 

the staple Gujarati diet; the celebration of American holidays and festivals alongside the 

Gujarati/Indian ones; the increasing preeminence of education, academic and professional 

success and achievement abreast with filial piety and family honor, are transformations to 

bi-cultural identity spearheaded by second generation Patels.  

That being said, it is the more subtle manifestations of this agentic, hybrid Indian-

American identity embraced by second generation Patels that are important to delineate. 

Second generation Patels are not adopting and performing their bi-cultural identity in a 

vacuum. They operate and interact with an ethnic society in the United States as well as 

the larger racialized and stratified American society; the latter that classifies them as an 

exotic ethnic group and in so doing creates a threshold to their mobility in American 

society. In navigating these influences and in responding to them, Patel women and men 

decide for themselves the timing of the performance of this identity and the manner of 

negotiating the borders of their hybrid identities.  

They admit to the challenge of existing between two cultures, although not 

necessarily of being caught between them; of intergenerational conflict over dating and 

participating in American milestones such as the prom; and of explaining their Indian-

ness to ordinary Americans and being treated as different. More importantly, they 

acknowledge their pride in choosing not only to be Indian-American as the outcome of 

navigating through the structures and challenges they encounter; but also choosing to 
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openly embrace and perform this identity at a stage in their lives when they feel 

comfortable to do so.  

The gendered nature of bi-cultural identity is very evident among second 

generation women and men. The generation analytical lens reveals that the first 

generation places a significant proportion of the responsibility of maintaining and 

transmitting ethnic identity on second generation Patel women. Given this, second 

generation Patel women admit to facing vigorous restrictions, more so than their male 

counterparts, to participating in what they consider an expression of the American traits 

of their bi-cultural identity – sleep-overs, going out in mixed company, attending parties 

and football games etc- because their parents fear losing them to American society and 

culture. Patel women also reported being reprimanded for other performances of bi-

cultural identity such as addressing Gujarati elders in English rather than Gujarati, and 

wearing non-Indian or immodest clothes at Patel/Gujarati social gatherings. In addition, 

the first generation upholds the traditional gender roles of wife and mother in families 

socializing second generation Patel women into the feminine responsibilities of cooking, 

cleaning, household maintenance; and obedience.  

Again, second generation Patel women are agentic actors who are reacting to the 

gender structures within which they are located and which impinge on the performing of 

their bi-cultural identity. A strong reactive vein lies in their frustration and anger with the 

“double-standard” with which they live; their embrace of the more egalitarian gender 

relationships they perceive in American society; and their determination to discontinue 

gendered practices with their own daughters.  
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Dating 

Union formation is a key arena where this gendered bi-cultural identity, intersected 

by generational influences is performed. Dating is a more complex process of union 

formation than has been delineated in the literature. It has to be understood in the context 

of the other union formation processes rather than a stand-alone. Dating as courtship, 

with the person one is most likely to marry, is the most commonly constructed definition 

of dating by the first generation and is the form of dating that is most acceptable to them. 

This is largely because first generation Patels invokes an Indian-American binary which 

allows them to classify dating as non-Indian and as American. Thus dating by second 

generation Patels is construed by the first generation as being not only contrary to their 

ethnic culture, but also to the core of bi-cultural identity namely Indian-ness.  

The gendered construction of bi-cultural identity facilitates the construction, by 

first generation Patels, of differential standards and expectations and thus experiences of 

dating among the second generation. Second generation Patel women are expected by 

their parents that they not date; face restricted opportunities in dating, – such as not being 

allowed to go out at night in mixed company, or attend parties, or strict curfew etc; and 

face strict repercussions for dating, more than their male counterparts. Second generation 

Patel men, while not encouraged to date are rarely reprimanded for doing so. In addition, 

parents’ criteria of the suitability of the partner are more stringent in the case of second 

generation women than men wherein Patel men have the freedom to date a non-Indian or 

a non-Patel/Gujarati without fear of their reputation being tarnished in the community or 

their marriage prospects being hampered. Second generation men also have the added 

opportunity to discussing their dating behavior openly with their parents without fear of 

reprisals. While discussions on dating as an issue do not occur in most second generation 
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Patel homes, it is more likely to occur in the case of second generation men than in that 

of second generation women.  

Similar to their negotiating of their identity as a hybrid bi-cultural one, second 

generation Patel women and men negotiate the intersection of their gendered, 

generationally influenced and agentic bi-cultural identity with their dating behavior. The 

first manifestation of this intersection is in their re-conceptualizing American dating into 

a form that appeals to their identity as Indian-Americans. Accordingly, they acknowledge 

their dating as a means of getting to know someone and test out the potential for a 

relationship, and not necessarily with marriage in mind, although this goal figure 

prominently in assessing the relationship. Like their parents they invoke an Indian-

American binary in their re-conceptualizing of dating by noting that unlike dating among 

second generation Patels, Americans date for recreation and fun; have multiple 

relationships and partners at different points in time; and indulged in pre-marital sex in 

their dating relationships. In making this distinction between being Patel/Indian and 

American, second generation Patel women and men draw attention to the fact that their 

bi-cultural identity facilitates their performance of American behaviors on their own 

terms and in a manner that enables them to be faithful to both elements of their identity. 

In addition, it highlights their psychological interweaving of dating and marriage wherein 

one without the other would render the process meaningless. 

The second manifestation of their continued negotiation lies in the dating behaviors 

they adopt. The gendered nature of bi-cultural identity is especially evident in these 

behaviors. The onset of dating among second generation Patels, especially women, 

occurs when they enter college and move out of their homes. For second generation 
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women, this stage is especially important as it frees them from the constant vigilance of 

their parents enabling them to date freely. However, their deep attachment to their parents 

and to their ethnic identity discourages them from emotionally hurting their parents with 

the knowledge that they are dating. In addition, they fear parental reprisals on discovery 

of their dating – a greater worry for women than for men. This motivates most second 

generation Patel women and men to shroud their dating behavior in secrecy and lie to 

their parents and to adopt the euphemism “friend” rather than the explicit “boy/girlfriend” 

in conversations with their parents. These dual strategies enable second generation Patels 

to perform their bi-cultural identities such that they can embrace and indulge in the 

western behavior of dating on their own terms, while remaining true to their ethnic roots.  

It is also important to note here that this negotiation between bi-cultural identity 

and dating is also undertaken by first generation Patels largely in reaction to the 

adaptations by the second generation. Despite the secrecy involved in dating, they are 

aware that it is occurring among the second generation, a fact acknowledged by the latter, 

and their reactions to it range from a discomfort of the practice to an acceptance of it only 

if it is on their (first generation) terms. Their terms include dating as a means of mate-

selection, and preferably with other Patel, Gujarati or Indian contemporaries. To the latter 

effect, the first generation has expended considerable effort in facilitating intra-ethnic 

community dating by encouraging group dating by the second generation and introducing 

the second generation to suitable partners at Patel/Gujarati community gatherings and 

events. These adaptations involve considerable modifications in the bi-cultural identity of 

first generation Patels. Rather than operating largely from the Indian base of their bi-

cultural identity (especially in their personal lives) as is their wont, I hazard that these 
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adaptations are slowly enabling the first generation to perform a more hybrid bi-cultural 

identity like that performed by their children. Inspite of this, their allegiance 

psychologically and culturally, lies with India and Indian culture and even in expressing 

their hybrid bi-cultural identity, first generation Patels will always be more informed by 

India rather than America.  

Mate Selection, Engagement And Marriage 

The continued interaction of bi-cultural identity and union formation is evident in 

mate-selection, engagement and marriage among second generation Patels. My analyses 

facilitate the conclusion on my part that unlike the case of dating, the interaction of bi-

cultural identity and marriage is more subtle and thus often overlooked. The subtlety lies 

not as much in an Indian – American juxtaposition as in the adoption of the mentality or 

psychological attributes of being American by second generation Patels. Individuality, 

independence and choice, preference, abandoning of traditional gender structures, 

personal achievement and success are illustrations of the American attributes espoused by 

second generation Patels. It is in navigating the confluence of this American framing of 

the world with their ethnic one that the intersections of bi-cultural identity, mate-selection 

and marriage are evident.  

The generational influence on marriage among second generation Patels in evinced 

in the emphasizing of ethnic identity maintenance in mate-selection by first generation 

Patels. The latter’s continued preference for a modified version of the arranged marriage 

namely, the semi-arranged marriage; their disapproval of exogamous marriages and their 

enumeration of the criteria for the selection of (what they consider) a suitable mate are 

manifestations of this. In the making of their marriages however, second generation 
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Patels display not only the workings of their bi-cultural identity, but also that of their 

individual agency.  

Marriage is a serious undertaking for all second generation Patels and one they are 

willing to take on without any hesitation. In addition, their allegiance and emotional 

commitment to their parents and ethnic culture is especially prominent in the arena of 

marriage. All second generation Patels desire that their parents accept their marriages and 

be comfortable with their spouses. They are however, not willing to compromise on their 

happiness in order to achieve these goals. Given this, they accept the semi-arranged 

marriage preferred by their parents (and which is indeed popular among the second 

generation) only on their own terms. They negotiate with their parents such that their 

parents’ role in the marriage is limited to introducing them to potential spouses. The 

choice to marry is theirs (the second generation’s) and is based not only on their physical 

attraction to the person but also on their interactions with the person in during a formal 

courtship period which enables them to not only to gauge their compatibility and comfort 

with each other, but also to fall in love. In addition, a growing number of second 

generation Patels show a decided preference for a love marriage – wherein they find their 

spouses with no parental involvement – necessitating a period of dating and courtship.  

In the making of the above mentioned marriages, the criteria for mate-selection 

enumerated by first generation Patels are especially important to the second generation. 

Their commitment to their natal families and ethnic culture translates into a desire for the 

maintenance of ethnic culture in their marital families; the construction of an ethnic 

identity in their children; and for their parents to accept their marriages. To facilitate the 

achievement of all of the above, second generation Patels espouse most of the criteria 
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listed by their parents especially those of marrying endogamously (another 

Patel/Gujarati); seeking a spouse with a desirable family background; and an educated 

spouse. In addition, second generation Patels list their own criteria, addendums to that of 

their parents, in selecting a mate. Desirable personality traits in potential spouses figured 

prominently in their criteria as did the preference for spouses who are professionals and 

the probability for egalitarian marital relationships.  

Performing bi-cultural identity also enables second generation Patels to adopt the 

more American marriage practices such as proposing to their fiancées (often even in the 

case of the semi-arranged marriage); presenting her with an engagement ring; celebrating 

the engagement American style with large parties, western dance and music, and non-

vegetarian repast. It also facilitates their inclusion of ethnic marriage practices such as a 

religious engagement ceremony and a traditional, religious wedding with all the fan-fare. 

Gender is a critical variable that intersects with performing bi-cultural identity and 

marriage. In the making of their marriages, second generation Patel women have to 

contend with a construction of womanhood by the first generation that makes greater 

demands on and has greater expectations of them than of their male counterparts. They 

face greater pressure to marry and to marry earlier than their male counterparts; are 

expected to possess an unblemished reputation and a cultivated ethnic identity to transmit 

to their progeny; to be versatile enough to shoulder domestic and professional 

responsibilities in addition to being physically attractive. Additionally, they are expected 

to adhere to the criteria for mate-selection more strictly than second generation men most 

especially the endogamous marriage criteria. They experience more punitive responses to 

exogamy such as family disapproval and even disowning. The differential standards for 
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women and men, I hazard are once again because of parental fear of the ethnic culture 

being lost to the newer generations in the event of increase in exogamy or major 

transformations of gender structures.  

In determining their marriages, second generation Patel women perform not only 

their bi-cultural identity, but also exercise a significant amount of agency. Although they 

desire to marry and are willing to do so before their male counterparts, they refuse to be 

pressured into marriage. They are pursuing higher education and professional degrees and 

are unwilling to marry until they achieve their academic and/or professional goals. More 

importantly, they are demanding more egalitarian marital relationships and are unwilling 

to settle for less than shared responsibilities of child-care and rearing and domestic work.   

Just as in the case of dating, first generation Patels are responding to the 

performance of bi-cultural identity in marriage by the second generation. Responding to 

their (first generation) desire to maintain ethnic identity and culture in the second 

generation and to cater to the personal expectations and needs of the second generation, 

the Patel community organizes annual marriage conventions. These conventions enable 

eligible Patels from across the United States to congregate for a weekend and meet each 

other and in the process perhaps meet a potential spouse. Apart from this method, other 

events are organized such as camps and cruises where eligible Patels can meet each other.  

Thus, the connections between bi-cultural identity and union formation envisaged 

in the research questions that guide this study cannot be denied. As illustrated in this 

section, the bi-cultural identity performed by the second generation is a hybridized, 

gendered identity, influenced by generational factors, and this identity informs the 

breadth of their union formation processes.  
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Discussion 

In this section, I pull through analytical themes across the breadth of the thesis. In 

addition, I also demonstrate how the present study has addressed the gaps in the literature 

on Indians in the United States delineated in chapter two.   

Unlike the existing body of research on Indians in the United States which 

classifies dating, engagement and marriage as disparate processes in union formation, the 

Patels have demonstrated the more processual nature union formation. The three stages of 

union formation – dating, engagement and marriage – cannot be understood in isolation, 

but have to be conceptualized as entwined with each other in the case of second 

generation Patels. Dating, as perceived by second generation Patels is more than 

experimenting with American behavior or having fun. It is conceived as a method of re-

conceptualizing love and marriage. Their bi-cultural identity facilitates their espousing of 

the American contextualization of marriage as motivated by love and a compatible 

relationship between spouses. Accordingly, marriage for second generation Patels entails 

psychological gratification and emotional commitment and is more than a partnership 

between families as it was in the case of their parents. Given this, they are unwilling to 

marry for the sake of their families and without their personal desires being taken into 

account.  

While they desire that their marriages be based on love, they are skeptical of their 

parents’ ideas of love developing after marriage. Rather, Patel women and men desire to 

find love and emotional commitment before they marry and are amenable to expend 

considerable efforts in finding and keeping it. Thus, dating is the process by which 

second generation Patels learn about love and romantic relationships, in addition to 

learning about themselves and their expectations of a romantic relationship. More 
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importantly, in the mantle of courtship, dating offers second generation Patels a 

mechanism to fall in love (even with a person introduced to them by their parents), 

develop psychological and emotional compatibility with each other and assess the 

potential longevity of their relationship should it culminate in marriage.  

The processual nature of union formation is also evident in more practical issues 

namely the ordering of the stages of union formation. Dating necessarily precedes 

marriage, but it can take two paths. One path involves dating by second generation Patels 

to learn how to do romantic relationships and not necessarily with marriage in mind. In 

the other, dating is courtship with a person one is most likely to marry and with whom 

one is trying to establish an emotional commitment. This subtle distinction is important to 

highlight as it embodies the performance of the ethnic traits of their bi-cultural identity. 

The first path of dating is often cloaked in secrecy as the criteria of mate-selection are 

often not upheld in choosing dating partners and so this form of dating is less acceptable 

to the first generation. In contrast, the second path of dating as courtship, in most cases, 

involves a romantic relationship with a spousal candidate and thus automatically suitable 

for parental approval and thus has no need to be secret. Even in the love-marriage 

scenario (as opposed to the semi-arranged when suitability factors are already factored in) 

second generation Patels expend special efforts to fall in love and court with only those 

who are suitable (according to the criteria) and thus acceptable to parents. Thus the idea 

of marriage is never distant from the process of dating. Dating serves as a tool to perform 

the re-conceptualized notions of marriage as an intimate, psychologically fulfilling 

partnership between the couple rather than the families; and of love as central rather than 

peripheral to the marital relationship.  
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The intersection of gender, bi-cultural identity and union formation is apparent in 

all segments of this narrative and addresses the lacuna in the theorizing of acculturation 

and bi-cultural identity by the scholars in the field. Gender structures and ideology in the 

Patel community in the United States are constructed by first generation immigrants such 

that they are a reflection of those in Gujarat and India. The difficulty with this lies in the 

fact that gender structures in Gujarat and India have been and continue to be transformed 

since the emigration of the first generation to the United States. Thus, the constructs in 

India are outdated at best and exploitative and discriminatory at worst. Far from being an 

abstract construct, gender is very visible and tangible in the lives of second generation 

Patels as it determines the Gujarati/Indian and American traits they choose to incorporate 

in their identities. In addition, it defines the opportunities or obstacles they encounter in 

performing bi-cultural identity in union formation such as restricted opportunities for 

Patel women to date as opposed to Patel men; stricter implementation of mate-selection 

criteria in the case of women as opposed to men; and stringent reprisals for dating and 

exogamous marriages by Patel women. These have been sufficiently expounded upon in 

the earlier sections of this chapter and so will not be repeated here.  

Rather, it is important to highlight is that these gender structures create positions of 

privilege and disadvantage within which second generation Patel women and men 

perform bi-cultural identity and negotiate union formation. The experiences of Patel 

women and men are thus subtly different as they operate from one or the other 

positionalities listed above. Second generation Patel women are more cognizant of the 

gender structures and ideology within which they function and more importantly, are 

capable of explaining these structures, the reasons for their continued existence, and their 
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navigating through them, with clarity. In doing so, the centrality of gender in their lives, 

most especially as they perform their bi-cultural identity in the arena of union formation 

is highlighted. Second generation Patel men for the most part, operate from a position of 

privilege in their families and community and so appear less cognizant of the visible and 

tangible workings of gender in their lives or in those of their female relatives. 

Contradictorily, almost all second generation Patel men spoke of desiring egalitarian 

relationships while simultaneously not only desiring wives who are well-versed in the 

domestic arts and take the primary role in child-care and rearing, but also by being 

uncritical of the gender arrangements that furnish their privilege. The conceptualization 

of union formation necessitates an examination of the intersection of gendered bi-cultural 

identity. 

The bi-cultural identity performed by second generation Patels is more complex 

and fluid than has been accounted for in the existing body of knowledge. Second 

generation Patels appear to perform a hybrid bi-cultural identity which I conceptualize as 

essentially one identity with a blend of Gujarati/Indian and American traits as opposed to 

two identities – one Gujarati/Indian and the other American as conceived in the literature. 

Thus for instance, their desire that their marriage fulfill them emotionally and 

psychologically as well as transmit ethnic culture – American and Indian traits 

respectively - causes them to reconfigure union formation processes such that they are 

able to fall in love with another Gujarati/Patel before they marry.  

The possession of this bi-cultural identity however necessitates their existence in 

two cultures and can generate conflict and discomfort in their lives. Among others, 

second generation Patels admit to a public-private dichotomy in identity performance 
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wherein they are Gujarati/Indian at home and American outside the home. This 

admission speaks to two identities enshrined in the literature. However, a deeper insight 

into the data reveals a more complex dynamic than the one explained above at work. It is 

essential to employ a life-course lens in examining this complexity. The public/private 

binary is in my opinion constructed by first generation Patels as a means of performing 

their bi-cultural identity. Second generation Patels are socialized into this binary and 

uncritically perform it when younger. As they grow older, second generation Patels chose 

their own method of bi-cultural performance - different from that of their parents – in 

that, they create a blended identity that they perform in all contexts whether private or 

public. The support for this conclusion lies in the deep-rooted intersection of bi-cultural 

identity performance and union formation – one of the most private spheres in an Indian’s 

life – wherein their expectations and desires, decisions and behaviors with reference to 

dating, engagement and marriage are not guided solely by their ethnic identity, but by 

their identity as Indian-Americans.  

This leads into another critical element of the bi-cultural identity of second 

generation Patels – the fact that they self-identify, almost unanimously as Indian-

American and not American. Second generation Patels are not denying their American-

ness with this self-identification; indeed they are very cognizant of the fact that they are 

American and that America and not India is their home. However, they are re-working 

what it means to be American on their terms. India, albeit an ethereal India constructed 

for the second generation by their parents and through Indian film and media, is 

perceived by second generation Patels as a source of their ethnic culture, heritage and 

identity and to this effect their allegiance to India is to maintain ethnic culture and 
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identity. To achieve this purpose and be American simultaneously, second generation 

Patels have embraced an Indian-American identity – a blend of both worlds- which they 

distinguish very sharply from ‘American’ identity. For instance, they distinguish between 

their dating behaviors which have an Indian-American flavor to them and that of 

Americans which involve pre-marital sex, dating for fun and multiple relationships at 

different periods in time. Thus, second generation Patels have not only constructed a 

psychological boundary between being Indian-American and being American, but they 

are firmly in the former camp which is evident in union formation.  

The narratives of second generation Patels with reference to their bi-cultural 

identity and union formation processes evince a life-course perspective in acculturation, 

bi-cultural identity construction and performance, and union formation that has not been 

explored sufficiently in the existing literature. The life-course lens draws attention to the 

fact that their age is important to understanding the construction and performance of bi-

cultural identity and union formation among second generation Patels. Shifting 

perceptions of self across the life course enables second generation Patels, who in their 

childhood and youth were embarrassed to perform Indian-ness in public (although the 

latter was being actively constructed in families), to enjoy performing it in public as 

adults and to incorporate it consciously and willingly into their identities. In addition, 

operating from different stages of the life-course creates opportunities or obstacles for 

them in union formation. For instance, dating is forbidden among the second generation 

when they are in school as they are considered to be young and easily distracted. When 

they grow older, especially on attaining marriageable able, first generation Patels actively 

encourage their children to date to find a spouse. Marriage is a milestone in the adult life 
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of all Indians and second generation Patels face increasing pressure to ‘settle down’ in 

marriage as they grow older, more so in the case of second generation women than men. 

To this effect, if second generation Patels have progressed in the life-course to reach 

middle adulthood without being married, several of the formerly rigidly upheld mate-

selection criteria are relaxed so a marriage can take place. Contextualizing union 

formation and bi-cultural identity performance through a life-course lens offers subtle 

patterns in the working of both processes which would not otherwise be showcased.  

One key element has manifested itself in the discussions so far – human agency 

exercised by second generation Patels in navigating between gender, generation, bi-

cultural identity and union formation. In my critique of both acculturation and bi-cultural 

theory and literature about the Indian community in the United States, I drew attention to 

the glaring absence of agency in the body of knowledge. This lacuna has been rectified in 

the current study. As is evident in their narratives, second generation Patels exercise 

considerable agency in negotiating between bi-cultural identity and union formation. This 

process has been elaborated in the earlier sections of this chapter and so will not be 

repeated here.  

It is however necessary to bring to mind that the bi-cultural identity embraced and 

performed by second generation Patels – an identity that involves being Indian-American 

– is a product of the considerable agency they exercise in defining themselves. They 

choose to operate in two cultures and for the most part, not get caught between them as 

the literature suggests. Instead, they reshape both their ethnic culture and American 

culture into the form that they are comfortable performing and which will enable them to 

be true to their dual heritages. The exercise of agency is especially evident in union 
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formation in the choices that second generation Patels make for themselves – for 

instance, to date but without the knowledge of their parents; to assent to a semi-arranged 

marriage only when there is love involved; to marry another Patel/Gujarati to ensure not 

only cultural continuity but also compatibility in their families and acceptance of the 

marriage by their parents; to adopt American marriage behaviors while retaining ethnic 

ones.  

Integral to understanding the human agency second generation Patels exercise is 

their desire to maintain ethnic culture and identity in their own lives and their choice to 

respect and honor the preferences of their parents. This form of agency is usually 

exercised later in the life-course (usually middle to late adulthood) and is not motivated 

by a sense of obligation they feel toward their families, parents of the Patel community. 

Rather, their deep affection and commitment to their families and ethnic community this 

form of agency performance. This is manifested in their desire to speak Gujarati with 

friends (outside the home) rather than only with family members, to prefer 

Gujarati/Indian cuisine even when entertaining American friends and some level of 

comfort in explaining the intricacies of their culture to Americans. Additionally, their 

choice to marry endogamously speaks not only to their desire to retain their ethnic 

heritage, but also to their emotional commitment to their parents which discourage them 

from disappointing the latter in the choice of their spouse.  

In our conversations, as they moved away from narratives of childhood and youth, 

second generation Patels spoke more in terms of ‘this is what I want in my life’ rather 

than what their parents wanted for and of them. This is especially the case when they 

discuss the continuity of ethnic culture in their children, although perhaps differently 
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from how their parents undertook it – a choice on their part motivated by their comfort 

with being performing their Indian-ness. Based on my discussions with second generation 

Patels, I would hazard that the exercise of agency is unconsciously undertaken and may 

be misconstrued as being part of their American-ness as it usually involves them 

performing their individuality, expressing their opinions and their choices. American 

culture and values and social networks may influence second generation Patels, but the 

choice to adopt them or not, to construct a hybrid identity for themselves, to perform that 

identity in a particular manner in the context of union formation, is a choice that is self-

motivated and in the process it empowers them to be Gujarati/Indian and American and 

undertake union formation on their own terms.  

Lastly, I want to briefly reiterate the rationale for selecting the Patels and the 

second generation for my study. I sought that the study represent the heterogeneity in the 

Indian experience in the United States and that the second generation would accentuate 

hitherto fore unknown patterns in bi-cultural identity and union formation. I believe the 

analytical themes and connections explored above have so been revealed because the 

study gave voice to the stories of the second generation. In the existing body of literature, 

save a few, second generation Indians are not the focus of the study, and the intricacies of 

their lives in the United States such as their construction of a hybrid bi-cultural identity, 

their performance of this identity in all contexts of their lives, the life-course perspective 

that is embedded in their identity and union formation experiences, and the agency they 

are constantly exercising in determining their lives have been precluded.  

While it may be argued that the Patel community does not diverge radically from 

the larger Indian community in the United States thus devaluing the necessity of focusing 
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on a particular Indian ethnic group, I would be cautious in making it. This study on the 

Patels has revealed essential details about this community such as their commitment to 

ethnic culture preservation; their preference for endogamous marriages and the 

widespread prevalence of this form of marriage and the ingenious adaptations of the Patel 

community to achieve this end ; the modifications of the bi-cultural identity of the first 

generation as they respond to identity performance by the second generation; and the 

deep emotional commitment and attachment of the second generation to the ethnic 

culture and community and to their families.  

As I conclude this thesis, I attempt to look to the future to envisage bi-cultural 

identity construction and performance and union formation among the third generation – 

the children of my participants. My thoughts take the form of a multitude of questions 

known of which I am able to answer definitively – will the third generation perform bi-

cultural identity or will they choose to be American? Will they feel the same attachment 

to ethnic culture as their parents do? Will they date in secret or more openly than their 

parents do? Will be assent to the modified semi-arranged marriage (that their parents’ 

consented to) or will they prefer a love marriage? Will they take into account their 

parents’ preferences with respect to their marriage partners etc? 

I would hazard, based on our conversations and admissions on the part of the 

second generation, that every effort will be undertaken to create an ethnic identity among 

the third generation. If current efforts of the Patel community in the United States are a 

standard of what the future holds, ethnic culture will be maintained within the third 

generation as well. I am fairly confident that third generation will have more open 

relationships with their parents unlike those of the second generation with the first. The 
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second generation is keen that dating and sex be openly discussed in their families and 

their children not date on the sly. Given this, dating may be easier for both second 

generation women and men although the entwining of the stages of union formation will 

still continue. Gender arrangements, especially in the families of second generation 

women will definitely be transformed into more egalitarian arrangements privileging both 

third generation women and men. These are the contexts within which the third 

generation will be located. They will respond to these contexts and exercise agency in 

determining their lives and their union formation decisions just as their parents did. I am 

unable to speak of behalf of the third generation, but am optimistic for the future.  

This study examined the working of bi-cultural identity, it’s interaction with gender 

and generational influences in influencing union formation processes among second 

generation Patels. In privileging the narratives of the second generation an Indian-ethnic 

group, this study revealed intricacies in union formation which would not have otherwise 

been apparent. Future research into the lives of Indians in the United States should pay 

increased attention to their inherent heterogeneity not only in terms of ethnicity, but also 

in terms of cohort which create diverse experiences that should be accounted for.  
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APPENDIX 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 

The interview guide consists of a listing a questions that guided my conversations 

with Patel women and men. The bulleted questions work as direct questions and as 

probes that are used only when no responses are forthcoming, or when the participants 

diverge from the topic under discussion. The questions were asked in no particular order, 

but rather followed from the conversation.  

1. Can you describe for me the Patel community here in the US? What about the 

Patel community in Florida? 

• What are the traditions and culture of this community? 

• What does it mean to be Patel? 

• Can you tell me a little about Patel women and men – both the first 

and second generations?  

• Tell me a little about your family- your parents, when did they come 

to the US, how did they come, what about your mother, what were 

they expected to do in terms of roles?  

2. Identity 

As a second generation Patel, what does it feel like to be of Indian origin living in 

America? What are some of the issues you face?  

• Do you feel you are participating in two cultures and between two 

generations? If yes, is this hard to do and why? If no, why not? 
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• What challenges and issues do you face when trying to deal with 

being of Indian origin and American? 

3. Tell me a little about how you were brought up as an Indian and as an Indian 

male/female in the US. 

• What does it mean to be a Patel?  

• In what ways do you think Indian-ness was maintained in your 

family and community and how did this happen?  

• What did your parents emphasize at home? What did they tell you 

was prescribed and prohibited? Do you think these issues were 

Indian or American or both? 

• Tell me a little about your food practices, language, religion etc? 

4. Dating/Courship 

• What does dating mean in the Patel community and to you? 

• What does dating look like in the Patel community among the 

second generation? 

• Do parents and children agree or have differing opinions on dating? 

Could you elaborate on these opinions for me? Is this what you have 

experienced with your parents as well? 

• How does dating work for women and men? Is it the same? Is it 

different?  

• Is dating understood in the context of marriage? If yes, who 

understands it this way and why? 

• What has been your experience with dating?  
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• If you date, is there some (kind of) person (eg. Indian of the same 

community, caste, and neighborhood) that your parents’ prefer you 

to date? When did you start dating? Why that particular stage in 

your life? How did it happen? If you do not date, why is that?  

• How does the second generation broach the subject of dating with 

their parents? 

• How does the older generation respond to dating among your 

generation?  

• What do you think dating looked like in your parents’ generation? 

5. Engagement/Betrothal 

How does a typical engagement take place in the Patel community?  

• Who decides on whether or not to get engaged? How does it occur?  

• Does courtship occur before/after the engagement?  

• How long is an engagement in the Patel community among your 

generation before the marriage takes place?  

• Are you engaged? Or do you know anyone who is engaged? Would 

you be able to relate either your or their experiences?  

• How do you think engagement/betrothal happened for your parents’ 

generation? 

6. Marriage 

Can you describe for me how a typical marriage actually happens among your 

generation in the Patel community?  
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• How does one select a spouse? How do couples meet? Where do 

they meet? (mate-selection) 

• Are they introduced to each other? Who introduces them? Where 

and when does it happen? 

• How soon after meeting each other do they decide upon marriage?  

• In your opinion, which type of marriage is most prevalent among 

your generation (arranged marriage, love marriage, semi-arranged)? 

Why?  

When is the issue of marriage first brought up for men and women? What is said 

about it when it is brought up? Who typically brings up the issue?  

• With reference to the issue of marriage, the literature notes that the 

experience is different for women and men, can you comment on 

this? 

Do you plan on getting married? At what stage in your life do you plan to do this? 

Why? Is this your choice or that of your family/community? 

• What are/were you looking for in terms of a husband/wife? Does 

your spouse embody these expectations? Do you think any of these 

expectations have changed over the past generation? If yes, in what 

ways? If no, why not? 

• From which sources did you develop these expectations?  

• Ideally, what type of marriage would you prefer for yourself? Why? 

Do you know anyone who has not adhered to the typical type of Patel marriage that 

you have described for me?  
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• What have their experiences been?  

• What have been the responses from their families and the Patel 

community? 

• How did marriage occur with your parents and their generation?  

7. What are some of the traditions you would like to maintain with your children 

and what would you like to change? Why?  

8. There has not been much research undertaken on this topic and so I am in the 

process of figuring out what to ask. Could you perhaps assist/help me in thinking about 

things that are meaningful to you on this issue that I haven’t thought of?  
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